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ABSTRACT 
LIFE AS A SOBER CITIZEN: ALDO LEOPOLD'S WILDLIFE ECOLOGY 118 
Nancy Steams Theiss 
August 11, 2009 
This historic case study addressed the issue of the lack of citizen action toward 
environmentally responsible behavior. Although there have been studies regarding 
components of environmental responsible behavior [ERB], there has been little focus on 
historic models of exemplary figures of ERB. This study examined one of the first 
conservation courses in the United States, Wildlife Ecology 118, taught by Aldo Leopold 
(1887-1948) for 13 years at the University of Wisconsin. Today, Aldo Leopold is 
recognized as an exemplary conservationist whose land ethic is cited as providing the 
ecological approach needed for understanding the complex issues of modem society. 
The researcher conjectured that examination of one of the first environmental 
education courses could support and strengthen environmental education practices by 
providing a heuristic perspective. The researcher used two different strategies for 
analysis of the case. For Research Question One-"What were Leopold's teaching 
strategies in Wildlife Ecology 118?,'-the researcher used methods of comparative 
historical analysis. The researcher examined the learning outcomes that Leopold used in 
Wildlife Ecology 118 and compared them against a rubric of the Four Strands for 
Environmental Education (North American Association for Environmental Education 
[NAAEE], 1999). The Four Strands for Environmental Education are the current 
v 
teaching strategies used by educators. The results indicated that Wildlife Ecology 118 
scored high in Knowledge of Processes and Systems and Environmental Problem Solving 
strands. Leopold relied on historic case examples and animal biographies to build stories 
that engaged students. Field trips gave students practical experience for environmental 
knowledge with special emphasis on phenology. 
For Research Question Two-"What was the context of the lessons in Wildlife 
Ecology 118?"-the researcher used environmental history methods for analysis. Context 
provided the knowledge and understanding of Leopold's choices for developing lessons 
that he thought would engage students to become environmentally responsible citizens. 
The contexts were grouped into four categories: (a) work and research related, (b) 
professional development, (c) leisure and, (d) public service. There were five themes that 
emerged from the course contexts: (a) case histories, (b) animal biographies, (c) 
phenology application, (d) food chains, and (e) ecosystems. 
The results of the study indicated that Wildlife Ecology 118 ranks high in areas of 
environmental problem solving and knowledge of processes and systems. Both of the 
areas are often difficult for educators to incorporate in their lessons. Through case 
histories, animal biographies, phenology, ecological diagrams, ecosystem comparisons 
and field trips, Leopold provides many examples that can be easily updated and used in 
current classroom practices, both in K-12 and college levels. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is a sober citizen who knows that grass grows in order that mice may store it 
as underground haystacks, and that snow falls in order that mice may build subways from 
stack to stack: supply, demand, and transport all neatly organized. To the mouse, snow 
means freedom from want and fear. A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold 
Environmental Literacy for Global Citizenship 
By the time a baby born today, in the United States, reaches age 75 he or she will 
have produced 52 tons of garbage, consumed 43 million gallons of water, and used 3,375 
barrels of oil (Geohive, 2005, United Nations [UN], 2007). For packaging alone, the 
United States uses approximately 50% of its paper, 75% of its glass, 40% of its aluminum 
and 30% of its plastics. Each year in the United States, 180 gallons of motor oil, the 
equivalent of 16 Exxon Valdez oil spills, is sent to landfills or poured down drains. Other 
statistics about the United States' consumptive patterns show that one fifth of the 
groundwater supply used is nonrenewable. Americans blacktop 1.3 million acres of land 
annually and lose over one million acres of cropland to erosion (Geohive, 2005). The 
misuse of nonrenewable and renewable resources is producing "short-term economic gain 
for few and long-term environmental destruction and disease for many" and is 
"undemocratic, unsustainable, and stupid" (Reece, 2005, p. 60). 
The over consumption of resources by citizenries in industrialized countries such 
as the United States demonstrates values where "technology and wealth" mean more than 
"community" and "citizenship" (Reece, 2005, p. 60). Consumerism has increased in areas 
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among the highest-income countries, accounting for 86% of the total private consumption 
expenditures worldwide (Mayell, 2004). Consumers in industrialized nations are 
characterized by diets of highly processed foods, bigger houses, more and larger cars, and 
high levels of debt, in essence, lifestyles that accumulate non-essential goods. The richest 
top fifth of nations consume 45% of all meat and fish, 58% of total energy, and 84% of all 
paper and own 87% of the world's vehicle fleet (Shah, 2004, pp. 1-6). 
When people consume resources, there is always some loss of energy. Renewable 
resources conserve energy because they recycle and replenish the supply to some degree, 
even though there is some loss of energy that cannot be regenerated. Non-renewable 
resources, such as fossil fuels, are derived from deposits of organic materials that have 
decayed over time. These are much more difficult to recycle because, when used, most of 
their energy is dissipated as heat into the environment. One must also take into account the 
large-scale waste that is produced when mining fossil fuels. Lifeless landscapes are being 
created by the massive mining practices that create havoc-removing mountaintops and 
producing mudslides, floods, slurry, and oil spills, not to mention the long-term pollution 
of water resources (Reece, 2005). 
These wastelands created by human actions and global warming from human 
activities are the most urgent concern (Hansen, 2007; Kamenetz, 2008; Trenberth, 2001; 
UN, 2007). Climate models show the earth is "out-of-balance," with more energy 
absorbed from the sun than emitted to space (Hansen, 2007). This growing planetary 
imbalance has no precedence and is due to human activity, primarily the emissions of C02 
and C~ and thermal inertia of the oceans. It is predicted that 37% of the world's species 
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may become extinct due to the increasing effects of global warming caused by carbon 
dioxide emissions (Mayell, 2004). 
Carbon dioxide emissions result from the use of fossil fuels, like the burning of 
gasoline from sources such as cars, and from the production of electricity. Scientists warn 
that the window of opportunity to slow the current trends is narrowing down to the next 10 
years (Hansen, 2007). Scientists who study artic regions note that these areas are warming 
at twice the rate of the rest of the world. "As permafrost melts, for instance, it could 
unlock vast stores of carbon from rotting ancient organic plants and animals, fueling even 
more warming" (Bruggers, 2006, p. All). Locally, changes may seem more subtle, but 
the effects of global warming are impacting plants and animals by altering animal 
migration and plant growth. Animals are migrating earlier and wildflowers are blooming 
sooner (Bruggers, 2006). 
Concerns from the local to global level caused nations to create an international 
effort to reduce carbon emissions. The Kyoto Treaty was drawn up in Kyoto, Japan, in 
1997 to implement the United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change. It 
legally binds industrialized nations to reduce worldwide emissions of greenhouse gases by 
an average of 5.2% below their 1990 levels over the next decade (UN, 1992, p.1). 
Unfortunately, support for this global partnership did not include the United States, which 
is responsible for 20.5% of the world's carbon dioxide emissions (UN, 2007). The United 
States pulled out of the agreement in March 2001, and President Bush stated that the US 
would never sign it because the restrictions "are flawed and could hurt its economy" 
(Coleman, 2005, p. 2). A delay by the United States in the participation of the Kyoto 
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Protocol has resulted in an estimated increase of 2 percent per year in global CO2 
emissions (Hansen, 2007). 
Wasting natural resources denies those resources to people who have less, 
according to the United Nations (1998). A person in the United States causes 100 times 
more damage to the global environment than a person in a poor country. "Of all the CO2 
emissions produced from fossil fuels" the United States is "responsible for 30 percent, an 
amount much larger than that of the next-closest countries, China and Russia, each 
producing less than 8 percent" (Hansen, 2007, p. 7). 
Since 1940, Americans have used up as large a share of the Earth's mineral 
resources as all previous generations put together (New Road Map Foundation, 2004). 
This massive consumptive pattern, particularly by industrialized nations, undermines the 
environmental resource base exacerbating inequalities among nations. The poorest of the 
world's people have been left out of the consumptive patterns to the point of stagnation. 
Well more than 1 billion people worldwide lack sanitation, proper nutrition, modem health 
services, and housing (UN, 2007). 
The Bush Administration argues that it is being environmentally responsible 
(Coleman, 2005), but after the adjournment of the 108th Congress in November 2004, the 
League of Conservation Voters (2004) reported that the House of Representatives 
approved a "smorgasbord" of anti-environmental legislation. The legislation was only 
stopped in the Senate because of the overwhelming cries of outrage by citizens and 
environmental groups. Many believe the Bush Administration has "misplaced priorities," 
doing little to curb the energy appetite of consumers that is "hastening the climate change 
crisis" (Friedman, 2005). 
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For some, environmental legislation is seen as negative for the economy because it 
does not support competitive markets that create capital gains. Proponents of market 
capitalism believe that to stimulate economies, consumers need to be encouraged to buy 
items and to be aggressively marketed through competitive advertising (UN, 2007). Yet 
the thoughtless indifference to environmental consequences from the current gluttony of 
resources demonstrates total disregard for other humans and other life on earth. 
Most Americans agree that human life is nourished and sustained by consumption. 
The real issue is not consumption itself but rather the patterns and effects of individual 
consumptive behavior. Americans comprise 10% of the world's population yet consume 
25% of the world's resources (Geohive, 2005). The continued waste of resources rejects 
the country's responsibility to the rest of the world. If trends in world growth continue, 
China and India will surpass America's consumptive patterns in the next few decades 
(Sachs, 2005). Now is the time for Americans to demonstrate global environmentally 
responsible behavior and extend the notion of a democratic society that respects the rights 
of all citizens. 
Citizenship requires a global consciousness to consider the ripple effect of 
individual actions on other people within a nation and across the globe. This global 
consciousness is magnified through the Internet, where people can amass forces beyond 
imagination. On the other hand, the Internet can be used to exacerbate the potential for 
accelerated resource abuse. The Internet adds to the expansion of military and financial 
data in a more expedient manner and fuels the potential of drastic human actions on a more 
global level (Arike, 2006). High-speed communication systems, global warming, and the 
increasing technological interventions to control various aspects of the environment, such 
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as weather (Arike, 2006) and energy (Mayell, 2004) imply a bleak future for all life on 
Earth. 
To reverse the trend of the impending environmental crisis, citizen support is 
needed on a massive scale to support environmental programs. The National 
Environmental Education Training Foundation [NEETF]lRoper research reveals that 95% 
of American adults think that environmental education should be taught in schools and that 
90% believe that generally all people in adult society should receive environmental 
education (Coyle 2004, p. 4). Over the last three decades, the professional field of 
environmental education has become popular: An estimated 30 million K-12 students and 
1.5 million teachers participate in environmental instruction annually (p.12). 
Increased programming in environmental instruction, however, has not improved 
responsible behavior toward the environment. The Summary of Environmental Readiness 
for the 21 st Century indicates Americans are not prepared to handle complex . 
environmental issues (NEETF, 1999). Surveys conducted from 1997-2001 by 
NEETFlRoper assessed whether members of the public could "readily point to the most 
significant environmental principles and related problems and indicate a rough 
understanding of their causes" (Coyle, 2004, p. 13). Survey results showed low levels of 
understanding on four issues: (a) basic environmental facts, (b) causes of problems, (c) 
science and, (d) lack of understanding about environmental issues (Coyle, 2004, p. 14). 
A more recent poll (Standford University Poll, 2006) confirmed the findings by 
NEETF. When asked about global warming, respondents indicated they believed the Earth 
was getting warmer, but were divided on whether humans were the cause. The poll also 
indicated that most saw global warming as a cause for future generations and wanted the 
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government to do more, but they did not want to pay increased taxes to reduce energy 
consumption. During an age in which there are clear indications of pending environmental 
crisis, individuals still have not embraced the many environmental issues in their 
community over which they can have control (NEETF, 1999). 
Environmental education programs have tried to address issues that emphasize 
local problem solving. Environmental education is defined by Kentucky legislation (KRS 
157.900 to 157.915) as "an education process dealing with the interrelationships among 
the natural world and its manmade surroundings; is experienced based; is interdisciplinary 
in its approach; and is a continuous, lifelong process that provides the citizenry with the 
basic knowledge and skills necessary to individually and collectively encourage positive 
actions for achieving and maintaining a sustainable balance between man and the 
environment" (Kentucky Environment Education Council [KEEC], 1999). 
Positive action using authentic experiences are the best examples that educators 
can provide to stimulate their students' purpose for expanding their own potentials, 
guiding them to act as responsible stewards of the future. Nature's diversity provides a 
multifaceted and experiential guide because it is changing and unpredictable and it 
stimulates and awakens many of our senses that have been dulled by homogenous 
environments. The North American Association for Environmental Education [NAAEE] 
(1999) suggests that teaching environmental education methods should include four 
strands: (a) question and analysis, (b) knowledge about processes and systems, (c) 
environmental problem solving and, (d) personal and civic responsibility (1999). 
Currently, models of successful environmental education programs are being 
developed that address issues revealed from the NEETFlRoper study (NEETF, 1999) and 
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include the four strands for teaching environmental education (NAAEE, 1999). In a 
nationwide study, examples are given of successful educational practices that have 
increased academic achievements while increasing environmental stewardship (Coyle, 
2004). "Investigating and Evaluating Environmental Issues and Actions" [IEEIA], showed 
improved critical thinking and problem-solving skills for identifying actions to resolve 
environmental issues (Coyle, 2004, p. 59). 
The magnitude of global environmental disaster (Standford University Poll, 2006) 
indicates that major efforts are needed by citizens the world over to reverse current 
trends. As human consumption patterns continue to strain natural resources, good 
citizenship requires a broad-minded approach that embraces an understanding of today's 
impending environmental crisis (Ecofuture, 2004; Trenberth, 2001). Research over the 
past 100 years has wedded humanity to a world of nature, both genetically and culturally. 
This broad-minded approach is often referred to as systems thinking or ecological literacy 
that includes an interdisciplinary approach to understanding. To that extent, we must 
"find the courage to look squarely at our common situation as human beings" and 
embrace an "attitude of appreciation, acceptance, and compassion" as the only tenable 
solutions for the global ecological crisis (Searles, 1960, pp. 137-138). Understanding the 
current ecological crisis can be achieved only through the combination of natural and 
social sciences underscored by historic perspectives. 
Problem Statement 
A democracy relies on its citizens to uphold the aspects of democratic principles 
that protect the rights of individuals and the conservation of our land (Berry, 1987; 
Leopold, 1970; Titus, 1994). The lack of citizen response to the current environmental 
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crisis indicates a need for a broad interdisciplinary educational initiative that encourages 
proactive behavior. (ICCE, 1997; NEETF, 1999; Standford University Poll, 2006). 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to amplify the suc conservation practices from an 
exemplary environmentalist, Aldo Leopold (1887-1948), in galvanizing citizen action for 
environmental responsibility. Aldo Leopold's land ethic has been cited as a watershed in 
providing the ecological approach needed for understanding the complex issues of 
modem society. Leopold was the first to place humans within the ecological community 
rather than outside of it. "In short, a land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from 
conqueror of the land community to plain member and citizen of it. It implies respect for 
his fellow-members, and also respect for the community as such" (Leopold, 1970, p. 
240). Historical analysis is used for this study to examine Leopold's teaching practices 
that connected citizens to their ecological community. 
Study Rationale 
A historic analysis can illuminate the dynamic tensions between people and their 
environments that took place during the rise of an industrial age in the early 20th Century. 
"An overview of the role of science in making possible the technologies that were the 
basis of the Industrial Revolution would provide students a more complex understanding 
of the cultural influences on the changes they study in their environmental education 
class" (Bowers, 2001, pp. 145-146). The researcher hopes to defragment people's 
knowledge by providing a heuristic paradigm, based on culture and technology, of how 
people's behavior toward the natural world has changed over time, (Feld & Basso, 1996; 
Thomashow,1995). 
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This study concentrates on teaching strategies Aldo Leopold used with his students 
at the University of Wisconsin between 1939-1948 in a course developed, Wildlife 
Ecology 118, to increase their knowledge and responsibility to the environment. There 
have been studies regarding components of environmentally responsible behavior [ERB] 
(Sia, Hungerford, Tomera, 1986), but little focus on historic models of exemplary figures 
ofERB that could help substantiate current ERB research (Smith-Sebastio, 1995; Vaske, 
2001). Leopold's legacy (Newton, 2006) extends citizens environmental responsibility on 
a global level. Although many studies have explored Leopold's legacy as a wildlife 
ecologist, naturalist, and philosopher, few have delved into his teaching praxis during his 
tenure at the University of Wisconsin. 
The Progressive Era marked the beginning of regulations on the use of natural 
resources on a national scale. Environmental problems and issues were beginning to 
develop from the rise of industrialism and rapid technological expansion. It was a time 
when President Teddy Roosevelt (1913/1985) "called for citizens to come together for the 
common good of the nation" (p. 185) so that the dwindling supply of natural resources 
could be managed for the benefit of everyone. The United States began to stretch its 
muscle as an emerging superpower. Issues today can be clarified by an analysis of 
environmental education during this period of expansion. Research that uses historic 
models for environmental problem-solving deepens critical thinking and provides the tools 
for present and future environmental issues. While the Progressive Era relished human 
achievements that distanced people from their natural environments, the new science of 
evolution confirmed the undeniable connections of humans to the ecology of non-human 
orgamsms. 
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Questions for Study 
Leopold formulated his land ethic during his years at the University of Wisconsin 
and developed a course, Wildlife Ecology 118, as one of the first environmental education 
courses in the United States. The course was designed to help students become more 
aware of the ecological connections between people with their environments. Leopold felt 
these connections would help people become better citizens of their communities. To 
clarify how Leopold developed and taught Wildlife Ecology 118, the researcher looked for 
data that would reveal content and context of the course. Content consisted of the course 
lessons, assessments and field trips that made up Wildlife Ecology 118. Context provided 
the underpinning themes and circumstances of the content. The central research questions 
are: 
1. What were Leopold's learning outcomes in Wildlife Ecology 118? 
2. What was the context of the lessons in Wildlife Ecology 118? 
Definition of Key Terms 
The terms defined below clarify reader understanding of this study: 
1. Conservation education~term used during Leopold's time period that referred to 
the conservation of natural resources and whose goal was to prevent the extinction 
or decline of a species (Clepper, 1996). For this study, conservation education and 
environmental education mean the same thing 
2. Community- an interacting population of various species in a common location 
(Odum, 1971). 
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3. Culture-the beliefs and mores that people have to interact with others. People's 
beliefs and mores are formed through cultural transmission. Cultural transmission 
is acquired by individuals through "the imitation of others or by teaching" (Boyd & 
Richardson, 1985, p. 283). Cultural acquisition begins at birth and is acquired in 
sequence by directly copying the phenotype of others. This behavior is copied 
vertically from parents and siblings, horizontally from peers and obliquely from 
others such as mentors and teachers. 
4. Ecology-the study of interrelationships that link together members of an 
ecological community and emphasizes the context of things with their 
environments. An ecological view (Crabtree, 2000) regards a living system as a 
network that organizes form and pattern with an emphasis on process rather than 
structure. 
5. Environmental Education- a process dealing with the interrelationships among 
the natural world and its manmade surroundings; is experienced based; is 
interdisciplinary in its approach; and is a continuous, lifelong practice that provides 
the citizenry with the basic knowledge and skills necessary to individually and 
collectively encourage positive actions for achieving and maintaining a sustainable 
balance between man and the environment. Research indicates that environmental 
education programs should include four strands: (a) questioning and analysis skills, 
(b) knowledge of environmental processes and systems, (c) skills for understanding 
and addressing environmental issues, and (d) decision-making and citizenship 
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skills (NAEE, 1999). 
6. Environmental literacy- "the capacity to perceive and interpret the relative health 
of environmental systems and take appropriate action to maintain, restore or 
improve the health of these systems" (Disinger & Roth, 1992). 
7. Leopold's Land Ethic- credited with changing views about human relationships 
with the land. Leopold's land ethic placed the human relationship inside the 
network of ecosystems, making the issue of sustainability prominent. Leopold 
stated, "A land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-
community to plain member and citizen of it" (Leopold, 1970, p. 240). For this 
study, Leopold's land ethic and environmental literacy mean the same thing. 
8. Phenology-the science that relates climate to periodic events in plant and animal 
life (Critchfield, 1966). Phenological data may include such facts as dates of 
germination, emergence of seeds, budding, flowering, ripening, migrations of 
animals, mating season activities, birth events, etc. These events depend on the 
environmental conditions that precede each event as well as on the climate factors 
at the time of occurrence of the event. Their specific relationship to climatic events 
is not fully understood by they nevertheless represent observed facts of plant and 
animal activity that can be put to practical use. 
Summary of Chapter 
As a leader in world politics and as a democratic nation that consumes 25% of the 
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world's resources, the United States must support educational initiatives that support 
environmentally responsible behavior. Principles of democracy include foremost, a society 
that respects the rights of all citizens. Citizenship in a democracy today requires a global 
consciousness to consider the ripple effect of individual actions on other people within 
their nation and across the globe. 
Good models of study include historical perspectives that can be used as 
comparisons for best practices of educational initiatives. The purpose of this study was to 
amplify the successful conservation practices from an exemplary environmentalist, Aldo 
Leopold (1887-1948), in galvanizing citizen action for environmental responsibility. 
Leopold developed the first college course, Wildlife Ecology 118, in environmental 
education. A study of Wildlife Ecology 118 can be compared to today's models in 
environmental education to amplify best practices for educators to implement with 
students. The following chapter provided historical context of Leopold's life and the 
environmental crisis in the United States. The last section of the chapter gives current 
suggested practices in the field of environmental education that can be compared to 
Leopold's Wildlife Ecology 118 course. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Aldo Leopold developed Wildlife Ecology 118 in 1939, when the environmental 
conflicts among government, business, and citizens had begun to reach national 
proportions. Many of these specific events are linked to conditions that persist today in 
environmental decision-making. This chapter is divided into three sections to illustrate 
the interaction of the various forces of continuity and change over time, as well as to 
provide an update of environmental education standards today that could be used for 
analysis of Wildlife Ecology 118. 
The first section examines the historical context and highlights the dominant 
environmental issues during Leopold's career. There are four subsections that delve into 
these various aspects of environmental issues that influenced Leopold's views and 
actions: (a) the emerging tensions of private versus public management of the nation's 
natural resources; (b) Leopold's early career in forest management; (c) Leopold's tenure 
at the University of Wisconsin; and (d) the new science of ecology. 
The second section gives historical context to the environmental crisis in the 
United States and examines current lifestyles that stymie effective problem-solving at the 
local level. In a world of mass communication, consumerism, and mobility, the 
dependence on science and technology has broken bonds of trust and reliance within 
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communities; as a result, people are less connected on the local level (Postman, 1985; 
Turkle, 2009). 
In the third section, the researcher developed a rubric (Area Education Agency 
267 [AEA 267], n.d. ID from the Four Strands for Environmental Education for teachers 
to follow that implements the suggested concepts for environmental education. The 
researcher developed these rubrics for college level courses however they have 
application in K-12 levels. The four strands were introduced in Chapter One as the 
methods for developing a citizenry that demonstrates environmentally responsible 
behavior (NAAEE, 1999). The strands are used for comparison to Leopold's strategies 
for environmental education. 
Key Environmental Issues during Leopold's Career 
Leopold's lifetime (1887-1948) encompassed a pinnacle in human history when 
an avalanche of scientific discoveries touched every citizen. Management issues of land 
and resources redirected government's influence on a broad scale and reached 
international proportions. The following discussion explores the issues of management 
on a large scale and the conflicts of government regulation and private ownership. 
Tensions of Private Versus Public Resource Management 
The Progressive Era was an attempt to begin a process of healing from three 
centuries of "chronic environmental exploitation" (Worster, 1988, p. 175). The economic 
enterprise of the United States underwent a great shift in natural resource use. The early 
20th century was a critical period in American history. Masses of wildlife and forest 
reserves had been depleted by uncontrolled human gluttony. The bison herds and other 
abundant game, passenger pigeons, fisheries, and virgin forests had succumbed to massive 
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settlements, agricultural practices, and "demography, technology, and energy" (Worster, 
1993, p. 6). 
The rise of mass production and mass consumption distanced people from the land. 
People were no longer directly dependent on the resources within their backyards. Their 
fuel, transportation, food, clothing, and energy came from other places, and the physical 
toil and efforts of acquiring goods and supporting daily needs were replaced with more 
leisurely activities. At the end of the 19th century, the depletion of resources testified to 
this change. By 1890, the Census Bureau determined that the "frontier was closed" 
(Worster, 1988, p. 233). 
The concern for the loss of these resources of the western frontier was a top 
priority for u.s. President Teddy Roosevelt, who was known for his love of wilderness 
and sense of conservation (Roosevelt, 1985). Under Roosevelt's Progressive Era, politics 
entered into the arena of the conservation movement. Government stepped in to change 
the course of devastation of natural resources through education and scientific 
management. 
The demand of new policy for resource management pushed a new level of 
capitalism. Americans had prided themselves on shaping a new nation from the raw 
materials of wilderness. Life had changed substantially during the 19th century, with 
technological innovations from the Industrial Revolution that brought new forms of 
transportation, such as the railways, delivering goods and services to consumers in 
unprecedented ways. The "autonomous individual" was born into a complex structure of 
mass-produced goods and services, freed from the necessity of dependence on local 
resources (Bowers, 2001, p. 147). This new autonomy was "essential for the expansion of 
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the Industrial Revolution" (p. 147) and set the stage for the beginning of globalization and 
the ecological crisis. The technological advancements of the Industrial Revolution created 
a "snowball effect" of massive inventions that quickly invaded the cultural structures and 
traditions of every fabric of society by altering the daily activities of people. 
Many people heralded the achievements of science and technology that freed up 
time from menial chores and tasks that had dominated daily life. Discoveries in medicine 
and agriculture eliminated the poverty and disease from the past. Electricity, 
transportation, communication, and many other new inventions created the new market of 
tourism. People could spend their time and money on vacations, movies, sports, shopping, 
museums, and entertainment venues. People could do what they wanted, when they 
wanted, and spend more time on individual pursuits. Progress became the positive 
moniker for describing the modem age of science and technology, trumpeting the 
accomplishments of humans over nature. 
On a global level, science and technology changed the scope of international 
relations through transportation and communication. When Roosevelt took office in 1901, 
the rise of superpowers was becoming evident, yet there was "only a rudimentary 
beginning of the development of international tribunals of justice" and there had been "no 
development at all of any international police power" (Roosevelt, 1985, p. 548). 
Roosevelt believed that international police power was necessary to protect the rights of 
citizens against foreign invasion and, as he wrote, "it becomes a matter of sheer duty for 
some outside power to interfere in connection with them" (p. 548). Roosevelt believed 
that armament was necessary to deter foreign invasion. He used the example of the 
Armenian and Jew massacre by the Russians and Turks as the call to arms: "For if the 
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Jews in Russia and the Armenians in Turkey had been armed, and had been efficient in the 
use of their arms, no mob would have meddled with them" (p. 549). 
Through the justification of armament, Roosevelt increased the military budget to 
expand the Navy. He launched a fleet of 16 battleships that traveled around the world in 
the course of a year. This was an unprecedented event that demonstrated to the world and 
to those at home how the efficient use of technology could maintain such a large operation 
over such a long period of time. "The coaling and other preparations were made in such 
excellent shape by the Department that there was never a hitch, not so much as the delay of 
an hour, in keeping every appointment made" (Roosevelt, 1985, p. 565). Roosevelt made 
a point to emphasize the military potential: "The fleet practiced incessantly during the 
voyage, both with the guns and in battle tactics, and came home a much more efficient 
fighting instrument than when it started 16 months before" (p. 566). 
Roosevelt considered this the crowning point of his presidential career, "the most 
important service that I rendered to peace was the voyage of the battle fleet round the 
world" (Roosevelt, 1985, p. 563). This voyage of battleships would: 
make foreign nations accept as a matter of course that our fleet should from time to 
time be gathered in the Pacific, just as from time to time it was gathered in the 
Atlantic, and that its presence in one ocean was not more to be accepted as a mark 
of hostility to any Asiatic power than its presence in the Atlantic was to be accepted 
as a mark of hostility to any European power. (p. 563) 
By occupying both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, Roosevelt demonstrated that 
the United States was a progressive and dominating force in the emerging stage of world 
powers. This new progressive explosion of technology and science created an 
unprecedented demand for natural resources at a time when the frontier resources had 
reached the depletion level. It resulted in the creation of bureaucracies to manage the 
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demand. According to Koppes (Worster, 1988), the three predominate themes of the 
Progressive Era-efficiency, equity, and aesthetics-changed the direction of 
conservation. 
The efficiency theme was marked by a belief that scientific management could 
restore natural resources while supplying the demand as technology increased the 
consumption of natural resources. The equity theme included the idea that the 
management of natural resources must be done so that it benefits the whole of humankind, 
which meant little thought or value was given to other living organisms. The aesthetics 
theme called for the preservation of natural areas that were deemed significantly valuable 
for their pristine nature so that there would always be a refuge for those seeking respite 
and spiritual fulfillment. 
Roosevelt created the United States Forest Service as one of the agencies to meet 
the challenges of the efficiency, equity, and aesthetic agenda. Gifford Pinchot had been 
appointed the head of the Bureau of Forestry under the previous McKinley administration. 
Roosevelt had worked with Pinchot on forest policies when Roosevelt was governor of 
New York and trusted Pinchot's judgment and vision. When Roosevelt created the United 
States Forest Service on Feb. 1, 1905, it was Gifford Pinchot whom Roosevelt selected as 
director to begin the vast national acquisition of forestlands for reserves (Roosevelt, 1985). 
Pinchot gained his practical experience in forestry at the Biltmore Estate in North 
Carolina. He set his sights to become the head of Forestry in the U. S. Dept. of 
Agriculture. As a pragmatist, Pinchot guided the forest service with scientific authority 
and quantitative approaches (Worster, 1993; 1998; Hood, 1998). Pinchot stood as the 
efficiency model for the Progressive Era. Surveys of resources, harvests, and yields were 
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important tools used to calculate the ability of the forest to be viable. "Vigor" was a term 
that described the ability of a forest to maintain itself, and "treatments" were to be 
prescribed by the foresters to improve the condition of a forest (Hood, 1998, p. 19). The 
notion of ecosystem health applied only to those organisms that produced resources to 
benefit mankind. The "aesthetic" that had no market value was not considered important. 
The preservationists, also called purists, championed the aesthetic side of nature. 
The Preservationist Movement,led by John Muir (l838-1914), advocated that nature had 
its own set of intrinsic values and the aesthetic ones were as vital as economic values. 
Immersion in the field of nature is a spiritual transformation necessary for human values. 
Immersion increases observation of the minute detail and beauty of nature and guides 
understanding of the human interaction within the natural world (Worster, 1993; Hood, 
1998). The emphasis on the aesthetics of nature was used as a measure of an 
environment's health and vitality, and there was little understanding of ecosystem 
functions except indirectly due to aesthetic effects (Hood, 1998). 
Pinchot and Muir are classic examples of the struggle in the conservation 
movement between management of resources and wilderness preservation. In 1896, 
Pinchot served on the National Academy of Sciences' National Forest Commission and 
cultivated an acquaintance with John Muir. Muir was an observer on the Commission 
whose purpose was to make recommendations to Congress about the future of the forest 
reserves. Muir proposed that the forest reserves be protected by the U. S. Army, whereas 
Pinchot felt forest reserves should be left to regulated use under civil government. 
Pinchot's and Muir's paths crossed several times in the future; most notably with their 
public sentiments over the construction of the Hetch Hetchy Dam project, proposed to 
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supply water for the growing San Francisco area. Muir opposed the dam, citing the loss 
of a pristine wilderness area. Pinchot asserted that the needs of citizens were a priority 
and supported the dam's construction. The dam was built and a wilderness area 
comprising thousands of acres was flooded (Worster, 1988). 
As issues mounted about the use and protection of wilderness versus natural 
resource management, there was a mounting concern about the ill effects of the Industrial 
Revolution on the health and well-being of all individuals. Conservation became a social 
reform issue to get people back to the outdoors, promote public health, and restore and 
conserve the environment (Marsden, 1998). Nature study was a part of this social reform 
issue, and was formalized into school curriculums in the early 20th century largely 
through the efforts of Anna Botsford Comstock. As a part of the conservationist and 
preservationist movements, nature study "enabled children to achieve sympathy and love 
for all nature's forms," which contributed to a healthier society (Marsden, 1998, p. 3). 
From these tensions of environmental issues and social reform emerged Aldo 
Leopold. Leopold stood out as a key figure from the Progressive Era who reformed 
wildlife management practices in ways that are still in place today. He witnessed the 
devastation of local resources within the context of human history and pursued a lifelong 
course of action to make people environmentally responsible. 
Leopold's Early Career in Forest Management 
Aldo Leopold was born on January 11, 1887. His family home, located in 
Burlington, Iowa, sat high on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi River. The Mississippi, 
at that time, was still a wild river and the migrations of waterfowl were abundant to 
witness. Leopold's boyhood reflected an emphasis on nature study and he kept detailed 
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journals (LP, 10-7, Box 1) on his observations of plants and animals that he continued 
throughout his life. Leopold's passion for nature was passed down by generations of the 
Starker (maternal side of the family) and Leopold families (Flader, 1991; Meine, 1988; 
Pyle, 2001). Leopold's father, Carl, was a "pioneer in sportsmanship" who set his own 
personal bag limits in a time when market hunting was still legal (Meine, 1988). 
In 1905, Leopold entered the first forestry school in the United States that had 
been established at Yale University, a program heavily endowed by Gifford Pinchot's 
family. When Leopold graduated in 1909, he and his classmates assumed management 
positions in the newly created forest service, under Pinchot's guidance. Leopold began 
his career with the Forest Service serving in the new Southwestern District of Arizona 
and New Mexico. By 1912, he was the district supervisor for the Carson National Forest, 
and at this time he met Estella Bergere, who became his wife (Meine, 1988). 
In 1914, after an unexpected and long illness, Leopold was forced to resign from 
strenuous fieldwork and worked as the acting head of grazing at the southwest Forest 
District 3 headquarters in Albuquerque (Flader, 1974; Meine, 1988). Grazing issues 
dominated the southwest district as ranchers often clashed with resource managers 
concerning the open range cow and sheep herds that could devastate the environmentally 
sensitive desert and mountain landscapes. Game protection and management was needed 
after the vigorous decimation of wildlife populations from the westward expansion of 
America during the 19th century. During this time, Leopold prepared a "Game and Fish 
Handbook" that attracted national attention of those in the field (Flader, 1974). 
Leopold's experiences in the wilderness of the Southwest made him sensitive to the 
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ecological degradation of the area. He had witnessed vegetation changes and erosion 
from overgrazing and disregard of the regional biota. 
In 1924, Leopold accepted a transfer and moved his family to Madison, 
Wisconsin, to work for the Forest Products Laboratory, a private research business 
focusing on wood products (LP, 10-6, Box 1). There were indications that wildlife 
populations such as waterfowl were reaching critical, all-time lows. During these years, 
the ecological disaster from the Dust Bowl gathered public support for a more 
comprehensive resource policy that encompassed public and private management 
initiatives (Worster, 1988). 
In March 1933, Franklin Delano Roosevelt became the U.S. President and 
reinvigorated "the Progressive-Era conservation legacy" of his cousin Theodore by 
immediately creating the Civilian Conservation Corps [CCC], the Works Progress 
Administration [WPA], and Soil Erosion Service [SCS] as a part of this comprehensive 
effort (Worster, 1988, p. 239). Aldo Leopold was asked by the federal government to 
coordinate the erosion control efforts in the southwest United States and spent that 
summer supervising the CCC in New Mexico and Arizona (Meine, 1988). 
Leopold's Tenure at the University of Wisconsin 
Upon return to Madison from the CCC, Leopold was offered the position of 
Professor of Game Management at the University of Wisconsin's College of Agriculture. 
Harry Russell, former dean of the University of Wisconsin's College of Agriculture, was 
the current director of the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. Since 1927, Russell 
had discussed a game management program at the University with Leopold as director. 
In addition, there was discussion of establishing a university arboretum and wildlife 
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refuge on Lake Wingra near Madison. Leopold worked with Russell and Howard Weiss 
to outline the functions of a game management department (Meine, 1988). 
Leopold was 46 years old when he accepted the position of Professor of Game 
Management on July 16, 1933, with the approved funds of $8,000 per year for five years 
to support his salary, expenses, and travel (McCabe, 1987). Leopold immediately began 
work on "an intensive study, which is to be the basis for the national plan for the 
restoration of wildlife to be worked out by President Roosevelt's committee of three, of 
which Dr. Leopold is one" (New York Times, 1934). (Researcher's note: Leopold was 
never awarded a Doctorate degree). 
The committee of three that President Roosevelt appointed also included Ding 
Darling and Thomas Beck. Thomas Beck was the editorial director of Colliers Magazine 
and J. Ding Darling was a newspaper cartoonist. The three developed the "National Plan 
for Wildlife Restoration" that helped to establish a national biological survey, and the 
Duck Stamp Act of 1934, which purchased wetlands from revenues generated by selling 
hunting stamps (LP, 10-8, Box 2). 
As an agricultural college, the addition of a game management program seemed 
timely and appropriate, particularly with a nationally recognized authority such as 
Leopold directing the department. The idea of game management, however, was not 
warmly received by some of the academicians on the University of Wisconsin campus 
who considered game management to be a "bastard science, an illegitimate mingling of 
applied zoology and blood sport" (Meine, 1988, p. 310). In spite of criticism, Leopold's 
zest and love for his field was not deterred and he began classroom instruction in 1934 
creating the functions, objectives, organization, and financial needs of the new program. 
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Leopold quickly expanded his programs and involved himself with numerous 
projects. The University Arboretum, under Leopold's direction, became a living 
laboratory that experimented with the reintroduction of native species for land 
management practices (WEP, Series 3 Box 1). He agreed to serve on the newly formed 
game and fisheries committee for the state and worked as an extension advisor for the 
first national demonstration soil erosion project, the Coon Valley Watershed in southwest 
Wisconsin. 
There were other activities from Leopold that engaged his civic duty and, 
demonstrated how widespread his interests and activities influenced the wildlife field 
both locally and nationally. He served as President of the Ecological Society of America, 
the Kumlein Club, and The Wildlife Society. He was Director of the National Audubon 
Society, vice president of the American Forestry Association, Friends of the Land, the 
Wilderness Society, and the Wisconsin Division of the Izaak Walton League (LP, 10-6, 
Box O. 
He served on committees that included the Wisconsin Conservation League, 
American Society of Forester, game policy commission of the American Game 
Association, Hornaday Memorial Foundation, Delta Waterfowl Research Station, 
National Council of Garden Clubs, and National Research Council (LP,1O-6, Box 1). 
Perhaps his most controversial volunteer duty was his tenure on the Wisconsin Citizen's 
Deer Committee (McCabe, 1987). On that committee he spent many hours trying to 
tackle the issues of game management of deer in Northern Wisconsin. The scenario 
played out in one of the Case Histories for Wildlife Ecology 118, Case History of 
Northern Wisconsin (see Chapter 4). 
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Leopold's contributions earned him the reputation as the eminent authority on the 
theory of game management. His game management theories, published in the Bulletin 
of the American Game Association, became the foundation of modem scientific wildlife 
management (Lorbiecki, 1996). Later, he published Game Management (1933), still 
considered one of the basic texts of the field (Meine, 1988, Knight & Riedel, 2002). Both 
of these publications resulted from Leopold's vast field experiences in the 20 years as a 
student, forester, hunter, and manager of wilderness areas. In essence, Leopold's theory 
of game management taught that the quality and quantity of habitat govern the number of 
wild animals that a given area can support; that each wild population produces a generous 
surplus over that needed to maintain adequate stocks; and that this surplus can be 
removed by hunters without endangering the species (Clepper, 1966; Flader, 1974, 
Knight & Riedel, 2002). 
It was Leopold who influenced game management laws in the United States, 
liberalizing the game seasons for hunting. In Game Management, Leopold (1986) laid 
out his philosophy: "The hope of the future lies not in curbing the influence of human 
occupancy-it is already too late for that-but in creating a better understanding of the 
extent of that influence and a new ethic for its governance" (p. 21). Leopold saw the 
management of wildlife species as both a government and individual endeavor. Proper 
management of farms could restore native plants and provide the essential needs of 
wildlife. 
The New Science of Ecology 
The emerging field of ecology influenced Leopold's management ideas. 
Leopold's contemporaries included friend and colleague Charles Elton, a man who 
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shared Leopold's enthusiasm for the new science of ecology. Elton was Professor of 
Zoology at Oxford University and met Leopold at The Matamek Conference in Canada in 
1931 (Meine, 1988). Leopold and Elton became friends and Leopold invited Elton as a 
guest lecturer several times over the years (Bradley Interview, 2002). Elton's theories 
about animal ecology are today considered to be seminal works defining the field. Elton 
defined ecology as "scientific natural history" and gained many of his insights about 
animals through his field observations (Elton, 200 I, p. 1). He expressed his conviction 
that almost any worthwhile observation could potentially provide key insights into 
solving ecological problems and expresses his own enthusiasm "for having gained insight 
from observations of numerous aspects of biology" (p. xxi). 
Elton, like Leopold, credited people who dealt in animal communities such as 
naturalists and fisherman for giving valuable information to ecologists. Elton referred to 
an amateur naturalist, J. D. Brown, who added knowledge about succession through his 
observations of the various wildlife species that occupied the hollow of a beech tree. As 
the beech tree hole grew increasingly smaller, species that occupied the hole went from 
owl to starling to colony of wasps. 
It was Elton who coined phrases such as "food chain" and used pyramids as 
metaphors to depict the trophic structure and relationships of soil to grass, grass to 
insects, insects to bats, etc. (Nash, 1989; Elton, 2001). These concepts included "niche" 
as a term for describing species role within ecosystems. He pushed the idea that temporal 
cycles and fluctuations provided opportunities for niche differentiation and even for the 
existence of convergent communities during different periods of cyclical fluctuations. He 
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introduced the notion of parallel trophic links based on diurnal and nocturnal cycles, such 
as bats and moths during the night versus swallow and butterflies during the day. 
Elton's diagrams on food cycles and food relations between organisms were 
similar to the ones that Leopold used. Elton's studies on population dynamics and 
fluctuations were of particular interest for Leopold. As Elton's studies advanced the field 
of animal ecology, Leopold applied Elton's theories to design a species management plan 
that would help support the preservation of wildlife. Similarities between Leopold and 
Elton were very striking regarding their enthusiasm for natural history and the insights 
gained when these observations are put into tables and diagrams. Both regarded field 
surveys and observational methods essential to the documentation and interpretation of 
species interactions. 
Elton and Leopold combined their use of empirical and quantitative research to 
demonstrate how environmental factors influenced animal behavior. Elton emphasized 
gradients such as temperature and light intensity as "one way of giving some idea of the 
range of different animal habitats, and of the communities in them" (Elton, 2001, p. 8). 
Leopold used temperature and light intensity gradients as a way to incorporate 
phenological tables to help measure game phenomena. For Leopold, phenologies became 
a multifaceted way to integrate ecological knowledge across various subjects. The 
following four subsections discuss the multifaceted applications of phenology used by 
Leopold as: (a) a tool for scientific management, (b) a tool for teaching, (c) a literary tool, 
and (d) a tool for developing a land ethic. 
Phenology as a tool for scientific management. Leopold's use of phenology is 
often a bridge between descriptive scientific research and literary works. The application 
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of phenology from Leopold's field observations was something that began when he 
started his tenure in 1933 at the University of Wisconsin. His phenology interest was 
peaked when Leopold made friends with another naturalist and contemporary, William 
"Bill" Shorger. 
Shorger's detailed records and curiosity about the local floral and fauna caught 
Leopold's attention. Shorger and Leopold were members of the local Kumlein 
Ornithology Club, which was a hobbyist club for those interested in comparing 
phenology notes. Named in honor of a Wisconsin pioneer explorer, this club was 
composed of naturalists that were dedicated to the detailed observations of bird 
migrations and behavior as well as other daily, phenological happenings of plants and 
animals (McCabe, 1987). They identified the members of the natural community, 
including more than 400 records of various species of plants and animals that lived in the 
region (N. L. Bradley, personal communication, 04/1612002). 
When Leopold purchased the property that he deemed "The Shack" along the 
Wisconsin River, he began a comparison of phenology records from The Shack and from 
the Arboretum at the University of Wisconsin, some 40 miles away. The detailed aspect 
of Leopold's scientific training can be appreciated with the numerous bird song charts 
that he composed (see Figure 1). Nina Leopold Bradley recalls that her father would rise 
as early as 3 a.m. with pen and coffee in hand, sitting outside The Shack to record 
birdsongs (N. L. Bradley, personal communication, 04/1612002). 
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Figure 1. Relationship of bird songs with photoperiods.(Leopold Papers, Charts, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives) 
These bird charts demonstrate the photoperiod effects of birdsong activities from 
February through October. Leopold would develop a chart for each bird and then merge 
them into a display for comparison. He did the same for plants, noting the average 
blooming periods of a vast array that included wood flowers, prairie and sand plants, 
weeds, marsh plants, and fruits. Animal records were included, as well as meteorological 
data such as the first thaw, first frosts, and first freeze. Data for 328 phenological events 
on different species and items were collected from and compared, then published then 
published by Leopold and Elizabeth Sarah Jones in A Phenological Record for Sauk and 
Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945 (1947) (Figure 2). 
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T ABU:S 1·2. Phenology fo r ,Tanuary-F ebruary. 
sped"'Station.lte DlI _~I~I_~_~I~~I~I~I_~~L ~~I~I~-'~e~. 
1 SKUNK (M~pAitis m.ephilil$) Emerges from hibcrnatio:l. (From Journal of Albert Ga9tro'W.) 
Prairie du Sac: .. · .. 1 1 2121 1 2/ 22 1 2/ 14 1 3/4 1 1/ 21 1 2/l6 2/ 7 1/ 11 1/ 24 2/14 219 
2 ORE."-T HORNED OWI# (IJubo pirlli1liallu" ,irailli...'lnual First. en (or first ~een in(~ubatiug • .:..).,_----,-__ -;-__ ....,-_ __ . ,-__ ---, _ _ . 
D~lIe : ....... " .... ·.1 I/ Ui 1 3.' 11 I. 2/ L3 2/ 24 1 2/ 18 1 . J. 2/16 2120 . 2/6 2/16 
Mostly from journal of Alb~rt (Jas{.row. Prairie dJ S.l":. Wis. In 1937, l!a~, lIMt , a'ld 19",5 110 n C3th g o:!curred b tbe area. tho'Jgh the U3UII.I numoor of owl.s 
was prescnt. See Errillgtou (7) p. 6. 
CAROINA To {/licltrnomiena c:.mlfll'llia C1rdillali~) Fintt ijo._''''g. __ -,-~ _ _,---,_---.. ,-___ ,_-- ....,----,----;- --
SaD __ .:_~_;._·. :_. _ .. _. _ .. _. _:_: _: ._'.'_2.0../ _1 ~_._'.'_I.o..I_28'--_'.'_I_'_/_18 _ _'_' (:...b:..y ·_3.o..,·_17_!).!.I_~_'_~_:o _ _'__3_. ~_23_.J (b:/~~l) ', ~j;~ ~ ~!!' ~~~! 1'-_~1'-;~_4_'-_~~'_';_~_ 
TAM.LE 3. Phenology for March. 
PHEASANT (Ph ... ;. ••• ""leli;"'" wrquah .. ) Fitl!t crowi~ . 
Sauk: . .. . .......•. . . , '3/ 19 , (by 3/31) 1 
Dane: . . . . . . . 2/ 15 " . . 3/ 5 3/ 6 
, 
.: .. ,(bY 3/ 30) 1 
(by 3/21) .... 
3/1 
2/ 20 
2/ 28 ,alt~ (3/ 13), 
1128 2/ 12 
2/ 2G 
1/ 8 
3/S 
1/ 6 
3/5 
2/8 
6 MARSHIIAWK (Cire,", hudBOniw) Mig,.:;,.::;n:;.:!.s:...:':.:;m..:..·vc.:e:... -, ___ ,--:-:-:-:-;--:-:: 
Sauk: . .. ; . . . . .. . " .. , 1 3/i. , 3/18 3/ 30 2/9 4/ 25 2/ 27 2/6 2/ 3 3/6 
Dano: ... "...... . ... 3/ 6 3/ 1 2, 25 _2",1_1..:..1 --,-_3:.;,.'..:.4 _ _,__3:.;,/_17_-,-_3:.;,/_14 _ _,_-,3",/.:.8_-,--,3",/ .:.20,- _-,,3/-=2_-"---,,3/-=·8_ .~ 
6 WOODCHUCK (Mnrmo14 mon",,) ErnerS"' from hiberUA;..:ti:..:on"'._---;-___ -,-__ _ 
DaDe :. ···.······.·1 1 3/ 17 1 r 3/ 14 3/ 4 3/ 28 3i1 5 2/ 4 2/ 28 3i9 3 18 
7 BLUEBIRD (Siali. , iali. , ;"Ii,) Ani, .... 
~~::: . ' ::::::::::: I 3/6 '!~~4 ~~: !~!~ , (~~:tH) l(b~:::O) ' ~ ~~~ !~!4 ~~~4' 3/ 10 3{7 T3!i2 
8 GRAY em PM UN K (T."'i .... "riatu, gri" .. ) Eoner~co from hiWOatio"'.'"'. _-"---"...:.:..----'_= .:......-'--'-'-'----'--C: :_-'--=3"-1-'17_-'--=3"-{3~ _ _'___=3.:../9'--_ 
Dane: . . . . .. 1 3/ 13 1 3/ 18 3/ 13 ! 3/19 3/ 14 3/31 3/ 3 I ' 3/ 16 Ta/l"6-
9 EaSTERN ME.~DOWLAl\K (S •• rnd14 ,""ona m.ona) ){_i.:;.g'_a_ ... ..;...."',...ri_ve:..  __ ,-__ ....,-___ ,_- -....,----,--
Sauk:····,,· ·· ······1 I 3/ H , 3/ 19 , 3/ 10 3{23 3( 21 1 (bJ 4/ 10) , (by 4/ 8) , (by 3/21i I 
D.uo: ........... ... . 3/ 11 3/ 21 3/20 3/ 1 3/3 3/ 17 3/ 1 3(6 3/ L3 3/ 14 3110 1 
3/ 17 
3/ 11 
10 REDWINGED BLACKBlRD ( .... atlaiuIl7p/1c: .. :::,=tice=.=.-=d'irl=0t.g=.,"-)..:M.::i~gra='c:'t:...:m=a::.:1.,:: • .:;:."c:,ic:,v.::.:-:-.,,-.,._,-,-,_.-_--'-.... -::-_,--.----:_.-,-,---,-_.---,-, __ 
Sau~: ... . ..... . ·····1 1 3/ 14--- , 1 I (by 3/ 18) 1 (by 3/30) ' 3/ 23 3 / 21' (by 4/ 2) 3/ 12' (by 3/ 231 I 31 lS 
DA".: ... . ...... ". . . 2/ 23 2(29 :1/6 _3:.:/.:c2~_'__3:;./.:c3 _ _'__3:.:./..:.17'--_'_-'3"'/.:.2_.L_-'2::./:..:; _-,--...:2::./::23,---,-_:2::./::;26,---,--=3::./ .:.4 _",-' . 2/ 28 
It BRONZE GRACK[,r.; (Qui=l .. qui",u::l,,-;:a.:.:,n=.,=,.,-:) :..:A=rn:;.· v;:::es:.:; :-::-,--.--,--,--.-,- ::-::-..,--,-::-:--.--::-:-:-. 
Dane:. . . - . . .... 1 3/ 16 ! 3/Z1" 3/ 28 1 3/ 20 3/ 10 3117 3/ 20 3/ 13 L. 3i7 3/2~ 3/8 3( 18 
12 ROB[N (7'urdw miurutoriu! 'miaraloriU8) Migmnts arrive. .. ""'::'-'---'--=:':"'-'--"!":""-'--=:::"': 
BOUk:· ·· ············1 3/ 12 , 3/14 I 3/ 6 1 S/ lI 3,'13 1 (hy 3{30) 1 Dan.: . . ... ..... ... . . 3/ 4 3/..:9_-,--"..::.---,_ 3/ 3 
13 PR..<\lRIE MOLE (SeaiDpu! aquaticua wu:hrinu.) Active runs Oil surface. 
~.:.:~...:u~k~&_0...: • ...:n ..e:~._ . . _._ ..~I~--~I---:~--'-I:__:--~-I ---~1--=3~12:..:5_·-~1 _4~/6...:·-_~_4~/6'--~--=a~/I:..:3_~~2...:/2:..7_~( b~Y_4_,_/...:8)-,-~3~! 1_3~l  
14 WISCONSIN RIVER On F.i.'-;,fi:..:e:..:ld'-T:..:o~w_".:,h-'ip"_,,-"Sa...:u:..:k-::C"'ou;::n:..:tl'"'·} _ _ ,--_ -,-_ _ ---;-___ .,.-_ _ -,-_ _ _ .,.-___ -,-___ ,-__ _ 
I.e breaks: . . . . . ... .. , ... . '3/ 21 3/28' 3/ 19 , 3i1S '3/ 31 3/ 31 ,--_3_! 1_0_,-_3,-/ 2_7_L. 3/ 10 , 3/21 
Tn Hood: ...... .... .. . .. . . (by 3/ 29) 3/ 30 (by_3...:/2_7~) .!..-'-(b..:.Y_3...:/ 3_1...:) ~ _ _ -'-__ none 3/ 29 oon. 3/20 .. _~
15 KLI~DEER (Oxuechu, ll,'}(.i/f.'fJC toC'i!erus) Arrives. 
Sa=D:::'~:::~::.::.:':':":':: ..:':..:' '..:' :..:' .:..:..:' :,,-1 ...,..:3:!./:.:14,--,,-1 -=3::.!7:"'--L1-=3:!./6::"--L...,..:3:!./9::"--L-=3::./3::..---!-...,..:,,-~ a:.:1 7_-,--=3:!./::19'---'-":!:":~:=-..1..1_2!23 I (...:b3:.:V/=~~:..9_) -,-'--,2::/=24=--,-_(~:.:~::...!I.i 
16 CANADA GOOSf; (Branta cana~en.='i""),-A-"r-;-riv-,.;.:;." __ .-__ -;-___ .,.-__ -;-_ _ 
Sauk: :. " .... , '3/21' 3/ 24 3/ 11 I 3(31 1 3/ 30 3/ 29 -- , 3/ 7 - I 4i 3 I 3/11 I (by 3{23) 1 3/ 21 
O.oe: . .......... . 3/ 14 3712 3/ 25 3/ 9 2/ 26 3/9 2/ 25 3/ 6 3/ 21 __ 3/ Z • .. ...L--'3"-/ .:.4 _-,---,3",/.:.;11:-
17 EAST&IL"i M OURK INO DOVE (Zenaidura .:::n'="".::::ro::u::.:ra:;.:"'=r:.:o=li,.c: • .:::''':.:i:'7-)..:M .:.ig~r.::,0=''::':'Tr2rj:..:ve=,' -,--;-___ ,.---,-_-,-:-:--:-.".-,.-_--,--,--,-.".-_,.-:::-::::::-_ 
s;;;;~~~11 , , .. I' 3/ 10 , 4/3 I (by 4/ 10) 1 (by 4/ 8) I 3/ 24 (3/ 23) 
Dal.le : .... ,_ ... . . . , . . . 3/ 16 ~l12 a/ HI 3/ 18 3( 21 ..  .:.3'-'/2:.:1_L.....:c3,c.:'23::......--'- .~/2 1 3/ 24 3/ 24: Si ll 3/ 17 
18 · WOODCOCK (Philohda minor) A:.:n:..:iv.:::",=,. --;-__ ---,,---:-_--;--::--,---;_.,-::,-:-:-,-__ -;-: _ .... _,__-.,..-::-- ,-,,--:-:-::-
~':~: ."""" " : I 3/!~!~_4/1 ~~:: :j~ ;:::~-=~:..0---,_3;::~~.::.~:..7 ---'_::.:~.:.~_I---'_4:..:/..:.4~-'I_(_bj:.:v/..:.~/_8_) -'1_~:.:.~..:.:~'--_ _'__;:..:.;..:.·~5_1 _ 
19 FOX SPARROW (PW!OrclkI iJia", iliac.) Arciv~.,..'_-,--:-:-_ ,... _ _ --,-...,,_--:- -, ___ ..,-_,-_-;--::---:-:-..,-_ __ ,---..,...,-:-:--;--:-:-:_ 
~=: .• =u.k::.:.::: .. :.: ..::. ':c'.::' ',::'.:," :,:'c-.' ·:.c· !..1 -::::-3!../ 1::5,-,-,~..:3::,/1=4,--,--.::.:,-,~!:::-:-:,--..:,-,~~c.:~_,--:...:3'-'/I:.:S-,-_(_b.::.~,-,~:.:1_8)_IL.....::.3/c.:·23.:.· .......JL...::;~5 (b;i!~2) 3/29 ;;~~ ;~~~ 
20 LEOPARD FROG (Rana pilli.ns) F·irst .... o o.lan.:::d:..,. ,.-_ _ --,-_-,-..,-;-_,.-__ ...,.---,-.,,----,-,-.,..,-:_,.-_ _ --; ___ ,.--::-=. 
S.uk & D.ne: .... ... 1 3/ 23 1 3/ 21 1 4/7 - 3/ 19 3/ 23 4/5 3( 31 . 1 3/ 23 
21 SI'IUNG CANKERWORM (Pal<acrila ",n.'a) Adult moth. osoend I' ..... 
Sl\uk:..... - ... . 1 I - I .1 I 4/ 6-1 ! 3/3~-4/1 91 3i zl-1! 3/ 25-4/ 9 I f -4/ 23 1 3/ 23-4/ 1 I 3;27 
Asc6Dt i!l detected by tT:Lpping in rin~ of tanglt'foot. Caterpillars dem.-end to pupate during May. 
Figure 2. Examples of phenology data by Leopold and Jones 1935-1945. (Leopold & 
Jones, 1947, p. 86) 
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These data could be used by game managers, farmers, landscape planners, and 
anyone who was interested in deepening their understanding about nature. Leopold 
compared the data to Hopkins' Law, which asserted "other conditions being equal, the 
variation in the time of occurrence of a given periodical event in life activity in temperate 
North America is at the general average rate of four days to each degree of latitude, five 
degrees of longitude, and 440 feet altitude, later northward, eastward, and upward in the 
spring and early summer" (Leopold & Jones, 1947, p. 120). Leopold's data did not quite 
fall so easily under Hopkins' predictions, as Leopold noted that "Hopkins seems to have 
derived his formula from a few plants and insects in many localities" (p. 120). Leopold 
said that "species respond differently to the combination of local weather and astronomic 
constants like length of day" (p. 120). These facts, Leopold thought, should be 
considered in addition to Hopkins' Law and "phenology reflects the interplay of many 
variable factors, rather than the continuous domination of any single factor" (p. 120). 
Phenology as a teaching tool. Research in archival records indicated Leopold's 
interest in using phenology as a teaching tool. In 1939 the U. S. Forest Service published 
a phenological bulletin on plant records and Leopold was interested in expanding this 
bulletin to include animal records as well (Figure 3). 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUI..TURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST· AND RANCiE EXPERIMENT STATION 
ADORaS. REPLY TO 
DIRECTOR 
"ND Ait!:I"'e;" TO 
RR -RM 
SUpervision 
Biological Factors 
Professor Aldo Leopold, 
FORT COLLtNS, COLORADO 
]j'ebruary 21, 1940. 
424 Uh±versity Farm Place, 
Madison, . Wls consin,. 
Dear Professor Leopold: 
I am pleased to lea~~ that yOQ~ student~ are {nterested in 
phenology and ' tha t you have found Tech. Bull. 686 usei'ul in your 
work. Mr. Price and I derived a lot ot' pleasure in seeing the 
::".:!sul ts appear as the data were analyzed:. 
I am not an authority on animal phenology but I can see 
the desirability of such observations being kept parallel with plant 
records . We are n ot aware of: any society or bureau that fostexe the 
keeping of such records and this station is not prepared to maintain 
an activity of this kind at the present time. However, the idea has 
such a wide application. that it appears to deserve .i'urther cons ide-
ration. 
We are taking the liberty oi' forwarding a copy of: your letter 
to 1fr . w. R . Chapline, Chief', Division or Range Research, Forest 
Service, Washington, D. C., who is in a better position to state 
th", part the Forest Service is willing to p l ay in furthering this 
activity. 
Assuring you of our interest and willingness to cooperate 
insofar as we are able, I Oam 
cc-Mr. Ohapline 
Very sincerely yours, 
D. F . COSTELLO, 
_~soc. Forest Ecologist . 
Figure 3. Inquiry letter by Leopold regarding phenology records at the Forest Service. 
(LP, Box 10) 
In another correspondence to Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr., Assistant Professor of Botany 
of the University of Pennsylvania and consultant to the American Philosophical Society, 
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Leopold inquired about a new program launched by Dr. Fogg through the American 
Philosophical Society. The Society launched a program to engage volunteer observers to 
begin phenology records on local plant species in efforts to "advance science" (LP, 
Correspondence, 511411940, Box 8». Included in the program are instructions on how to 
record phenology, and a list of plant species with charts and records to be filled in by 
volunteers. Fogg and Leopold corresponded several times with Leopold stating, "I have 
been flirting with the same idea; that is, having my wildlife ecology class keep a record, 
only in this case it will be both plants and animals" (LP, Correspondence 5/14/1940, Box 
8). 
Phenology as a literary tool. Not only was Leopold interested in phenology as a 
learning strategy, he was curious about phenology's influence on naturalists such as 
Thoreau. Sarah Elizabeth "Libby" Jones, who co-authored the phenology study with 
Leopold, researched Thoreau's use of phenology. An excerpt of her letter to Leopold is 
as follows: 
Sept. 29, 1946 
Professor Leopold: 
... The most enlightening part of the book for me was to discover that his 
[Thoreau's] deep love of nature did not develop till around his thirties~his 
devotion was complete from then on, however. 
While I had read Walden a couple of times before this summer, discovering 
Thoreau in the true sense of the word, has been one of the most thrilling 
experiences I have known. I was interested to read that in addition to the 
thousand of pages of the Journals must be added his broad sheets of tables in 
which the blooming time and locality of flowers are set down. These sheets are 
now in the Morgan Library and since I am planning to be at Cambridge during the 
Christmas Holidays I want to see if I can't look them over and find out what 
compilations, if any, have been made of his phenology records (1850-1861). (LP, 
Correspondence, 912911946, Box 8) 
It was the increased use of phenology in these various ways that seemed to help 
Leopold expand the ideas for the nature essays. In the introduction to A Phenological 
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Record for Sauk and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945, readers get a glimpse of the 
prose that Leopold orchestrates in A Sand County Almanac: 
Each year, after the midwinter blizzards, there comes a thawy night when the 
tinkle of dripping water is heard in the land. It brings strange stirrings, not only to 
creatures abed for the night, but to some who have been asleep for the winter. 
The hibernating skunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurls himself and ventures 
forth to prowl the wet world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melting snow. 
His track marks one of the earliest dateable events in that cycle of beginnings and 
ceasings which we call a year. 
From the beginnings of history, people have searched for order and 
meaning in these events, but only a few have discovered that keeping records 
enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the change of finding order and 
meaning. These few are called phenologists. (p. I) 
Aldo Leopold took his phenology records for each month and created various 
stories to illustrate how people, plants, and animals have interacted with each other and 
how they live in their community. Leopold most often used plants and animals that were 
familiar and somewhat common in a variety of habitats. Readers follow the skunk tracks 
through the snow in January; trace history through the tree rings of a "good oak;" ponder 
survival of a chickadee throughout the course of five years; witness the annual bloom of 
the prairie compass plant in a cemetery, thus painting images of days past when the 
compass plant "tickled the bellies of the buffalo;" and follow the annual journey of the 
upland plover as he completes his 4,OOO-mile trek from the Argentine. All of these 
stories and images came from Leopold's notes and records that he witnessed in his daily 
records of phenology. 
As each story unfolded, Leopold interjected the influence of human activity with 
nature, thus always putting the person into the landscape. By placing the human element 
within the context of the stories, the interaction of people with their environments 
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underscores the land ethic, demonstrating the effects of people on and with the 
environment. 
Phenology as a tool for a land ethic. Leopold's land ethic redefined the human 
relationship to the Earth. Instead of the anthropocentric view of life, Leopold became the 
first person in the modem age to place humankind as a part of the biotic world. It is here 
that Leopold redefined human citizenship. "A land ethic changes the role of Homo 
sapiens from conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen of it. It 
implies respect for his fellow-members and also respect for the community as such" 
(Leopold, 1970, p. 204). 
A Sand County Almanac(1949/1970) is a guide for citizenship to the community 
of all living things. To love the land and become a citizen of it requires a membership. 
Leopold used phenology as step toward membership for humans in the neighborhood of 
the plants and animals that share the community. Phenology is the first step in bridging 
the gap of misplaced priorities in human activities with the environment. By recognizing 
the plants and animals over the course of seasons, one becomes sensitized to the needs of 
other living things in the ecological community. 
Leopold recognized that citizenship was a global responsibility because the nature 
of ecology has no borders. Living things are interdependent on a local level that is 
interdependent on a regional level that then jumps across continents and oceans. He used 
phenology in A Sand County Almanac to show the reader how the pattern of life is 
intricately influenced by the day to day fluctuations of weather, light, and temperature 
throughout the course of a year and the delicate balance of relationships becomes clear. 
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Phenology was used by Leopold as a tool for changing perceptions about the way 
humans view the world. A repeated interaction with nature by recording observations of 
living things on a regular basis was a priority for Leopold as a hobby, scientific method, 
teaching strategy, and idea generator for literary essays. Phenology was a simple task of 
record keeping that could be used for a variety of ways to engage people with their 
environments. It required people to go outdoors and observe the world around them on a 
regular basis. There were others who shared Leopold's love for nature and were about 
the increasing environmental problems. The following section examines some of the 
contemporaries during Leopold's life that shared and/or influenced Leopold's thinking. 
There were others who shared Leopold's love for nature and were about the increasing 
environmental problems. The following section examines some of the contemporaries 
during Leopold life that shared and/or influenced Leopold's thinking. 
Contemporaries of Aldo Leopold 
Early in the 20th Century, conservation education in the public schools gained 
great support through the efforts of naturalist Anna Botsford Comstock. Comstock 
(1854-1930) developed the first national nature study program for schools in the United 
States through the extension service at New York State's Cornell University. There is no 
indication that Leopold had contact with Comstock, but the researcher included 
Comstock as a reference for the conservation education programs that were in place 
during Leopold's career. 
Comstock began her career in nature study as she illustrated insect drawings for 
her husband, John Henry Comstock, who was an entomologist. She illustrated more than 
900 plates for his publications and was elected to the Society of American Wood 
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Engravers. She was also inducted into Sigma Xi, a national honor society of the sciences. 
Both of these honors were rare achievements for women during her lifetime. She also 
completed her degree at Cornell and became a professor there, which was an unusual 
appointment for women at that time. It was during her tenure at Cornell when her nature 
study program was launched (Champagne & Klopfer, 1979). 
A philanthropist group, the New York Society of Agriculture, funded a nature 
study program for rural schools in Westchester County, a New York City suburb. The 
program was developed to help stimulate interest in local agriculture and slow down the 
mass migration of people from rural to urban areas at the tum of the 20th Century. 
Comstock helped develop the curriculum that was then expanded and promoted by the U. 
S. Dept. of Agriculture on a national basis (Comstock, 1920). 
By the 1920s, Comstock had established herself as a national leader in nature 
study and education, developing many publications. Her Handbook of Nature Study 
(1920) was a textbook written for teachers that was popular well into the 1940s. The 
book was translated into eight languages and reprinted into 24 editions. Comstock 
created the book from the Home Nature Study Course Leaflets at Cornell that had been 
published for State Teacher's Institutes (Champagne & Klopfer, 1979). 
In the preface of the book, Comstock gives an overview of nature education in the 
United States (Comstock, 1920). She credits John W. Spencer, at Cornell University, as 
being the first to see the importance of a national nature education program, and explains 
how through simple leaflets that he developed, junior naturalist clubs sprung up across 
the United States. More than 30,000 children corresponded directly with "Uncle John" 
and received a button and charter. Comstock explained her thoughts about difficulty of 
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nature study in the classroom: "The reason why nature-study has not yet accomplished 
its mission, as thought-core for much of the required work in our public schools, is that 
the teachers are as a whole untrained in the subject" (p. vii). Comstock goes on to add, 
It is because of the author's sympathy with the untrained teacher and her full 
comprehension of her difficulties and helplessness that this book has been written. 
The difficulties are threefold: The teacher does not know what there is to see in 
studying a plant or animal; she knows little of the literature that might help her; 
and because she knows so little of the subject, she has no interest in giving a 
lesson about it. As a matter of fact, the literature concerning our common animals 
and plants is so scattered that a teacher would need a large library and almost 
unlimited time to prepare lessons for an extended nature-study course (p. vii). 
The Handbook of Nature Study (1920) is more than 900 pages long and is divided 
into four large sections. The first section contains various tips and suggestions for 
teachers with specific descriptions of ways teachers can integrate nature study across 
various subjects, such as "Language Work," "Drawing," "Geography," "History," and 
"Arithmetic." The other three sections of the handbook are divided into "Animal Life," 
"Plant Life," and "Earth and Sky." Comstock recognized the new field in evolution and 
dismissed its controversy among creationists by simply noting: "Also, it is very likely, 
that in teaching quite incidentally the rudiments of the principles of evolution, the results 
may often seem to be confused with an idea of purpose, which is quite unscientific" (p. 
vii). Comstock's ideas paralleled Leopold's thinking in evolution with a similar 
methodical and empirical approach to the study of nature. Her emphasis on the 
importance of field study and the identification of species is very similar to Leopold's 
approach for Wildlife Ecology 118. 
The new science of evolution that examined the interrelations between living 
organisms and created the field of ecology in the biological sciences crossed over into 
philosophical circles. Russian philosopher P. D. Ouspensky's Tertium Organum 
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developed the idea of an ecological, interrelated, and spiritual organic earth, a notion that 
resonates well into the 21 st Century. Leopold recorded in his personal notebook some of 
Ouspensky's thoughts from Tertium Organum: "But life belongs not alone to separate, 
individual organisms-anything indivisible is in living being" (LP, Box 1). 
Ouspensky also seems to stimulate Leopold's notions about culture and its impact 
on the landscape and way that natural resources are used: "All cultural conquests in the 
realm of the material are double-edged, may equally serve for good or for evil. A change 
of consciousness alone can be a guarantee of the surcease of misuses of the powers given 
by culture, and only thus will culture cease to be a growth of barbarity" (LP, Box 1). 
Certainly Ouspensky's emphasis on cultural mores and consciousness resonated with 
Leopold's desire to teach others "to read the landscape" (LP, Box 1). 
"Reading the landscape" is certainly the most descriptive method for an analysis 
of Leopold's pedagogy. Leopold's pedagogy is thoroughly detailed by one of his former 
students and colleagues, Robert McCabe (1987). According to McCabe, Leopold relied 
on handouts and slides as a part of his classroom lectures. Handouts often included 
drawings, diagrams, and sketches from Leopold's personal notebook. The lantern slides 
that Leopold used in the classroom came from a wide assortment of photographs, mostly 
from Leopold's personal collection, with a few taken from special projects by graduate 
students. 
McCabe described Leopold's field trips with students as an "integral part" of 
Leopold's teaching (McCabe, 1987, p. 61). Students would accompany Leopold on trips 
to The Shack, the university arboretum, and wildlife demonstration areas. With a field 
notebook and binoculars in hand, Leopold would quiz students about various aspects of 
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the flora and fauna that they could observe, teaching students how to identify from a 
distance silhouettes of plants and trees and geographical features. 
Leopold taught with patience, ease, and "an informal style that made the student 
feel that he was in a conversation rather than the normal teacher-student mode" (McCabe, 
1987, p. 58). Under Leopold's tutelage, McCabe obtained his masters and doctorate 
degrees at the U of W. Later, McCabe was appointed chairman of the Dept. of Wildlife 
Ecology at the U of Wand remained in that position for 27 years. McCabe chronicles 
Leopold's latter years at the university and details the many professional relationships 
that Leopold had with his colleagues. Included in this circle were well-known wildlife 
biologists and conservationists, such as Herbert Stoddard from the Chicago Field 
Museum; environmental cartoonist and administrator Ding Darling; internationally 
known ornithologist David Lack; and as mentioned earlier, founder of modem ecology, 
Charles Elton. 
These outstanding pioneers in their field worked toward conservation practices to 
bridge the gap of culturally deviant practices that had maimed and destroyed natural 
resources over the past centuries. Leopold drew from examples of various cultures to 
demonstrate how individual choices impact ecological health over the long term and, it 
was one of his closest friends, P. S. Lovejoy, who helped change outdated cultural mores 
toward better conservation practices. 
Lovejoy, like Leopold, had worked for Gifford Pinchot as a forest supervisor for 
the U. S. Forest Service. Pinchot's service area had included Wyoming and Washington 
State. Lovejoy, who had been a faculty member of the University of Michigan, left in the 
early 1920s to pursue freelance writing and he wrote many articles, many of which were 
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published in The Country Gentleman. The Country Gentleman was owned by The Curtis 
Publication Company, a company that owned The Saturday Evening Post and The Ladies 
Home Journal. Lovejoy's articles circulated in a magazine that produced 800,000 copies 
a week (Kates, 1994). 
The Country Gentleman was the perfect venue for what Lovejoy deemed 
'''banana-peel engineering'-the placement of key ideas in places where key people were 
likely to slip on them" (Kates, 1994, p. 5). Through his articles he became known in his 
fight to reclaim millions of acres in Michigan and Minnesota that had been devastated by 
logging operations known as "cutovers" (p. 1). This was a radical notion at the time 
because there had been large scale efforts promoted by national, state, and local 
government and chambers of commerce to encourage farmers to settle into these cutover 
areas. Millions of dollars were being poured into areas that Lovejoy felt were poor 
attempts for farming practices and were doomed for failure. The feeling that individual 
initiatives and the rugged individualism of the pioneer spirit could solve the cutover 
problems was a leftover sentiment from the 19th Century. 
Lovejoy convinced the government, farmers, extension agents, and agricultural 
scientists that the area needed a massive reforestation program instead. He hammered 
that a joint effort of governments, individuals, and private enterprise was required to 
solve massive conservation problems. Leopold recognized the significance of Lovejoy's 
efforts to turn around people's thinking that encouraged broad measures of cooperative 
efforts for successful conservation practices. Lovejoy's efforts resonated with Leopold 
and Leopold often referred to Lovejoy's witticisms and vernacular as "Lovejoyese" 
(Meine, p. 406). Of Lovejoy, Leopold wrote: "I believe that P.S. Lovejoy sired more 
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ideas about men and land than any contemporary in the conservation field" (LP, Box 10-
6). As Leopold went on to write about his friend, he described Lovejoy's definitions 
between an educator and an extension agent: 
Educators smear all behaviors which are not dominantly rational. The standard 
campus illusion is that Homo can and should be educated so that he will not 
much, if any, (or anyway not in public) behave like a mammal. All the while 
everybody knows he will. 
Skillful advertisers, politicians, and evangelists know in advance that most of the 
time people will react to stimuli and inhibitions which have little or nothing to do 
with the campus formula. 
The extensioner splits the difference. He does not expect his customers to be 
much or often rational. He uses fact-logic only when it seems to work. When it 
doesn't work, he contrives bait and drift-fences and banana peel arrangements 
which do. His job is to bridge the gap between the latest experiment stations dope 
and the specific action program. When the educator has done his stuff, the 
customer is due to be intelligent, but the extensioner is content if he thereafter acts 
as if he were. (LP, Box 1) 
Leopold's reference to the extensioner emphasized the extension service 
programs that became available for children, families, and farmers sponsored by the U. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture. These programs became immensely popular across the United 
States. Leopold developed and taught many short courses for farmers through the 
extension service (LP, Box 10-6). Other extension service activities included homemaker 
clubs and 4-H programs, all of which encouraged self-reliance and independence. The 
following examines the notions of self-reliance and independence as an American 
moniker that has wreaked havoc from an environmental perspective. 
Civic Engagement through Environmental Understanding 
Today there is a lack of citizen action toward environmental responsibility in the 
United States (Coyle, 2004, p. 13) that is affecting global living conditions. Americans 
consume 25% of the world's resources (Geohive, 2005), and cause 100 times more 
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damage to the global environment than a person in a poor country (Ecofuture, 2004). 
Surveys (Time, 4/13/2006) indicate that Americans are somewhat concerned with the 
environmental crisis but do not grasp the implications. This disconnect of understanding 
by American citizens to the plight of others in the world is highlighted by an editorial: 
"The Sept. 11 tragedy compelled me to seek information, to educate myself, to try to 
understand why America is so hated" (Johnston, 2006). George W. Bush, John Howard, 
and Tony Blair indicate that those who "hate America (and like-minded nations)" do so 
"because of their freedoms and liberties~short because of their way of life" (O'Connor, 
2006, p. 9). The purpose for this section is to highlight how Americans have abandoned 
their responsibility as citizens toward the environment. This section examines how 
American citizens contribute to the global environmental problems by examining three 
aspects that define Americans today: (a) their way of life, (b) disregard for civic 
membership, and (c) the lack of community identity. 
Americans and Their Way of Life 
Early 20th century philosopher Martin Heidegger noted that America was 
"katestrophenhaft"-the site of catastrophe-because the rampant technological frenzy in 
the United States had abandoned quality of life for quantity. Many think that it was 
Heidegger's notion of Americanism that is the most powerful contemporary discourse. 
Americanism "was the most dangerous form of boundlessness, because it appears in a 
middle class way of life mixed with Christianity, and all this in an atmosphere that lacks 
completely any sense of history" (Ceaser, 2003). In creating this Americanism, 
Heidegger predicted many of the elements that prevail in American culture; the rise of 
global communication, environmental indifference, and the gluttony of consumerism. 
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"Consumption for the sake of consumption is the sole procedure that distinctively 
characterizes the history of a world that has become an unworld. Being today means 
being replaceable" (2003). America was the home of absorbing the unique character of 
place and authenticity and driving it into "the uniform and the standard" (2003). 
One hundred years earlier, in 1831, Alexis de Toqueville (2001), a French 
nobleman and political scientist, visited America to evaluate the functioning of 
democracy. His conclusions were remarkably similar to those of Heidegger regarding the 
social, economic, and political life of the American people. The aristocracy and class 
system of Europe quickly disintegrated in the United States. The land owner could 
become anyone and a system of castes and apprenticeships that bound generations from 
the old mother countries was no longer necessary. Toqueville observed that land was not 
handed down among generations of families but divided into parcels. "Granded landed 
estates which have been once divided never come together again; for the small proprietor 
draws from his land a better revenue, in proportion, than the large owner does from his; 
and of course, he sells it at a higher rate" (p. 51). 
Private enterprise and land development as a market commodity changed the 
landscape of America during the 19th and 20th centuries. The completion of the 
intercontinental railroad by 1870 allowed the transportation of natural resources on a 
large scale. In tum, competitive open markets created the rise of large businesses and 
corporations. Major advances in science and technology advanced free enterprise with 
such fervor that the frontier of the 19th century was easily abandoned for the 
conveniences of the growing townships and suburbs (Worster, 1988; 1993). Politics was 
influenced by economy of supply and demand fueled by consumer appetite. Toqueville 
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saw the results of such progressive interplay among individual, market, and government 
early on. "The people reign in the American political world as the Deity does in the 
universe. They are the cause and the aim of all things; everything comes from them, and 
everything is absorbed in them" (Toqueville, 2001, pp. 57-58). 
This historic treatise implied that capitalists captured America's appetite for 
gluttony in its early history using the premise of individualism and competition as the 
mark of a democracy. It was this competitive spirit that desensitized Americans in a race 
to capture global markets with the rise of mass production, starting with the Industrial 
Revolution. Private enterprise began to change both the American landscape and 
international landscape by using natural resources in a massive way. Greed became 
associated with the American way of life. 
Greed symbolized as the "ugly American" (Burdick & Lederer, 1999) is a popular 
global perception, as Americans continue to use 25% of the world's natural resources. In 
the past, opinion polls always indicated a degree of anti-American sentiment 
internationally. Current surveys show that anti-American attitudes are becoming 
increasingly entrenched in countries that have held negative views of the U. S. as well as 
among long-term, American-held allies (Speulda, 2003, p. 2). Negative characteristics 
that other nations associate with Americans are greed, violence, rudeness, and 
immorality; with Americans themselves ranking greed, as one of the most common traits. 
These traits changed the way Americans approached their membership as citizens of the 
United States. 
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The Disregard of Civic Membership 
The embodiment of character traits such as greed is a clear crisis of "civic 
membership" (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, and Tipton, 1996, p. xvi). In 1926, 
these negative traits were used to exemplify the American citizen through the fictitious 
character of George F. Babbitt in the Sinclair Lewis (1922) novel Babbitt. Babbitt's 
ideas about his job were: 
to make money for George F. Babbitt. True, it was a good advertisement at 
Boosters' Club lunches, and all the varieties of Annual Banquets to which Good 
Fellows were invited, to speak sonorously of Unselfish Public Service, the 
Broker's Obligation to Keep Inviolate the Trust of His Clients, and a thing called 
Ethics, whose nature was confusing but if you had it you were a High-class 
Realtor and if you hadn't you were a shyster, a piker, and a fly-by-night. These 
virtues awakened Confidence, and enabled you to handle Bigger Propositions. But 
they didn't imply that you were to be impractical and refuse to take twice the 
value of a house if a buyer was such an idiot that he didn't jew you down on the 
asking-price. (<J[, Chapt. 4) 
Babbitt's persona of self interest, civic duty, and questionable business tactics is 
often accepted as the American way. This culture of individualism, coined as 
"neocapitalism" and exemplified in Babbitt's character, has continued to expand and 
invade the ideology and political structure of the United States throughout the 20th 
century. These traits of American citizens were explored recently in a qualitative 
research study published by Bellah, et aI., (1996) that conducted interviews with 
Americans from different socioeconomic backgrounds. The study found that generally, 
citizens felt helpless and confused trying to define their place in modem society, often 
having difficulty engaging in the local community. The "neocapitalist movement" 
dominates the individualist ideal of America today, placing "its compulsive stress on 
independence, its contempt for weakness and its adulation of success" (Bellah, et aI., 
1996, p. xxvi). 
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The promise of a neocapitalist world that honors competitive ventures measured 
by financial gain continues to create technological advances with great cost. With these 
advances, humanity can now destroy all life on Earth, and with each new invention 
comes some environmental sacrifice, sometimes not realized until it is irreversible. 
Interviews conducted with middle-class Americans indicated that it was the "language of 
individualism" that seemed to limit people's ideas and understanding about what they 
want, and that most wanted a lifestyle that was not a self-centered ideal, not a 
neocapitalist venture (Bellah, et aI., 1996, p. 290). Yet the symbols of neocapitalist 
venture flourish throughout the American culture and individual life. 
Symbols of cultural ideal are reflected in: (a) material objects such as televisions, 
cars, computers, and cell phones; (b) taken-for-granted patterns of interaction and thought 
and (c) intentional and reflective interpretations of everyday life (Bowers, 1996). These 
cultural messages reinforce the myths of neocapitalism and modernity: "that the 
plentitude of consumer goods and technological innovation is limited only by people's 
ability to spend, that the individual is the basic social unit that makes rational and moral 
decisions, and that science and technology are continually expanding humankind's ability 
to predict and control their own destiny" (Bowers, 1996, p. 5). 
The most disturbing aspect of these cultural messages are that they are framed 
within a network in our languages (spoken, architecturally, and legally) and encoded to 
be reproduced as moral templates for understanding how individuals are to negotiate 
within their environments. These templates become the "culturally situated cues" that 
shape "culturally routine responses" passed on to future generations (Ellen, 1996, p. 29). 
Identity and individualism is cued with a particular choice in consumer goods and 
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branding. The appetite for making choices to satisfy personal gratification becomes an 
all consuming activity. Ultimately, these choices are promoted on such a national scale 
that consumer activities begin to dominate the landscape with sameness. Shopping malls, 
fast food restaurants, and national chains appear in the most rural of communities. As the 
mobile society moves from place to place, these shopping and eating venues move, too, 
creating a sense of familiarity and a comfort zone in a new setting. The place once 
identified for its unusual landscape and geographic features now protrudes a dullness of 
neon lights and billboards to help the misplaced wanderers of a mobile society feel "at 
home." 
Not only does the "language of individualism" through consumer identity threaten 
our sense of priorities, but the emphasis on specialization seems to distance our 
relationships with others. Rochelle Goedken is a nurse who recently completed three 
years of service as a Peace Corps volunteer for a small community in Lesotho, Africa 
(Theiss Interview, August 12,2006). Working in a small, third world country, she 
noticed that action on local problems was embraced by all members of the community; 
people worked together because they had a sense of "knowing how to work together" and 
they "knew" their community. 
In Rochelle's view, specialization in modem society fragments people's 
responsibilities~people do not respond to situations because they do not feel competent 
or think that others should "do it" because they are trained to handle it-.... -even when it 
comes to emergencies. Rochelle thinks people "step away" from incidents when 
someone's house is burning down or if someone is in a car wreck; they wait until the 
"professionals" arrive to treat the victims. There is no community spirit because people 
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do not connect to their community. Instead, they insulate themselves in their own world 
of specialization, incapable of reacting to instances that require any effort outside of their 
expenence. 
Wendell Berry calls specialization the "disease of modem character" (Berry, 
1977, p. 19). There are, for instance, educators who have nothing to teach, 
communicators who have nothing to say, medical doctors skilled at expensive cures for 
diseases that they have no skill and no interest in preventing. "More common, and more 
damaging, are the inventors, manufacturers, and salesmen of devices who have not 
concern for the possible effects of those devices ... " (Berry, 1977, pp. 19-20). When one 
specializes or focuses on one particular part, ecological understanding of interrelatedness 
is lost and there is a lack of communication with others across fields. Individuals become 
protective of specialization and begin to lack competency for taking care of day-to-day 
tasks. 
Up until early 20th century America, competency and responsibility meant how to 
take care of your neighborhood and community. The "classic idea of friendship" and 
civic spirit in small town America involved people who "not only helped one another and 
enjoyed one another's company, but also participated mutually in enterprises that 
furthered the common good" (Bellah et aI., p. 116). 
Common good in American society today is fragmented by a cycle of debt fueled 
by consumerism. It has little to do with the quality of life or the competency to attend to 
the daily needs of living within one's community (Noddings, 1984). In a mobile society, 
the roles of individuals are blurred because their jobs often cross many communities as 
they commute distances from homes to jobs to schools, etc. What is required to attend to 
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life's competency is no longer understood or taught because of the rapid change in 
community landscape that undermines the ecological stability and cultures and traditions 
of the past. Jobs and markets change quickly, and people begin to expect the instability 
of radical changes. 
The following sections explore the relationships of geography and community and 
how that relationship defines place and influence perceptions about the environment. 
These perceptions are important regarding active or apathetic response toward civic 
engagement. 
Lack of Community Identity 
A community's identity requires a multitude of factors to be considered and 
defined. Community can be defined on several levels (local, regional, national, and 
global); it is defined through physical place, and it is defined by each individual's unique 
experience within his or her culture. The Geography Education Standards Project 
[GESP] (1994) list 18 standards that students should know when they graduate from high 
school that encompass these various components of community knowledge applied from 
aspects of local to global levels. These standards are very similar to characteristics of 
community defined by the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] (2002) in 
Community Culture and the Environment: A Guide to Understanding a Sense of Place 
(Environmental P, which lists 15 components of community knowledge. Because the 
notion of citizenship in today's world stretches citizenship from a local to global 
responsibility, the researcher used these two aspects of the definitions to help broaden the 
meaning of components of community. Table 1 lists the components of the geographic 
standards and the characteristics of community knowledge. 
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Table 1 
Comparison of Geographic Standards and Community Knowledge Components for Sense 
of Place 
Geographic Standards Required for 
High School Graduates (GESP, 1994) 
Standard I: Use maps, technology and geographic 
tools to interpret information from a spatial 
perspective 
Standard 2: Use of mental maps to organize 
information about people, places, and 
environments 
Standard 3: Spatial organization of people to their 
place 
Standard 4: Physical and human characteristics of 
place 
Standard 5: The factors that people use to create 
regional boundaries 
Standard 6: The aspect of culture and its influence 
on people's perceptions 
Standard 7: Interaction of atmosphere, biosphere, 
lithosphere, and hydrosphere that shape the 
earth's physical processes 
Standard 8: Characteristics & distributions of 
ecosystems 
Standard 9: The shift of human populations over 
the earth's surface and those effects 
Standard 10: The complexity cultural influence 
Standard II: The network of economic 
interdependence 
Standard 12: Processes, functions, and patterns of 
human settlement 
Standard 13: The effects of cooperation and 
conflict on the earth's surface 
Standard 14: The role of technology in modifying 
the earth's surface 
Standard 15: The effects of physical systems on 
human systems 
Standard 16: Changes in the uses of resources and 
the effects those changes have 
Standard 17: Using geography to interpret the 
past 
Standard 18: How to apply geography for present 
and future planning 
Community Knowledge Components for 
Sense of Place (EP A,2002) 
Recognize the natural, physical, administrative, social, 
and economic boundaries of community 
Community Activism: What is the pool of leadership 
How do people interact with each other and receive 
their information 
What are the demographics such as age, ethnicity, sex, 
household characteristics, geographic distribution 
Economic conditions: types of jobs, per capita income, 
poverty, range of incomes, trends in employment 
Education: informal and formal opportunities 
Environmental awareness: perceptions of their 
environment: recycle, public transportation, etc. 
Governance 
Local Identity 
Leisure and recreation time 
Natural resources and landscapes 
Property ownership and management 
Public safety 
Religious and spiritual practices 
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To clarify the definition of community, the researcher used aspects of both 
definitions from the geographic standards and components of community knowledge and 
collapsed them into similar categories in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Definition of Community 
1. Physical and human characteristics of places 
2. The complexity of the cultural influences of demographics, ethnicity, age, distribution, 
sex, household characteristics, religious and spiritual influences 
3. Local identity in terms of economic interdependence, natural, and recreational 
resources 
4. Ecological characteristics and interconnections 
5. Governance, leadership, and stakeholders 
6. Communication 
In the following, the researcher explains each of the six components from the definition 
of community. 
Community component one: physical and human characteristics of places. In 
geographic terms, the physical characteristics of places can include the soils, landforms, 
vegetation, wildlife, climate, and natural hazards that determine the character of place. 
But place must also include the phenomenological perspective because the way humans 
define their places are through experiencing them (Tuan, 1974). Studies suggest that 
"vicissitudes of memory go considerably beyond temporal recall and retrospection to a 
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significant second dimension, that of place" (Feld, 1996, p. 73). Indigenous people often 
use linguistic and ethnographic descriptions of place through "place-names" (pg. 75). 
Steven Feld (1996) studied the Kaluli, a subgroup of 2,000 Bosavi people in Papua, 
New Guinea, on the way they use songs to intricately describe their interaction with the 
place they live in the rain forest. The ecological perspective of the Kaluli's aesthetic 
sense of place is described by the Kaluli as dulugu ganalan, "lift-up-over sounding" (p. 
68). In the rain forest of New Guinea, sounds are constantly shifting-there is no unison. 
"whether human, animal, or environmental," there is a "constant textural densification 
constructed from a 'lift-up-over sounding' that is simultaneously in synchrony yet out-of-
phase" (p. 69). These sounds include the birds, waterfalls, creeks, insects, amphibians, 
rainfall, etc., and the Kaluli construct their day-to-day living based on the environmental 
sounds from the rain forest. The Kaluli hear their rain forest as a "overlapping, dense, 
layered" (p. 70) world that is embellished in their ceremonies, dress, song, talk, work, and 
social functions, such that their everyday knowledge of place becomes an aesthetic 
description of their lives. 
The aesthetic descriptions have place-names that represent a land name as well as a 
path description, which is an imagined symbolic geography. Song paths may meander 
along side waterways, follow a bird's flight path, follow walking paths, etc. Feld (1996) 
has recorded more than 1,000 songs of the Kaluli that describe more than 6,000 places 
where the Kaluli live, encompassing an area of several hundred square miles. 
Places, as exemplified by the Kaluli, are complex mix of physical and human 
connections. Lukerman (Relph, 1976) gives six components of place: 
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1. Place has location. Location is described as having internal characteristics 
(site) and external characteristics (situation). 
2. Place has an integration of nature and culture, a "special ensemble" that 
makes it unique. 
3. Places are part of a "framework of circulation" (Relph, 1976, p. 3). 
4. Places are localized-they are part of a larger area. 
5. Places have historical components that are distinctive and are emerging and 
becoming. New elements are added or changed by the influence of history 
and culture. 
6. Places are characterized with the beliefs of humans thus places have meaning. 
These six characteristics of components demonstrate the rich texture and multi-layered 
nature of place that has a very malleable interpretation influenced by space. Space is the 
inner part of place that also contains multiple meanings. It is defined through perception 
because it is intangible and derives its meaning from individual experience and 
understanding with a wide range of interpretations. These interpretations are defined into 
seven categories that are primitive, perceptual, existential, sacred, geographical, 
architectural, and cognitive. In some instances, these categories may overlap and 
interplay with each other. The following helps to clarify how each of these categories of 
space differs. 
Primitive space is the space that gives animals, including humans, a directional 
sense of left-right, up-down, behind, in-front-of, etc., that is associated with body 
movement and senses. Primitive space crosses cultural boundaries and is difficult to 
distinguish between space and place on the primitive level; "a continuous series of 
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egocentric places where things performing certain functions or needs" are met (Relph, 
1976, p. 9). Within this context, 13 archetypal places have been identified, such as 
"sleeping, eating, excreting, playing, or sheltering" (p. 9). 
Perceptual space is the egocentric space of people that centers on practices and 
immediate needs and has structure. It includes that realm of emotion associated with 
such as sky, earth, water, mountains, and so on, as well as physical structures such as 
churches, courthouses, etc. For children, these places have important and lingering 
importance because they are part of the self discovery that takes place as children develop 
(Relph, 1976). This is indeed disturbing when one takes note of what types of 
environment most children encounter in today's world, raising questions about present 
and future environmental health. "People take the natural environment they encounter 
during childhood as the norm against which they measure environmental degradation 
later in their life. With each ensuing generation, the amount of environmental 
degradation increases, but each generation takes that degraded condition as the non-
graded condition, as the normal experience" (Kellert, 2002, pp. 113). 
Existential space is the way the environments are perceived by those sharing 
similar experiences and living in similar localities. This is the space defined by symbols 
and signs that are culturally manifested. The interpretation of the environment is shaped 
and altered by these perceptions. Cultures are identified by the way people organize their 
living patterns and these patterns are reflected through the type of structures and way 
spaces are organized. The Cahokia people (Cahokia, 2006) identified as Mississippian 
Culture, lived along the Ohio River from 700 AD to 1400 AD and created large, flat-
topped temple mounds, palisaded villages, and monumental architecture. There is a 
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ground level, circular space segmented by long poles which may have been used as a 
calendar to mark seasonal events. By evaluating the type of structures left by the 
Cahokia, archaeologists can deduce the lifestyles, political structure, economics, and 
belief systems of the Cahokia people. The artifacts and buildings indicate that Cahokia 
was a large center for trade in the Midwestern United States, and that the core of 
activities evolved around sun worship. At one time it was believed that between 10,000 
to 20,000 people lived in Cahokia. 
Sacred space is the space associated with spiritual activity and worship. In the 
case of the Cahokia, it was a rectangular mound that dominated the landscape of the 
settlement. Sacred space is where the cosmic planes of "heaven, earth, and hell are in 
contact with each other, and where communication between them is possible" (Relph, 
1976, p. 16). These spaces can include temples, synagogues, palaces, etc., even homes 
where sacred spaces can be designated. Sacred spaces are often sites of pilgrimages 
associated with a particular event or person. 
Geographical space is where humans dwell. People build to embrace dwelling 
because it occupies living space. Heiddegger said that "man's relation to locales, and 
locales to spaces, inheres his dwelling" (Heidegger, 1993, p. 359). Heiddegger used an 
example of a family who built their farmhouse 200 years ago in the Black Forest. Their 
dwelling was built in consideration of the climate, on a wind-sheltered mountain slope 
with a roof built to shed snowfall and winter storms. The interior space was organized to 
include an altar, a child-bed and a coffin area "designed for the different generations 
under one roof," emphasizing "the character of their journey through time" (p. 362). In 
Heidegger's example of the farm family, their lives were purposely constructed with 
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awareness of the day-to-day and season-to-season changes that guided how they lived, 
what they ate, how they worked, and how they worshipped. They were grounded to their 
physical setting. 
In relation to the understanding of geographical space to human thinking, 
Heiddegger (1993) was concerned that modem life created a condition of homelessness 
where people were not grounded to their world. Learning how to dwell in the world is 
the essence of human life and this essence is brought to light when we, as humans, build 
our lives around dwelling. 
Geographical space has structure both horizontally and vertically. These are 
existential spaces meaning they are recognizable regions or districts organized by the 
interests and experiences of the group they represent. Sometimes these spaces are 
organized by paths or buildings or open vistas and other times they may defined as 
mystical, such as a stairway to heaven, a path to hell, etc. ( Relph, 1976, pp. 20-22). 
Architectural space differs from geographical in that it is constructed, a 
purposeful attempt to "create space" (p. 22). Architectural space includes planning, such 
as urban development. Urban development is characterized as "empty and 
undifferentiated and objectively manipulability according to the constraints of functional 
efficiency, economics, and the whims of planners and developers" (p. 23). It usually 
involves looking at maps and determining the efficiency of land use, often projecting 
future statistics regarding growth and development of a region. Cognitive space is 
slightly similar when thinking of architectural space, because it is directs planning and 
design of space. However, cognitive space is homogenous, has equal value, is uniform 
and neutral. Projections of various maps and topographical regions as distorted figures 
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represented by circles or squares are examples of cognitive space. Often, abstract maps 
that represent overlapping regions are translated into abstract symbols to illustrate 
connectivity---other examples of the way that cognitive space is used. 
Community component two: cultural influences. During the last century, cognitive 
science has been greatly influenced through studies in evolution and genetics. We know 
that genes are successful when they can be imitated and passed on to the next generation 
(Bickerton, 1996; Blakemore, 1999; Boyd & Richardson, 1985; Buss, 1999; Dawkins, 
1976; 1996; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989). The test of time by the environment through 
competition will determine how long that gene's ancestry will survive; it could be several 
generations or several thousand (Smith, 1982). Genetically encoded information is called 
phylogenetic, meaning that innate characteristics are passed on. By applying those same 
techniques to cultural transmission and the way we learn, ethologists have gained some 
interesting insights to human behavior. "Cultural evolution, therefore, is mainly a result 
of the forces of selection and is, to a lesser extent, the result of conscious rational 
planning" (Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1989, p. 12). 
This would mean that cultural evolution proceeds, as does biological evolution, as 
a test of survival. Often in biological evolution, there are extreme, adaptive qualities that 
allow species to evolve, even though they may not seem particularly advantageous. Such 
is the case with some people living in tropical regions in Africa. People who carry two 
copies of the sickle cell anemia gene suffer horrible pain and die young, and people who 
carry two copies of the "normal" gene are at high risk from death from malaria. But 
those who carry one copy of the sickle cell anemia gene and one copy of the "normal" 
gene are protected from both malaria and sickle cell anemia. "Where malaria is 
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prevalent, such people are fitter, in the Darwini~m sense, than members of either other 
group" (Nesse & Williams, 1998, p. 91). 
All people share the same biological stmctures and use the same senses, yet 
environments can finely tune our perceptions so that we make adaptations that separate 
us through our culture. Eskimos must rely on their senses to adjust to a constant state of 
change and "learn to adjust" accordingly (Tuan, 1974). There are times during the year in 
Artic regions when the sky and earth seem to merge as the snow and gray sky meld into 
one landscape. It is during those times that an Eskimo must rely on the "direction and 
smell of the wind" and the "feel of the ice and snow under his feet." The Eskimo's 
language includes at least 12 different descriptions for the varying winds and numerous 
other descriptions for snow (p. 11). 
The unique character of the environment distinguishes cultures. The influence of 
activities and stories that represent symbols from a particular culture are passed on to the 
next generation. The world of the young child is shaped by the themes and stories that 
occur in the "context of stories he tells himself. These are transfigured by versions of his 
experiences in a world mled by adults of tales told by them, and bits of conversation 
overheard. His activities and explorations, then, are increasingly directed by cultural 
values" (Tuan, 1974, p. 12). 
In the past, cultures were created from the influence of the local environment. 
Foods, clothing, and shelter, such as those of the Eskimo, were constmcted from the 
direct contact with the natural resources at hand. Words described the native plants and 
animals experienced at a particular locale. Daily living was organized around the seasons 
and climate. As cultures began to expand, people carried their trade, their traditions, and 
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foods preferences while adapting themselves to new environments (Fukui, 1996). 
People, up to the middle of the 20th century, were still somewhat dependent on the local 
community to fulfill their daily work, leisure, and home activities. 
In the last 60 years, technology and industry divided daily living into "separate 
functional sectors: home and workplace, work and leisure, white collar and blue collar, 
public and private" (Bellah, et al.,1996, p. 43). Goods and produce that provide daily 
sustenance and needs may travel across the globe to reach the average family. The 
changing global market of technological invention has created a global workforce that 
moves and guides people's lives to new locations on a regular basis. 
Even though the global workforce drives the migration of people, the notion of 
pursing "the American dream" is still a powerful icon. The concept of free enterprise, 
"where each pursued his own self interest"-that each person pursuing his [or her] own 
self interest automatically results in "social good" for society (Bellah, et aI., 1996, p. 
33)-has dominated the thought of Americans since the country was founded. However, 
the lure of pursuing "private economic pursuits" isolates individuals from their 
community, particularly when work and play are divided into different communities. 
Toqueville coined the term "individualism" from his observations when he visited the 
United States in the early 1800s (Bellah, et aI., 1996) and questioned the future of a 
democratic nation where self-interest was the dominant pursuit. 
The way to avoid the greed of self pursuit is through civic engagement with the 
local community. Toqueville used the example of the 19th century small town 
community where people actively pursued their dreams yet worked with each other in the 
spirit of civic engagement to improve the quality of life within the culture of their 
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environment. " ... The town was a moral grid that channeled the energies of its 
enterprising citizens and their families into collective well-being" (Bellah, et aI., 1996, p. 
39). 
The moral grid of American culture today is in a state of confusion. As the 
standard of living has increased, there has been erosion in our sense of well-being even 
though we are living longer with more luxuries than ever before. Surveys (New Road 
Map Foundation, 2002) indicate that despite increasing economic growth, Americans 
"feel" significantly less well-off: despite the increase in consumption (45% increase), the 
quality of life has dropped (51 % decrease). Since the 1960s, American parents spend 
40% less time with their children, spend 163 more hours on the job per year, and watch 
39% more television. These surveys also targeted college freshmen and indicated that 
financial security (32% increase) was more important than a philosophy of life (44% 
decrease). Overall, the same surveys indicated that in the last 40 years, Americans spend 
six hours a week shopping, making close to 50% of purchases on the spur of the moment. 
Ninety-three percent of teenage girls report that store-hopping was their favorite activity. 
The homogenous activity of consumerism seems to engulf the values and unique 
spirit that each race and culture of people bring with them as they become citizens in the 
United States. The "kind of life we want depends on the kind of people we are" (Bellah, 
et aI., 1996, p. xli). George Ritzer (2004) discusses the globalization of consumerism and 
its affect on American culture using "MacDonaldization" as the standard that is changing 
the world. As of 2003, there were more than 13,000 McDonald's restaurants in the 
United States with a total of over 31,000 McDonald's restaurants worldwide in 118 
nations, serving 46 million customers a day (p. 3). 
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According to Ritzer (2004), the widespread popularity of fast food restaurants and 
mass production of consumer goods epitomizes early 20th century philosopher Max 
Weber's theory of rationality. Weber describes the modem Western world as a world 
dominated by "efficiency, predictability, calculability, and nonhuman technologies that 
control people" (p. 25). These characteristics are similar to those mentioned previously 
describing the Progressive Era, but differ because Weber foresaw the use of technology 
as a dominating factor. "Formal rationality" means the search for the optimum to a given 
end "is shaped by rules, regulations, and larger social structures" (p. 26). There are four 
dimensions to rationality: (a) bureaucracy is the most efficient method for handling large 
numbers, (b) quantity is more important than quality, (c) output is highly predictable, and 
(d) people are controlled by bureaucracy through a series of rules, regulations, and 
policies (pp. 26-27). 
The result of rationality is that society tends to become irrational as rules, 
regulations, and mass production create more problems than they can solve. Mass 
production results in the demise of privately owned businesses such as restaurants and 
farms, and creates huge environmental problems, such as frequent e. coli contamination 
in spinach and beef produced by large scale operations. Yet people are making more and 
more choices for what Ritzer (2004) describes as "nothingness" rather than 
"somethingness," because "nothingness" is an easier choice as people try to navigate and 
multitask during the course of a modem workday. The conveniences of "nothingness" 
are defining the symbols that dominate the cultural landscape in the modern world. 
The evidence of cultural transmission as a powerful adaptive mechanism has "no 
doubt exceeded the biological ones in importance" (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989, p. 15). Most 
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often cultural transmission proceeds without direction and, like phylogenetic adaptations, 
the selected traits will be passed on to future generations. If cultural transmission 
proceeds too rapidly, it can have disastrous results. "Progress depends on the balance 
achieved between the preserving 'conservative forces,' and those promoting change" (p. 
15). 
We use our customs and traditions from our past as a firm base from which to 
experiment with new ideas and change. When we proceed too rapidly, change becomes 
dangerous, much like the rapid mutation of a virus that destroys everything in its path 
until it, too, becomes extinct. As the community of consumerism continues to feed the 
individual appetite for self-fulfillment, one tends to speculate on American way of life as 
a successful future model. 
Community component three: local identity. The experience of our surroundings 
in our community has a profound impact on "our sense of self, our sense of safety, the 
kind of work we get done, the ways we interact with other people, even our ability to 
function as citizens in a democracy" (Hiss, 1990, p. xi). As places change, we change. 
The experience in place is both "a serious environmental issue and a deeply personal 
one" (Ibid.). 
Some of the effects of these changes are directly in conflict with our biological 
makeup. Carl Jung (1993) reminds us that when looking at the timetable of Earth's 
history, humans have only occupied a very brief period, with only 80 generations 
separating modem humans from our ancient ancestors. "It would be a ridiculous and 
unwarranted presumption on our part if we imagined that we were more energetic or 
more intelligent than the men of the past-our material knowledge has increased but not 
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our intelligence" (p. 300). Cultural ethologist Eibl-Ebsefledt says that today "people with 
the motivations and intellectual capacity of late upper Paleolithic man are flying jet 
bombers and confronted with the task of surviving in anonymous society" (Eibl-
Ebsefledt,1989, p. 15). 
The most distinctive change from our past to the modem world has been the shift 
from the outdoor to indoor environment. Following the postwar period of WWII, the 
workforce of Americans in the last 60 years has shifted into an indoor environment. 
Artificial light, heating and cooling, manmade building materials, dependency on 
computers, copiers, and communication systems have desensitized our bodily functions 
(Relph, 1976). Even though we are still the same species that evolved from a rich, 
organic interdependent environment, we have moved ourselves into a sterile, monotone, 
and environmentally regulated comfort zone that provides little stimulus for our senses. 
The objects we tend to perceive as humans are commensurate with our purpose 
(Taun, 1974). Modem living requires less reliance on acute senses, which tend to be 
dulled by a bombardment of strong scents and white noise. Sense of smell is diminished 
with the various manmade fumes that pellet our air-perfumes, exhaust fumes, cleaning 
supplies, air fresheners, deodorants, etc., creating an olfactory haze. Noise perpetuates 
and invades space: Boats speed down rivers, sounding like jet airplanes; boom boxes 
from cars can be heard a mile or more away; background noise from the beeps of 
construction to the hum of the interstate fill modem living. Temperature is controlled by 
the push of a button or movement of a knob. 
These daily components of modem living are incorporated into our subconscious 
where nearly all learning takes place (Taun, 1974). The pervasion of the human made 
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environment replaces the need to become familiar with the natural world. If we do not 
"need" to know the names of the plants and animals that surround our community, then 
we tend to ignore them and soon forget them. We may see the bushes and trees and 
insects and birds, but do not finely tune ourselves to identify their unique features or 
names-we disregard their whole function as a part of the same, interrelated ecosystem 
that we depend on. "In short, landscapes change their identity according to the way in 
which we experience them" (Relph, 1976, p. 133). 
As communities are urbanized, the unique features of a region dissipate and 
become engulfed with no center, no direction, and with a multitude of changing purposes. 
The unspoiled familiarity of a particular landscape changes into a neon buzz of distortion 
that continues to change each year. Some say this identity problem quickly shifts over to 
individual identity. Coined as 'Protean Man' by R. J. Lifton (Relph, 1976, p. 133), the 
modem individual shifts and changes lifestyles from decade to decade, going from 
radical student to conservative businessman to the concerned activist. This is a major 
shift from the traditional view that "each individual should present a consistent and stable 
identity throughout his life" (p. 133). When the boundaries and consistency are not clear, 
then relationships become contorted. "For example, nuclear weapons do not distinguish 
between citizen and soldier, the guilty and the innocent; mass media overwhelm us with 
indiscriminate images that mix reality and fantasy, enjoyment and blatant 
commercialism; modem international corporations are monolithic yet formless, they 
interpenetrate all aspects of our lives, changing their style freely to fit the particular 
product that is being marketed" (p. 134). 
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Proteansim becomes the prevailing feature of built environments. Buildings and 
consumables change so quickly that styles are out of style before they become worn out. 
This year's landmark skyscraper is soon replaced by the next year's landmark skyscraper. 
Architectural and landscape features are less indigenous so that as these protean changes 
increase, landscapes and local identity decrease (Relph, 1976). These new images of 
landscape are a break of the landscapes from our past because they do not fit a pattern. 
Pattern recognition is a basic, cognitive skill that helps people to bring order into their 
worlds (Piaget, 1968; 1970; Burton, 1993; Barkman, 2000; Decampo, 2000; Yolk, 1995). 
As uniformity and obscurity dominate the new modem landscape, lacking pattern and 
form, the whole state of identity with place and one's self becomes confusion. 
The confusion of symbols with places is such an example. At one time, symbols 
expressed a profoundness and attachment to a particular place. Traditional cultures 
valued attachments to places because of the symbolic tie that usually involved a form of 
participation by a particular culture with a place. Today, symbols tend to broadcast a set 
of ideas that are "contrived and deliberately fabricated" (Relph, 1976, p. 137). Places are 
advertised with signs of various colors and words that immediately indicate to the 
passerby their significance. A gigantic neon cross indicates a fundamentalist Christian 
area, outlines of naked women and flashing red lights indicate promiscuous places, life-
size plastic dinosaurs and cartoon characters indicate amusement parks. "The new 
landscape is characterized not by profound meanings and its symbols, but by rationality 
and absurdity and its separation from us" (p. 139). The identity with place today does not 
hold the same reverence or attachment has it has in the past. "A deep human need exists 
for associations with places. If we chose to ignore that need, and to allow the forces of 
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placelessness to continue unchallenged, then the future can only hold an environment in 
which places simply do not matter" (p. 147). 
Placelessness challenges our potential to develop within ourselves. One of the 
most prominent behavioral scientists of the 20th century, Zing-Yang Kuo (1967), 
conducted many different studies on animals that are considered classical treatises. One 
of the most interesting was his study raising baby birds that were not "taught how to fly." 
When the bird did not have to fly, he did not acquire a behavior of flight pattern, even 
though flight was not inhibited or restricted while other patterns were being developed 
and fixated. "This failure to form an actual flight pattern is not due to a lack of 
appropriate stimuli for the 'instinct of flight' neither at its 'critical period' nor to a lack of 
exercise or of strength in the neuromuscular system for flight, for many could fly when 
frightened by the chasing dog" (p. 175). 
Kuo demonstrated that" the combined factors of developmental history and 
environmental context alone are often sufficient enough to reduce the range of behavioral 
potentials, a reduction that does not necessarily involve anatomico-physiological factors; 
it is a reduction of plasticity in the formation of new patterns without any need for 
reference to mythical predetermined neural organization" (Kuo, 1967, p 175). As 
landscapes are continually being reduced to placelessness, the reduction of plasticity from 
an environment rich in organic context to one that protrudes sameness offers little 
challenge for extending the possibilities of human potential. 
Community component four: ecological characteristics and interconnection; 
Earth Mother, Darwin, evolution, Ouspensky, Gaia. Examples of humans living within 
the context of a rich organic ecological environment can be studied by examining the 
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ancient pantheons of human history. Some of the greatest accomplishments of human 
history were endeavors that centered on the worship of the feminine traits and goddesses 
that seem to create a cooperative, nurturing, and peaceful society. 
Through her life's work, archeologist Marija Gimbutas (1999) has included 
excavations from more than 3,000 sites including Obre in Bosnia, Anza in Macedonia, 
Sitagroi in northwestern Greece, Achilleionin in southern Thessaly and Manfredonia in 
southern Italy. Excavated from the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods are female fonns 
with enlarged breasts and buttocks and sometimes swollen vulvas. Rather than denoting 
eroticism, Gimbatus believes the figures represent fertility and are a life-giving symbol in 
which birth is considered sacred. Goddess and god figures were also associated with 
animals whose special properties can symbolize life, death, fertility, regeneration, etc. 
Waterbirds, snakes, and birds of prey seem to be the most popular figures;, however, 
snakes, bears, frogs, rams, pigs, dogs, boars, birds, hedgehogs, etc., all played a part in 
religious symbolism. Often, masks were used that depict goddesses and gods with 
special features of these animals. 
The annual cycles of agriculture, which provides sustenance, were associated with 
a vegetation goddess and god. A pregnant vegetation goddess, Earth Mother, was one of 
the most represented figures found in sites throughout old Europe. It is easy to 
understand how the Earth Mother would be extremely important to these early agriculture 
societies. It is the first time that human cultures began to exist in fairly large groups and 
"city-states" (Gimbatus, 1999). The cycles of planting, growth, and harvest would be so 
important for sustenance. 
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As societies became more sophisticated, the evidence of goddess worship is found 
in all types of ancient communities, such as Jericho and Catal Huyuk. Special attention is 
given to burial sites of women, some of which are painted with red ochre. Additionally, 
figurines are often found in threes, depicting the goddess as young woman, mother, and 
old woman. At some point in time, a male figure appears and seems to be associated 
with the female goddess as her son, husband, or lover. This male god always appears in a 
lesser role and traditionally, when the male is depicted as a youth, becomes involved in a 
sacred annual sexual union (Gimbatus, 1999). 
The female goddess was a very dominant and widespread figure in ancient 
cultures. Until the invasion of the Indo-Europeans into the ancient Mediterranean, women 
attained or were on equal status with men (Stone, 1976). Women were often 
economically independent, appeared as parties in civil litigations, and conducted business 
transactions. In Egypt, women were often sole heirs; in Crete, the goddess was the "core 
of existence" (p. 47). The balance of government and power was shared by both men and 
women. Living conditions were more peaceful and enhanced by the fertile soils and 
moderate climate that produced abundant crops. It was a culture that embraced the 
interrelationships of humans with their environments. 
The invasion of the Indo-Europeans that began in 2400 B.C. and occurred 
gradually over several thousand years radically changed the peaceful cultures of the 
ancient Mediterranean. Gimbatus (1999) identifies the Kurgan culture as the 
predecessors of the Indo-Europeans and believes the Kurgans originated from the steppes 
of Russia. These cultures were striving to survive in the harsh climates of the steppes and 
included hunter/gatherer types and pastoralists, both with a patriarchal society and 
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dominant male god. Their sustenance required them to move over large areas. They had 
domesticated the horse and used military tactics for invading areas, earning them the title 
of "Battle-Axe" cultures. Conflicts over land were critical. Studies by ethologists 
indicated that "encroachment on land" was twice as frequently the cause of warfare as 
stealing or murder (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989, p. 4). 
When Indo-Europeans began to migrate to Europe and the Middle East, they must 
have been delighted and intrigued to find such advanced societies. The agricultural 
societies would have been very attractive. The barbaric lifestyles of the Indo-Europeans 
would have been appalling to the old Europe societies and their ability to take over these 
more peaceful cultures would have that the Indo-European male deities were certainly 
more important and more powerful than the goddesses. 
Gimbutas (1999) identified three waves of migration of the Kurgans into Greece, 
Italy, Britain, Ireland, Iran, Lithuania, Latvia, Germany, Scandinavia, Anatolia, India, and 
Chinese Turkestan. The time frame of these migrations occurred from 4400 B.C to 2800 
B.c. Gimbatus compared the Old Europeans and Kurgan cultures and found great 
disparity. Old European cultures lived in large, well-planned townships, absent of 
fortifications and weapons. Their ideologies were agricultural, seasonal, matrifocal and 
matrilineal based. The Kurgans, in great contrast, were warriors who worshiped thunder 
gods and glorified the blade. The Indo-European social structure is one of class society of 
the sovereign, warrior, and laborer, which is in great contrast to the social structure of 
Old Europe. Artifacts from Old Europe gravesites indicate there is not a strict division of 
labor nor does there appear to be a great division of classes. 
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Blood typing from gravesites in Old European cemeteries indicates adult females 
and children were related but males were not. This indicates a matrilineal society where 
mothers and daughters maintain residence and ownership of property (Gimbatus, 1999). 
Excavations of Kurgan sites reveal abstract images of gods represented by weapons with 
divine animals such as a horse or stag. The "organized slaughter of human beings, along 
with the destruction and looting of their property and subjugation and exploitation of 
their persons, appears to have been normal" (Eisler, 1987, p. 49). 
The rise of the three religions of Judaism, Islam, and Christianity, rooted in the 
symbol of the father of Abraham, became the ultimate demise of goddess worship. This 
was also the ultimate demise of women and their rights of personal freedoms. The 
biblical story of Joshua marching into the land of Canaan demonstrates some of the first 
large scale "ethical cleansings" in human history (Stone, 1976). "And so Joshua defeated 
the whole land, the hill country and the Hegeb, and the lowland and the slopes, and their 
kings. He left none remaining, but utterly destroyed all that breathed, as the Lord God of 
Israel commanded" (Joshua, 10:40). This story celebrates the brutal massacre of peaceful 
civilizations, with the rise of privileged, male dominated groups such as the Levites, 
whose self-appointment as God's anointed used terrorist threats to dominate and control 
people who were in their path. Virginity of the unmarried female and strict sexual 
restraints upon married women was the way that males could obtain ownership of name 
and property. 
Even though goddess worship has persisted over the years, those who followed 
the practice have been punished. Eventually "the contact between the Old European and 
Indo-European cultures resulted in their amalgamation" (Gimbutas, 1999, p. 129). 
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Deities, beliefs, customs, and traditions have merged into one for the most part as male 
dominated. One culture's myth became incorporated into a new culture's myth, with 
perhaps different names of characters, players, or gods (Campbell, 1993; Jung, 1993). 
The more one compares the cultures, the more obvious archetypes can be seen across 
cultures of many different races. 
The hope of returning to a feminist ideal of a Mother Earth archetype that 
embraces a culture to nurture and sustain life began with Darwin's theories of evolution. 
On July 1, 1858, Darwin presented a paper along with manuscript from Alfred Russell 
Wallace to the Linnaean Society. The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or 
the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life sold out the first day. The 
paper contained two separate theses: that all organisms have descended with modification 
from common ancestors, and that the chief agent of modification is the action of natural 
selection on individual variation (Darwin, 1998). 
Darwin ethnocentric theories placed humans within the realm of a living, 
interconnected organic relationship with all life on earth. No longer were humans a 
divine intervention with appointed dominion (Demasio, 1994). From the years that 
followed Darwin's theses, the next 100 years revealed the sensitive and closely evolved 
characteristics of human behavior and biological connections with other living 
organisms. These associations are highlighted in the following discussion summarized 
from John Maynard Smith's Problems with Biology (1986). 
Scientists, such as G. Hardy and W. Weinberg, with their independent proof 
theorems, gave strength to Darwin's theory. These theorems were expanded by 
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RonaldFisher (1890-1962), John Haldane (1892-1964), and Sewall Wright (1889-1988). 
Fisher in The 
Genetical Theory of Natural Selection (1930) and Haldane in The Causes of 
Evolution (1932) developed the mathematical theory of gene frequency change under 
natural selection, showing even slight differences could bring change. Wright developed 
comprehensive genetical theory that embraced selection, inbreeding, gene flow, and 
effect of chance (random genetic drift). 
Elements of theoretical population genetics on variation and species were 
synthesized in 1937 by Dobzhansky's Genetics and the Origin of Species. Ernst Mayr in 
Systematics and the Origin of Species (1942) elucidated the nature of geographic 
variation and speciation, incorporating many of the genetic principles articulated by 
Dobzhansky. Gaylord Simpson (1902-1984) in Tempo and Mode in Evolution (1944) and 
its successor, The Major Features of Evolution (1953), drew on Dobzhansky and Wright. 
Between 1947 to 1980, more theories began to surface as knowledge of genetics 
and DNA expanded. Fisher (1930), Wright (1968), and Haldane (1949) showed that even 
a slight selective advantage could bring about fixation of an allele. Dobzhansky (1937) 
added that some natural polymorphisms were subject to appreciable selection, no matter 
how slight the adaptive significance. 
V.c. Wynne-Edwards (1962) argued that dispersal of animals evolved because it 
relieves population density and so benefits the population as a whole, rather than 
individual members. Controversy then arose about whether such altruistic traits could 
evolve by natural selection at the individual level, or whether group selection, evolution 
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by the differential extinction, or proliferations of whole populations was necessary. 
Among the most influential contributions to the debate were those W.D. Hamilton 
(1964), who articulated the theory of kin selection as an explanation of altruistic 
behavior, and G.C. Williams (1966), who argued that group selection is such a weak 
force that alternative explanation for altruism should be sought in selection at the level of 
the gene, the individual organism, or the kin group. 
The enthusiastic response to these proposals ushered in an era of analysis of the 
adaptive value of puzzling traits, especially features of life histories and of social 
behavior. Perhaps the most important research on social behavior has occurred from the 
work of ethologists over the last 30 years. Ethologists began to show that animals, even 
the most simple, such as guppies, can imitate behavior and make choices based on that 
imitation. 
Dr. Lee Alan Dugatkin (2000) was the first to demonstrate this imitation behavior 
in a controlled study on guppies. Using two female and two male guppies, Dugatkin 
allowed one female (the observer) to view the second female (the model) choose between 
two males for mate selection. In 17 out of 20 trials, the observer female chose the same 
mate as the model. 
To further investigate the effects of behavior from one guppy to another, 
Dugatkin wanted to test the protocol of "age/imitation/mate choice"(Dugatkin, 2000, p. 
61). In one treatment, young but sexually mature females were observers with older, 
more experienced females serving as models for mate selection. In other treatments, the 
experiments were reversed, with older females as observers and younger females as 
models. The results indicated that "when young impressionable females were the 
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observers, they copied the mate choice of others. On the other hand, when the 
experienced lot observed the youngsters, they went about their mate-choice activities 
regardless of whom they saw the younger females choose" (Dugatkin, 2000, pp. 61-62). 
During the last 40 years, ethologists have been steadily accumulating research on 
cultural transmission of animals in the wild. The primate studies started by Dr. Jane 
Goodall at the Gombe Preserve in Africa are now almost 40 years old. More than 65 
behavior patterns have been identified in chimpanzees that demonstrate the acquisition of 
tool-use and technology for various activities such as food processing, grooming, 
socialization, etc. "Chimpanzee populations exhibit considerable cultural variations with 
learned group traditions that parallel traditional human societies 
technologically"(Standford, 1998, p. 401). 
The evolutionary studies ranging from genetics to ethology since Darwin's 
discovery continue to illustrate the close associations of organisms to their environments 
and intricate levels of learning that take place within. The ecological framework where 
these actions occur suggest a web of life (Capra, 1996) where consciousness and 
environment become intertwined, much like the ancient civilizations of Earth Mother 
described by Gimbatus (1999). By the early 20th century, philosophers, such as Russian 
P.D. Ouspensky, grasped the implications of evolutionary theory as a theory of living 
Earth, that both the inanimate and animate are nature and "that each thing, each 
phenomenon, possesses a psyche of its own. A mountain, a tree, a river, the fish within 
the river, dew and rain, planet, fire-each separately must possess a psyche of its own" 
(Ouspensky, 1920, p. 199). 
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Nature, in Ouspensky's views, consisted of a unity of organic life that included 
the entire universe as alive, believing that humans were "some kind of life in 
progression" but certainly not a "quintessential creation" of a divine being (Presley, 
2003). James Lovelock (1979) describes an equilibrium that Earth has established to 
maintain a balance of life that continually adjusts itself from trail and error. Lovelock's 
theories on Gaia are based on the perspective of the view of Earth from space, "revealing 
the planet as a whole" versus the ecological view which is "the detailed study of habitats 
and ecosystems" (Lovelock, 1979, p. 118). From Lovelock's perspective, "Gaia is 
Earth's physiology: the sum of the energy- and material-exchanging activities of the 
living network at our planet's surface" (Margulis & Sagan, 1997, p. xxi). Looking at the 
whole system as well as applying ecological knowledge can help to synthesize the steps 
that citizens can take toward improving their own communities. David Orr terms this 
approach ecological literacy (Orr, 1992). 
Ecological literacy combines geographical and "conceptual streams" that include 
"systems theory, systemic school reform, place-based education, and the wisdom of 
indigenous people" (Capra, 1999, p. 13). This means that the world is a connected whole 
that involves a process of networks influenced by context and quality. 
As children mature into adults, ecological knowledge is obtained by direct contact 
with the natural environment on a regular basis. This involves concepts whereas: (a) all 
members of ecosystems are connected; (b) there is a multileveled structure of systems 
within systems while each system is part of a larger whole; (c) resources are exchanged 
in continuous cycles through partnership and cooperation; (d) solar energy flows through 
and sustains all levels of life; (e) life evolves through the interplay of creativity and 
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mutual adaptation; and (0 the ecological community constantly adjusts itself to 
environmental conditions through feedback loops (Capra, 1999). 
Many of the problems of placenessness and greed (Relph, 1976) associated with 
modem society could be solved through "the possibility for fulfillment and self-
realization" that is "found in our relationship with the diversity of life around us" (Kellert 
& Wilson, 1993, p. 456). Ecological literacy embraces the discoveries of evolution in 
which both the phylogentic traits (biologically inherited) and cultural traits are intricately 
tied with environmental relationships. 
The knowledge of the past endeavors from ancient to recent history provides a 
guide to set goals for the future of cultural development. People of ancient civilizations 
celebrated their lives with earth symbols and mythical figures, "half human, half animal" 
who "served as tutors to humanity" (Orr, 1992, p. 79). A sense of aesthetic guided the 
endeavors of ancient people in governance, literature, art, and daily living. The ideal was 
embraced with a feminine Earth Mother who received prayers and gave protection from 
physical and spiritual danger, protected crops, livestock, guarded children, and watched 
"over the sailor at sea and the merchant on the road" (Campbell, 1993, p. 139). The 
governance required for ecological literacy involves a passion of nurturing and caring, a 
feminine approach that provides a cooperative spirit for solving problems (Gimbatus, 
1999; Noddings, 1984; Stone, 1976). 
Community component five: governance, leadership and stakeholder. Governance 
is the formal process of decision-making from the local to national government level. 
Governance begins with civic identity, a principle based "on freely given commitment to 
certain civic principles and values of the democracy" (Patrick, 2006, <J[). These civic 
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principles are agreed upon through consensus and include duties and responsibilities such 
as paying taxes, serving in the military in times of crisis, obeying laws enacted by 
representation in government, and constructively criticizing the conditions of political 
and civic life and improving the quality of life. For a democracy to work, citizens must 
exercise their rights of citizenship by participating in the process of government. 
The process of government begins at the grass roots level through community 
capacity. The community capacity is the pool of leaders, elected and appointed, who 
influence the community decisions on behalf of a particular group or the whole 
community (EPA. 2002). Activism and community capacity are demonstrated by groups 
that organize themselves to track or work on pmticular issues and to inform the 
community. Activism is often "practiced through local demonstrations, meetings with 
local officials, and informal meetings among community members" (EPA, 2002, p. 53). 
Activism and community capacity also describe the "capacity of new leaders to emerge 
within the community, opportunities for empowering community members not previously 
involved with community decision-making (e.g., minority groups), and the ability of the 
community to work collectively to create and sustain beneficial change" (EPA, 2002, p. 
53). 
There are three levels of politics and citizenship in a democracy (Bellah, et aI., 
1996). Community capacity is the first level of politics and citizenship and is the local 
level where individuals interact directly with each other to improve local quality of life. 
The second is the politics of self-interest groups organized to represent a group's 
particular concern. Self-interest politics are regarded as negative because the group is 
seeking support for self-interest of the group and not particularly for the well-being of 
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society. This type of politic is competitive and exerts inequality as it pursues power and 
influence. The expression of individual support usually takes place in the voting booth 
and lacks the immediate attention of everyday living. 
The third politic is the one of national interest where people identify with the 
national political party that best represents their own, individual ideals of democracy. 
The national parties are for the most part perceived as positive symbols of national 
identity. Symbols of national identity are expressed through a variety of public rituals, 
identified by objects such as flags, historic figures and places, and through foreign 
policies and involvement in wars. Through consensus of political parties, individual acts 
to support national policies are expressed by the "consensual community" (Bellah, et aI., 
1996, p. 202). 
The fourth politic that Bellah, et aI., (1996) have not addressed but is emerging in 
the 21 st century is global politic. The politics of present and future involves a clash of 
values between nations where fundamentalist groups challenge traditionally held beliefs. 
Global politics that include military interventions, diplomatic offensives, and laws that 
deal with sovereignty of states over the rights of peoples widened the task of reaching 
satisfactory resolve toward solving immense problems of poverty, civil rights, and 
ecological disasters. A global society must work on a common vision that embraces an 
ethic to encompass and value cultures and religions. The ethic must include responsible 
leaders that are not modeled from the archetype of the aggressive, warlike hero in the past 
whose "ecological perspective has been to expand a particular society's niches, 
increasing opportunity, geography, resources, population, and energy" (Orr, 1992, p. 78). 
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Global leaders must exhibit patience, compassion and understanding that emerge 
through the "discipline ofleaming to listen, first" (Orr, 1992, p.79). This type of 
leadership has been modeled by great figures in our past with attributes detailed across 
cultures. "Peace and quietude are esteemed by the wise man, and even when victorious 
he does not rejoice, because rejoicing over a victory is the same as rejoicing over the 
killing of men" (Tao The Ching, Stanza 31). This model of global leadership should 
"reflect the sensitivity of a global ethic that offers a minimal moral stimulus which the 
world must observe in its manifold efforts to overcome the global problems ... " (Dower 
& Williams, 2002, p. 137). The ecological crisis is perhaps the most imminent threat of 
global magnitude that requires transfonnative leadership (Orr, 1992, p. 79). Trans-
fonnative global leaders are those whose "loyalties are rooted in place but extend to the 
planet" (p. 79). Yet, in a world where place is a center of orientation for rootedness, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to establish finn ground (Hess, 1990; Relph, 1976; Taun, 
1974). Civic participation on a roots level is in need of "restoration" (Titus, 1994) as 
reflected by individual participation in election polls. 
Democratic participation is on a decline as the polls reflect that only half or less 
of the eligible population in the United States votes (Orr, 1992). "Politics is the process 
by which we define the tenns of our collective existence" and when less than half of the 
American population fails to do so, it means that people "no longer see a relationship 
between their lives and the political life of the larger society" (p. 75). The centralization 
of power in government has "removed many of the local resource decisions away from 
the public arena" (p. 76) and have placed the manipulation of resources into the hands of 
large corporations with machines that can "level mountains, divert rivers, split atoms and 
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alter genes" (p. 77). Citizens become apathetic to conditions that seem out of their 
control creating a crisis of civic identity. 
This apathy of civic identity is created by the "rapid cascade of change" along 
with complex problems from local to international levels and the "amount of 
dis information in advertising and public debate" (Titus, 1994). Change, including the 
uncertainty of job security, means that long-term community commitment and civic 
identity is never a reality. Efforts to convey the idealistic notion of self-service to the 
community are overwhelmed by the large scale corporations and institutions that shape 
the individual's work, lifestyle and choice of living place (Bellah, et aI.,1996, p. 199). 
To be successful in work means that individuals must succumb to the pressure of 
mobility. The pressures of fiscal security in a fluctuating modem economy demand that 
employees be flexible. Families often move three, four, or five times during the course of 
their children's upbringing due to the changing job market. Families on the move look 
for investment in housing developments that will appeal to a fast turnaround resale 
market. Thus, communities develop with a homogenized appeal, one that resembles 
familiarity with past associations from other communities. Although people prefer 
communities that retain a local historic and natural landscape (Kaplan, Kaplan, & Ryan, 
1998), families have very little time to explore additional levels of commitment when 
engrossed with adjustments created from mobility. Adults report an immense sense of 
gratification from community service, but the pressure to "stay alive financially" causes 
the abandonment of "community commitments in spite of their deep meaning" (Bellah, et 
aI., 1996, p. 197). 
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The abandonment of the deep and gratifying values that contribute to the human 
rights depend on the individual's responsibility to exercise and protect these rights. It 
would be unrealistic to believe that today's world could proceed without turbulence, as 
the energy of values and morals, which have never met in the past, are confronted on a 
global scale (Campbell, 1993). And, in spite of the spoils created by technology, humans 
achieved the capacity to look outside of themselves when they entered into the celestial 
community of space travel and looked at the wholeness of Earth as a living, vibrant body. 
Man is no longer a " 'Heaven-sent stranger .... you didn't come into this world at all. 
You came out of it, in just the same way a leaf come out of a tree or a baby from a 
womb' " (Campbell, 1993, p. 245). It is this sense of rootedness that must connect the 
actions of humans, beginning with community, in future decisions of governance of 
global policy. 
Community component six: communication. Global policies and actions are 
dependent on the process of communication across the globe. In the past, humans 
measured time by astronomical observance marked by the seasonal rotation of the Earth 
and celestial changes of stars. Today, time is measured in atomic particles and read from 
atomic clocks. As seconds have become nanoseconds, the global communications 
systems are now peppered across the planet (Gleick, 2000). As our technological 
innovations continue to split the atoms of time, effective strategies for building global 
consensus should consider the human biological implications. 
People communicate primarily with acoustic and visual signals although tactile 
and olfactory signals play an important part in more intimate settings (Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 
1989). Languages evolved in all human societies the same, as "complex computational 
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systems employing the same basic kinds of rules and representations" (451). Studies on 
human development indicate that the rise of language led to the birth of civilization. In 
comparing human social behavior with the close kin of other primates, language seemed 
to have replaced social grooming as an adaptive way to gel bonds of security and trust 
(Dunbar, Knight, & Power. 1999). 
Security and trust are elemental for survival in relationships of kin and group 
behavior in animal groups. In fact, bonds of security and trust are a major part of activity 
for primates in the course of a day. The expenditure of energy by living organisms is 
carefully constructed toward conservation in the daily encounters of survival. As humans 
expanded their tribes, language evolved as an activity of trust. This helped humans 
conserve energy toward essential daily activities such as food gathering, and enabled 
humans to expand their range (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 
1992). 
Language became the system that humans developed to detect "cheaters" in the 
system of trust. When John Maynard Smith (1992) developed mathematical models for 
economics, he applied the same principles to human behavior that led to testable 
predictions about the evolution of behavior, sex, genetics, and growth of life and history 
patterns. Environmental stable strategies could be shown revealing that the best thing for 
plants and animals to do depends upon what others do. Long-range experiments show 
that cooperative behaviors are the winners. Short-term strategies reveal that cheaters can 
be successful. Language for humans evolved as a system of gossip to detect the 
"cheaters" (Dunbar et aI., 1999). 
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Language enables humans to create methods of learning beyond imitation, as with 
most other living organisms, that can be passed on from each generation to the next, 
creating literature, inventions, technological advances, etc. Pinker (1994) indicates that 
there are "universal patterns underlying the behavior of all documented human cultures" 
(p. 411) that can be identified. These patterns include value placed on a wide range of 
articulation from gossip; lying; humor; poetic speech; narrative; descriptions of weather, 
flora, and fauna; numbers; and kinship; just to mention a few. Differences between these 
patterns are reflected by the way language is influenced from the worldview of a 
particular culture. 
Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussre concluded in the early 20th century that 
"language is a socially constructed system of signs, with no identifiable logical 
connection between signifiers (such as words) and signifieds (the concepts we associate 
with words)" essentially meaning that the logic of language is "internal and relational" 
Stables, 2001, p. 122). For instance, environmental understandings are culturally variable 
and encoded into the root metaphors of meaning. Root metaphors that reinforce language 
constructions that represent "the individual as autonomous, change as linear progress, and 
the environment as only a 'natural resource' (Bowers, 1998, p. 5) begin to condition the 
way we think. Educators who teach ecological concepts may be so "conditioned into 
anti-ecological practices that the outcomes of their teaching are likely to be far from what 
they espouse as their aims" (Stables, 2001, p. 125). Language reflects the "cultural 
schemata" of a dominant culture and the root metaphors of words are encoded and 
reproduced in the "language of the curriculum, classroom discourse, and other areas of 
community and corporate life" (Bowers, 1998, p. 5). 
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Root metaphors that dominate modernity include emphasis on science and 
technology that unilaterally control the environment in an infinitely expanding frontier 
that is determined by economic common sense. These assumptions create "a subjectively 
centered individual who lacks the moral or communal grounding necessary to resist being 
drawn into the consumer culture" (Bowers, 1996, p. 9). This "lack of moral or communal 
grounding" is magnified by technologies that distance the individual from the essential to 
things that allow us to see through them nothing less than their being as entities. In the 
paradox of the dissembling of mediation, the viewer is unaware of the arrival of 
"remoteness," the forgetting of what is near" (Scoggin, 2002, p. 7). 
Communication theorists McLuhan and Powers (1989) warned of this disconnect 
of people to the ground in a type of virtual reality where reality exists in cyberspace. 
"Earth in the next century will have its collective consciousness lifted off the planet's 
surface into a dense electronic symphony where all nationalities-if they still exist as 
separate entities-may live in a clutch of spontaneous synesthesia, painfully aware of the 
triumphs and wounds of each other" (p. 95). 
H. G. Wells in 1937 described the danger of mass communication that would: 
foreshadow a real intellectual unification of our race. The whole human 
memory can be, and probably in a short time will be, made accessible to every 
individual. And what is also of very great importance in this uncertain world 
where destruction becomes continually more frequent and unpredictable, is 
this, that ... it need not be concentrated in anyone single place. It need not be 
vulnerable as a human head or a human heart is vulnerable. It can be 
reproduced exact! y and fully, in Peru, China, Iceland, Central Africa, or 
wherever else ... it can have at one, the concentration of a craniate animal and 
the diffused vitality of an amoeba. (Gleick, 2000, pp. 254-255) 
Theses forecasts (Gleick, 2000; McLuhan & Powers, 1989) from the past are a 
present reality as the world tries to cope with the human brain extended into a global 
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consciousness. There have been areas of advancements in global communications and 
relationships that benefit the whole. A global, anonymous society has opened many new 
possibilities for humankind including ideas of social justice, worldwide cooperation, 
emancipation of women, and the formation of a humanitarian consciousness expressed 
through the charter of the United Nations (Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1989). Efforts to detect and 
treat disease and prevent the spread of pandemic infections are becoming a shared vision. 
Humans seem "pre-adapted to be able to live in anonymous society, and thus with many 
others we do not personally know" (p. 663). 
The capacity to love and trust begins in the individualized group, and once this 
love and trust is established, individuals begin "to bond emotionally to group members 
unknown to us by means of identification with them. This ability, together with 
increasing communication", has helped to achieve global humanitarian efforts. "But only 
those who have developed basic trust in the individualized group through personal ties 
are capable of loving others beyond their intimate circle. In other words, individualistic 
values and personal attachments are by no means opposed to loyalty to the greater 
society. They are actually the prerequisite for this." (Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1989, p. 663). 
Globalization has the ability to organize individual behavior into a massive collective that 
has the capacity to do more good or more harm on a scale never realized in human 
history. The choices and actions that individual citizens make today impact the lives of 
others across the globe. 
Civic Membership in the Global Community 
Citizenship is complicated by the increasing problems associated with the rapid 
changes in modem society that are affecting every fabric of community as we know it. 
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Citizenship is a broadly applied term because of the available access to the global 
network of communications that connects individuals to individuals across the globe. 
Citizens are tied to the local community and extended to the global via communication, 
economics, consumerism, etc., but most important, citizens are part of a global, 
ecological system that relies on cooperative partnerships for survival. Currently, human 
endeavors are struggling to cope with the clash of cultures and immense problems that 
have been created with advances in technology and the population explosion. 
To define citizenship, this researcher merged educational standards from National 
Geographic Standards (1994) and the community characteristics taken from the 
Environmental Protection Agency (2002) to derive components of community knowledge 
that individuals should have. Because the notion of citizenship in today's world stretches 
citizenship from a local to global responsibility, the researcher used these two aspects of 
definitions to help broaden what components of community mean. Through this merger 
of concepts, the researcher derived six components as: (a) physical and human 
characteristics of place, (b) influence of culture on community, (c) local identity of place, 
(d) ecological characteristics of community, (e) governance, and (f) communication. 
Affecting each of these six components of community is the explosion of 
technology that has altered landscapes, cultures, individual identity, ecology, politics, and 
communication to such a degree that the capacity for problem solving on a global level is 
immense. These different aspects of community are intricately tied to the cultural and 
biological advances from various fields of study, including mathematics, science, 
sociology, political science, archaeology, anthropology, and evolution. A global citizen 
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must have a broad viewpoint that includes an interdisciplinary background of various 
subjects. 
A broad approach allows for an opportunity to view the spectrum of human 
accomplishments and mistakes over time. The result has been a rich and detailed 
description of the vital connections that humans have embodied as part of an organic and 
interconnected species created within and not a part from, Earth's evolution. "Our 
knowledge of the evolutionary process provides us with the perspectives to plan for the 
future; it also provides us with new responsibilities" (Eibl-Ebesfledt, 1989, p. 650). The 
responsibility of global citizenship should include "the improvement of our biological 
construction in the sense of a 'higher development' of the unique human characteristics 
such as rationality, morality, conceptual ability, creative talents, and others, which is of 
course, a highly problematic and controversial area of discussion" (p. 650). 
A part of this responsibility also accepts the concept of evolution in human 
development whereas competition is a "driving force" (Eibl-Ebesfledt, 1989, p. 650). We 
cannot discard the competitive nature of Homo sapiens but we can change the direction 
of competition from a quantitative to a qualitative direction. Instead of fueling the 
appetite of gluttonous consumerism, it is time to reflect about the benefits of a life that 
uses quality as a goal of aspiration. The gluttony of things and choices creates a 
hedonistic approach where individuals become cocooned into an environment of non-
tactical experiences. By choosing gluttony, the rich diversity of ecological networks will 
be lost. "When we lose nature as a direct experience, we lose a balance wheel, the 
touchstone of natural law . With or without drugs, the mind tends to float free into the 
dangerous zone of abstractions" (McLuhan & Powers, 1989, p. 95). 
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Civic education for global understanding will include knowledge that grounds 
human actions directly to the Earth, focusing on geography and how the environment has 
shaped the diversity of cultures and influenced decisions from a local to global scale 
(Titus, 1994). Known as the " 'mental disease of our times' ", pessimism paralyzes 
efforts to create change for a better world (Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1989, p. 655). It can be used 
as a tool to paralyze action and create a feeling of apathy and disinterest. The 
involvement of individual citizens with their communities needs a revitalized effort that 
creates an optimistic outcome to change the course of ecological disasters. These models 
of optimism are needed, particularly those that can combine the interests of groups that 
have not previously engaged themselves toward environmental change. 
Patrick Johns (1997) suggests that civic engagement requires teaching "principles 
and practices of democratic governance and citizenship" and contains three components: 
(a) civic knowledge, (b) civic skills, and (c) civic virtues (p. 10). Good models of civic 
education include many of the steps toward incorporation of environmental 
understanding, such as authentic cases of individual and group participation, as well as 
active engagement on local problems. Recently, as an example, representatives of almost 
a dozen Christian denominations in Kentucky gathered and adopted resolutions that 
would create broad changes in current environmental and social legislation (Smith, 
2006). 
One resolution called for the end of mountaintop removal. "Land ownership is 
being restructured, agricultural production is becoming more heavily industrialized and 
concentrated in fewer hands, and the earth is being subjected to harmful farming, mining, 
and development practices." These situations erode the "moral and ethical values 
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inherent in a system of family farms, such as honesty, self-sufficiency yet 
interdependence, mutual trust, hard work, and neighborliness" (Smith, 2006, p. AI). 
Examples such as these can serve as models of action and imitation for civic engagement 
from a local to global level. 
Civic education requires broad thinking that encompasses the various levels of 
resource use from a global perspective. This perspective includes the ability to 
understand that the actions and reactions of citizens from one part of the globe are now 
intricately connected and related to other citizens in other parts of the world through 
communication, politics, resource use, education, and religion. 
In summary, this section has examined the various aspects that have contributed 
to the lack of citizen action toward environmental responsibility. Capitalism has fueled 
an endless appetite of consumption, which in turn has created cultural ideals of modernity 
based upon the belief that technology can always solve problems. The reliance on new 
technology has restructured the workforce creating a mobile society that seldom offers 
the comforts of a stable and supportive community. As a result, it becomes difficult for 
families and individuals to "know" the community in which they live, making it more 
difficult to become active and engaged in local problem solving and civic duty. 
The following section describes specific actions and examples that educators can 
take to incorporate steps for environment understanding by using recommended standards 
from the NAAEE. 
A Rubric for Four Strands of Environmental Education 
Models have been developed for educators to implement as good practices for 
environmental education. The content determined for educators of environmental 
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education by those in field (NAAEE, 1999) is composed of the following four strands: (a) 
questioning and analysis skills; (b) knowledge of environmental processes and systems; (c) 
skills for understanding and addressing environmental issues; and Cd) personal and civic 
responsibility. The four strands were developed by NAAEE (1999) in response to 
criticism for the lack of content and methods that are used to study and comprehend the 
magnitude of to day's environmental crisis (Sanera & Shaw, 1999). 
The strands were used to analyze Leopold's strategies for environmental 
education by developing a rubric, a framework that guides teachers to assess student 
knowledge about the content of subject matter taught (Office of Teaching & Learning, 
2008), for the environmental education strands for educators can then be used to compare 
the strategies from Wildlife Ecology 118 to the four strands for environmental education. 
A rubric usually consists of four levels of achievement that range from beginning level of 
understanding to mastery of subject matter. Rubrics are nationally accepted tools for 
assessment that are recognized by all subject areas, induding mathematics, science, 
social sciences, language arts, and environmental education. Typically, rubrics follow a 
basic format of a table that lists, on the left side, subject matter to be studied. Each 
subject is then followed by four rows of the levels of achievement: beginning, 
developing, accomplished and mastery (Area Education Agency 267 [AEA 267],n.d.). 
The rubric that the researcher devised was intended for use in college level courses; 
however, it has practical application to K-12 levels as well. 
The following sections describe the theoretical underpinnings of each of the four 
strands: (a) questioning and analysis skills; (b) knowledge of processes and systems; (c) 
environmental problem solving; and (d) personal and civic responsibility that guide the 
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research questions. Each section contains a literature review of the current research and 
theories behind the particular strand. Following a review of each strand, the researcher 
organized the strands into a rubric to analyze the strategies for Wildlife Ecology 118. 
The rubric helps summarize the main aspects of each strand to help educators select 
classroom activities that will achieve environmental education practices for students at 
the college level. The rubric will be used to help align specific activities that Leopold 
used for Wildlife Ecology 118 that would match today's environmental education 
standards. 
Strand One: Questioning and Analysis Skills 
Developing environmental knowledge depends on the willingness to ask questions 
about the surrounding world. The nature of inquiry-oriented teaching is complex and 
multi-faceted, according to Flick and Dickenson (1997). Using the local community to 
solve environmental problems provides an avenue for understanding complex, 
environmental issues (Independent Commission on Environmental Education [ICEE], 
1997; North American Association for Environmental Education [NAAEE, 1999]. This 
pedagogy not only helps to build a base for the student to study broader issues but is also 
shown to increase environmental stewardship (Mordock & Krasny, 2001). Investigations 
that require an inquiry approach involve a highly complex form of teaching (American 
Association for the Advancement of Science [AAAS], 2004). 
Inquiry instruction means that students are given or select topics and then develop 
questions around those topics and use them to guide their study. The National Science 
Standards define inquiry "as a step beyond science as a process in which students learn 
skills, such as observation, inference, and experimentation" (National Research Council 
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[NRC], 2000, p. 104). Students, for example, can investigate the water cycle by 
researching how water is used in their own community. Activities would include mapping 
watersheds, tracing non-point source pollution to local water, and locating water source 
and use in their homes, etc. Researchers (Coyle, 2004; Capra, 1999; Knapp, 1996; Orr, 
1992) indicate inquiry methods that use authentic community environmental problems 
enhance the educational experience and ground the student in stewardship. 
Teachers who use the local community for inquiry teaching must constantly adjust 
instruction to accommodate the students as they explore and investigate problems. 
Materials, space, and time are elements that change as students engage in inquiry. Flick 
and Dickinson (1997) indicated that little research was focused on the instructional 
methods teachers use for this process and that most observations have focused on students 
and materials. In their case study of three middle school teachers and one fifth grade 
teacher who taught science, the researchers found the teachers' intentions were to teach 
inquiry but that often their instruction was explicit-that teachers would control the 
direction of the activity and therefore negate the effects of student-directed inquiry. 
Perkins and Grotzer (2001) suggested that good inquiry methods: (a) incorporate 
efforts to eliminate gaps between assumption and facts, (b) compare the problem under 
study with other models, (c) look for misleading data and evidence, and (d) look at 
conflicting evidence to support a model for qualification. Flick and Dickenson (1997) 
furthermore, indicate there is a tension between explicit and inquiry-oriented instruction 
and more models like those suggested by Perkins and Grotzer are needed in instructional 
design for teachers. 
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Strand Two: Environmental Processes and Systems 
Inquiry investigations in environmental education should provide more substantive 
content in natural science and begin the study of science with the study of the natural 
world (Independent Commission on Environmental Education (ICEE), 1997; National 
Research Council (NRC), 1996). To identify the components of the environment, students 
must know the local flora, fauna, and geography. Over the years, field biology courses 
have been replaced with studies that focus on activities at the cellular level. There is a 
decreased emphasis placed on the study and identification of organisms and, as a result, 
people tend to know more about the exotic species they view on a nature program than the 
animals that live in their own backyards (Pyle, 2001; Thomashow, 1995). 
If teachers and students cannot recognize the animals that live in their 
communities, it becomes increasingly difficult to understand how food webs, cycles, and 
interrelationships take place. Once a species is recognized, students can begin to identify 
the daily patterns and cycles that are important for life support of that species. With that 
recognition comes the understanding that some species migrate over distances to complete 
their particular cycle and that several ecosystems are necessary in order for a species to 
survive. This global pattern is significant because it demonstrates the complexity of 
ecological connections and helps to reinforce the underlying principles in learning about 
causalities. 
One of the most significant findings of the NEETFlRoper study showed that few 
people grasped multi-step causal relationships. Various studies (Bell-Basca, Grozter, 
Donis & Shaw, 2000; Grotzer & Bell-Basca, 2001) on students and their understanding 
about ecosystems show that fundamental misconceptions occur based upon notions of 
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domain-specific causality. Students depict ecosystems as linear in cause and effect, with 
no reciprocity, feedback, or other means of dispersal and form. In other words, they 
believe there is only one way for the system to work (White, 1997). 
In studying ecosystems, the student must be aware of the many different types of 
causalities that underlie processes. As an example, a food web shows various ways that 
animals depend on plants and plants on animals, as well as a passive cyclical flow of 
energy throughout the web. Passive flows of energy are not readily observable. Research 
indicates that many students do not understand unobservable events, such as energy flow 
and abiotic activity, or long-duration events (Munson 1994; Bell-Basca, Grotzer et al. 
2000; Grotzer & Bell-Basca 2001). 
Linear causalities result in simplistic one-way patterns. In this way, answers are 
black and white; one cause equals one effect. Domino-like cause and effects are just like 
they sound; one change or reaction, even if very small, can produce a whole series of 
events. Mutual causality is a reciprocal situation, usually a two-way pattern in which each 
element affects the other. Cyclic causality can involve numerous entities that are part of a 
cycle that continuously flows in repeated fashions (Bell-Basca et aI, 2000; Grotzer Bell-
Basca, 2001; Grotzer & Perkins, 2000; Perkins & Grotzer, 2001). The lack of 
understanding about such cause and effect patterns results in misconceptions that result in 
confusion regarding ecology and how ecological models operate. The following are 
examples of common misconceptions when causal models are not understood by students: 
1. Energy from the sun can be recycled. 
2. Energy increases rather than decreases as it moves up the food chain. 
3. Organisms at the top of the food chain eat everything that is lower on 
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the food chain. 
4. Certain organisms should be saved from extinction, notably mammals and 
plants such as trees, but not organisms like jellyfish, mushrooms, or 
bacteria. 
5. Some organisms are more important than others. 
6. Photosynthesis, respiration, and feeding are not related to the recycling 
of matter through ecosystems. 
7. Predator and prey relationships are not mutually interactive, meaning 
that populations are not dependent on these relationships. 
8. Food and energy relationships are simplistic and linear rather than 
complex. 
9. Genetic traits are developed as a result of a grand plan. 
10. Genetic traits are passed on by bigger and stronger organisms 
ignoring the possibility of natural selection. 
11. Populations either constantly grow or decline depending on their 
position in the food chain. 
12. Some ecosystems have unlimited resources. 
13. The disappearance of one organism has little or not effect on an 
ecosystem, only affecting others directly connected to the food chain. 
14. Similar species have similar needs. 
15. Species coexist because of compatibility (Bell-Basca et aI., 2000; 
Grotzer & Bell-Basca, 2001; Munson, 1994). 
By understanding the types of complex causal models in nature, misconceptions 
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can be altered. There are four dimensions of causal models that can be studied in nature: 
One dimension is that the underlying assumptions that rule a particular situation may not 
be visible. An example is the use of pesticides. The result of pest control is immediate, 
but the long term effects that result in genetic mutations and health problems are not 
visible. 
A second dimension is that various causalities may be related to each other because 
of the patterns and effects that cause interactions to occur between and among ecosystems. 
In this instance, for example, there may be a loss of specific native wildflowers in 
Kentucky because pollinators such as the neo-tropical monarch butterfly have declined. 
This decline is due to loss of nesting habitats and nectar sources necessary to support the 
butterfly's cycle as it travels across various ecosystems. 
A third dimension of causal models is based upon the results of random events that 
are generated by simple rules. As an example, it was once believed that birds in flocks 
followed a lead bird. But now it is thought that birds are merely following the actions of 
other birds, based on the arrangement of proximity to each other when they fly in flocks 
(Grotzer & Perkins, 2000). 
The last dimension to understand causality requires the ability to analyze the levels 
and frequency of correspondence that occur from cause and effect models. This requires 
the ability to analyze and predict outcomes and involves higher-level thinking skills and 
use of inquiry (Grotzer & Perkins, 2000). 
Environmental education is more than imparting knowledge about scientific facts. 
It must include an important understanding of the causal relationships that exist between 
individual action and how they can contribute to significant environmental damage. This 
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tendency to ignore the more indirect effects that result in a particular environmental 
problem is found across the age spectrum. Additionally. the farther the distance from a 
particular event happening, the less likely assumptions are tied with a particular event. 
People expect immediate results and do not want to wait for a "system's dynamics" to play 
out and act. 
Teaching about the various types of causalities requires a less traditional approach 
to instruction because these traditional approaches are not working. Studies (Morrone, 
Mand & Carr, 2001), show that people reason through multi-casual steps if they are 
provided appropriate models. In addition, if these models are grounded in local problem 
solving methods, their effectiveness enhances the educational experience (Coyle, 2004). 
Strand Three: Understanding and Addressing Environmental Issues 
Becoming familiar with environmental problems requires an integrated approach. 
This approach seeks meaning by viewing patterns of relationships that evolve over a 
period of time. Stonier (1992) defines common sense as the ability to perceive patterns. 
The wisdom to perceive patterns is different from traditional ways of teaching because 
patterns focus on composition of matter, emphasizing form instead of quantity (Capra, 
1999). In an integrated approach, one would examine the type of forest and its adaptive 
nature to its particular environment rather than count and identify trees. 
Organizing the facts and information within patterns means looking at the level of 
operations in which things occur. Wilensky and Resnick (1998) conduded that patterns 
might occur in containments, hierarchy, or emergence. Containment patterns are more 
associated with mechanistic, traditional science methods. Studies are contained within 
fixed parameters. Hierarchal patterns are those types found in examples such as 
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organizational charts of governments or businesses. The president heads the country, 
followed by the vice president, secretary of state, etc. It is the emergent patterns that best 
describe the patterns of relationships or ecological strategies found in ecosystems. 
Flexibility for solving environmental issues is driven by ecological strategies that 
share two common characteristics: They are (a) responsive to local conditions and (b) 
adaptive to changing conditions (Resnick, 2002). Living things and their decisions are 
continually adjusting and adapting to the constantly changing environment. The results of 
these ecological strategies occur in the various patterns and forms that make up our world. 
It is the way the environment functions. 
The relationships established within the environment, experiences, perceptions, and 
realities are framed within a cultural context (Bowers, 1995). Culture is expressed through 
symbols such as language and reflects our values and moral behaviors (Flavell, Miller, & 
Miller, 1993). Theorist Uri Vygotsky (1962) believed that signs and symbols of culture 
influence the way we organize our thoughts. The emphasis of technology as a teaching 
tool in industrialized countries represents an abstract view of the real world and creates 
difficulties for understanding sustainable alternatives for environmental issues. 
Fleer (2002) conducted a study with 486 students, ages 5 to 12, who drew or wrote 
what their futures would look like when they were grandparents. Overall, their drawings 
contained negative images of a future world that was more polluted, with a large number 
of drawings depicting a fully technological-oriented environment. This lack of optimism 
about the environment and reliance on technological advances indicates that students are 
not able to perceive appropriate methods for exploring solutions to environmental issues. 
The reliance on technology often means that people do not connect themselves 
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with their environment and local environmental issues. People lack real world 
understanding about the overall natural processes and cannot make real world application 
of what they are learning (Cobern, 1988). In a quantitative study (Loughland, Reid, 
Walker, & Petocz, 2003), 2,000 students, ages 3 to 17, were asked to give their 
conceptions of the environment. The study revealed that the majority saw the environment 
as separate from themselves: a place that included living plants and animals but was 
essentially distant. Only one in eight students saw the environment in a relational aspect 
that supports and enhances their lives. Problem solving at the local level involves 
immersion into the community, but people do not connect themselves with their 
environment and local environmental issues. People lack real world understanding about 
the overall natural processes and cannot make real world application of what they are 
learning (Cobern, 1988). 
Strand Four: Personal and Civic Responsibility 
To take action on environmental issues, studies show that locus of control and 
attitude or beliefs are more important than knowledge for pro-environmental behavior 
(Hwang. Kim, & Jeng, 2000). Beliefs are influenced by two factors: (a) interaction with 
the environment and, (b) the interaction with other people. As people develop, they 
progressively move into and restructure their environments and, as environments change, 
environments may restructure people (Bronfenbrenner, 1996). The plasticity of both 
environments and people are very fluid and this plasticity underscores the vital 
interdependence of the ecological relationships that occur daily as well as over a person's 
lifetime (Hallowell, 1971; Kuo, 1967). 
These ecological relationships include interactions with others. As individuals 
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interact with others, their beliefs and mores are formed through cultural transmission as 
discussed above in Section Two of this chapter (Dunbar, 1999; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989; 
Boyd & Richardson, 1985). Culture can spread in a population through this transmission. 
Cultural transmission is acquired by individuals through "the imitation of others or by 
teaching." This process of imitation is termed "guided variation" and occurs on three 
levels: (a) vertically, through parents; (b) obliquely, from mentors; and, (c) horizontally, 
from peers (Boyd & Richardson, 1985, p. 285). 
Research on environmentally responsive behavior (ERB) supports theories of 
guided variation and cultural transmission. Chawla (1998) conducted interviews with 
selected environmentalists and found that role models and mentorship provided significant 
life experiences that participants indicated followed them through adulthood. Examples of 
activities included scouting programs, nature internships, and camping. Other research 
(Tanner, 1980) on environmental sensitivity and behavior appears to result from an 
individual's contact at an early age with a relatively pristine environment from life 
experiences with role models or from negative environmental degradation. 
People with pro-environment behavior possess an internal locus of control, 
meaning they perceive their ability to complete tasks, accept responsibility for their 
actions, and believe their behavior impacts the environment. Individuals with an external 
locus of control believe external factors are in control and individuals cannot change 
events. Smith-Sebasto (1995) measured the locus of control of students to determine the 
effectiveness of environmental studies courses for non-majors in a community college. 
The results for students completing the course indicated a higher measure of locus of 
control, a higher perception of their knowledge and skill and more frequent performance of 
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ERB. 
Surveys conducted by Sivek and Hungerford (1989/1990) with members of 
environmental groups, such as Trout Unlimited, Ducks Unlimited, and the Wisconsin 
Trappers' Association, displayed high levels of skill in using environmental action 
strategies. Members of these groups participated in correlated activities that promoted 
environmentally responsive behavior with incentives, appeals, information, and feedback. 
Although more research is needed in this area to support what type of affective behavior 
approaches environmental educators should use (Iozzi, 1989a; 1989b), these surveys 
indicate the importance of longitudinal activities and peer support. 
Recently, the New Environmental Paradigm Scale [NEP] (Brackney & McAndrew, 
2001) was developed to measure environmental ethics. The NEP scale consists of beliefs 
that: (a) human health and global health are inseparable and, (b) economic growth and 
environmental protection must be balanced for humans to live in harmony with the 
ecosystem. Ninety-five undergraduate students from psychology and environmental 
classes were required to read five arguments about why a species should be preserved. 
The results from the Ecological Worldview scale derived from NEP arguments ranked 
morality, ethics, and importance of species to ecosystems as the most persuasive and 
aesthetics as the least persuasive. This study suggests that, at least with college students, 
critical thinking about the dynamics of ecosystems and ethical standards may be more 
effective in achieving a worldview that supports sustainability. 
In the arena of ethical issues, there is criticism that ethical issues and cultural 
diversity is not addressed in traditional environmental education programs. Lewis and 
James (1994) created a list that needs to be considered when evaluating effective 
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environmental education. The list includes: (a) lack of representation of cultural diversity 
in major environmental organizations; (b) few examples of historic contributions from 
diverse cultures in environmentalism; (c) too much emphasis on environmental issues 
that are not relevant to people in urban settings, such as environmental injustices; (d) lack 
of visibility of environmental education programs in urban settings; (e) little or no 
representation of cultural diversity regarding planning and implementation of 
environmental agenda; (f) little attempt to present environmental education materials so 
that it reaches diverse audiences; and (g) a lack of collaborative efforts between diverse 
and traditional groups to improvise effective curriculums. 
Most of the strategies suggested to improve action on environmental issues from 
diverse populations require efforts of engagement by direct contact. These strategies 
include attempts to set agenda, meetings, and issues so that they appeal and reach out to 
various populations. Additionally, examples and models of environmental action need to 
include a wide range of environmental issues that have broad appeal to students in 
various economic and cultural settings. 
This broad appeal should also include the aspects of intergenerational transfer of 
information from students to families. A study was conducted (Vaughan, 2003) in Costa 
Rica to examine the effects of conservation principles on parents of children who had 
participated in an environmental education course on Scarlet Macaw conservation and 
natural history. Traditionally, environmental education programs focus on children 
because they represent a captive audience of future environmentalists who are "more 
easily taught and influenced than adults" (p. 13). 
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During a one-month period, students, in a rural setting, participated in a two-hour 
weekly curriculum on Macaw conservation and received homework assignments that 
required student/parent participation. Pretests and posttests were given to both student 
and parent groups after the course, indicating that there was a significant increase in 
knowledge about Macaw conservation and natural history from both groups. As students 
and parents participated together in homework assignments, parents began to share their 
knowledge, personal stories, and information about Macaws to their children. 
In a longitudinal qualitative study on 5th and 6th grade students of an 
environmental education program that had been in place for five years, researchers (Volk 
& Cheak, 2003) wanted to know if the program had influenced community and family 
members of the participating students. The teachers of the participating students used the 
curriculum from the "Investigating and Evaluating Environmental Issues and Actions" 
[IEEIA] program. Both quantitative and qualitative data were used to measure the 
effectiveness of the IEEIA program on students and the surrounding community. The 
IEEIA program targets local environmental issues and provides students opportunities to 
work on authentic environmental topics and problems within the community. 
Quantitative results indicated increased student knowledge of ecological issues. 
Qualitative findings indicated that the students' involvement in local community issues 
affected the "members of the community at multiple levels of involvement" (p. 23) 
whether or not the community members were related to the students. 
The community became involved in local environmental issues as a result of the 
participation of students in public symposiums, reading local newspaper articles, and 
witnessing students change of behavior. The participation of students within their 
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communities became "infectious. When adults become more knowledgeable of the 
issues through students' presentations, they become more than spectators. They become 
participants themselves" (Volk & Cheak, 2003, p. 23). 
The studies of students and involvement with their community and families 
demonstrate the effectiveness of programs that involve direct contact with peers, mentors, 
and family members for influencing ERB. The other aspect of ERB includes the 
environmental context (Hwang, et aI., 2000) cited at the beginning of this section. Using 
the context of natural resource-based work programs for youth ages 14-17 during summer 
employment, surveys were used to measure the ERB of youth before and after their 
involvement (Vaske & Kobrin, 2001). 
The results demonstrated that as students become exposed to environmental 
education/work areas in natural settings, they make a "positive difference in their own 
community" (Vaske & Kobrin, 2001, p. 20). When people begin to make an emotional 
connection to the local natural resources, they become more responsible on a daily basis, 
which in tum creates an effective citizenry. 
An interesting program (Tudor & Dvornich, 2001) that involves increased school-
community links to more exposure of local natural resources is the NatureMapping 
Program initiated by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife [WDFW] and 
Washington Cooperative Research Unit Gap Analysis Project [W AGAP] in 1998. The 
purpose of the NatureMapping Program is to engage communities and schools in 
collecting data on wildlife for biodiversity census. This program demonstrates a top-
down approach in which government initiates a program of a community-based action of 
ERB. It is similar to phenology record keeping, as discussed in the first section of this 
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chapter, because it requires participants to identify local species on a regular basis, 
noting: 
• Observed fauna 
• Habitat descriptions 
• Date 
• Location by state, county, township, range, section, or latitude and 
longitude 
• Number of individuals observed, whether estimated, and how observed 
(i.e., saw, heard) 
• Observer identification number and comments (p. 10). 
NatureMapping (Naturemapping Foundation, n.d., !)[ ) enlists local community 
stewards to confirm satellite imagery that identified habitat and then Audubon members 
established baseline data in those areas. Communities and schools inventory the 
identified habitats. Participants are trained in field identification, mapping, and 
computers to record data. Learning about the wildlife and habitat in their community, 
collecting data for purposeful use and learning ecological concepts, observation, and 
recording skills contributed to the students' "heightened sense of stewardship" (Tudor & 
Donovich, 2001, p. 12). The program also captures the ideal mentoring examples that 
create positive learning models: "high school students mentor younger students, parents, 
teachers, city and land trust personnel" who participate with students in fieldwork after 
undergoing training in field mapping (p. 12). 
The goal of the program is to create data collection modules on "terrestrial and 
aquatic invertebrates, freshwater fish, vegetation, soil, and climate" (Tudor & Donovich, 
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2001, p. 13). For environmental educators, the most important aspect of the program is 
that it gives students the "life skills they will need to be responsible citizens" (p 14). 
NatureMapping (NatureMapping Foundation, n.d.) has expanded the program to include 
comprehensive modules for data collection on fish and streams. 
Explanation of Rubric Criteria 
The following Table 3 highlights the major points from each of the Four Strands 
for Environmental Education (NAAEE, 1999) and summarizes the performance standards 
for each strand. The format that was constructed is generally accepted from both national 
and state standards (AEA 267, n.d.; Office of Teaching & Learning, 2008). Table 3 
shows educators how to organize activities for each strand of environmental education on 
progressive levels for students to achieve. This allows educators to design programs that 
match student performance. 
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Table 3 
Rubric for the Four Strands of Environmental Education 
Stated Objective: Questioning and Analysis Skills 
Beginning Performance Standard: Students identify local environmental topics/problems in their 
community. 
Developing Performance Standard: Students develop questions to investigate a local environmental topic 
or problem. 
Accomplished Performance Standard: Students follow procedures such as observation, data collection, 
inference, and experimentation to answer questions. 
Mastery Performance Standard: Students draw conclusions to help support a model for qualification to 
solve identified environmental problems in local community, and compare to global issues. 
Stated Objective: Knowledge of environmental processes and systems 
Beginning: Students must identify local flora, fauna, and geography in their community. 
Developing: Students recognize the life cycles and daily patterns that support local flora and fauna. 
Accomplished: Students develop connections of reciprocity and feedback among the different organisms, 
plants, and elements within a community. 
Mastery: Students make broader applications of ecosystems on local, regional, national, and worldwide 
levels, recognizing that random events, fluctuating levels of correspondences, and indirect effects can cause 
event happenings. 
Stated Objective: Skills for understanding and addressing environmental issues 
Beginning: Students identify the human relationships to the environment. 
Developing: Students look for patterns of relationships (including human) in the environment that have 
developed over time at different levels of operation. 
Accomplished: Students demonstrate how organisms (including human) respond and adjust to changes in 
their environments. 
Mastery: Students can apply cultural contexts to environmental conditions to show how organisms 
(including human) respond to and perceive their environments. 
Stated Objective: Personal and civic responsibility 
Beginning: Individuals experience contact with nature on a regular basis. 
Developing: Students participate in environmental education activities with parents, peers, and mentors. 
Accomplished: Students practice good citizenship of the ecological community by demonstrating acts of 
stewardship on a regular basis. 
Mastery: Students consider daily impacts of personal decision making on the ecosystem on a personal, 
local, national, and global level. 
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The researcher created a chart based on the performance assessments outlined 
above that can be used for teachers to create activities based upon the assessments at 
various levels for students. This chart follows the recommendations from state and 
national implementation plans for assessments (Kentucky Dept. of Education [KDE], 
2008; Office of Teaching & Learning, 2008). 
As an example, for teachers interested in strengthening question and analysis 
skills for students in an environmental education program, the teacher would follow the 
progressive suggested assessments in the four levels of assessments: beginning, 
developing, accomplished, or mastery. To achieve a beginning knowledge, the teacher 
would create an activity that focused on a local environmental issue, such as air pollution. 
For developing knowledge, the teacher would have students' research articles that focus 
on sources of air pollution. For accomplished, students would connect a local source of 
air pollution within their community. For mastery, students would develop models to 
achieve ways to reduce air pollution within their communities. Table 4 may be used in a 
variety of ways to help teachers follow the progressive steps that build upon student 
knowledge to increase responsible actions for environmental improvements. 
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Table 4 
Criteria for Rubric for the Four Strands for Environmental Education 
Criteria Develo III Accom lished Master 
Question & Identify local Follow Develop Recommend 
Analysis environmental procedures to questions to models for 
problems gather investigate environmental 
infonnation on environmental problem 
environmental problems solving 
problems 
Knowledge of Identify local Recognize life Examine Discuss 
Processes & flora, fauna, cycles & connections of broader 
Systems and geography patterns of reciprocity & application of 
living feedback ecosystem 
orgamsms between operations on 
organisms in a various levels 
community 
Environmental List ways Look for Compare ways Discuss how 
Problem humans are patterns of organisms cultural 
Solving connected to human (including contexts are 
natural relationships to human) adapt related to 
environment the to changes in environmental 
environment their conditions 
over time environments 
Personal & Experience Use Practice good Evaluate daily 
Civic contact with environmental citizenship by impacts of 
Responsibility nature on education demonstrating personal 
regular basis activities with acts of decisions on 
parents, peers, environmental the ecosystem 
& mentors stewardshi 
Continuity and Change in the Field of Environmental Education: Summary of Sections 
In Section One, the researcher examined the context of the Progressive Era and its 
impact on the environmental movement. During the Progressive Era, U.S. technology 
rapidly expanded the capability of nations to extend boundaries in a global way. The 
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quest for natural resources to fuel the expanding advances of science and technology 
quickly separated cultures into the have and have nots. The advancement of science and 
technology also meant advances in armament such that conflicts were no longer 
contained within nations that bordered each other, but could be extended across oceans. 
The meaning of "progress" indicated aggressive, efficient tactics that resulted in 
the rise of world powers. Twentieth century technology fueled an economic cycle of 
consumerism resulting in a destructive and deliberate attack on the ecological support 
systems that sustain life on earth. People abandoned their local reliance on the 
community and became accustomed to the ease of mass produced consumables that gave 
instant gratification to immediate wants. As a result, there is now a more uniform 
landscape, a landscape that has little identity, which is replacing the diverse and complex 
systems that create a balance of ecological sustainability. Within this homogenous zone, 
people have lost the capability to identify and recognize the plants and animals that share 
their local community. This loss of identity has helped to eradicate the relationships of 
care and nurturing that satisfy and sustain a deep understanding of human purpose. 
In Section Two, the researcher examined the loss of identity people have with 
their community. This loss of identity has resulted in a "crisis in civic membership" 
(Bellah, et aI., 1996, p. xvi) where people in America are entangled by the mass 
production of inventions that have distanced people from their neighborhoods and 
communities. The sense of place and regional boundaries that were once distinctive has 
become blurred by the increasing mobility of lifestyles where people often move many 
times during the course of their lives. As a result, many landscapes project a sameness of 
malls, subdivisions, and transportation networks, giving a false sense of familiarity to 
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uprooted families. These lifestyles are no longer dependent on the quality and 
craftsmanship of individuality, but depend on the immediate sense of comfort created by 
the accumulation of things rather than relationships. 
The quality of individuality extends itself into native knowledge; the knowledge 
of the plants and animals that share the same environment as humans. People no longer 
recognize the special features and unique adaptive behaviors of the plants and animals 
within their ecological niches. This loss of recognition comes at a time when the 
achievements of evolutionists and ethologists have confirmed the close dependency of 
humans to their environments, not just in a biological way but in a cultural way as well. 
The rudiments of our learning and behavior resemble the behaviors of our primate 
cousins and the elements of learning processes can even be observed in guppies, whose 
brains are slightly larger than a pinhead. With this knowledge, our activities should be 
directed on our potential, as humans, to embellish and embrace the quality of life that can 
be experienced through these associations. 
In Section Three, the researcher examined the specific aspects of environmental 
education to identify the best practices for environmental education. NAAEE (1999) has 
developed four strands for environmental education to help educators implement an 
environmentally responsible citizenry. These four strands are: (a) questioning and 
analysis skills; (b) knowledge of environmental processes and systems; (c) skills for 
understanding and addressing environmental issues; and (d) personal and civic 
responsibility. 
Questioning and analysis skills require that students work on local community 
environmental problems as models for problem solving. Knowledge of environmental 
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processes requires a systems approach to learning that events are cyclic, patterned, and 
layered with feedback and loops that are interconnected. Environmental problem solving 
examines the cultural context of humans to their environments. Civic responsibility 
means that humans take responsibility to reverse the current trends of ecological 
destruction. 
Research studies support the implementation of these four strands in the following 
ways: Students must use their local communities for problem solving so that they 
understand the democratic process of civic engagement. They must also learn the names 
and identity of the plants and animals that live in their environments so that they can 
begin to recognize the human connections with living things in a patterned, cyclic way. 
Last, cultural studies on human behavior strongly indicate that personal behaviors and 
habits are imitated through the observation of parents, peers, and mentors. 
In the next chapter, the researcher describes the methods that were used to 
examine the various components of Leopold's Wildlife Ecology 118 class. These 
components were analyzed and are discussed for their potential for application in the 
classroom to achieve an environmentally responsible citizenry. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
The purpose of this study was to use single case historical analysis (Glesne, 1999; 
Merriam, 1988) in galvanizing citizen action for environmental education by examining 
one of the first environmental education courses developed in the United States, Wildlife 
Ecology 118. The researcher hypothesized that examination of one of the first 
environmental education courses developed by an exemplary conservationist during the 
Progressive Era could support and strengthen environmental education practices today by 
providing a heuristic perspective. 
This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, the researcher 
discusses the design, historical case study. In the second section, the researcher describes 
the process of collecting and organizing the materials Leopold developed for his Wildlife 
Ecology 118 class. For section three, researcher explains how data were analyzed. Section 
four discusses trustworthiness for this study. 
Study Design 
This study used a qualitative research method that explored Leopold's teaching 
methods and their relationship to the context of the environmental movement during 
Leopold's tenure at the University of Wisconsin. The researcher used this approach to 
answer Research Question One [RQl] and Research Question Two [RQ2]. 
RQl: What were Leopold's learning outcomes in Wildlife Ecology 118? 
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RQ2: What was the context of the lessons in Wildlife Ecology 118? 
A case study that focused on a general conservation course designed for "anyone" 
(LP, Series 6, Box 1) interested in conservation, could illuminate Leopold's ideas about 
environmentally responsible behavior for citizens central to his land ethic (Merriam, 1988, 
p.l3). In Figure 4, the researcher applied environmental history methods for analysis of 
the study. 
Comparative 
Analysis 
Study Design: 
Qualitative 
Type of Study: 
Historic Case 
Study r--. Context of 
WEllS 
~.-----~/ 
Analysis: Environmental 
History Methods 
Figure 4 Design of Study 
This study follows the three major characteristics of case study: that it is (a) 
particularistic, (b) descriptive, and (c) heuristic (Merriam, 1998, pp. 30-31). This study is 
"particularistic" in nature because it illuminates Leopold's teaching strategies and course 
content in environmental education (Merriam,1998). The study "described" how 
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Leopold designed his course from personal experiences over the course of his career. 
The study examines these practices for their "applicability" to today's environmental 
education programs. 
The methods of case study are often like others in genre with the exception that 
historical case studies must rely on "primary document, secondary documents, and 
cultural and physical artifacts" (Merriam, 1988, p.8). Historic case studies must use 
"thick" (Geertz, 1988) description and focus on the key issues during the context of the 
study. Identifying "causal configurations" (Mahoney & Rueschmeyer, 2003, p. 11) 
during the period of study identifies broader contexts that can be applied and compared to 
other periods in history. 
The context of Leopold's career was focused on response of government action to 
individual concerns, rights, and responsibilities toward the environment. It was a time 
when large corporations began to influence political decision making and when 
globalization established its roots through technological innovations. In a comparative 
context, these environmental problems are still being debated today, but on a broader and 
deeper level (Couture, 2005; United Nations, 1998). This broader and deeper level has 
occurred because of the development of a global market that has fueled and satiated the 
individual's thirst for consumable items. The individual's responsibility for the 
environment has broadened to a global level as mass production has reached across 
international boundaries in exploiting natural resources and the environment. 
The researcher developed a causal network in Figure 5 to illustrate how the study 
purpose connected to the data collection. A causal network illustrates how the factors of 
the case, "their interactions, and their links to key outcomes are plotted on the network" 
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(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 163). 
Wildlife Ecology 118 
RQ I: Learning Outcomes RQ2: Context 
Question & 
Analysis 
Knowledge of 
Processes & 
Systems 
Environmental 
Problem Solving 
Personal & Civic 
Responsibility 
Types of Learning 
Outcomes 
Four Strands for 
Environmentally 
Responsible 
Behavior 
Figure 5. Conceptual Framework for Investigating Research Questions. 
RecreationaVleisure 
Research/work 
related 
Professional 
Development 
Public Service 
The Conceptual Framework for Investigating Research Questions, Figure 5, for 
Wildlife Ecology 118 shows how each research question is addressed. There are two 
sections identified by each of the research questions. RQ 1, learning outcomes, explained 
the types of learning outcomes Leopold employed to help his students gain understanding 
about the environment. These outcomes are compared to the four strands for 
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environmental education. The four strands for environmental education contain learning 
outcomes accepted in the field that are the current best practices for environmental 
education. 
RQ2 gave the context that Leopold developed for this conservation course. 
Giving context to Wildlife Ecology 118 deepens our understanding of Leopold's course 
of action as he developed his environmental ethic and strategies to engage citizens to 
become environmentally sensitive. Context frames the current environmental problems 
into a historical perspective. 
Data Collection 
Historic data are "mute" evidence in that it is written text and artifacts (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2000, p. 703). The interpretation of documents is "material culture" and, as such, 
"endures physically and thus can be separated across space and time from its author, 
producer, or user" (p. 703). The data collection for this study was "documents" rather than 
"records," meaning that documents were created for personal rather than official reasons. 
Documents created for personal use require a "contextualized" (p. 703) interpretation 
whereas: (a) meaning does not reside "in text but in the writing and reading of it" and (b) 
different types of text have to be "understood in the contexts of their conditions of 
production and reading" (p. 704). The historic data collected for both questions consisted 
of archival documents, photographs, and publications. The next two sections explain how 
data were collected for each of the questions. 
Data Collection for RQl 
To identify learning outcomes, the researcher looked for data from course notes, 
outlines, handouts, and teaching aids from Wildlife Ecology 118. In particular, three 
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volumes of notes from Wildlife Ecology 118 were collected and analyzed by the 
researcher over the nine year period that Leopold taught the course. One volume 
contained Leopold's original notes and were designated as the B series. There are 258 
pages of notes in the B volume. Another volume contains the notes used by Leopold's 
successor, Joseph Hickey, and are designated as the A series with 126 pages. Hickey's 
notes were often direct copies of Leopold's with some updated changes. Hickey attempted 
replicate Leopold's lectures and methods, even using the lantern slide projector with 
Leopold's lantern slides through the end of Hickey's tenure with the course (Temple 
correspondence, 11112/02). 
Leopold used photographs and lantern slides as a part of his teaching 
presentations. The black and white photographs were matched to lecture materials when 
possible. There are 932 photographs that the researcher copied and placed in a notebook. 
Some of these photographs were taken by Leopold; others were produced by some of his 
graduate students or colleagues, and there are many that were taken after Leopold's 
death. The researcher used a 35mm camera to record images. Additionally, the 
University of Wisconsin Dept. of Game Management provided the researcher a digitized 
copy of the photographs. The slides are lantern slides on glass. These images are very 
fragile and were not recorded. The material needed to be professionally reproduced for 
further studies. 
The last volume of notes is those from one of Leopold's students, Lawrence 
Monthey, who attended the course. It is designated as the M series. This volume consists 
of 168 pages. Monthey was one of the students enrolled in the first Wildlife Ecology 118 
class conducted by Leopold in the spring of 1939 (Monthey Papers, 1938-39). After 
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perusing all the data the researcher selected 32 data sources most of which were in the B 
series which were Leopold's original notes. Because all of these notes were not in order, 
and had been mixed up in various folders throughout the years that Leopold taught 
Wildlife Ecology 118, organization of the lectures became a challenge. The researcher 
used the other data from the A Series and Monthey Series, for comparison and contrast, 
as the researcher organized the notes as close as possible, to their original order. The 
researcher relied upon a symposium (McCabe, 1987) conducted in 1987 of Leopold's 
former students and secretaries for factors regarding field trips. These descriptions help 
to clarify how field trips were conducted and the activities that were included. 
As notes for Wildlife Ecology 118 were collected, the course organization fell 
into the following categories: 
1. Course syllabus 
2. Recommended literature 
3. Lecture outlines 
4. Lectures and slide presentations 
4. Case scenarios 
5. Case biographies 
6. Slide presentations 
7. Test questions 
8. Diagrams and charts 
Data Collection for RQ2 
RQ2 analyzed Wildlife Ecology 118 for themes found in the course curriculum 
and provided the contexts that identified the underlying social and political structure. 
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These contexts were researched by looking through other archival materials as well as 
using the work from A Sand County Almanac (194911970), Game Management 
(1933/1986), Meine (1988) and McCabe (1987; 1988). 
The archival data, photographs, and publications generally fell into five types: (a) 
presentations, (b) class notes/academic presentations and lectures, (c) photographs and 
charts, (d) correspondence and, (e) research/publications. The data were organized into 
these types in Table 5. 
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Table 5 
Data Collected for Study 
Presentations Class Notes/Academic Photographs and Charts Correspondence! Research! 
Presentation & Other materials Publications 
Lectures 
Kulmein Club Wildlife Mgt. 179 Land Use Practices UW Dept Business Phenology Record for 
SauklDane Co. 
Rotary Club Wildlife Ecology 118 Wildlife Habitat Cuniculum for A Sand County 
Madison Co. Schools Almanac 
Friendsl Native Farmer's Short Course Research Projects Boyhood Journals Game Management 
Landscape 
Green Lake 161 Wildlife Wildlife Study: Birds Hickey Notes Graphs & Charts 
Techniques 
Getaways Orientation for Wildlife Study: Garden Plans 
Engineers Mammals 
Conservation League Phi Sigma EthicsiGame mgt. Fogg Corres. on 
Phenology 
University of Chicago Seminar Series Wildlife Study: Plants Science Inquiry Papers 
Extension Service Symposium on Hunting Wildlife 118 
Wildlife Mgt. Trips/Excursions Correspondence 
Young Ag Club Taylor-Hibbard Bird Song Studies Rosters & Grades 
WildlifeConf 
S.A.F. Mid-West Game Conf Ecological Matrixes Monthey Lecture Notes 
ASCE Phi Kappa Phi Shack Journals 
Garden Club Phi Sigma Phenology in Pocket 
w/died & Obituary 
Dane Co. Sportsmen Personal journal 
favorite quotes 
Notes and rough drafts of A Sand County Almanac were copied. Other materials 
collected included notes that Leopold began in 1935 when he purchased his farm that 
later became known as "The Shack." The "Shack" notes were sources for activities 
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ranging from course materials, A Sand County Almanac, Game Management, and 
scientific journals. These data were connected to context to give perspective to the 
relevance of examples that Leopold used for Wildlife Ecology 118. 
Figure 6 showed how the researched derived the context of Wildlife Ecology 118. 
The contexts collapsed into four general categories: RecreationallLeisure, ResearchIWork 
related, Professional Development and Public Service. 
I 
RecreationaU 
Leisure 
Sand County 
Almanac: 
phenology, 
hunting, 
journaling 
Context of 
Wildlife 
Ecology 118 
I 
Research! 
Work related 
Field studies 
applications/ 
Game mgmt., 
I 
IProfessional 
pevelopment 
Conferences: 
Metamuk 
conference, 
Gennany visit 
Figure 6. Context of Wildlife Ecology 118 Materials 
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I 
rublic Service 
Public lectures/ 
Radio broadcasts: 
Farmer's courses, 
garden clubs, 
volunteer activities 
Analyses of Data 
The researcher used comparative historical analysis (Mahoney & Rueschemeyer, 
2003) to answer RQ1 and environmental history methods to answer RQ2. The following 
sections describe in detail how each question was addressed. 
Analysis of RQl 
The basic purpose of social science research is to produce cumulative knowledge 
about the world. Accumulation occurs when the generation of new knowledge is gained 
from previously obtained knowledge (Mahoney & Rueschmeyer, 2003, p. 133). The 
accumulation of knowledge is facilitated when scholars classify existing information 
using well-specified concepts, typologies, and quantitative indexes. Causal process, 
methodology, and meta-theory are essential processes for obtaining social science 
knowledge and developing comparative analysis research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; 
Glesne, 1998; Mahoney & Rueschmeyer, 2003; Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Strauss & 
Corbin, 1998). 
For the analysis of RQ 1, the researcher followed the traditions and features of 
comparative historical analysis. A comparative historical analysis has three features: (a) 
it is fundamentally concerned with works that locate causes of important outcomes; (b) it 
considers the effects of the timing of events and their relation to one another and; (c) it 
uses a small number of cases to move back and forth between current theory and history 
to exemplify the subjects at hand (Mahoney & Ryeschemeyer, 2003). 
The analysis of RQl focused on learning outcomes that Leopold selected to teach 
his conservation course, Wildlife Ecology 118. The researcher selected samples of 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 that best represent Leopold's learning outcomes. Categories 
included: reconstruction of a slide presentation from the photograph archives; selected 
lectures; diagrams that show successive histories of a particular geographic area; samples 
of Leopold's use of data to create environmental "texts," such as animal biographies and 
phenology stories; use of field trips to create student engagement with their 
environments; and examples of mentor/student relationships. 
Analyzing Leopold's environmental education strategies frame Leopold's course 
of action to achieve environmentally responsible behavior. The examples selected were 
used for analysis against the rubric that was created by the researcher from the Four 
Strands for Environmental Education to clarify Leopold's meaning about how to "read 
the landscape" and as a way to illuminate environmental education practices over the 
years. Using the case of Wildlife Ecology 118, the researcher moved back and forth 
between the historic case of Wildlife Ecology 118 and its application to the current theory 
for teaching environmental education suggested in the Four Strands for Environmental 
Education. The analysis took into consideration the timing and effects of the events that 
generate the necessity of citizen action for environmentally responsible behavior in both 
past and current situations. 
Analysis of RQ2 
The intention of Wildlife Ecology 118 was, in Leopold's own words, to "develop 
the ability to read the landscape, (i.e., to discern and interpret ecological forces in terms 
of land-use history and conservation)" (Monthey Papers, 1938/39). "Reading the 
landscape" required an ecological interpretation or environmental history of the events 
that shaped Leopold's desire to develop environmental education classes. The study of 
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environmental history is a relatively new field and remains overlooked and understudied 
in the traditions of comparative historical analysis (Mahoney & Ryeschemeyer, 2003). 
Environmental history uses the same traditions of historical analysis with one exception. 
Environmental historians always consider the influences of nature and natural resources 
in shaping the development of human history. 
Environmental history connects the actions of people to their environments and is 
guided by the principle that human actions must be understood within a broader scope. 
This broader scope includes the patterns and systems of life that sustain all life on earth, 
and respects the individual's contributions and impacts that influence the larger systems 
(Black, 2003; Cronon,1990, 1993; Cumbler, 2001; Worster, 1988,1990,1993). 
Environmental history tells the story of ecological and cultural change. These stories 
include "people's attitudes toward the natural world, and stories of changing biophysical 
alignments, altered by forces of nature and technology working together in a complicated 
dialectic" (Worster, 1994, p.2). 
The study of environmental history combines fields that include anthropology, 
biology, economics, geography, and many others (Cronon,1993). History professor 
Brian Black (2003) says that environmental history can help to bring the "disparate 
perspectives" of emotion or "the lyrical" and the scientific together, "allowing students to 
take from each sub-discipline and to apply interests to issues and events in the human 
past, possibly even with local relevance" (p. 57). It synthesizes the influence of human 
interaction with physical space and deepens our understanding of the cultural mores that 
develop from contact with the world around us. Lessons that are contained from the 
study of environmental history recognize that: (a) human history has a natural context, 
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(b) neither nature nor culture is static, (c) all environmental history is culturally 
constructed, and (d) historical wisdom usually comes in the form of parables, not policy 
recommendations or certainties (Cronin, 1993). 
Environmental history must tell the past as a story of people with their 
environments rather than to see history as a problem to be solved. It should provide the 
best source for asking the questions of a "contextual field within which to frame and 
discipline our analogies" (Cronin, 1993, p. 17). Telling the story of environmental 
history, rather than seeking answers for questions, allows the student to see the 
consequences of humans on their environment and the complexity of relationships that 
occur. Nature constrains human agency, but humans are constantly shaping the natural 
world (Cumbler, 2001). Within this perspective, students may grasp the unpredictable 
circumstances that often unfold from the lack of consideration when humans use and 
abuse the environment. 
It is the role of environmental history to ground historical knowledge to the 
principles of interdependency that is central to a living natural world. Models of the past 
can reveal successful adaptations that illustrate the various changes that can happen 
(Worster, 1994). For educators, the study of the history of education helps to reflect and 
question "a taken for granted world to critical scrutiny, something that can be 
accomplished more easily in a historical context than in a contemporary one" (Kliebard, 
1995, p.2). Methods for an environmental history study are at a "most basic level" 
(Cronin, 1990, p. 1122) as it deals with human interaction with nature. 
RQ2 used environmental history analysis to link Leopold's personal experiences 
to the context of the environmental conditions that influenced his career. Environmental 
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history uses the features of comparative historical analysis but gives further distinction to 
the features by using levels of analysis that help to clarify the types of human interactions 
with nature. These three levels of analysis for environmental history are: (a) history that 
includes inorganic and organic aspects of nature, (b) the socioeconomic realm that deals 
with nature, and (c) the cultural structures that become the individual or group dialogue 
with nature (Worster, 1988). 
These levels of analysis were used for context to connect curriculum and themes 
in RQ2. The photographs and diagrams Leopold used for the class can help supplement 
the written content to help clarify the meaning of the material evidence (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2000). The text and photographs selected by Leopold for Wildlife Ecology 118 
were the result of his firsthand experiences produced under various environmental 
contexts that will be linked to the levels of analysis. 
Using the levels of environmental history analysis, the researcher showed how 
Leopold demonstrated ways that humans in modem times can still find their voice in 
language of ecology. He used metaphorical meanings in A Sand County Almanac 
(1949/1970) that described human relationships with their environments and other living 
things. It became apparent that Leopold, whose life came from the context of an 
expanding, technological civilization, could still achieve environmental literacy through 
the day to day contact with other living things. In this way, the researcher demonstrated, 
through an environmental history analysis of Wildlife Ecology 118, that citizens do not 
need to be overwhelmed by the enormous complexities of globalization, but simply can 
immerse themselves, on a regular basis, to the voices of nature as a guide to self 
fulfillment, purpose, and responsibility to others. 
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Trustworthiness of Data 
As the researcher interprets the data, it is important to follow accepted protocols 
and these protocols must assure that data are trustworthy and can be used to extend 
further practices of research for others to follow. Rossman and Rallis (2001) suggest that 
these standards of practice must be acceptable and competent and follow ethical 
standards that consider the sensitivity of the topic being studied and the setting of the 
research. To insure trustworthiness of data, the researcher used primary sources, 
triangulation of data, and constant comparative analysis (Glesne, 1999). 
Primary Sources 
Following the standards of acceptable and competent conformity, the researcher 
used primary sources, using the carefully established archival protocols of preservation 
and care that are universal when working with historic documents. This required 
sensitivity to the handling of the documents and adhering to procedures that would place 
documents being studied back into their original filing systems. Many of these materials 
had never been copied on a large scale, so the archivist requested duplicate copies, one 
for the researcher and one for the archives. This would help in future research and 
preserve the original documents so that they would not be over-handled or misplaced. 
The conformity of standards in this study included a constant attention to the type of 
source and "common sense" judgment about the accuracy of sources within the context 
of Leopold's career. 
Triangulation of Data 
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In regard to the collections of materials for this study, the researcher used a 
"variety of practices" that ensured the triangulation of data (Glesne, 1999, p. 31). 
Triangulation of data is the dominating collection methods for qualitative research. The 
researcher used data collecting methods that included interviews, archival data, 
biographies, autobiographies, ethnographies, and "multiple theoretical perspectives" of a 
wide range of fields and researchers. A wide range of perspectives was needed to 
provide a historic context of understanding as well as bring together the multifaceted 
range of ecological relationships that began to dominate the globalization of Western 
civilization during the 20th century and into the 21 st. 
Constant Comparative Analysis 
Constant comparative analysis is the "interplay between researchers and data. It 
is both science and art. It is science "in the sense of maintaining a certain degree of rigor, 
and by grounding analysis in data" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 13). It is art in that it 
calls for researchers to be creative in their categories, questions, and displays, and then to 
devise a scheme for organizing the raw data. There are two types of comparative analysis 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The first compares incident to 
incident or object to object, looking for similarities and differences. The second type of 
analysis compares categories to similar or different concepts in order to show possible 
properties and dimensions. Both of these types can be broken down by using techniques 
(Strauss & Corbin (1998) as Flip-Flop, Systematic Comparison, and Waving the Red 
Flag, which are each elaborated upon in the next paragraphs. 
Flip-Flop technique refers to obtaining a different perspective when analyzing an 
event. For example, Leopold was passionate about many aspects of issues concerning the 
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establishment of an academic field of game management, including the management of 
wildlife populations such as deer. However there were strong criticisms by colleagues 
and the general public concerning some of these issues. Another perspective for analysis 
was Leopold's biocentric philosophy, which is still the subject of debate in government, 
as well as religion and other ethical issues. 
Systematic Comparison refers to comparing data to "one recalled from experience 
or literature" by looking at how often concepts emerge from the data and what it may 
look like under varying conditions (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 95). In such an example, 
the researcher gained insight to Leopold's use of particular concepts and how often they 
emerged, giving some weight to the idea of how and why Leopold may have thought it 
was more important than other concepts he could have used. 
Waving the Red Flag refers to the bias researchers bring with them with analyzing 
data and how "biases, beliefs, and assumptions" may affect the data and outcome of the 
research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 97). One of the ways to help track these biases is 
for the researcher to keep a journal of the research experience so reflection and criticisms 
can be compared during the course of the study. 
Dimensionalizing, axial coding, and conditional matrixes are all procedures that 
enhance comparative analysis and allow the researcher to develop more complex and 
precise findings. The concept of dimensions within categories helps researchers to 
establish complexity beyond meaning for one particular property or phenomenon (Denin 
& Lincoln, 2003; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Researchers are often encouraged to develop 
a continuum that can help divide properties into dimensions that the researcher found 
particularly useful in analyzing events during Leopold's teaching career. These include 
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conditions that give rise to the category, its context, the social interactions through which 
it is handled, and its consequences. 
Axial coding enhances dimensionalizing by identifying a central phenomenon and 
exploring causal conditions. The researcher used axial coding to highlight Leopold's 
teaching strategies and identify "the context and intervening conditions" that influenced 
those strategies (Creswell, 1998, p. 57). Strauss & Corbin (1998) suggest a conditional 
matrix, an analytic diagram that maps the range of conditions and consequences related to 
a phenomenon or category. They describe this matrix as a series of circles in which the 
outer rings represent those conditions most distant from actions and interactions and the 
inner rings represent those closest to actions and interactions. Early in the study the 
researcher diagrammed a series of circles to help identify the various contexts and their 
connections to Leopold's life and the relationship of those contexts to Wildlife Ecology 
118. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to amplify the successful conservation practices of 
Aldo Leopold that he developed for Wildlife Ecology 118, the first conservation 
education course in the United States. Data for this historical analysis consisted of 
primary sources taken from the archives at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Chapter Four is divided into two main sections; each section represents one of the 
two research questions for this study. RQ1 examined the lessons that Leopold taught in 
Wildlife Ecology 118 and compared them to the Four Strands in Environmental 
Education. The researcher collected several hundred pages of data in the archival 
materials that were grouped into folders designated as Wildlife Ecology 118. Often 
Wildlife Ecology 118 was typed in the right hand upper comer of the paper. The archival 
data were not in order of the lessons taught. It appeared that Leopold kept all of his notes 
and made various changes throughout the years that Wildlife Ecology 118 was taught. 
This meant that many of the lessons were not in any type of sequence so the researcher 
compared several data sources drawn from course outlines in the archives that 
represented in the aggregate a wide range of years. When there were data that did not 
seem to fit in any particular order, the researcher used the Course Outline from 1947 
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(because it was the most recent from Leopold's instruction) to help structure the course 
content and sequence. The notations and marks that appear in the lessons for Wildlife 
Ecology 118 are from Leopold. 
From these data the researcher selected 32 data points for analysis to be 
compared to the Four Strands in Environmental Education constructed in Chapter Two: 
(a) Question & Analysis [QA], (b) Knowledge of Processes & Systems [KPS], 
(c) Environmental Problem Solving [EPS] and. (d) Personal & Civic Responsibility 
[PCR]. 
Next, the researcher coded each datum with the learner "developmental level": 
Level l=Beginning, LeveI2=Developing, Level3=Accomplished and LeveI4=Mastery. 
For example, if datum matched Environmental Problem Solving on the Mastery level, 
then it would be designated EPS-4. After the 32 data sources were analyzed and 
compared to the Four Strands for Environmental Education, the researcher developed a 
chart to display all the data. 
The purpose of RQ2 was to contextualize historically the lessons that Leopold 
selected to teach for Wildlife Ecology 118 into four subsections: recreationailleisure, 
research/work related, professional development, and public service. The researcher 
derived the four subsections based on the type of data that were collected. These data 
types are displayed in Chapter Three (See Table 5, Data Collected for Study, p. 124.) 
The researcher perused all the boxes in the archives designated as the Leopold collection 
and copied those data that seemed related to the time frame of Leopold's tenure at the 
University of Wisconsin. The exceptions included examples, but not complete files, of 
diaries, journals and notes from boyhood up to Leopold's tenure. 
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The researcher also used primary and secondary resources to further describe the 
various contexts of the data collected for RQ2. Meine's (1988) biography of Leopold 
and one of Leopold's graduate student's, Robert McCabe (1987; 1988), were the most 
helpful for context. The researcher visited most of the areas in Wisconsin where Leopold 
worked. This provided clarity for the researcher in establishing a geographic sense of 
proximity for field trips and research that was part of Wildlife Ecology 118. The analysis 
of the two research questions now follows. 
RQ1: What were Leopold's learning outcomes in Wildlife Ecology 118? 
The researcher used the matrix for analysis for the Four Strands for 
Environmental Education that was constructed in Chapter Two to compare to the 32 data 
points in Wildlife Ecology 118. The 32 data points for analysis for Wildlife Ecology 118 
consist of: course introduction and outline followed by sections on phenology; case 
histories; animal biographies; wildlife techniques; dynamics of ecosystems and 
comparison of ecosystems on a broader level. There are 84 figures that have been 
scanned and matched to the 32 data sources. The researcher introduced each data 
followed by the related figures and then discussed their relationship to the Four Strands 
for Environmental Education. 
Data Source One: Course Introduction: Figure 7 
There are several sets of course introductions, representing different years, in the 
manuscript. In these introductions Leopold set the tone of the course with definitions and 
course requirements (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Wildlife Ecology Course Introduction 1948 
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The four objectives for the course aligned with the Four Strands for 
Environmental Education in the following ways. Course Objective 1 matched 
Developing (QA2), Question & Analysis (QA2), because Leopold would" train" 
students to put sciences together, implying that students would become familiar with 
basic modes of inductive skills. Course Objective 1, " train you to put sciences together 
for outdoor use", encouraged the student to understand the processes and systems that 
comprise the environment which matched Strand 2, Knowledge of Processes & Systems, 
Developing (KPS2). Environmental education began with the ability to synthesize 
knowledge across the natural and social sciences. Course Objective 1 also reached into 
Environmental Problem Solving, Mastery (EPS4), because it related to ways that cultural 
contexts must be considered with scientific principles "for outdoor use." 
Course Objective 2, "read landscape and observe plants and animals" matched 
Strands One & Two. Leopold was going "to show you" how to "read the landscape and 
observe plants and animals." This indicated skills that Leopold would teach to the 
students for the basic modes of inquiry needed under Strand One, Question & Analysis, 
Beginning (QAl) and Accomplished (QA2). Course Objective 2 also encompassed 
Strand Two, Knowledge of Processes & Systems, Developing (KPS2), Accomplished 
(KPS3) and Mastery (KPS4), because it implied that students would learn skills 
necessary to identify, recognize, evaluate and discuss ecosystems operating on various 
levels. 
Course Objective 3, "help you get more out of living" informed the students that 
their participation in Wildlife Ecology 118 would change their perception of "place" in 
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the world. Students would have contact with the living world on a regular basis. That 
ecological contact influenced students in their personal decisions to become 
environmentally responsible which is the goal of Strand Four, Beginning (PCRl) and 
Mastery (PCR4), for Environmental Education. 
Course Objective 4, "help you think through the 'wherefores' of conservation" 
indicated that Leopold would demonstrate ways that students could evaluate conservation 
issues. This would encompass the steps that are indicated for environmental problem 
solving for Strand Three, Mastery (EPS4), for Environmental Education that connects 
cultural contexts to environmental conditions. Leopold thought conservation issues were 
culturally derived so students must be able to connect cultural contexts to the 
environment. In summary, the Objectives for Wildlife Ecology 118 match the broad 
requirements for content knowledge and basic skills required for environmentally 
responsible behavior in the Four Strands for Environmental Education. 
In the next section below, of the course introduction, Leopold stated the "Parts of 
the Course" and gave students a wide range of choices in class participation. These 
activities clarify how Leopold would apply his teaching methods to achieve the Course 
Objectives: lectures, field trips, student projects, reading assignments, open-ended 
response exams and more traditional, written final exams. 
Data Source 2: Suggestions for Projects, Figure 8 
Suggestions for Projects provided a list of activities that ranged from a novice to 
advanced level of skill and required students to spend a large amount of outdoor field 
time in gathering information for the project's completion (Figure 8). 
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The data from this sample matched rubrics that relied heavily on skills needed in 
Question and Analysis and Knowledge of Processes and Systems. 
In these eight projects students learned skills of identification of species as well as 
application of those skills that showed how ecosystems operated on various levels. This 
matched Beginning (QA1) and Developing (QA2) levels for Question and Analysis. 
Leopold also asked for deductions in some of the projects that required students to 
summarize the interaction of humans with nature (see Project No.1). In this case the 
project included cultural contexts, such as agriculture, and its relationship to 
environmental conditions. This matched Beginning (KPS1), Developing (KPS2) and 
Accomplished (KPS3) for Knowledge of Processes and Systems. 
Data Source 3: Lecture Outline and Schedule, Figure 9 
There were four different lecture outlines in the data, two of which had specific 
dates, 1946 and 1947, and two with no dates. These outlines were typed as hand-outs for 
students. Included with the outlines were handwritten schedules by Leopold with 
specific dates, 1943 and 1944, that lectures were to be given. The researcher selected 
data for 1947 because they corresponded with the year as Data Sample 2. 
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\- ,.' 
lecture Outline 
Wildlife Ecology 118 
1947 
(A) Pla.:.lts, Animals, Soils, and rand-Use 
1. a~story of a large area: southwest Wisconsin. 
H!1ttgry ef a _n areal a 1'911<ieiElB (euersil' 19aQ 19)IQ. I./Md,f.,J"...ok 
Plant b\lccession, flora, and fauna: habitat. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Key Plants, Key Formations, Food Habits. 
Reading Landscape. 
Test on Readings. 
(3) Population Behavior, General 
7. BioE,ra phies of papilla t iOll un1 ts. 
3. Annual BehaVior, Territory, Home RaI'.,g9, Social Organization, 
Intolerance. 
9. Movements: local:. rJj,gratory, irruntive. 
10. Distribution: spread and sari~~;e. 
11. :l!'llLctllation. Cycles. irruptlous, extinctions. 
12. Test on ~eadlngB. 
18. 
19· 
20. 
21. 
Deer. 
Bob"Thite 
Grouse. 
(D) Co=mi tyOre:anization 
/~.. /~I • .j 
Food Chains and Pyrauide. 
Stability of C'o=mities. Pest Behavior. 
])colog? a.."1d, Conserw"tion. It" 
Test on Readings. 
(E) Re?:ional. Ebo1ogy 
22. The canadian Frairiell. 
23. Chihuahua, Arizona, Ne\'1 ~lexico. 
24. Central E=one. 
Exotics. 
Figure 9. Lecture Outline 1947 
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Divided into five major course themes, the lecture outline encompasses all Four 
Strands for Environmental Education. Students became familiar with procedures and 
questions that lead to investigations of ways to read landscapes, to analyze wildlife 
population cycles and distributions, and to develop models of community organization. 
This matched all four levels of criteria for Question and Analysis (QAl),(QA2), (QA3), 
(QA4). 
Leopold placed emphasis on ecological studies of specific organisms and used 
phenology to connect species with their environments. The ecological emphasis matched 
beginning (KPSl) and developing (KPS2) levels for Knowledge of Processes and 
Systems. Students were introduced to local as well as international cultural contexts and 
environments as Leopold selected specific examples from Europe, New Mexico and 
Canada. This matched Accomplished (EPS3) and Mastery (EPS4) level under 
Environmental Problem Solving. Using plant and animal identification keys and 
phenology examples in the lecture outline suggested that students be in contact with 
nature on a regular basis which is the Beginning (PCRl) level for the Personal and Civic 
Responsibility Strand. 
Data Source 4: Lecture #1 "Putting the Sciences Together" 
The introduction lecture contained several important aspects of putting together a 
story that crossed disciplinary subjects (See Figure 10). 
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i'r 
I,; 
n 
I" 
I 
;.', 
&j.?J."" .... , ) .;\\_""" tl'\Al,f 
l'll./r' 
PUTTING TIll! SOIENOml TOOE'l'HER 
In the clnssroom, the sciences are assumed to be separate. This is convenient 
for professors. EO have a hard enough time explaining even one ecienoe. but it 
doesn't help much in the field. where you invariably have to put sciences to-
gether to eJqllain even the simplest event. 
Ji'or e:aunplel th.1 morning at 7 :26, at a temperature of _20 • a cnrdinal 
burst briefly into song at Kendall and Allen Sts. They sing rarely at this 
season;' I Mve 5 records to date. Later thlJY" wtll sing daily. ' How do I 
explain? 
Looking up, I Bee 2 males fighting, with a hen on the sidelines looking on~ 
I infer that One of these males trespassed on the other's terrltoT,1! the tres-
pass explai,ns, the fight, and the fight explains the Bong. 1t. 4"""j •• """"~" ic....../...J- It:O' 
... "''1'-_1,.....£., ...... '''''' ~ ~hy do cardinals not fight and sing in DecemberY Because an' internal 
endOCrine oha.nge begins with the solstice on Decem~.er 21, and is only now be-
ginning to make the mls "feel his oata". This endocrine change moves him to 
stake out a territoT,1. to fight. and to sing. Cold. on the other hand. de-
prenell htm. He sings only when thtl endocrine stimulus overrides the d9Jlress1vs 
c~.{.. -~. This 'took place, momentarily. when his neighbor trespassed. 
~ March the stimulus will be so.strong. and the cold SO weak, that every 
cw..t....J. , 
male will sing every day. By Ma;v M will mate and nest. 
Here I have put together :phystology, meteorology, and ornithology in the 
fom of an hYPothesis. To formulate hypotheses about wildlife, and to test 
them for conformity to observed facts. is wildlife ecology. a L(-",.I\ ," .... V .-1..' :.-..... ·v , 
Figure 10. Putting the Sciences Together 
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The sample includes all four levels (QA1), (QA2), (QA3), (QA4) of Strand One: 
Question and Analysis and level one for Knowledge of Processes and Systems (KPS 1) 
using phenology as the theme that ties the aspects together. Leopold used a common, 
recognizable species, a cardinal, in the middle of an urban area, the university campus, to 
demonstrate how wildlife can be observed on a regular basis in almost any outdoor 
environment. In this sample Leopold defined his description of an ecologist, someone 
who becomes "skillful" through "seeing" to "formulate" hypothesis. The description 
underscores how empirical evidence relies upon scientific method and historic samples 
for reliability. 
Data Source 5: Phenology Lecture 
Leopold introduced phenology and declared that it may be more valuable "than 
some of my research." He defined phenology as "a sequence of seasonal events" and 
proceeded with a brief history of phenology and its objectives. He used a slide program to 
illustrate how students could incorporate phenology for their field work and indicated that 
it would be a part of the field trips. 
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,. 
AIdo Leopold 
Seminar Feb. 7. 1944 
PHENOLOGY LECTURE 
Definition: Sequence of seasonal events. 
Ristor!: Work has been cyclic (better ir~Jptivel) High in the lSg0's; 
DeBn Henry 18S1~82. Then declined with other "naturBl history-; 
in fact died out, save for migration phenology. Recently 
revived as foundation for eoology. 
Acknowledge~: Work done b~ Lieut. Carl Leopold and ~self. for pleasure. 
Now wonder if not more valus-ble than sODle of my "research ". 
Literature: Will review in connection with appropriate questions. 
Objectives: 1. Sequence. Jexample: CardlIlS.l always s lugs a week before 
pheasant does. 
2. Correlation. "Plant corn when leaves on osage orange are 
as long as squirrels' ears", 
3. Weather CZcles. See Trelease VB. leopold. 
Better than weather data. 
between years. 
Summation. 
Cyoles va. dispersion 
4. Com;pari~ Regions, Years, New York Red Plnes 10 days behind 
Wisconsin in 1943. Both a week or 10 ~s 
behind other years. 
5. Seasonal Food Habits. Deer eat prickly lettuce in June. 
Eat it again in August. Again in October. 
Requirements: Fixed location. P6riodic field trips. 
1. TECHNIQ.UE 
Feb.-Apr. Legend 
(821) 
Sharpness. Compare cardinal and spring peeper. 
See goose record; sharp but grows in volume. hence 
figures. Note zero. 
What is flower1~l See elm. pollen o~ petals. 
Marsh marigo1d--an ideal April item (4-22-43). Conspicuous. 
Eirds' arrivals. Compare field sparrow and Hermit thrush. 
Figure 11a. Phenology 
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Plumology -2-
362 lIhI1t is Phea.eant Crowing? Induced crcnr1I1g Jan. S. 1943. SpDll.taneoull Jan 
965 Prairie ohioken leaves record of his"orowiDg". (4-12-39) 
1142 First sk:u.nk aIlt. A J'ebrua17 itn not here shown. 
Kay End of BloclI. See p11llll; neglected to get end. Too short, o~ 1 weaken 
(870) Amelanohier. Another short bloomer. Only 1 weekend. 
"BlEe K TS. "hlline;". See e111 and silver _pIe. O~ "falliIlg· 
is sharp. 
~. Oriole an ideal b1rd, also nighthawk. wren, whippool"Wlll. 
Besting Phenology. See ruffed g~se. 0nlT sharp dates first egg, 
clntch oomplete, hatching. 
452 Short ear. 3 hatched, 1 UDbatched. )lay 27. 1936. 
Tree Groll'th. See pines. Ac1nlal _suring sample trees. )fates DO 
good. 
822 Photographic phenology. ~bodT -.nt to read this? 
June-July. Straggls. See oolnmbine. 
Growth of leaves. See basswood, hickor,-. Shaald be meaeured. 
Figures can be entered above s78bol. 
Crop phenoloq. B;ye is ripe when turns yellow. Not very sharp. 
See peasl only 8 da:"s betYeen F.ll. and cut. 
Probably different fields. 
Crop pllenolog. Pheasant ldlled by mower. 7-22-37 
001'Zl. damage by pheasantl J'lUl.e 2. 1937. iconom1c imports 
BDd of SODfi. See woodcock. Very sharp. later will sh01l' it has only 
3 ~ ~abl1ity. 
S See bobolink~ First to quit after woodcock (6/16) 
Long bloomers. See bouncing Bet. llloollB till Ootober. 
Aanada thistle. Economic importance of bloom period. 
396 Photographic Phenologz. 
Figure 11 b. Phenology 
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PhenologE 3 
'b'.J{ 
Aug.-Sept. Prairie plants. Spring (pasque, paeeoon, spiderwort) & fall g1'Ollps. 
(1388), (1389) Pnccoon and spiderwort. Early pra1riep1ants (6/9) 
(1447) !Jew Jersfq tea. late group of prairie plants July. 
(7~9) (750) Photographic phenolOgy. Cut1eaf silph1~ blooms before 
prairie dock. First Liatris sometime (7-23-37) 
1093 
lla.eeed. lra;1fever Chart8 (and 8I1.ee8e.) begin ia JUly. but this 11 
blown pollell.. 
Native ragweed. do not ehow pollen till Aug. 10. 
Stubble ragweeds Btil1 later; not good for pnenologr • 
• t and Acorn MUng by equirr~la i& quite sharp. In hicko17 
~ll. peel Sept. 5. 15 ~s later \han eqa1rrele begin eating. 
When does fruitine endl 1I'11d grape va. elderberl7. 
Fall color. Jleed eeparate legelld for color and falling. In 
pOi80n ivy, color comes first. 11'111 eee opposite 
sequence !ster. 
)'all crowing. 1~3 WBS a late SB8.llOll.. Ifesta aleo drowned in 
JUly. Crowing a month late. Confined to )TOUllg cocks' 
lla.ck& with olean horns. A hard. item to get. 
End of song. One of most difficult. Actual reoord. shows only 
x !!Brim. 1hen they qUit oingill& every day, rest1a 
st~ling song. 
Dispersion between years TS. straggle. 
!5!:!!!!. An Angus t itBlil omitted from this record'. 
Oet-B:ov Color and falling. Plum falls before color1ng begin •• 
-----.----
Basswood colors, fades, then falla. Aleo sugar maple. 
Elder never colora. LeaveB shed upward.. Ttp leave. freeze ott 
Deer lhbbing. :DI.sier than clean horne, beea~Be ;ran don't need to 
Bee the deer. Precedes rut a.nd contillll.ed through rut. 
--------- ....... _-_._._---- . ---.. ----
Figure 11 c. Phenology 
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• 
J(iac. 
Yearlol3C 
Dispersion AmOng Years. See mean values. 
Upland plover: dispersion small. Ltght onlyt 
Woodeock; dispersion large. Light plus weather' 
Status at 1943: Always late. 
Status of 1935: Ahead of mean: 6 years. Behind: 1 year (spiderwort) 
Spring cankerworml the "ldeal l itell. Tell wh¥. 
Short bloo.. OnlT 1 weekend. like plUIII. Blaok: locust same. 
Short and variable. Choke cherry. 
Straggle vs. blooll. More dllperlion In bloom. S\uuaer heat ends straggle! 
Long and variable. Lo!!6 bud period. Lilac at sh&Ck. 
Straggles before, not after bloom period. Flowering 8pI1l'ge. 
Deer eat bittersweet onl)- whea shoots70UJlg. Like aIm. 
~rliest fall color. Dutchman's breeches tarn yellow June 1. 
Phenol0S7 !vsrgreens. Follow through white pine. 
Growth 
Fruiting shrubs and trees for food and cover improvsment 
Harebell. Second straggle just before frost. 
of pines. Follow curves. Compare pines with cedar. 
Ihi te and Red pine leaders. 
Deer phenolog. Pbzdologz schedule. (DatI!- too meagre) 
(562) Horus just finished sheeding velvet. 
10047 plant. eaten. Arranged as a progressive series. 
Kerbs eaten. Double period in Veronica. triple in prickly lettuce. 
Never eaten. 
Other foode. Data too meagre to plot a8 crosBes • 
Figure lId. Phenology 
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~carpt from Joe Rickey'e lecture notes ~ g4. 1943 
See Chapman, p. 223 
B10c11mat1c Law--
Theol7: .a one goee J. I. and up on a continent opening of bo.de and 
emergence ot 1neect. will ccme later 1n spring and close earlier 
ln tall. 
o ~ day.. 1 laUtude 50 longitude 
~OO' altitude 
espeoially uaetUl in eeadil:lg dat". of e.ll graiDB in' order tl) eecap. 
Hese1an f11'111. Ill., Ind~., ][ana&s, etc. 
lat. 10DC' alt. 
:d8. Ithaca. J. Y. 43° 77° gl~1 
looeter, Ohl0 410 83° 1000' 
Difference 2° 5° 186' 
Correotion daTa. 
It I\haca is ~ 10 -8 -5 +2 = -11 
Wooeter ehou1d be April 30. 
Obaerved will mise it by OIlS dtq O't'er a, period. 
Worke BIlrpr1sil:ll;17 well ln ,eneral areas as in plaine stat.e or a 
continental clbate. Bot applicable welt 0.1 lIDCldea or in 1brope. 
Figure 11 e. Phenology 
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()fll 
'u Y\ldllf~tJCOIOgy 118 
lido te~ld 
(Not rO~publlcatlon) 
SprIng Phenology of Dane and Sauk Coutttiea 
1942 1943: Month. It~. 
I 
Ii ~!. 4/12 I 4/13 ; 1 4/251 
I 
I : Alder pollen . 
1/20, V'J.4- I' I '3/."., i White p1ne 
, . candles 8 tart 
Jam.w.l'l ~'I Cardinal Singing 
~\,;.Il"''fr''''''''-
;:B'ebruary I I 
Pheasant crowing I I 1/2g II Aspen pollan 
March t' 
Spring peeper in 3/30 3/29 3/21 
voice 
Leopard. frog out 3/29 5/3 
Snow fl~as out 3/2 
I Elm pollan 
! Olo.-.a-""tt"""-II Field sparrow 
/
; 4/12 
4/23 
14/12 
4/1 
I 
R .... -~ -, - - V'4 
~ Spr1ng canker worm 4/4 3/28 3/2.1 """-
1
7Ihi to-throatod 
, IIparrow 
Purplo martin 3/31 4f'J 
5/19 
, 
I WIlson snipe j 4/20 4/12 4/2 :Brown thrMh .. r ascends I Woodcock peent1~ 3/30 4/5 ~/30 1 
Cruutda goose 
~ Robin 
KUldeer 
:BluE'blrd 
~~~-I 
Lake Mendota opens --
............ .uy-l.. : 
Spermophile out 
~-1>dL&6 "'"-II-"*,,uL"-"-f> 
~c...-,. 
April 
Mourning cloak ~~1)-
~--' - -
Fasque flower 4/27 
Cob"" ""4 
Marsh marigold I 
Hoary puccoon 5/12 
(, JWlld plum 
Silver maple 
pollen 
Hazol pollen 
Figure Ilf, Phenology 
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3/?9 3/6 "~I winnows ~1l bobwh1tI 4/21 5/2 4/23 
3/23 3/7 "I" I ! ~I--+--~ 1 
3/6 ~ ... i "»~~I 
. !!!!:l. , 
3/29 - ~ ••. 11' :51rdfoot violot l' 5/12 4/30 4/25 
~ _ '5/ .. 0' 
WhIte tr1l1ium I 5/16 '5/2 5/1 
- -'P ~ ~emone oanadena~s 5/23 5/30 i 
4/19 
4/27 
4/25 
4/12-
4/12 
I 3/12 SpIderwort I 5/23 I 5/30 
-'I> "fa i 
--
4 1... I :8:).\1,0 lupine I i 5/9 5/17 
-=. "I>-r. I COlumbine 1 15/9 5/9 
4/18 I ~Ane~ sorrol 1'5/25 5/30 5/23 
4-/-a. I 
I phlox p1losa !5/26 5/23 5/23 4/124{1.ft- ! 
II.
PhlOX dlvnrioatal5/26 5/9 5/1 
~~ 'I 
I I Wild geranium : 5/18 1 5/7 
5/1 1:1 I )~/251 l Jackpine pOllen! i \5/1 
4/3 , 'I Choke ohorry I : 5/2 IS/1 
4/3 I Wild grape I I 5/23 I S/23 I I; I I 
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Konth. Item. Item. 
,4inelanchier 
N!UUIJ"berry 
'fild rose 
5/nl I 4/2~ i ihitt) pine I 
'I - growth ceases 6/1 5/18,' 5/2' ~. Woodcock peontiog 
5/18 S/Jt onds 
I 
I 
I 
6/151 
I 5/30 6/1 
Black: locu.s t 
I I 'lz'l 5/3< I ! 
Fi 1'8 t alfalfa 
cu.t 
First peas cut 
I 
I 
6/15 
6/15 1 
House wren 
Crested flycatcher 
Baltimore oriole I 
Rose-breasted 
grosbeak: 
Scarlet tallager 
Indigo bunting 
June 
lI'1reflies 
Harebell 
Marsh blueflag , 
Spattardock 
Yarrow 
"hi to clover 
Fleaban .. 
Qps.clc pollon 
Gray dogwood 
Silky dogwood 
lfa.hoo 
Figure 11 g. Phenology 
I 
5/2 4/22 
S/2 5/1 
5/2 4/29 
5/1 
5/16 
5/9 
i 
5/301 6/1 
I 
6/1 6/1 
6/1 6/5 
6/S 
6/7 
6/7 6/1 
6/7 6/7 
5/30 6/15 
6/7 
6/7 
6/7 
6/7 
f 6/7 
I 
l Deeiderata 1n Pbl1nology 
! Balanco. Oct a good roprosentation 
,of each Clll.llSI birds. mammals, wooilT 
: plants. h!'lrbs. 1nsocta. roptilOB and I amphibians. agricultural OTents. 
i phySical evonts (such o.s broak-up of 
I lake). 
; Pofin1tive Itema. Itoms dlffIJr I groatly in (1) sharpnoll (2) daponda-
I, bility. Thus the ascent of tho spring 
canker worm is absolutely shnl'p. and 
I, cannot bo -missod if you bavo tanglefoot. 
on an inf(lcted elm. On tho othor hand. 
j
first bloom of dandolion is sharp. but 
rad1cally affocted by the warmness of 
the sita. First bloom of apple is 
lworthloss because difforont vnrietios 
I 
bloom at difforent t1mos. but first 
bloom of OM Il.pplG troe h sharp F.I.lld 
d0p'ondable. Ripening of all frui ts is 
I bA~Y. but first pollan is sharp. I Beginning and Endine;. In many evonts 
I 
the ending is Jult as importo~t fie the 
beginning. but ImlCIh bnrdor to rocord. 
Most lists arc dof1ciont in endings. 
Local VB. Distant EH'Uts. Arrival 
I of b1Td:i ¥y ronoot tiie;ooth"r whero thoy coma from. rather than whoro th~ 
I arrivo. In this respoct all rosidant organisms aro Buparlor for phonology. 
I 
I' I 
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The phenology lecture and slide program met the criteria for the four levels 
(KPS 1), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) of Knowledge of Processes and Systems. To apply 
phenology, students had to identify local flora, fauna and geography (Figures 11a,11b, 
11c, & lId) and connect the three together by identifying the patterns of reciprocity and 
feedback between organisms and their environments throughout the course of the 
seasons. Through connecting the relationships of organisms to their environment, 
phenology could be used to predict how organisms would respond to the seasons in other 
geographic locations. 
Leopold used the example of planting grain crops in correlation to the emergence 
of the predator Hessian fly (Figure lIe). By comparing phenology records, he 
demonstrated how farmers could plant the seeds for their crops before the Hessian fly 
emerged to feed on the seeds. Using geographical vectors such as latitude, longitude and 
altitude, farmers in Ohio would plant their crops on April 30 and farmers in Ithaca. N. Y.. 
would plant 11 days later. By planting the seeds before the predator Hessian fly 
emerged, the farmer could rely on greater germination of seeds thus a more prolific 
growing season. Using these examples, Leopold taught the importance of how the 
smallest changes in the environment could affect a specific organism. That adjustment 
from the organism would then affect other organisms. 
Leopold supplied a sample chart of Spring Phenology of Sauk and Dane County 
(Figures Ilf and 11 g) for students so they could understand how to record, compare and 
contrast phenological data. The chart is a good example for students of how to follow 
procedures for collecting phenological data and is a Developing (QA2) criteria for 
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Question and Analysis because students must follow procedures to develop and interpret 
phenology charts. 
Data Source 6: Reading the Landscape 
Leopold interjected this lecture before he presented the case histories that 
followed. This lecture described the most important aspects of reading the landscape 
which was to interpret the plants that were current to make assumptions about the past. 
Local environmental problems could be solved by understanding past land use. Land use 
could be identified by the types of plants, animals and soil conditions that were currently 
visible. 
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Figure 12a. Landscape 
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Figure 12b. Landscape 
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Reading the Landscape (Figures 12a and 12b) fits the four levels (QAl), (QA2), 
(QA3), (QA4) of criteria for Question and Analysis because it describes how 
environmental problems can be identified through the recognition of the types of current 
flora and fauna that exist in a particular area. Species identification can help to develop 
the necessary questions to investigate and resolve environmental problems. For example, 
oak trees were seldom planted in the Wisconsin landscape, so their presence may indicate 
that past land use was for timber. Leopold used specific examples as models for 
indicators of environmental problem solving. 
Reading the Landscape (Figure 12a) fits the four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), 
(KPS4) of criteria for Knowledge of Processes and Systems because identification of 
local flora, fauna and geography is part of pattern recognition that is descriptive of the 
connections of reciprocity and feedback. In this instance, knowledge of the 
environmental history is identified and thus can be applied in other situations for 
comparison of ecosystems (Figure 12b). 
This lesson is also applicable for the criteria for Developing (EPS2) and 
Accomplished (EPS3) levels of Environmental Problem Solving because it connects 
human relationships to the environment over time. Changes in the environment occur 
over time from the human manipulations of the landscape. 
Data Source 7: Case 1: History of a Roadside 
Leopold developed scenarios that depicted various stages of succession over a 
period of time. He used examples that, in most cases, contained familiar and common 
landscapes. These cases served as historic treatises that could be used as a reference for 
future environmental problem solving. There were eight of these scenarios or cases that 
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Leopold created. All of the eight cases are presented here; however, there is evidence 
from Leopold's class schedule that he selected various cases to discuss over the 13 years 
that he taught Wildlife Ecology 118. 
In this generic case, Leopold described the denuding of landscape by the 
introduction of a road. The road changed over time, as the technology and culture of 
human transportation advanced and created the necessary, structural adjustments for the 
different types of vehicles that were created and modified. 
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Wildlife Ebology 118 
Aida Leopold 
(llev1s&d 1943) 
.Q;J.a.e....1..L _.1ih tog,.2i. jloAdsidaa 
X-98 
St:lge 1: 1920. This is an unimproved country road. The right-of-way is occupied 
by three competing groupe of vegetations 
SUphiUlll 
Liatris 
Butterfly weed 
Andropogon 
Prairie clover 
Shooting star 
Wild rose 
oak and Hickory (lm1sh stage) 
Hazel 
Sumac 
Raw 
Crab 
Gray dogwood 
:Bur oak 
Wild plum 
lxoticB 
Bluegrass 
Sweet clovor 
TimotbT 
The roadway is ocC&sior:ally debrt1shod. which tends to give the upper hand to 
groups ,1 and 3. When debrt1shlng 1s nogloctod for three or four :'ea.rs. group 2 
tends to shade out the others. Those changes. however. are oscillations about a 
mean. Tho roadway ill in equilibriUlll, and furnishos cover for a rich f;;,·ma which 
finds its food In tho adjoining fields. This fauna includes: 
llobwhito 
Phoasant 
Cottontail 
Skunk 
'II'oasol 
~ 
Woodclmck 
Spermophilo 
CbiplllllDk 
Doo r mcme" 
M_dow mous€! 
Thore are 17 major plants and 18 major animals. 
Songbirds 
Ueadorlark 
Field sparrow 
Indigo bunting 
:Bro1m 'thrashor 
Catbird 
Veaper sparrow 
Mourni ng dove 
Shriko 
About 1920 the road is slightl;V gradod for better drai~e, and gravolled 
against wot woathor. Tho limo loaching from tho gravel incrGasos, tho sweet clovor 
ill the ditches. but this has nO,advorao offoct on either fauna or flora. 
Stage 2: 1922.. The road 1a widoned to enablo cara to pass. and debrushed oftener 
to prevent anowdrifta. The risk of drifte exists only in spote. but the wholo 
length il nevortheloss debrushed. To road CreWB brush is brush; thoy would not 
understand qualifiod instructions about debrushing. 
All the JlllI=h.:ie spadoS OX9OP~ silphl'UlDs.re eXti~\Sh.ed .Jlt;the grading,. 
Silphiwn h \!b.J..p 1~ Ii"Qtout from tlw sBverCld Not ,on t7 nClW cut r:k, ana MIlce 
persists. Tho woody specios aro reduced by ilie more frequent dobrushing. nod by 
the lossor area availAblo. ThCl exotic spocies £Lre increasod by thll intl'usion of 
.ack grnas 011 tho now cutbank. 
Bobwhite. deermquso. chip~nk. B~ke. thrasher. and catbird go out with tho 
brush •• There are now 10 plants instood of 17. and 12 I':'.imala Instead of ilt 
.--
Figure 13a. Case 1: History of Roadside 
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Sta<,e 3: 1940. ':'.'he roadsjde is noll' "nt:'e:-_lined" to permit of easy Mowing, a::.l 
to facilitate mmling. the roat.si~_e is burne,: ~'e.'lXly. '''he steep cl.\tb3l1..1c is f'rai!.ed 
dOlm to the angle of repo'le, ant t:.e ro.",:~\c~ is gr:·velled. 
<;';,e stated object of these e:{')ellsive C11a11.;<89 is 111·1>).·,~-to-n·:..rket'· r'J8;:b, Out 
similar caanges are ",~e on blin" roads am~ crOSB-cuts on which no fa= t'.epems. 
!:'he real objects inclilPe the uso of surplus I'elief labo"', 3ll(1. the neet1. of ,·,ore 
milel¥,;e to !?ualify ::or mO~'e t1ai;')tenance fulda. 
The remaining prairie a;lil. brush s:necieH e.r~' thuB extin(~dGhe·. ",he no" ~ 
cutbank is over-TUn by qu,.'.clc, which crm7ds O1.'.t even 1-:;s exotic COMpetitor!', bluo-
grass al'lc1. timot~. The re!)eated o,elluda.t10n of the bB<1k starts a gully in t'·,'9 
drainage di tcr.. The 1l'J.. oak, by reason of rec-:>eateCi defoliatIons by J'l1Ile be('t1es, 
is no,-" dead. In ito plMe, the le~lc.5cape e~inser in char:;e of hi::hwI'.Y b"Rut 1:'i-
cation plant s an eill. 
All gar!e and fur Bpecier. are n01'l out. 1'01' there is no cover. "'he rode;lts 
are out except spermpphile and. l!Iicrotu!1. llhieh incr.ea~e. 
There are no?; 3 majo1' :Jl~nt <; (quack, bh!.egra~ J a;'ld (!,<'tlet clover) inst eM. of 
17 • .ll1 are exotics. 
~ll.ere are now 4 a.:lir.\?ls inDte~. of 18. ~.·o of the!", at'e injurio:!3 rodents. 
':::he roadway • • r.l.Gter~. of oervill~"" as a. !.-'6fu~··e for a rich flora. en~ fa.una, . senes 
~.O a refw;e for =1=1 00)[', p1."r.t peets. 
1. Aasumi~ that the Grading B<·.d mOl'rin;-; anv. burnin; are necess·ry. what 
group of plants cm.tlt1. have been uoe,:'. t·o "lrul':~sca:>e" t:le unr10wable 
shoull'.ers? 
4. Why do oh~ hir;hways following survey linea dispb.y f10'7e prairie rs=ts 
then no'<7 "relocated" hi(;'hvaa~r3? Why <10 r,dlroM ri:~tu-of-""Y dis:?l.".;)/' 
more prairie remnlmts than hif.:hll'~S? \7h£<t ~.o you dedu.::e is the toleI'Mc:,-
of prl'.lr1e pl=ts to (e.) g!'azing, (b) b'llrnLJg? 
Figure 13b: Case 1: History of a Roadside 
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Case 1: History of a Roadside aligns with Beginning (QA1) Question & Analysis, 
by identifying local programs. It matched Beginning (KPS1) and Mastery (KPS4) 
Knowledge of Processes & Systems, by discussing the operation of ecosystems on 
various levels. It also matched Mastery (EPS4) Environmental Problem Solving because 
it showed how cultural contexts were related to environmental conditions. Through 
Stage 1,2, and 3, students became introduced to the impact of human intervention on 
landscape over time when roads were introduced into natural areas. 
In Stage 1, flora and fauna were mildly affected with the introduction of a 
country, dirt road but the impact was minimal and the remnant prairie plants were not 
affected. The road bed changed in Stage 2 as cars became an increasingly popular vehicle 
for transportation of people, goods and services. The road was deb rushed for better 
maintenance of the increased vehicular traffic. Prairie plants became completely 
extinguished, except for silphium and there is a loss of 6 species of animals when the 
habitat was disrupted. 
By Stage 3 there was a minimal amount of wildlife species left. Leopold 
demonstrated how cultural bias, in this case economic politics, took over ecological 
sense, as blanket decisions were made to "streamline" roadsides, even on roads that are 
used very little. Erosion and exotic species takeover and "the landscape engineer in 
charge of highway beautification plants an elm". Question one (Figure 13b) required 
that students choose the proper plants for landscaping on unmowable shoulders. This 
matched the Accomplished (EPS3) Environmental Problem Solving to compare ways 
organisms adapt to environmental changes. Question two is Accomplished (KPS3) under 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems because students had to understand the relationship 
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of the shrike to a particular plant species, a question that required students to examine the 
connections of reciprocity and feedback. Question three required that students have 
Mastery (EPS4) in Environmental Problem Solving. How is farming, i.e., a cultural 
context, related to quack grass and in what way would this species affect farming 
practices, i.e., environmental conditions? 
Question Four matched several of the Four Strands for Environmental Education. 
Students had to compare and evaluate how landscape was affected by old highway survey 
lines to the newer survey lines which would be a Mastery (PCR4) Level rubric for 
Personal and Civic Responsibility. They were also required to analyze the difference 
between cultural contexts of railroad and highway as these contexts affect prairie remnant 
plants which would be a Mastery (EPS4) Level rubric for Environmental Problem 
Solving. 
Data Source 8: Case 2: History of Prairie Coulee 
For this case ( Figures 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d) the student was introduced to land 
practices that changed a former prairie into a farm (1840-1938). The scenario captured 
the underpinning economic pressures of change that began with the demand of the fur 
trade in the early development of the United States. As the supply of fur bearing animals 
declined, the pioneer settled into the landscape, cutting timber and clearing the land. The 
pioneer manipulated the soil to produce wheat and com until a new predator, the cinch 
bug, destroyed the wheat fields. Pioneers opened the way for large scale farming that 
shifted the land use on dairy production. Erosion resulted as large areas of land are 
cleared and the rich, prairie soils were washed away into creeks. Flooding was more 
frequent and the once ecologically rich landscape was altered to monoculture practices. 
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Leopold, however, did not leave this scenario as an end of disaster. He produced 
a solution that gave fruitful and lasting hope for positive change. Government provided 
intervention and extended a cooperative agreement with the farmer that benefited the 
community. 
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Wildlifo Ecolo£y 118 
AIdo Leopold 
This terrain represEll.Lts a. typical far:n in the 1l1l€ld.cl,ated area of south-
vestern Wiaconaln. It inoludes a creek valley or c~~lee, nnd an adjacent prairie 
upland. The boundary of the prairie was determioad by fire ~nd lies ~t the edge 
of the nat upland. Tl:o cOlJUllUnities are included: 
Prairi e Communi tz 
Plants Anil!l.!l.ls 
50 ~rasses, 
herbs, and 
shrubs 
prairie chtcken 
jackrabbi t 
elk 
Mixed Hnrdwood Communi tr 
~ Animals 
>7hite oak 
walnut 
basswood 
wild tur::ay 
pass. pi,;eon 
ruf:fed grouse 
deer 
bear 
Bfltween the ))rairie and the mb:ed hardwood lies a "tension zone" s"lrlnkled 
o..,i th larc.;e open-grown bur oaks. Under and between thom grouB an understory of 
ha~el, plum, crab, haw, grape and su.roa.c. The distinctive all.1ms.l of this border 
\~Jno is the qua.l1. althO'Uhh it is used to some extent by tho E\nima.ls of both 
." ;'h8 adjacent com.'IIU.!U tios. The bur ollks ooc'lsiona.lly succeed in invading the 
", .1p1nnd. but in such s1 tuntionll the 1l.nderbrush 111 kept down by firo and roplacoo. 
. by grass. Such orchard-like grovos are callod ·oak o:!?onings. II 
• _____ ti."= ______________ .-______ ~d~~.ft .. ~____ __ 
Str.go 1: 1840. Tho trappel's who precedod tho sottlor h..'l.VO cloNloo. out tho olk. 
The 6ottlor has built his log cabin at the odgo of ~ cloaring on tho crook 
bottom. Ho raisos corn ~n thill elMX'ing and wheat on tho prairie upland. Thc 
low lruid along tho crook is used ae bny mo.'1.dow, and the h1:\il' 1s stn.cked on the 
crook bn~. ~ls 1~11oa in~roquont floods. ~o crook is narrow and doep. and 
eontatns largo brook trout. Tho sottlor l s oattlo run at large in tho woods. but 
hnvo 0.8 yot not substantially altored it9 ooolQGY' 
..... ,.-
st!Y5e 21 unO. The clearing noYi extends half~way 1,11' the slopa. thus constricting 
the hillside timber at ita lower edge. At ita upper edge, however, the ceBsetion 
of prairie fires has allowed red oak to eneroP,eh to the edgo of the wl::.eat field. 
ThiEl red oak is evan-a,;ed and dense. 
The animal life has been altered only by the elimination of deer. benr. 
wtia turkey and passenger pi;;eon. These were ":a""t IIpoci";''' for tho sottler, 
and ttOl'e large enoUbh or .-;ro,;arlou8 enough to ba sold" 
Floods aTe somewhat more f~oquent due to the continued raising of wheat on 
the upland. About 1878, hOY/evart tho chinoh bug forcad tho abandonmont of wheat 
ae (;I. commarcial crop in Wiscona1n. 
Sta/;e 3: 1~10. The typc of farming hae nO\1 cllaD;c:od from t:enera.l farming to 
dalr~ing. Tho hillside tir.'.ber h".s becn constrictod to a narrow belt whloh in 
all pastured. A silo haa boon orected. Floods aTLl BO frequent and severe thAt 
it 1 a no lotl{l'or posd blo to staok tho hay on tho creolt bank. The channal has 
widenod f!.Ild oxbowod, and is undorcutting tho remaining ballk timbor. '.l'ha crcek 
Figure 14a. Case 2: History of a Prairie Coulee 
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Caso 2 - ~o 2 
hall cut a supplomont!1ry flood channol in tho pasture. 
~o doplotion of ttl<! upland 1'ra1rio 0011 W.',8 induced rapid run-off. t7hich 
hr..B cut a doop &Ul1y down tho hillside, iii th "aoh hoavy rl\1n this .;ull;;" 
doposlts rocks and dobris on tho crock: bottom. 
~·1:0 
V 
T!lo flora has non baon radically al toTo(. 'rho antiro prairi,~ flora 1B 
;,,;ono. Tho plan got lnost of it, and the onorclOchin;;; oaks shadod aut tho rom.MJlts 
in the bOrdor zone. The rich forost undorbrowth of tho hillsido is 'roplacod ~ 
bluOf,'l"ass. Tho valuablo sall timber on tho hillsido consists of tho cven-aged 
rod oaks \,hlch followed tho CossA.tion of prairio f~.ros. 
Tho fauna is likoyisQ ~roatly reduced. Broo~ trout aro replaced by brown 
trout, and theso are incnpuble Of na~ral roproductiun bocause of the flasby 
oharacter of the crook, Ruffed ';'"l'ouse are n9B,rly ~on~. prairie chic!l:ens lIZId 
Y/oodcock are entirelY' bOne, and the remainln;; quail ar.' irruptive in their 
population behavior. OpOllsu;n h.'J.s irrvaded the region flo,D! the south. 
stagG 4: 1938. The fa:rm is now si5ned up as p.'lXt of a so~l conseM'at10n 
pro.iect .• A check dam has been built in the gully. ~e O~9ek bank M.O been 
excluded from the pnsture ond replanted to wl11ows.o 'l!he at~qper parts of the 
hillsido have been axcluded irom ~sturiDb nnd planted to oottfera. Tho 
acre{l.be of corn and o",ts hI:.s been reduced and the G.crM/;e or alfalfa increased. 
Theso modifiontlons of n,;;ronom10 practice fire stipula.ted in '" ~ontract with the 
gov ernmen t . 
The only further cball6S in the oompos1 tion of tlle faunn. 1s t, e Md! tion 
of a few ohea.santa. No game species. however. with the exception <.1' fox squirrels. 
persists in abundance. 
g,uosuons 
1. What is tho E1oMin.; of the torm 1I\7hoo.t gully." 
2. When n we.torched bc,;ins to display floods and .:,ull1os. is tho dotor-
ioration of the soil far advanced. or has it just bo{;un? 
3. When pastured uoo(ls are closod tc brad):!,;; (eta;;o 4). doos the 
oriGinal undargrolTth roappoar, or do tre bat a n<)W sot of spocios? iThy? 
4. Was tho wood.od aroo. in 1870 !!:roat<'lr or less than in 1840T 
*I.aopold. AIda. Coon Vn.lley--an Il.dventure in cooperntivB conservation. 
Americnn Forests, ~\1. 1935· 
0Fry, J. R •• Jr. 'Il'l11Dl".'s for stroamba.nk control. Soil Conservation, Vol. ,IV, 
No.5. Novombr.r. 1935. pp. 109-111, 12~. 
Figure 14b. Case 2: History of a Prairie Coulee 
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History of a Prairie Coulee delved deep into all Four Strands of Environmental 
Problem Solving in the mastery levels. For Mastery level (QA4) in Question and 
Analysis, Leopold developed a model in which a cooperative agreement between 
government and farmer worked for long term, sound environmental practices (Figure 
14b). For Mastery (KPS4) in Knowledge of Processes and Systems, Leopold showed 
how ecosystems were affected when diversity was altered such as when soil erosion and 
flooding occurred as hillside timber was stripped away (Figure 14b). In another example, 
he demonstrated the effect of monocultures and predator relationships when the cinch 
bug destroyed the wheat crops (Figure 14a). 
For Mastery (EPS4) in Environmental Problem Solving Leopold provided 
examples of how the various pressures of cultures affected natural resources over time. 
From the trapper to the diary farmer, students were shown how the landscape was 
manipulated for various purposes. Last, in Mastery (PCR4) in Personal and Civic 
Responsibility, Leopold demonstrated how ecosystem health was influenced by the 
pressures of individual choice. 
Question one (Figure 14b) required students to define "wheat gully" which is a 
Beginning (KPSl) rubric under Knowledge of Processes and Systems. Question two and 
three (Figure 14b) are comprehension questions because students must look at the 
connections of reciprocity and feedback under the Accomplished (KPS3) rubric for 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems. In question three students were to have 
knowledge of the conditions that supported various plant species, which related to the 
Mastery (KPS4) level of Knowledge of Processes and Systems. The last problem called 
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for a comparison of the wooded area over a thirty-year span which is an Accomplished 
(EPS3) level under Environmental Problem Solving. 
Data Source 9: Case 3: History of the Ragweed Patch, Faville Grove 
This sample (Figure 21 a and 21 b) began with a small glacial pothole in Wisconsin 
that consisted of a natural bog drained by a farmer. Leopold followed the succession 
stages of the pothole over a 100 years (Stages 1 to 3). The area that began as ecologically 
rich area was reduced to a monoculture and then revived to support more diverse species 
of plants and animals. Intervention for successful conservation practices was provided by 
a team of scientists and government support. 
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The closed basin now called itXhe ll:\swead l'!l.tch n is n gla.cial. pothole of 
abou.t 3 nares, f1l1ed' with peat. 
St".-; .. I: 1350. StOU&hton Fav1l1e's father, during the01830s, i<:ept a. bout in 
this basin for the p~ose of hunting ducks, Mr •. Faville remembers that it 
cont&inro open water and n,lso a "quaking bog lt in ~hich pitcher plants osraw. 
ProbabLy it also bore taHW.l'I.l.ck, for tp.mara.ok logs were dug up in ditching a 
similar bog just south of this one. 
Like ~OBt potholes, the open water was probably peripheral, and the 
succession stngee l~y in concentrio r1ngs. The outside banks bordered ~lhont 
fields. li.nd hnd al.:o.':\dy b,'l)n reduced to bro.s9 and wood stages. Tho contral 
floating bOb' jud~ing fran relics p~rsisting olsewhoro, consistod of sphabDUm 
peat su.pportin,; a flora of bog pla.nts. In A.ddition, the open water DlIlSt hnve 
carried a rich aquntic £101':\. 
:nJ.cke 11.1'0 known to havo nosted, but tho romnindor of the fl1llno. of 1350 
is not known. It lD!lY h".vc included prairio ohickon, \/oodcock. jll.Cksnipo, red-
backed mouso. long-oared owl., horned owl. About 1365 1\ flock of six 8nndhl11 
C1'nn08 stopped at tho bog nnd fad in tho fio1d which llos to the nQrth. 
Stage 2: 1911. About 1870 tho ""ter nas dra.ined o~i t;1rou .. ;h a ditch. This 
drai~~o provod to bo imporfact so about 1911 a drnin t1lo was substituted. 
Tho farmor burned yep.rly the weeds follQwill6 this dro.innge. In dry yoa.rs thoso 
firos burnod into tho pont. ospocially the deep ponts of the centr~l floating 
bog. The rClimltlne; ashes produc!ld a d.ense jungle of g~ant r~eod (,UId in O'le 
spot I aspen). Whon we came on tho sceno in 1933 he Mil. f't,"f.lin burned tho 
rn&Wood. \/hlch formed a mOllOtypll OVal' the entire basin. 
Thinking l"ag'Weed to be good cover (it is when mixed 1n sDlDol.1 patchos) '.,0 
erected a. foeder. but no gll!llo could be Inducac). to \1intor in the re.gvlcoo p<ttch. 
Tho floI'll; cHlUlt ragwoed. with a faw aspon. rod dogwood, f!aTex. Spa.l'tin.'1. 
plant;;:- The flom h..-"d boon reducod. from about 60 to about 6 plA.Ilt spocies. 
~~; Blackbirds (as n r~o9t), .,andow mouso, cottontail, skunk. 
Xhe fRormor was pcrsundod to quit burning so thnt tho natural procosses of, 
plant.succossion L~uld ~riogato tho vObot~tion. 
"'Tho lmOI'lll data for this area 1s summarhod in "4 Wildlifo Hhto1"'.' of 
Faville Gravo, l'1iseonsin," by Arthur S. Hawkins. Pondin,; publ1c:~t1on in TrnnB. 
Wis. Acad. of SCioncos. ~·ts and Lottors. 
Figure 15a Case 3: History of the Ragweed Patch, Faville Grove 
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Stage 3: 1942. (After four yea.rs of nono-bu.rniog.) Moilt of the ragweed bas been 
replaced by forbs (nettle, aster, goldenrod). The surviving brush, tree, and f~'19-
srass relics have spread, thus breaking up tho ragweed mono typo. V' 
~le flora: These spocl~s have come in; 2 asters, 1 goldenrod. 1 bidens. 
2 polygoDUmB, 1 Thalytlcrum, 1 Oholone. sovoral grasses. Total ~in about 10 
major species. 
Tho fauoo: Apparontly as a re~lt of this enriclupent of tho flo1'!1. a.n 
increase in tho numbor and kinds of animals haa taken plAce. The winter censusos 
show: 
Species !ll§. !ill ~ !W. !1tQ 1941 
Pheallant 14 28 :3 :3 13 )0 
Hungn.rians 15 20 1 7 25 22 
Oottontail 15 21 26 T 6-10 6-10 
In addition, thero are skunks, minks. woasols, uni moadow mico. Tho fermor 
status of thello mammals is unknown. but. it is l1kely that tho larger onos movod 
in as the changes in vogotation made room for their prey. Thoy are alllO knOwn 
to don in tho halos burned into tho peat by formor firell. 
Severo corn damage occurred in 1938 from blackbirds which used the area as 
cover. This, howevor, was prObably also tho case duriog stage 2. 
Cottontails are now BO numorous that thoy Mve dost:l'Oyod four successive 
• pl.a;ntlngs of white spruce ma.do on the d17 edgss of tho peat basin. 
<eestions 
1. ~n tho future stages of tho plant succossion in this basin 
be prodicted? 
2. ~ what proca_s, and by roason of what property. do forbs replaoe 
weods? lhat is tho agricultural analogue of this replacement? 
3. ~ what procoss. and b,y reason of what proporiy. did the aspon 
patch originator 
4. Spoculate on the reasons for thG low carr,ying capacit7 of puro 
giant :ragwoed? 
5. What bocame of tho contral "quaking bog" of peat which once occupied 
tho centor of this ~sln? 
Figure 15b. Case 3: History of the Ragweed Patch, Faville Grove 
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This source included all Four Strands for Environmental Education. The case of 
Favi1le Grove aligned with Mastery (QA4) performance as Leopold demonstrated over a 
100 years how problems were created and solved. Performance standards of all four 
levels (KPS1), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) in Knowledge of Processes and Systems are met 
because flora and fauna are identified and there are specific interrelationships that 
developed over time to show how ecosystems function on different levels. The ragweed 
patch responded created a monoculture that was difficult for other plant species to invade. 
Environmental Problem Solving is addressed on Accomplished (EPS3) and 
Mastery (EPS4) levels, as various cultural contexts are given that began with the farmer 
and ended with a cooperative relationship among the farmer, scientists and government. 
Successful management practices yielded a return to a more diverse ecosystem that could 
support a variety of wildlife. Person and Civic Responsibility is included on the Mastery 
(PCR4) level as part of the result of personal decisions that affected the ecosystem of the 
glacial basin that changed during the 100 year period. 
Questions 1 to 5 (Figure 21b) that Leopold developed for the students matched 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems and met performance objectives in all four 
levels(KPS1), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4). The questions are very specific to the identity of 
species and the understanding of ecosystems, patterns, interrelationships and how 
operation of ecosystems occurs on various levels. 
Data Source 10: Case 4: History of Central Wisconsin Marshes 
For this case students were introduced to the ecological scenario of a marsh that 
was manipulated over 100 years as economics changed (Stages 1-4). The initial setting 
was an undisturbed marsh where students were familiarized with key plant, animal and 
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soil indicators found in a marsh setting. The deep layers of the peat bog were eventually 
worn down by various agricultural practices ranging from hay to cranberry production. 
Government intervened to re-flood the area but in this scenario Leopold left students with 
questions about the future potential of the area to support wildlife. 
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St~e 1: 1840 (before settlement) 
Peat basins 
Sand "islands ll 
Edges of islands 
Bluffs 
Vegeta.tion 
Acid aquatics 
Tama);ack or 
Black spruce or 
I,,,,atherleaf or 
Sedge & blueJoint 
Oaks 
White plne 
Bog birch, alder 
Tnite birch 
Oak, No~y pine 
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Waterfowl. muskrat 
Sandhill cra!le 
Sharptail grouse 
Snowshoe 
Sharpta11 grouse 
Deer 
~assangor pigeon 
Ruffed grouse 
Snowshoe 
Ruffed grouse 
Door 
Bocause of the high water table, tho marsh at this s~ngo soldoll! if ev0l' 
burnod. and navel' doeply. ThE) oxact extont of climax I'fpruco and tamarack 
is no t known. 
Tho fll.l1IIIl was rich in specios but densi tins 1'Iore low. ThorE) woro 
probably no prairie chickons. Pigoons, in those yoars whon thoro was no 
booch mast in Uichigan but abund.n.nt black oa.k mast hore, nostfJd in great 
numbors. 
Sottlers from 1550 onward. oloared soma of the broodor "sand. islands" 
and the '.1plands o.djaoent to tho W!.rsh. ~is introduc()d grain and weod foode t 
allovrad prairio chickons to invC\de tho .'~ion. Sharptalls, crancs. and door 
probably incroa.aod v:Hh tho onhnncod food su!,ply. . 
sta.go 2 i urro (nft0l' sottloment) 
The sot tIers had no Illfglfa and rolio~ on tho marsh for hay, Most upland 
homostonds includ()d a sm.n.ll lIMy holding ll in thA marsh. To fll.cllitll.to haying. 
tho marSfl mlB frfIqUontl;r burned. and shtl.lloll dra.i~o ditchos worn dug by hand. 
Tho wator table remainod high, howev~r. eo thoso fires Boldom burnod into tho 
pea.t. ~ey did. howoVer, groatly red.uca tho I.lroe. of tamarac.g and spruco. 
~\tor lumbering, in conjunction with firo, olimi~~ted most of the pinos 
from tho s:wd "ialnm.o" nnd bluffs. Because of flro, mllllh of the growing 
"phagnwn on t.he surfaco of the peat VAS roplacod by M.y {;rllBsos.! bluojoint, &- rodtop. timothy. Prair1e spooios inv3dod the pino Bla.Bh~llbS on tho ~iBla.nds.1I 
Figure 16a: Case 4: History of Central Wisconsin Marshes 
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Tho general reduct.ioc of timber. incro.'}.Bo in gTaBS a.nd low brush. and 
invas.ion by a.grlcultUl"al plnnts groatly increa.soo prnirie chickens o.t the 
oxperuls of sbal'ptai1s. Crl.l.llJB probnbly incroosed. Snm:shoes virtUlllly 
dlB~ppoared and wers replaced by cottontails. QpRil ontered teo region. 'The 
prevalenco of fire increhscd bluoborrios. 
This h~endow stv~o rcprosonted a considorable modification of the original 
fe-una. nnd flora. but 1 twas 0. sto:Dle sclf-sustnluing s tn€;e as fe.r as tho :J)!"rsh 
is concerned. The l1ght uplnnd soils, however. failed to stand. up undor d,'c.'l.dos 
of cultiv:ttion.. Crop land bogan to ;;;ravitato to"ard the f!larsh. 
Sta~e 3; 1590. Drainngo and firo. 
The conoral land boom nnd tho av~ilab1lity of stoam dr~os brought aboqt 
a. wholos(1.1o drailUlgo of the marsh. which was dividod into farms and sold to 
sottl..rs at high prioas. :During tho onsulD6 ~'O yaars thoso fn.rmors gr&dually 
succumbod to unsoollonv.blo frosts. hi.;h drC'.inl',fio 'ta;tos. and 1091.1 of poat 90ils 
by Uro. As tho farmors movod out. (!vflry drouth brou;.;ht more IUld doopor poot 
fires. CUlmiURtlng in tho great firo of 1930. 
Alter a poot :t"1ro. a dona.~ ~rowth of r.<J,gwood, slll(lTtwocd. or Aspon spro.ng 
up from tho ashes. !!'ho c;rcl1e7Rt~ of 1932 001ncidod with tremendou9 temporary 
growths of wood foods following tho fire of 1930. During tho period 1932-1934 
prairio ch1ckons and quail roached em all-timo high. 'fu1s was followed b7 the 
cycUc crash of 1936. lih1ch coinc1dod ui th a 1r1111116 ~int8l' lIJld the wholosfLlo 
replacement of weed foods by nspon th1c)tots. '1!ho resulting docimntion of \Vild 
lifo was suddon nnd sovaro. It has no countorpart in Wisconsin history. savo 
only the <,-xtlrpatlon of tho pusf:longor p1Geon. 
Stage 4: 1938. Ref1ooding. 
~e 1930 fire proved that control of firs in peat 1s impossible except Qy 
reflooding. C.W.A. funds became available in 1933. and ~ere used to build wtms 
in ditches. Later the Eesettlement AdministrntiQn secured funds to move 
fe.merll out, /IDd to reflood large parta of the marsh. 'fusse flowages h:ul tho 
effect of inQrBlls1ng waterfowl F.nd drowning part of the aspen thickets 1Ihich 
threatened to swnllow up the whole terrain. 
A rndical shift of florl'. /lIld fauna is now in prOCess. The depopulntion 
of farms and the spread. of' aspen scrub has increased deer and beavor and brought 
in bears. but ua.'].rly sUmill/J.ted l)r~lrie chickens and quail, The prairie flora.. 
evicted from tho southorn prairies. hf1.s Inva.ded many v.OOndoned fields and sand 
:l.sll'.nds. The old ~ao.dowa are ne.'\l'ly all gone. MllllY pao.t bods. wholly or 
partially consumed by formor firos, now float in t'lowngos or presont a raw 
surface on which no useful plant ca.n grow. !l,'ho cranborry industry' has prospered. 
and is impounding mora wn,tor yoc.rly. 
~e not effects of tho ecological ovorturn arB ns yot by no moans clear. 
Ca.n ono raiso muskrats and oranberrios in tho sromo marsh? Will the now fl"'/I"Uges 
now productive of watorfowl romain SO t~lrough futuro st,'.gos of tho aquo.tlc 
succossion? wr~t vegetation will f~11oIT the aspcn scrub? Can a permnn~nt door 
herd be JJI!l.intalned wi thou.t conHor~ul! awn.':rps for wiI).tol'iAg1 Can tho cranes ' ... ..Jo. 
ado.~t th~s61vos t~ thoir now onvironmont1 
Figure 16b: Case 4: History of Central Wisconsin Marshes 
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4. 
What n01'l' eat s the mast "hi eh OIlCO at t1:'ncted ",,"sQell,re:::- Ili '''<J;:} nest in.1:s? 
Did the mast which fed the 1871 llestin:: fon! i.n 13711 
Explain in terms of pb,nt foo~.s the p:'ose'lt r.carcity of pre.irie chic':ena 
and quail. "lhy d.H sl-.a::-ptalls fl'l1'8 bettor t,',an chic~:"n81 
The Cambriao sandstones which feed the wells of westa); .. Wisconsin out-
crop here. Speculate on the ll!"obabI", effect of this hi story 0;:1 the 
water supply in these strata. 
~here is still some hayiuc; i;J t:'le I:'.r..rsh, eS:,>ti'ciall:r in cry ye/lr~ \·!hen 
UplLUld hays are sce_roe. III "et rears fair [Je"clOVis o.::e mov!od. 'This e"ablos 
one to predict ill what years a-prill;' fies arc likely to be set. How? 
Figure 16c: Case 4: History of Central Wisconsin Marshes 
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Figure 16d: Case 4: History of Central Wisconsin Marshes 
The scenario matched the four levels (KPS1), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) of 
performance for Knowledge of Processes and Systems because of the various span of 
species and illustrative examples that demonstrate reciprocity, feedback, patterns over 
time, and broader application of how the ecosystem is operating on the various levels 
when it is altered over time. The scenario matched the four levels (EPS1). (EPS2). 
(EPS3). (EPS4) of performance for Environmental Problem Solving as humans are 
involved in the changes that happen over time to the marsh and the cultural context that 
pioneers, farmers and the cranberry industry bring to the marsh as it was altered to meet 
the criteria of human demands. Questions 1 through 3 for students required an 
understanding of the ecological habits of species as well as a geographical understanding 
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of soils and aquifers. Question four requires prediction based on knowledge about 
specific needs of spring fly populations. These four questions aligned with the four 
performance levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) of Knowledge of Processes and 
Systems. 
Data Source 11: Case 5: History of Northern Wisconsin 
This case is the most descriptive of an ecological disaster where humans had total 
disregard for the biotic community (Stages 1 to 4). The student was introduced to the 
diverse biological setting of a forest community. The forest community was interrupted 
by the logging industry, followed by the settler. Leopold defined a settler has one that 
"has poor crops, but ekes out a living by working in the logging camps." Over a 20 year 
period the forests were completely wiped out by the logging industry and the settler 
became a "bootlegger, commercial poacher or a resort employee." At the end of this 
scenario, wide range havoc occurred with the biological species completely out of 
balance, "broadly speaking, there is not a valuable plant left on the landscape." 
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Case 5: ~~ of Northern Wisconsin 
St,¥e 1: l8g0. This terrain originally presents thre>e "types": 
~ 
\ soil) 
cedar s Wlll'lp 
(muck soil) 
NorwEI¥ pine 
(au t,;ash sand) 
Eardwood 
(Boulder cl8;'1 
moraino) 
'ilhite cedar, 
"'hite spruce 
(uneven ar:ed) 
Nor1'tay pine 
(even-aged 6r~ps) 
maple. yellow birch. 
hemlock, white pine 
(unl3Vo~ ~ed) 
UnderatoI}" 
alder. berries 
S'Teet fern. 
bearborry 
;rew. striped 
maplo 
Distinctive ant"".) s 
,woo~cockJ G-p_l.l.ce hen, 
brook trout, snowshoe. 
otter, red SQuirTel, 
marten 
p:Uoatod '7oodpoeker 
Tho fauna is rich in species but poor in donslt;v. Notico that the codar 
swamp occupins the Iffist arOa but he,rbora tho groato~t number of characteristic 
animal spocios. 
Notico that tho forost t:>pos diffor in ag'l-composi tion according to thoir 
shade-tolerance. 
StagO 2: 1900. Pino Loggins 
The wito pino is tho firet trno to acq~iro commorcial valuo. It is cut 
p..nd nriven do ron tho crook. To do this. the cr"ok 1s cleared of boulders, logs. 
aDd sharp turns. 
Tho !TorwlQ' pino 1s cut n<'xt. Thi!) creatos a largo "slaah, n which burns 
ropoatod.ly. thus provcnt1nf; ropr()ductiun. A settlor ost,o.blish('ls :). honcstoo.d on 
the slash, Thill 1s poor sandy soil. The bould()r-cl~" upland is much bettor 
seil. but mero oxpensivo to clef1.r. Tho Bottlol' h",B '01'101' crops, but ok os out a 
Ijving by Workl% 1n tho lo;;,o;lIl\i campe. 
The settler, combi~ed with fire, graziLlb, find cultivation. introdUCes ma.n;y 
new plants I whHe Clover. bluc.;rr-,ss. a..;riculturf!l ·':eAds. These in turn are 
followed by DeW animals: anRl1)tatl. cottontail. and feral house cats. ~
6l'ouse increase becl1.use of the \'l'~d te clover and bruf.\b ;:;rowths. 
The settler. by his trappiIli,; illld huntin,;. eliminates severcl. J:18.!!lI!lAlGl 
bear, marten. fisber, ottar. lyllX. Deor decroaso, despito the increase in 
deer foode. by reason of t~o settler's pOftchlnb actIvities. 
(In some locali ties, V;hol'O wHer areas aro chlU'od by firo aDd cultivation. 
tho shift in faun@. ill mor') r!lcl1caL Prl'l.il'io chickons becomo tho princillA.l i,a.me 
birdj doer and ruff''Xl. .;rouso dia"p~o'l!l.r.) 
Figure 17a: Case 5: History of N. Wisconsin 
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NoticD tlui.t 0 codar swam and tho hardwood moruine remain virt 
intact in both flora auna. ho exploitation of those treos is not yet 
profitable, and the only I).!limals romovod from those habit.etta arc the mobile 
and salable fur o.nd door. Tho dl'creasc in donr pressure aUbmonts undor ow 
p~atablo to doer: yow and striped maplo on t 0 moraino; co ar rsproduction 
in tho S\7l\1DU. 
StilGO 3: 1920. Hardwood LOiiliiIlb. 
Tho hardwood is nOI? slashed, and likewise the cedar posts and spruce pUlp-
wood in the swa.rn.p. Tho pilontod wooduocir.or dioapprJll.ra with the hardr.oodj tho 
spruce hen with the swamp tinber. 
. Tho sottlor holds out /;LB Ion,; as he can work in the lo, . .,ing camps, but 
'. aftor all commorcial timber is gono he bOCOID(ls olthor a bootleggor, celllt10rcial 
poachor, or a rosort ompleyao. In any CaBO ho no lOnGer noeds his homestead, 
so it revorts for ta;x:es IUld sprill6s up to asuon, bircn, nnd pinchorry scrub, 
ThiS scrub, plua tho aproutint; hnrdwood stumps, plus the accumulated 
roservos of doer food rosulti~ from tho proceding noarly deerless poriod, plus 
tho oxtorml~~tion of wolvos and tho bounty on cnts ~d coyotcB, jOintly produce 
nn nirruptlon" of doer. Every November tho Borub Swarms "iii th hunt erll, The 
Conservation Comoission is plonsod ~ith tho effectiveness of its de or pelicy, 
e,G.c. truck trAils hRVO nov .. made this arM accessiblo to firo-fi;;hters, 
hunters, fishermon, and WCXdOllS. 
Firo protoction closes tho canopy of the Bcrub t,'Towtha .'l.lld suddenly shades 
out door and Grousc foods, St~~tnilB disaPP8nr. Tr.e donr bR~~ o~ton up tho 
rflsorv--II of yo~, striped mapla, and YOUIIg cod.~.r. The nop..x-oxtinction of all 
carnivores furthor incr~ses tho disparity bot~nen door populntion p~d door 
carrying cRpa.city. Tho buck law distorts the solt ratio. Almost without 
werning tho d~or bObin to stnrv~ in wintcr, to h/wbor npneumonin" and pnrnsitos, 
to decro..~.Bc in woight und Mtlor dovolcmnont, r,ruj to olclJ.ibit llbnorronl. disporsion 
of ruttin,; .'L"d fawning dp.tos. Yow NJd YOUTh': c:)dnX dlsl'DPor,!, n.nd tho doer turn 
to young pinos for fOOd. 
MOFl.nwhlle tho sr.o\lS~lO(;B, waxinG unduly l1.bundp.nt in the continuous scrub, 
develop M O%e6gcr;ltod popul('.tion cyclo. With tho help of tho doer, thoy 
.o:x.tin.,7U1sh nll pnlntnblo undcr.-:;ro17th. 
The .... holeea.le euread of sorub alloc1s re-invaeion of the terrain by bear 
and beaver. The dep~;ru.l(ltion of r.omesteads allo~:s' of re-invasion by otter. 
The otters, however, are kept at a low lovel by f1shertlen, who, having fished 
out the ori,;;inal brool~ trout, have stocked the stream with exotic trouts. The 
stream now depends on artificial stocking and heavy predator-control to sustain 
even a poor fish poculation. 
Broadly speaking, there is not a. valU'1hle plant left on the landSCape. I 
The rams.ining land animals are either violently cyclic, subject to winter star- , 
vat ion, or held at IO~7 levels for their all-eged predation, or for their fur 
value. The fiah filUM i8 artif.iciQ.lized. unprod.uctive, and dependent on arti-
ficial restocking. 
Figure 17b: Case 5: History of N. Wisconsin 
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Q;uesttons 
1. What !';8I:le bird is still uninjured ill the 19:'18 stage? Why? 
2. What plants account for the re-illvllsion by beaver in the 1933 stW"? ~~ 
t........u 3· If fire follolfs the hn.rdwood log,~ing, what deer food is rlecr-eMed instead 
of inoreased? 1 p....r; ~_ 
4. 'ihe,t gal'!e species benefit '.Jy the int,'ooucticn of y,hite clover? 
n.~ 
5. 
6. 
B. 
Specul",te as to why there is no cOlup"ehellsiva :mblished acccnmt of 
northarn WIsconsin ecolo~:y, when it Rffects th.e walfare of half the 
eta.te? 
l'1'ilat h= and whB.t bene!i t would resu.lt fran the reestabliqhment of a 
limited number of wolves on this terrain? 
~o convert M ovarf,tocl,e~, deer r:;jl1&;e from Sta.';e 4 to "- healthy condi Han, 
what criteria of health 'mulc, JOU s~gest (a) for the re.n~e? (b) for 
,. T' the deer? 
Why di) the abuse of 'lalul in Gnse 2 res'\'~t in arol>1011, but 
not ill this 
, ... ""\" "".~ no""n, 'f ".,",=, 
'\I / \ 
.) ............... -u.c... 
.) .. 1lL1-~ 
~, .. ~ 
lI~oV ~ 
,)~ 
.. )~ 
,)~~~w.w....G: 
c.\ ~ .. , ....... "'l.o. 
,) P'i'-' .;. c..Q_.v-~t.- 6'-c* ~ 
9) ~O .... --... a-<r-~
~.a..& ... __ 
~a..-I ........ p... 
~\~ 
a..-.o...u... ~ 
.... ~"fr 
~--..l 
-~~ 
~~
~~ 
Figure 17 c: Case 5: History of N. Wisconsin 
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Deer. oBflr 
Sno'l!Jho8 
R.ed squirrel 
Ott~r. tillU'hD., 
fisher. bmver 
~.:l.X. -!:lObc~t. 
WOlverine •. iiolf 
:!leer 
Sno\7SIOB, cottOl.'tail 
Red .. sq"ilirral 
I!Qbc~~t. ccyote 
l'i;lro.l aou~8c"3.t 
Deer 
Sr..or.Ilhoe.. cotto:r .. ttl.ll 
Red Flquirrel 
Bo-ccat 
Deer, betl.r 
.s!"~Ql·shoe 
3.od sq:u.it"rol 
at tar .. brovBI' 
:Bobt"-at 
N/.slor 
Figure 17d: Case 5: History of N. Wisconsin 
This case met all four performance criteria (EPS 1), (EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) for 
Environmental Problem Solving and shows the progression of human ties with a natural 
environment that changed the context of the culture and ecology over time, in a negative 
impact. The forest ecology was severely interrupted by human activities and the repeated 
patterns of abuse changed the economics of the individuals who moves into the forested 
area as well as the logging industry. Recreational tourism was introduced to the area but, 
poorly managed by government regulations, resulted in environmental conditions that 
required artificial means to sustain any level of game species. 
Questions for the students included Strands Question and Analysis, Knowledge of 
Processes and Systems, and Environmental Problem Solving. Questions 1 through 8 
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identified local environmental problems which is a Beginning (QAl) for Question and 
Analysis. Questions 1,2,3 and 4 require mastery (KPS4) for Knowledge of Processes 
and Systems as students had to know the specific habits and identity of various species, 
the connections of specific species to the ecological community, and how different 
situations affected the operation of the ecosystem on various levels. Questions 5 and 8 
are very specific to the geopolitics of natural resource management which matched the 
Mastery (EPS4) performance level of Environmental Problem Solving. Questions 6 and 
7 are Accomplished (KPS3) (EPS3) performance levels under Knowledge of Processes 
and Systems and Environmental Problem Solving because students examined the 
connections of reciprocity and feedback of the wolf and deer in a community as well as 
compared how both species adapted to various changes in their respective environments. 
Data Source 12: Case 6: Evolution of a Fencerow 
For this case, (Figure 18a to 18d). fence was introduced as a cultural artifact that 
changed in structure to meet the economic necessities of society over time. The structure 
and composition of the fence, from wood to wire, changed as the needs of the local 
community shifted. With each change, local habit is affected. 
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On.so ll: Evolu~ of tho Foncorow 
Stngo 1; 1840. Log Fonces, 
1'"0.0 first foncos t70ro built to koop tha stock out of cro~os, rr.thor than to 
confino tho stock in p~\BturOR. In 1'1oQdod country thoso foncos ",oro bunt aut 
of wholo round logs ra.ther thnn rl1.lls. Tops I1.nd brush woro of ton ull0d. to roin-
forco tho structuro. ' 
Such fonoorovls wero of ton 30' wido and in::l.udod a. gonllr<:tll.B "turn ,..round" 
of sad on o:,ch aido. Tho flora and faun.:" incJ.udcd pr,..cticl'\ny all but tho most 
srdUio-tolLrnnt specios of ul~nts, nnd 11.11 ~~t tho Wildest specios of forest gamo. 
Evon wild turkeys used such foncorows us trnvol lanes. 
__________ --~---~ .. .a:. __ ;..;..._.,. ___ _.. ......... ~.-,....\"!; ............ ~.----
Stu!!:o 2: 1<'160. Bnil ]'ences r-.nd Hodgos 
Split rails wero substi tutod for round unspl1 t logs. Evon the rails, how-
over, loft 1ria.nglcs of 'UIlcultivatod ground, 'Ihich could not be burnod without 
losing tho f onoe. and which could not br. Dowod '3ltcopt by hand and after 
laborious debrushing. 
The flora and faUlla rE'llll'linoo. as in StaGo 1. lhe rail-fonl3Q static of 
.A.merioan agriCUlture aaw th ... richest -pryfuaion of small "HdUfe ovor rocQrdod- .. _.\ V 
on this continont. 
Noxious weods had litHo cha.nce to gain a foothold dUl"1ng oither Stago 1 
or StagO 2 fonoorows. Tho vigorous oompotition of nativo shIUbs. herbs and 
grass611 largoly prccll~dod uoods. 
In prelrl.o country the OB~U oranr,e hodge tOOlt the placo of tho rail fenco., 
!ts COV€lr va.luc for wildlife was at loast ec:ual to the rail fonce. 
st~!l 3: 1900. Tlire lancos 
Barbed wiro boga:'l to roplaco split rails as ztro.i6ht durable timbor ~O"a.I:lo 
scarcer and chaap171r) bsco.me mOl'o abundf.lnt, Tbe first VItro fenoos in Wisconsin 
O!l.IllO in abmlt lf56Q. Jalvan ~o WiT both~l\rbea. and lfQVOn, cama in a" 
A boom in land Yalue·s acco~i cd. tho ahl;rnr.,2.. an €lncourng no oloara,lCo of 
brush !tnd tho narroy. ing of I turn-arounds. n T.'1o abandoumant of l"ailt) also 
fncilitated tho uso ~f firo for cloari~g foncos, although qoodon posts still 
provontod firing during very dry wcath .. r. or ',:horo posts wore very rough or 
part~ally decayod. 
During tho barbod wire stage. tho 1'1ildlHo covor valuo of fonceroVTs was 
gro['.tly r oduCEld. UQst fancoro"RS lost t'1eir usofulnosB as winter covor and 
bocamo usable only for nesting covor al.d as travEll lanos. 'rhe r.'3,cli.cal narroy;ing 
of tho foncorow gavo tho poeta 0. now vaJuo as observation stations for cgg-
hunting crows. 
The foncoro" fn.una ~\nd flora w~ro .'.;roatly roducod. Noxi()u~ r.aods had t!. ".~. 
lassor width of row to ero,,' ill, but tho" had a bott.)r cr.!'.noo to got startod 
by roason of tho mora froquovt .~ com)loto disturbance of eo~e\ing vegetation. 
Figure 18a: Case 6: Evolution of a Fencerow 
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Sta~o 4:~. Motal ar.d Concrate Fcncos 
iietal poats bogan to COIIO in about 1915 aqd wore widdy !lam) 01 1925. 
concreto posts cMe in at about tho S/.UDe time. 
Non-burnable posts gave the final WId complots re1eaoo to firo as a tool 
for clouring fonces. ~is oncour~od grasses and discouraged brush speclos as 
fencerew cov"r. 
Thio stage COincided with the wholesale oxtonsian af quack gra.s~ 8.lld sweot 
c10v::r in fcncorows. " fllrtner decrease in width of f'lncoroVls. a.nd a. furthOT 
ahrink~ge in £10ra1 ~ fuunnl lists. 
Met!'.l poats inc:ran.sod the "mobility· of fonco liu,a. A ~cmporary fonce 
i!!!plics tha.t tho fencorow. if on brokon ground, will be 0 ·cupied. by weed stagos 
of tho plant SUCCCBS:.O;<l. 
---------~- -.. -.-~---.--------
stage 5: 19)3. Electric Fonco 
Eloctric fences Cn.::le into i.'1sconsin in 1935 n~cl. nrc nOli widolY used. ThO¥" 
a.re often employed to bolstor up tottering wiro feucos. and io this oxtent they 
"widon" tho fonceroVl and b')Iloflt dldlifo. Ultillk.'It€lly. howo'er. eloctric fonceB 
!:loan tho co~lElto 8ubjugatioll. of foncoro\'1 growths. No kind of covllr C/Ul bo 
tolerated. in un electl'ic fLuce becauso of si'.ort-c1rc'~i Ung dU'ing rains. 
St<.go 
1 
2 
a 
5 
Kind. of fonct' U"'.JJll width 
log 20-30 feet 
1;'1111 or hodgo 20 foot 
wire 5-10 fOClt 
bEltal I.Uld COI&.I-,roto 5-10 foot 
olectric 2:6 .... 0 
~OSt10t1;B 
Could fire bo ttsed? 
!J.O 
nO 
partly 
YElII 
;'ea, if posts aro metal 
1. \;by do E.'1g11sh fl~rClOr~. rho nQod 1'.l':roago worse thl'.n "0 do. contillU.~ 
to uso hodgas for fonco purposesT 
2. ilero rail and leg fallCOS a good ~'ofU£o for prairio fl~rl\7 
3. lThy o.ro rolics of pro.1rie flora USUl'.lly confinod to rn.ll;"O<l.ds rod 
h:l,ghwaysT 
Figure 18b: Case 6: Evolution of a Fencerow 
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Llth~ugl"l iono;Jrm-:s -.re 'lUntioilCd i'l hundrods of publications nn undlifa 
l:k'\l'l;lGC,BCllt, ':here hi s boa'! no ncologicr.l oXpf!rinautntlon '0 coa.suro tboir 
'.!':'focts on lL.'l.irulo. Tho bost prlpor is! 
Ed;1insto!", F. C. !i.':'\o fal';a fonco in wildl1f·, lIWll'lga'lont "I.d 
oroololl control. Trn::>s. Third '~ortil Amor, Wildlifo Conf'orilllOO, 
1933. pp. 533-~91. (Roprinted iLl }'nnnsylvAL~I'. Gn'1lIJ No's, 
K~Ich-April. 1933.) 
Thoro i~ n l-<;rgo Ii tarat-.HO Oil w!ndbroL\~:o. 1';:;0 oxtonsi.'ll sorvicos of 
;'isconsin, Mill'v,zota, Iowa, p_,-"d c,lso ~ho Illinois Iiaturnl HiGtory ;;ur;roy. lsGU J 
~o.ri::ors; bullc'.:;~n.s on thom. 11so soo: 
:&.tos, CfU'lJg G. '<:'0 v/indbrock ,'os 0. ::'atT.\ 3'5S0~. U.S.D.':". FIU'T~Or81 
Bul. 1405. 19-;:;. 
Aust, Jj-, ;" Ff:foc1.9 of tro;;s Gn .-~nd ..-alocitiaB. 15th Annu.~l. 
Hoo-ting :Ii.;h·-T·Y J'o"Ol'.rch Bc;CU'd, 1935. ,1p, 112-121. 
Figure 18c: Case 6: Evolution of a Fencerow 
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This case matched all four levels (EPS1), (EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) of criteria for 
Environmental Problem Solving. The case stripped away the observable landscape and 
provided the underpinning layers of cultural context that changed environmental 
conditions over time as technology changed the fence structure. The change in the 
structure of the fence, from wood to metal, had a devastating effect on local habitat. The 
overall example of this case demonstrated how daily impacts of personal choices changed 
the environment which matched the Mastery (PCR4) level of Personal and Civic 
Responsibility. 
Student question one asked students to compare the English farming practices to 
American farming practices which is a mastery (EPS4) level question for Environmental 
Problem Solving. Student question two and three (EPS2), (EPS3) are accomplished level 
questions for Environmental Problem Solving because students examined the connections 
of prairie flora to the ways they have adapted to changes in their environments. 
Data Source 13: Case 7: History of a Tussock Marsh 
For this case a glacial drainage resulted in a marsh that is changed over time due 
to farming practices. At one point, change resulted in a burst of plant and animal 
diversity but that receded with the pressure of intensified cattle grazing. Water was 
gradually channeled into a ditch system and the drainage of the basin eliminated the 
marsh. 
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C!\.se 7: History of a Tunsock "arah 
This terrain is !\ sp.-iru','-fed Bw,~le chara.ct"i'"istic of gl.,d'll drain?.ge. Such 
S'l\ales are found betft'een drwnlins, alont: slUGGish creeY-.s, or ftr:)unCl marshy lakes. 
~e soil is cruck, possi.,ly rep.esentint; tlecayod .,eat. 
~tage h~Q. The manh is il. monot;rpe of Ct1.rex stricta, which hB.9 fo'ned t~.ll 
tusso.::\:s* or lruLwocks by t;,e ,=,isb," action of its brace roots. The coarse ··:r~-ss 
on the<.e tu~socks forms a caro?y which lc.rgely shades O~lt other vegf>t!Jt ~an. In Viet 
se'l.sons the tussocks are flooded. They forr.l -perfect cover but -Dear no food and 
sUl'Port ~ew animals. 
The spring meanders through the tussoCk9 in a series of ~ gr:)wn to [Ur 
r.eed, ua11ato, c~, and sedges. In the cold ,;ater nei'.~· t~e spring io crellS 
",-.d tl·01.lt, 
Around the edges of t,',e marsh is a :'.'ringe of red c!.OG":OOlt; 
The animal conmunity depends lar;rely on the :.:>ools rat!,,,:, thaI; on the t·,\Ssocl,s. 
The biri'..s incb,de 2 ducJ<-s, 2 1'[;.1111, 1 grebe, 2 blackbirda, III'Jors):, wren, ?no. sW'CClp 
apar,'ow, The c;-:.,<racteristic l'Iacr:!al is tile jut.min; !'lOURe, ... hien ilhlabits the 
t-.,~aoc;':s, and supports tft'.) shrew3. I..USF..r~ts inlw.1:>lt the 1)ools lUld support oinks. 
------.--~--~----- ---------_._-------------
§.tJ·~.~_.?1....1~ r:'ho !I!B.rsh is '1,'''' c:o:'azed but not d,.al.lli<.d.. ':Che grazin,; arul t"flflP-
ling of tussockS haa killed p ... rt of the sedso a110. re:?lacec. it )1ith red. W, which 
sods over the tusggcks as if it had for:.led thoe:, ~1e rlllllldy to'ails lJetween tho 
tussocks now ""pport ja.cksni)e, These tranroled areas have aclnitted tVi'O WlnW'.l 
w~ Biy,ens aru!. §cartweei!, botl, floo,I bil'e, foods. Prai:>:,ie chlc};:ens, Iorced down 
off the upland by int~nsive cultivation, use the' partly-o~ene~ tussocks as winter 
roosts. The ce.ttle havo eliI:1inated tile catta] ls in the pools ",,,d hence the 
yellow-headed blacr:birds, b-.;ct, t:le new ~l"o:'t-:;:ass past',.re on t~·;;-OdS'eB of the 
marsh has rl.dmitted meadowlark, bobol1nk, 8..':<1 Qottontail. With the c",-,bination 
of cottontails 14"10_ mice fnr p-rey. 1i"easels have followed. 
The partial disturbances of Sta.e 2 :1"'1'<3 rRised tl"'.e L1llllc-"als from" to 7 
species, and the birds from 9 to 11 s'pecio~, ':lhese eains come from brcY2:ing; u:p 
the g~notype of Carex. 
§!..ar£!' 3.1. _J_'l_~-,- '::"no marsh is now c1 rain<)d and gra3"(~_' ':'he Bqtlllt'ic .o=i ty of 
the pool is Gone, save only for 11!'1ter p:ess, which is protected rrOCt cattle by 
the steep new ditchbank, ant-. l19.S follm-:cd the swift-l'UIlUin;; water dO,,".1 frol_, the 
s:":!ring. 
Tho cOl1'plete accessibility 0" the tussocks, "plus the lu\,ercr. water tEtale, has 
nm- allo,ipd the c~ to lenl all thl'l C"rex.. ?e<i-top covers tho wetter ".lid 
*S06 Costello, D. F. Tussock merul_ows of sO-:.theastern Wisconsin. 30t.91dcal 
i'azette, 'Tal. (J7, ~'o, 3, t:A.1'c'l, 1936, i>:?' 610-6lm. 
Figure 19a: Case 7: History of a Tussock Marsh 
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blue~rass the c.rier ~",. t:Hl mar'lh.1'hs old tu,S'SoclQ1, ho,,'e~'er, still ]OCS!liIl8 
the t.:"J1}lHng by c::t~::I.llr., this 'froel,uees abUll",~,;}t ann'll!!l ,""e"-~. L1Clucliul' 
!llclens, r,r-"~t".>ed, a.;a: in dry ya:,r,; vervs.in au':' lefloBr !''lG"eed. All tyPe lines 
have moved Ilo?l!lhill, 1mt they still osclllr..te 11::> ani," cl_ol"U hill 17it~l ',et a!\~ dry 
y~. 
JMksnipe no .. visit 't~e mllr"';l only [·.S t:li,,:r'mts <',11(( only in ·,.et year". 
?1:airie chickens no lo%er till(' roostiIli... cover, but vicit the marsh occasionAlly 
to s,,-t "sad se8f~s or loaf. ~hs BU2eri<~- nenning f",ciliti'.·s 0 +'ere~ by the d;tcli-
bankS have ["c1.mitted sl=}~s. Ke'Cdo\7 mica heve re,JI'l.Csd ju,'T:lh\A' mica, C.lld the 
dry-Inn" op·cu.·rows the s"lll.11J?-lmlC. sparrm:£. 
Tlo.e 1!l/1.il2l!l.'1.1 list h0.3 nOI1 f?llen frOl~ 7 to 6, the distinctive bird" from 11 
to 6. 
'-~-'-- -----
Sta<!'e 4: 1930 COlltinu.ed gruzin': a,1C dr~'i11C; h8.ve furliwr moved all t'ms3 C'.OI1ll-
hill. R;~'"Weed. non- gl"'ow'B yec",rly in the cattle t-~~ .. ~, 
drcrlths. "e S ,,-,,': "3 ~s of the '~itch have 1>.110; e-. t;~e cattle to clea!) out 
the crssr'l, which io re:;:>l"ced by S~l.'lrtv.-ee<',. 
Pheasants :.re ~intol'duoe<l &1::', u'.,e the ro,°.1'0:1 -:01' ~'.=er nestiu';, 1'_.1<:'. for 
feedilli on ra;;vreed and SI:ll'..rt~;e,,(l in -,'bter. :':illt.eor. r.Je,~ilowJil-k. ':1.1'l(~, the 3~;ort­
gl"~g!l 3'jJl'.rrm7S have becol;:e l'..bw;(\·'at. ~he r:lr-ac_Ol';' mouce if! "'e-placocl by the -o1'''.i1'ie 
dser rnmwe. 
':'11e ID<lmr:ill list has r .. llsn iro,,! 6 to 4. the biril list rioe'l fro..: 6 to 7-
The fauna :wd flor!:', hOi/ever Ilre thi\t of the u 18.i1C' 'l"",1;:oie, Save for the 
toob:;to:le-tU!)30cks. it 1s no lon":er r.. mr,r3 • 
q;u6~ti 'ns 
1. Io tussock march [>. clil~"..x t,'lJo7 If not, Ii'hat ~mCC<le0.8 it7 
2. If the blp...ck r.ru.ck is c',ecl'ye,', pe",t, rrhnt .!'.rreste(l, the process of ;.JBr>,t 
fornm,tion7 
3. ibnt sta.::e of the plant succe3:-!ioll in tusnocl,: m.~,r'sh, sl.1."p;-->ortG the 
richeot faunl!'. ond flora? "l1Y' 
4. Trees in drained tns::;ocl:: :::~,ro:lhes fTeq1wntly OCCIl:;:>Y the to,s of pedest::'.ls 
or l'e.iaed mounds. "Thy? 
Figure 19b: Case 7: History of a Tussock Marsh 
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Figure 19c: Case 7: History of a Tussock Marsh 
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This case contained the four levels (KPS1), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) of 
performance for Knowledge of Processes and Systems. The local flora, fauna and 
geography with each stage of progression, life cycles, feedback and ecosystem operations 
are specifically identified, In Stage 1, the marsh was dominated by a monoculture of 
Carex stricta with the outer edges of springs supporting small numbers of birds and 
mammals. In Stage 2 with the introduction of cattle, the monotype was broken down 
allowing for the intrusion of annual weeds that supported a wider variety of wildlife. 
Stages 3 and 4 continued the case of poor agricultural practices that reduced ecological 
diversity. The introduction of the human connections with the marsh environment and 
the patterns of relationships, adaptations and cultural contexts of agriculture fit all four 
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performance (EPS1), (EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) levels for Environmental Problem 
Solving. 
The student questions were directed toward Knowledge of Processes and 
Systems. Questions 1 and 3 are Developing (KPS2) category questions because students 
identified stages of patterns, such as climax and other successive stages of ecosystems. 
Question 2 and 4 (KPS3) examind the underlying factors that influenced the connections 
to form peat bogs and allow for tree proliferation on raised mounds. Both of these 
questions are Accomplished categories. 
Data Source 14: Case 8: History of Gilbert Creek, Dunn County, Wis. 
Leopold included work of some of his graduate students in Wildlife Ecology 118. 
The History of Gilbert Creek was compiled by graduate student Irven o. Buss. Buss did 
most of his research on the Upland Sandpiper under Leopold's tutelage, at the Faville 
Grove research site (McCabe, 1987). This history is over a relatively short period of 18 
years to show how quickly an ecosystem was altered by farming practices 
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,/ Wildlife :Ecology 118 
ludo Leopold . 
:' ;-
Stnge 1; 1920 
A fertile creek bottow is covered with alder thickets and woods of ash. 
SWBlllp oak and elm inters-persed wi th small bI'assy meadows. A cold stream 
meanders eastward toward the Re.d Cedar Riv"r. 'fl:o f".rID .. r does not USe the 
bottom. for it is too Tiat for cultivation. His firey;ood is cut frail the 
adjoin.l116 hillsides, which produce tall, straight pignut hickory, rod oak 
and hard maple. 
The diverse flora ~d topor,raphy su~port 15 mammals and 15 breoding 
birds. The ovorhall€;ing banks • ..mirlpools. sandy bars and rapids of the 
deep strellIll provide an oxcollont habitat for brooR: trout. Com,"on suckers and 
crayfish are plentifUl. 
St!,!&e 2: 1925 
The fa.rmer clears tho woods bordering the stronm and turns his cattle 
to grl'$o tho mflHdow ".nd slc.shtngll. Tho swamp oaks aTe cut into fonce posts 
which /U'o aold to p~ :for now machinery. The alopos are still being cut 
for firo wood. since hard maple and hickory furnish excell~nt fuel. and 
rod oak is GRey to split. Tho largo ~lms cut fro~ t~o b~tto~ are loft to 
rot--they aro too difficult to work into wood ~~ do not bring a high price 
for lumber. 
Removing th·., woods "Uminatos the coyote. foxos, l'.11 four Jpocios of 
s~uirrelB, chipmunk. and door mouso, Grazing drives out tho star-nosed 
molo and tho jUI!IPi~-8 mouso, &.ccocna l'..ro deeroRaingj only thoso living on 
tho \Vooded slopes come down to the atrofUll P.t night to food. Removiog thD 
olooda hAe causod the ground to booorno drior, thu!.l 'tlonofitting tho slow" 
rabbit f.)nd .... oasel. Tho ",,,dger moves ClOSfll' to tho strofUll. 1:001' the ond 
of t stnge, tha ground bflcomos d h to nllow th"l 1'11.11' ,., to 
live in tho mee. ows. 
Modifying the flora to this extent has reducod tho bird f:J,un'1. from 15 to 8 spcc1os. lUld tho mammnlB from 15 to 11 spocies. 
RQII1ovil16 tha shado from the wator MS caused it to ot)como r.:\I"t.!cr . 
. Brook trout Chn no longer oxist in it; thoroforo brown and rainbow trout 
nrc plRntod as subat1tut~s. . 
St!lj.o 3: 1930 
Tho ft1.l'lllor has burnod the sla.sbings; incroased grazing has no<"rly 
extermiIll'tod the Car ox , which i8 replaced by BldenB. sma.rtweod. and .Juno 
grass. Tho odges of th~ str~~~ ~o oroding ns th~ roots of tho alders and 
Carex are killod. Thewerll1er Wfl.ter no\'! contl\lns carp which have "run!! up 
the creek from the river. The onrp begin d"stro,'~ng the remnining vt'l{;otl'r 
tion.at ~e qtream's edge, thereby making it widpr nnd 1nore~sing its 
t ompera.ture. 
Figure 20a: Case 8: History of Gilbert Creek, Dunn County, WI. 
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C("ee 3 - p. 2 
.. , 
':. 
'",,"" .... ; 
f ; ThO'.,nlll:lb'er ~f spocioG rO;;la'1nli th(l srune, but the donsity Qf t . .J.l 
m.'W1lll1.J.iAn sp(lcics except striped gophers (Illd pmirio molos hns boen greatly 
rnducod. llird popu.lations r0JllC\1n I',bou.t, tho, sruno. 
--,------~----------.----------------------------------------------
St.-;'§e 4: l~ 
Tho fnrm.r hr.S romoved no.o,rly 1\11 the trecs from the slopos of the 
v1l.l1oy. Tho crpr';,:1g r<>.iml cause floods, which run red .'1 th tho clay of tho 
slQP(~s. Each year the. bottom is covered with Il. lnyor Qf silt whier. 1l,lllllllJ,l1y 
ronows tho crop of Giant ragwA~d. smartweod, and nettle. Sinco ~06t ft~~orc 
on tho watorshod MVC "improvod" their fs.rms in the same wa;r, there is a 
sham increase in the fl'pq",ency and intensity of flllodll. 
The stre!l.lB is now so shalloW and warm thi.t it conta:\l'S no ii'oIlt: Cf'.l"!\ 
have lnoreftse{\; bullhen.ds live in every pool; tu.rtles (including :aL1lldlngt e 
turtle) are common nn..l U.se the sloping banka :'.8 ei~~ depoei tories. 
Most of the remnining llIat!lr.lt\ls h",ve becoJ:le Scare,,; the woodenuek ,...nd 
badger have ",oved to the platanus above the valle·r P'le'lSnnts are lncrooslng. 
The starling has i:waded the ragion, The I1vlan fauD(,\ nolV in"l~:.s 3 specins 
instead of 15. the mnmnallan faulla 9 species instead of 1,), 
Figure 20b: Case 8: History of Gilbert Creek, Dunn County WI. 
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Figure 20c: Case 8: History of Gilbert Creek, Dunn County, WI. 
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This case fit the strands for Knowledge of Processes and Systems in all four levels 
(KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4). The identity of flora, fauna and geography was given 
and the changes are noted throughout the process of 18 years as the ecos ystem is altered. 
When geography changed, as in the example of how the creek water warmed due to the 
effect of removing the nearby woods, the species of fish changed in the creek because the 
temperature of the water rose. The history demonstrated how ecosystems operated on 
various levels by demonstrating that the water quality was affected by the change in 
nearby slopes and meadows. 
The cultural context of agricultural practices was emphasized and matched the 
four criteria levels (EPSl), (EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) of Environmental Problem Solving. 
The effects of cattle ranching over time created pressure on the landscape that changed 
the environmental conditions. Wildlife potential was decreased as soils eroded and plant 
life was modified. 
Data Source 15: Conclusions of Case Histories 
Leopold developed a slide program and an interpretation of the case histories. 
The purpose of the cases was to demonstrate how human pressures on land use 
dramatically altered the plant and animal communities. He identified the definition of 
best conservation practices of land use. 
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I Wildlife Eoology 113 
Aldo Leopold 
INTERPRETATION OF CASE HISTORIES 
These Wisconsin landscapes, and all others elsewhere, have one mechanism 
common to all. In any ,iven-S01l and climate: 
1. The animal community 1s determined by the plant communi t~ (food and cover). 
2. The !ant commun t 1s determined b land""llse (farming, lH'a21ng, f~, 
rai~, lumbering, hunting, road-building, etc.) 
Land-uee acts on two things: 
3. The Plant Succession (the sequence of plant coverings inherent 
in the Boil, viz: wgeds. forbQ. gra!" shrubs. timber) 
4. The Soil and Water System (fertility. runoff vs. infiltration, 
erosion, floods, etc.) 
The rest of this course is an elaboration of why and how this meohanism works, 
what causes it to get out -of order, hOll' it can be kept working smoothly. 
Note that the mochanism contains only one variable subject to human control; 
land-use. All othor parts 'are f1xed attr1butes of animals, soils, plants, and 
watOrS. Those attributos can bo loarned and usod, but novor changod. 
What ara tho c~teria of conservative land-uso, 1,e., land-uso which avoids 
undos\rable dislocations of the land-mechanism? Lond-uso 1s conscrvativo when it: 
6, Preserves the stability of wator-systems 
\S) 7. Yiolda uscful products 1
5• Preserves the fortility of soils 
g, ~rGserves native fauna and flora as far as possible 
9. 'Avoids tho escape of dlso&sos and poats 
ASSIGIDIENT No. 1 (not OV01-. 9!1!tJ.l*)..~~·~-:';;~~--:'~;';;':;';;;':;:~ .. _~ 
(A}··--D~1.'t'im~th~"'~II.EH's. or locturos, or your 01f;~~1'ri.l.mCO, 
spocifio examples of 1 :"""2';'3-,. 4, . _ ..... , .... .... . ............. . 
. , ... \ .... ~ ..... ".~ ....... ~ .•. 
(B) Clas!';Hy tl:,t.v€t:tfTcwing lniiM:n groups in relation to tl:\elr 
comprehension 0:';' 5.,. P, "1·,· .... 3. & 9 ~ 'Jounty Agriculti1"I'aJ, Agent. Sportsman, 
Eroslon~~p.oo1··;" For'~st;)r, FilmaI'. " 
.' .... 
"'.~ 
'. (If you are unfamiliar wi th any of those, substituto othr:;r groupe of 
your own'c:no"O"S1~r}' 
._., L •• '.' ......... ~,_.~,~, ._~ •• _ • ., •• _~ ••• ... ," •• _.~ __ ••• r_ 
Figure 21: Case History Summary 
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After summary of case history and definition of land use, Leopold made two 
assignments. Assignment No.1 matched Developing and Accomplished (KPS2), (KPS3) 
for Knowledge of Processes and Systems. Students would show examples from personal 
experiences or class lessons, that required broad application of the way ecosystems 
operate on different levels and showed examples of cultural impacts on plant and animal 
communities. Assignment No.2 matched the Mastery (EPS4) level for Environmental 
Problem Solving. Students would show how the culture of various professions can impact 
the environment. 
Data Source 16: Biography of a Flock 
Leopold wrote three biographies for Wildlife Ecology 118 that detailed the life 
histories of particular species throughout the course of a year. Biography of a Flock 
(Figure 22a to 22c), began with a flock of 10 pheasants in January. As the year 
progressed the flock went through population fluctuations due to predation, farming 
practices, season changes, nesting and hatches, roadways, and hunters. Leopold included 
a hand drawn map that showed the location and activities of the pheasants. 
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Game Management 118 
AIda Leopold 
BIOGRAPHY OF A FLOCK 
10 pheasants - southern Wiscons!n 
JANUARY: Ten pheasants roost in the cattails of the marsh at A. feeding on 
cornahocks which have been left at B. They use the marsh as mid-day loafing-
ground. 
The frozen ground offers good hauli~. so the farmer finishes hauling the 
shocks to the farmyard. ~e pheasants now feed at corn shocks (C~ walking up 
the fence line and crossing the road. The ragweed in the oat stubble -(D) 
provides supplementary fced en route. 
The neighbor hauls in the corn from C. The pheasants now feed on the 
soybean stubble (E). returning to the marsh to loaf and roost. 
Snow buries most of the soybeans. which are lying nearly flat on the ground. 
There is no othor food except tho feodlot (1). whleh the birds try to uso. but 
subject to interruption by the farm dog. Tho birds oat drlod grapos from the 
vinos on tho foncerow (G) and also pick up aoorn cr~bs from the squirrels in 
tho woods. and a littlo ragwoed remaining in the stubble. 
The neighbor bogins spreading manuro at R. Tho birds food there. walking 
via fencorow (G) and tbp rond ditch (I). 
A thaw now orusts the snow. making travfll Gasy. and oxposing various widely--
scattorod feeding grounds. ~ho flock ranges a full mile each day. flying or 
walking from one feoding spot to another. Somotimos evening finds them so far 
afield they h<!.vo to fly back to tho ma.rah in semi-dark. 
A blizzard makes an ond of this. and oven burios tho roosting ground in the, 
cattails. They try roosting in tho willows (J). but a horned owl makes a kill. 
leav1ng 9. Two other birds loso their tails whon a sleot gluos them to the 
ground. 
They fly nightly to tho overgroon windbreak (K) to roost. Tho farmor has now 
cut wood at L. and they loaf in tho cover offorod by tho brushpilos. They forago 
locust beans at M and burdocks in tho fencorowB. 
FEBRUAEY: ~orG snow comes. A fox Bcoras on one of the tailless birds weo is 
slow in dodging. leaving g birds. Another naighbor spreads manure at N. Tho 
birds f~ to it. as the snow is soft and walking dlfftcult. 
A horned owl discovers tho roost (K) and scorOB. leaving 7. The birds are 
forcod back to the marsh to roost in tho willows where the awl scoros again, 
leaving 6. 
A thaw uncovers the cattaUs and all tho old JII8l)urQd fiolds. Times pick up. 
Our own farmor puts out manure at O. Still Oottor. 
Easy go1~g but for occasional tonporary snows. 
The(6)r.?~_ inqng birds form 2 harems. of a cock and 2 
'l-E:. I.>~~XI 
. \:\ vr'" 
hona ollch. 
Figure 22a: Biography of a Flock 
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MAY-AUGUST: One cock claims a Cro~ing ground on tho marsh. His hon (a) nosts 
in the marsh but hor oggs ara fl~odod. His hon (b) nosts in tho woods and 
brings off a brood of 8, 2 of which fall to a gopher; the rest survive. The 
other cock crows in tho tencorow; both of his hans (c & d) nost in tho hay and 
arc caught in tho mowing. Botb loso thoir ages, and ono her life also. Han a. 
who was floodod, now ronoats in n foncorow,:bringing off 7, losing 1 in a polt-
ing ruin. and 2 whon tho brood is scattored by a ~~rsh ha~k. Han cronosts but 
is caught in tho oats MllVost. 
SEPTEMBER: Surri=.l:~ +4 pheasants, 5 old, 9 young. No~alitY. , 
OCTr·-D:SC~ :l;funtc:vs got 3, and 1 dios a cripple. Survival 10, as of a yoar ~o. 
' ..... 
population Curve - 10 pheasants 
cd 
I 
C 
I 
mower....." I (a) , 
I ~I-~~-rain 
: I + marsh hawk 
I ' I ~oph:-=__ ':J l __ 
(a) flooded -+: I U,: I ~ 
(b) - '~l ' I - '. hunters 
: I i II 
, I ---------__ 
.. ,. horned 011'1 I' 
":'1 V fox 
l~-~ornsd owl i 
, .; I 
L----___ ... ___ ~-'-' 
.. - ._._ 1.- ~ "_I_.,~.~_ . .J...- ___ .• ~ L .... ___ .. .L. .• _. __ • I~_~ _~ ..• L.~_.~..I....-... __ .J... ___ ._. __ ...l.. __ -'---_ .. 
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Figure 22b: Biography of a Flock 
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Figure 22c: Biography of a Flock 
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The Biography of a Flock used Developing (QA2) criteria for Question and 
Analysis by using a map (Figure 22c) to gather information for studying the life history 
of the pheasant. Emphasis on data gathered from observation would also fit the 
Developing criteria. The Biography also aligned with the four rubric criteria levels 
(KPSI), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) of Knowledge of Processes and Systems. Students 
became aware of the intricate life cycles and patterns of the pheasants (Figures 22a and 
22b). Leopold used the hand drawn map for students to visualize the range, territory, and 
seasonal changes of the ecosystem on the pheasants throughout the year. The description 
provided a broad look at the operation of the ecosystem on the pheasants and their 
adaptations to their environment. 
The Accomplished (EPS3) and Mastery (EPS4) levels for Environmental Problem 
Solving were demonstrated by the ways the pheasants adjusted to the various situations. 
Students became familiar with the various organizational behaviors within a given 
species during the course of the year. Students were shown how the cultural context of 
the farmer's activities affected the behavior and physiology of the pheasants. The 
pheasants adjusted their diets, their nesting habits, and their range as the farmer's 
activities changed. 
Data Source 17: Biography of a Great Horned Owl 
In this biography a local environmental problem was identified between the 
relationship of the great homed owls and the farmer. The farmer only saw the owl's 
presence as a negative asset. The benefit of owls to control rodent population for the 
farmer's crops was negated by the first owl pair that preyed on the farmer's chickens. 
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,'" ;r: !~"(r, .'.; ;'. ".j, r '. : 
j;'" .r' 
\1-ll' 5 A male owl hoots trolll the woodlot a~j.-v.e1'1 dusk and da.w)l. He bas staked 
cu.t the woodlot as his territo1'1. and i8 _riling other maleB to keep out. 
',_:_; .!-..~ ... r.gi:~ -:.~. ~ ~:..,~··,t ":"':'';:'';'' #"':i~ I :. ~,:. ,,"': ':1 .r . .': .•.... :.!' .. :; ",,'. '.,.1',' 
&tTUI& ,1I~d.":·aoti!l.eiQn<;~e.:.~ey "q~l-d, ,.he pjl'OC.~~d!l.w,1tp:.; his ,~~h . ", 
There ie :l1QfBnOl", .. s,'~\,',IU1d:1;lne-.~f.OIItsJl8.l.,"~nn.od the grOUl1d .Q()ver.: hence." '.-
1Il1oe ~",,:OI1-BY -U1J11,~.""". know ,~1-" b~~I!"t:pG"l)pibor. pollets shfl~.~:~~B~1f d"e.rll:~.cl):~-.: 
evel1."I1:JIl.OI,l.j~cliI.aro lIlo.I'o .. ~j; •• .': "; .. ' ,',,, .. ;,.' 
I'l'- r. ... ,:,~~; •. '';~ :;::', .: ;'. • .' '; :.i ... '~''';' .",'",1 '''-' .. _. -:' 
Anoth.r owl, presumably his ma.t6, collab1ts tho territory. .·f • :""," 
t'·" 
"'-14 Toward ChrietJDas, a SIIOW makoa JDOU.sel-ifunUng hardor and rabb1t-hunt1ng 
eaalA!r-•. "T4O-P\?-:U.otJ sl;!.O~ .. tJliB. !'hUt;, ':-: ':-." . " : ' '", 
Th~j;~li~ts '~i~~ ~hOw Bevel'8J.· 'quaUS~lls. 
oovey whIoh, by reason Qt a good nesting season, 
rango, aM. .• ~.\U.a..):n thO·,~~l,lIl ~odJ,\lt.: ". 
: ".~. .. .. , '.' . . . , ' I ; -." '.'.' 
Those the Owlii ~ ce,t~: f;rom .. ~ ,.:' 
-..as evicted trolll goOd quail""'" 
\. ._ .. ' ;; ;:,~ " 
'"oj ,:!:.;-:, .... .,:. f.', i',~ ,- ..... ·c. J. :.,:-'~ •• :';,:.J · .. ~:t,.~( .'t .':, " . .': ·d.~.-!. 
"~,,,-'.~ >;.f' ••• : ,.',"-":', _',:.!;:--,,:,! . . '.,··,i' _,JII:~art··: '.', ,.;,:,.' . .)1. :,,' ',>';. ~, 
,!:,;.:!;, ,.<~~),J . ",',,'.'[ .': . ~:. ' .. " . c. ,J •• ' ,. • ,'~ • ~ r .~, • ~. ~ .,' -. .. I. 
I~t~ Tho two OWlB~baVO now pelr.d; and roost by ~ near an old orow's noat' " 
which they rQP61r. One rooBt 1s a loaf»;, ~hoak, another e. grapllvino; both 
holp soro.,n tho owls trolll cr01l'IiI. ----" 
~t.Jll (.-.1'fc:,"!.i:'''}· ,':.r-': .;:<.~..;,~.! .. i:c~,'~ .,,!':ii.'iJ:n ,'"I: .. j .• ,' '.'·',1_~'::: .... "~~'.}",' ',:~~ jti,,~": '::>/~ '~~.'~ ']':"t-~D:" "',,''1. 
1E 'r. ~h.'IIiI?'1Q,.dofI'1lA8".j;JlO-:J;.e,t'll1~ tC)-;7 ~~Ill',t:: ,!U;~! AA9-otr>f!'!'~', ,~~,·,*~·tif6f(; !q:pq,; ,,': 
_'1";-: (-:;;1!;< :.1.:~!.·I ~ ~I!U,: ::'-:~';.".: :,",;;- :l;·:r--~)J .. <: ;;:.:.1 '~.'~,.!"~'!~' .':'-.t1Y·.("C{ ~::,~ 'r;:·.-· r':(.~: .... ~,':',.:.l'"!·i~:~ i!;' 
Rabbi ts lU'0 still tho Btap,J,-Orf(lOJit~,Jf!1.~: ~~!'P~,!I'l' ~~~.; ~t;.l.!l,,~o~.t~r b,.,".-
dssmce, tor tho lIlCI8.doWU11oo ara now under the ino,,; A IIIOUsbg'lroa801"1s oaught'· 
a~~~; ~; \h .. · ~ .. '''''''y,:1Itf 1I,~~tJ':w~lo:td-}.~.!.Ul:PP·()I:.<t¥.;~,~~ .~~D., .. ,::; 
J/~; "'''''':d "'-.,,' ";: ,,':':"",' ""."' .• ' .. :;.c .;;'; .", ..• :~,<.,.,;'l .. ~,,·t,··l ~, .• iJ· ,.f -/.";, ._.< ', .. ,,' .,' 
As wint~r progrllese8, J;~.;t,om&l,-e 'AAP-te :lI#~~ .. ~~ ,.i¥.J.I\: •. #~~~9:, IftM~.Jih~;' ,';: 
"grds out of hiB lIlouth" wl th hoI' hlgho;t' call of tlve) or six notes. 'They aid ,-
now _tinge >'.i!.:: 
t,;-::'~ " ,,:.!:"f.": _'~ •. ·~~Xi: .. f· ..... .. :;.,.(~ ,;,t.':'.' ~~ ... '~!l' _,,0, ~~'\; ~.'~'. ":"1";,,,_\, ."-.... ~' 
,3f£> Thej'b:Irt-:jl~,l&- la!d.;I,:n .t~O.CJ~J.;Bf~J allP-;~nculla:t~Oll,.l'pvte_./l.~ ~.ru;O"""". 
seoond and third egg tallow. Tho tsrUtor 8 noW owa.lr,i.~ .1'ap~l.. ~,i#~~, i,iu,~~lIi "',, 
tho incubating folll8.lo, but tortWl!1toly ha hugs tht'l stave on vary OOld da;ys. But 
tor thh, tho IlggS would troozo. :'::::,i:;:-':: 
1" ::A-In!,'" ,~oJA1)"fJd,-.bi" ,:t6llJ '.1I:nIi ~p1d;;Qu,ul!.Ds.,Il.~e~~],.,,~~I\t;.~ .,~Im~t_B,);~ Jose 
,'I" thtnr:,*ai'lB •.. ~~ ~JJJ.B. !le<lr(}!)ll·f!!.:-tal.l_:J.~1I: .. bi:;:dJ.:,!:lM ~.~ ,~~\ .~q;r!~", 
'~Ol'!oS'B~tTy".fr..olO,~., dj;1I:~llt P.~" •. ,':' .cr .,., .... ;:iC; ,;,.,:: ':"(', '::;:-'" .. Li :';;.' "' .. , .• ,,"f. 
.. ,. i~~~I·'~~_'~ ;:'11'/:, ... !~~ .';-j?, .. '; .... . ~.--'rj .. ·'~·:\..·,,·t .:~.", . j··i.~: ... :!. 'ii'";'/~: .:,' ",-,~::':.~ 
~:.; " f.'.} "':1 ','. ".-';"1" .':!: ,,;,!!:,._, ~;r ,,".·',:.-ii.~:,,:, ..... ~._.::,;\:' oJ::'? ':',rrj • :,:V.~, n ~t J<:';,. 
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ll.5,z.; The ya~,~,$gls~ batCh, but nct c.11 at cnce. Tho first to' hatch lias had 
eovoral good mellls ef cottont,aH" and,of ,~ctl, n?W p~e~~d;,,?7., thaws. bOfore the 
~D€ast omerges. A.t fflEldlng,tillio tfio twO"older 'OWlb'iiIl"t:i'&IIiplo the youngest, 
" whO' fails to get hiB share and Boon st!l.rvos. His brcthor and Dietor oo.t part 
of his brilast and hood. ,::' . .j,":"',,;f: :'c"""~'):·~ 
The malo owl briD8s from the marsh a long-tailod jumpill& moUso, just cu.t 
of hi bernation. :[:::~:s::~~~~ 
I,: i 7 The ' ~:~~; :~s';.; :s~:~;~~~:'~u:~~:;':~!,::;~~' ~;~~~:!:~:';~~: ~ r~;J~h~:'~~:~~:~~ , 
birdstU:rtllsh; A~,':;DtJa"'Brl%d< ~f'1od:'~' .'lb.WDT-"'lU?tIh1'l:G't.~ ttttk-&: ibtlgill :t.o.: ~b 
out, thlt',1thi to'::'da;,n.~;1Ihlo'h 'fl~',:t;hi'buDCth1ltw~dlf'lmcl;.:~·"OIi· ,fi'6~, bUBht; s '" ;,", 
A natUraH'Ilt';! 1rl.'i'a~l1kt~l:l'bhnd. '(j()JiIt)II'lItOiop'1~f tbi'~~ho)·;j,oodl'b.t'. ',Htp s~ ",', i , 
the down, but not its moa.uing. Nor doss ho·'peifoe-fV. ,.tlW"or~~;\f1!i-ti8I'lMfll~nt;:,c: 
oTer the ncst, nhich is now Bmolly with bonos, fur, feathers, and tho doad owlet • 
• \·:'"£-..:'5.r".;:·;·,:; '.';.: ,-~';!.;j["'i~:;.~: •. )~5'..:~ ;!;-.~! ·.;!·;;.{~j·~i!~Oib:.~ .!"'" '((,:-:'f':;:~-'_:L 
-:"~11j_'l.:,;{-t~ ;,~;"",-;, :~,-.t, J:.,j,.! .... : "}--:;""::~"f.':'::-::' 2,):.t~:· .• ·,~··~,:n .;:. t2'I!,~J~;;.·~,[, ';"~.:'"';':;: 
Among tho~1108 c.ro Bome F Nt r'(;Il.ll1phoridli: "'bleb' ,i.U.O()'otlii ;lh' ·:iA,.iZlig: ogg.-:eir: -, ' 
too bally ,of, tho smaller, owl"t. 1':\(', ;-naggots bnt"ti and oat thr~ tho skin. 
maldJIil f;is,~r~~'~~·'"~:~:i''' L~:':' j~~,~'2,: ::' ,,';:' ~I' :';~~;,:~ {";':":~ ~,' ":~:~ :<::;',,~:, ":','( : :';:; :;~:; ,,_,. ,; 
'rho two yOllllg owls new loavo .110 nOBt'l1nir'at,;Q 't.t.\lthti::hb :fJ!i'-ahif!,lAln't." c', ,.>,', 
Their pIl.reats bring thom 108s food, Thoy ara now bigger than tOOlr parents, but 
eO Clumsy the. t t hoy soldom (latch axwthing, b1'ggor than insocta. Crows pl.&gl1~ them 
b;r da.Y't~~ ~~.,,~?o.~s;v:. n.~h. th,!9ir .9~.h~,~1,t~Op'i~, to~o.= .. l»:.rg.o,_~obS •. ,_,~ 
.:~~ ::~.~: .'. ; ~~;.~!~ :;.~: ,; ::.:,'~:.\ .~~ t.~:, !:.: .. ~.';;~; : ~ <; '~~::'. ~; .. :~t~ :~~~~ r!~~".~ ~~ i'~~i ~.'. i .l :~-~;: •• ~:~.!; -.:, <-:'" : .; ~ .~:.~ ~:.,;~.~ ~.;":: .~' :.~.~ - . '., , . 
• . ~!.:~;,)";:.: ';\:'.-~ ~:' ::<:; :',::~ ;i~":,·:.:',,'~ -:1 :J.";. 
3'/ ~ 'if''''~e Woods ar~ JlOW ~l of ;young, uuwa17 mice. rabbits, and birds, but despite 
this Ii4lali:' Qf"ti~it" hWfgel"O!-telrthi'eat8lia1aie;i::rUlrilst'01r1.~tla;·::jin1~ 1ou»g' male 
ill hardest Jl?:t, for the larve.eUDder his bell;y-sJdnare lArge and plump with hill 
blf~,f:,~,"!t.:~~~~~~( rJ?~t.:~" M:~~}~~c~~fll,tt.'~~~~.~~:7 '~:c ~,:'~,,;,;,,:~",,;:''''';-:; j.~,.:~,;,."" ,,' 
The'~ ~tGht1l<how·:i'lJl.aX.'lth8t:ipatrol::bt"'tW tllrM'tM~''''' IIOt' el'.,: thIIJ','to. "," 
be f,~~.bT..,~ ,i?, t,~ir}~rmer, r~.o8t~tre,es}for .,~he ~ho~ ."'~~lIo i~ .no~ ~eaVY 
with' gloochet7,. and., 'Cl'OlnI.'-are'liilsr,1dth ,tholr ~,~t ,"0, "',h,-- ,,< """ ,'., 
Y~.·:.~ -·'\c .. ':r~ ~:?;;"";::'.'. :;.::::! ':-~; t:V.~", ':.,' .;.l:··~) ·:.···.':·:··l;·: 'j~\'; :";.;'~'. I~:'~'::ii(:' ',;i': :,:. J ;,;. t::d·~,: 
Jull .',i.;,' '.": ':",',: 
7~1r Tho parent owls. incroasingly ind1!.fo~bn~ to their ;yaung through June, now 
be~ome :posi~1v&ly hcstllo,. and drive thom away from, their kills. A y~ ,owl, 
ovl'ctclfb)r his'jia'r,entif Y·roilFii. -hci-fghooi1fngtertl:totT, ,"oh1;b-\>S£ thll ;..r~Odlotrand:(i: 
narr~ii fliI(ca:&~~ ~~~J ~r?~:~r":::,: ,I" :,:,,~ ('_:,~ '::7.::, ,",' '~~'! ,:,:~.'~ l.~' J'~ ;:::, r~'i ';: ,,~):',;:~ '-'~, ~ ~ 
. ~.' ':. :u· .; ; .. ~~ '!..:! 
", Tho, ~renh lio"drlTIt'tho1:r~: bUt'~.t 'th8 :1I'OOdDic:I1:;. '~ hoot: $G17'1lVQning. 
porhAps as, 8. warnill8"t,o ian ~or.tDg:"yaii1;h'II' • .i::'lfli' ;fa.l'iIIijr'~tr WCIIl, and. ,,,orn8' 
about h1a pullets which arll ~ow raMing ,in the g81Zl! Ii-tubb1~ aUd' roostihg ,in the 
orchard. Some disa.ppear. 80 polO"!'~ra.ps are Bet. Threo ov:\.ctod juvoniles arc 
caught in a woek, but ,the hoot;lng contiDUGs. It do08 not occur to the farmor to 
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Instead he gets out his gun and 
.,1 
c?;.":"' 
",,,,,.,vpen up his vulnerable cb.1ckens at n1ght. 
/It'L succeeds in ki~ both Qf the 01t'1. owls. 
One of their yaung falls to the pole-trap; the other has wandered far. The 
woodlot, though unguarded, is now owl-less. 
September-October 
Two new owls take up their abode In the woodlot, for it is a good terrItory, 
and they find it e~ty. Unlike the former pair, they hunt not only in the 
woodlot, but also around the hous e and barn. 
November-December 
ILl'!o3 The cottontail die-off started this summer, so after the bird migration is 
past, the new owls fall back on mice. game cri~ed by bunters, and cb.1ckens. 
The former pair had never learned the knacK: of catching chickens. Not only had 
they let the chickens alone, but they had patrolled ths farm against all other 
owlS. They were watchdogs for the farm. ~t to the farmer all owls a.re equal. 
3l>6! No quail are killed by owls this winter, for the nesting season we.s poor, and 
the few "cO'V'eys stick: to tbe best food and cover, where tbey are not vulnerable. 
By January the new owls have built a nest in a high hollow stump • 
. **. 
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The biography matched the Beginning (QA1) and Developing (QA2) levels for 
Question and Analysis. A problem is identified between the farmer and the owls and 
observational data are collected for information about the species. 
The story fit all four levels (KPS 1), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) of rubric criteria for 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems. Students became familiar with the great horned 
owl's habitat, where it nested, what it ate through the course of the year as food sources 
seasonally changed, and what difficulties it had with predator and prey relationships. The 
parasite relationship of the blow fly and the young owl demonstrated the host 
relationships of species (Figure 23b). Owl behaviors and numbers of owl species 
adjusted according to shifts in range and territory. The biography could be extended for 
broader discussion by examining the relationship between people and predator species. 
This lesson also examined and compared how the owls adapted to the changes in 
the environment, whether it was from the farmer's actions or from the group and 
individual behaviors of the owls themselves. This fit the rubric criteria for the 
Accomplished (EPS3) level of the Environmental Problem Solving. 
Data Source 18: Biography of a Covey 
In addition to natural predators of hawks, owls, weasels and skunks, the covey of 
quail must succumb to new pressures introduced by humans. Cats, dogs, hunters, farm 
machinery, and automobiles add challenges for survival throughout the year. For this 
scenario, students were shown how wildlife managers use weight measurements of 
species for reliable data concerning health and vitality of the organisms being 
studied. 
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Game Management US t ' 
Aldo Leopold 
BIOGIW'RY ?F A com \'" 
15 quail - southern Wisconsin 
JAlnJARY: The covey is feeding on cornshocks which have been accidentally left' 
~ using several grape tangles (j3) as daytime cover. They fly to the 
marsh (0) to roost, 
'rhe ground gets hard so the farmer husks out the shocks a.nd Mula the corn 
to the barn. HiG place is posted. and he is a quail-lover, but he is unaware 
that ho is jeopardizine his birds. The covey falls back on the ragweed (D) in 
the oat stubble. (There is plenty of corn h mile away, but no cover, hence the 
birds can't reach it--being of short radius.) 
A snow buries the ragweed. BO tho oovey begins to fly to the barnyard to 
feed. Tho farmor notcs this, and feols a glow of hospitable pleauure over his 
guosts. But th~ farm dog and cats note it, too. Tho cats got one. Another 
dios of cold whon tho dog soatt"rs them lata ono aftornoon. and the bird fails 
t~ rejOin the otherS. Motor traffic gets another during a suddon disturbance. 
Twelve loft. 
Tho fa~r by acoidont begins to scatter manure on snow in stubblo at (F). 
This is much better than risking the barnyard, so they feed thoro. Using 
foncorow (G) as a streot, thoy don't need to fly • 
FEBRUARY: Every day the manure-spreader movos farthor from tho fonce, while 
snow covers the nearby manure. A Coopor's HAwk happons along and catches the 
covey in midfiold. He gots ono. ·Elovon loft. 
So tho covoy wst gl,vo up tho manuro. Watched by tho hawk. it "holes up" 
all day under the grapes, foodless for 2 da.ys. They all d.rop from 190 to 170 
grnms--a large loss in speed and strongth. 
So the third day they stay right in tho marsh whore they roostad, and find 
thoy oan scratoh up anou.gh dodd:-r. jCIWol-wocd. and amo.r'twoQd. sood to livo. The 
hawk gives it up and loaves. But now comos a roally deep snow, hiding all the 
marsh food. 
They sally forth. fOTCfld by hung(\~ to the locust treos at (H). This is 
poor food, and uSoa up noarly as muclfanorgy as it gives, Tho avora~o wOl@ht 
1s now 160 grams. Ono night a wandoring mink flushes tho roosting birds. ~hioh 
scatter in tho dark. Ono alights in tho opon, wharo a horned owl pi oks him up. 
Two othors die of cold. Eight loft, waight 160 grams. 
~RCH: A thaw come" and exposos the oli znanuro noar tho fnneo. The rOl!lIlaut 
oagerly resumos feo~ing thero, ,But-tlie farmor now burne the marsh, foroing tho 
birds to roost Ullder tht> gr~:po. Hero a passer-by flushos thom ono avoning so 
lata the owl SCQ~' Sevo~ loft. but woight gei~g up. ~y migrant Coopor's 
Hawks this month. but an tho snowloss grou.~d with o~c3tod birds they fail to 
scoro', 
APRIL: Groan alfalfa and w~ste corn has piokod up woights. and tho birds begin 
to pair on w~rm days. and look for nBBti~ torritories. Tho unmatod oock 
whistles his diaappointm~nt. 
Figure 24a: Biography of a Covey 
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MAY: The throe pairs bogin nesting. one in tho alfalfa. one in tho groonil~ 
marsh, anothnr on tho ditch. 
JUNE: Tho r~owor gets tho alfalfa nost (a). n rain floods tho marsh nest (b). 
~he ditch nest (c) bringa off 13 chicka. Total g plus 13 = 21. 
JULY: Hon (a) trios ngain in tho foncorow, but hor incomplote clutoh (3 eggs) 
~bandonod whcn a str~ dog flushcs hor from the nost. Hon (b) trios again 
in tho cnts fiold, nnd brings off 11 chicks. of which a cat gets 4. 
21 plus 7 :: 215. . 
~: A marsh ~wk, a wonsol, and l\ spormophilo each got a cr~ck. 28 - 3 =25· 
SEPTEl!BEB.: F/.!.sy go'ing. One chiok is hit by a car whila orossing the rand. 
Total 24. 
OCTOBER: 
stubblo. 
The now covoy oats ragweod ar& fo~tail in tho cornfield nnd oat 
A pheas~t hunter ponoh~s 4. Total 20. 
NOVEMBER: Sarno. A rabbit hunter pots 2. 'l'oto.l 18. 
DECIDmER: ACo'-'por's M"tI'k catchos tho covey in tho open twico. and scoros 
tim~. A hornod owl ~ots ono. Totni cn J~n 1 is 15 sarno as a year ago. 
dog'l 0." . 
1-
.~ 
15 ~~"; .. 
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10 I :~ . · 
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This biography uses Developing (QA2) criteria for Question and Analysis 
because it demonstrates how procedures such as weight data were used to gather 
information about environmental problems that affected the quail through the course of 
the year. Like the other two biographies, this one demonstrated how data were acquired 
from observation of the species. 
All four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) for the rubric of Knowledge of 
Processes and Systems are included for this biography. Students were given the identity 
of local flora and fauna and the description of the life cycle and patterns of quail 
throughout the year. The connections of reciprocity and feedback were described by the 
relationship of the quail to predators, roost sites, and food sources. The quail had adapted 
to the manipulations of the ecosystem by the farmer as the quail depended and migrated 
around the various actions from farming activities. The example showed how 
ecosystems operate on various levels. 
The four levels (EPSl), (EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) for the rubric of Environmental 
Problem Solving are included for this biography. The example showed how the farmer 
was connected to the natural environment through the course of the year with agricultural 
activities. The farmer's relationship to the environment over the course of the year 
changed according to the seasons and crops. Examples of all the organisms discussed 
demonstrated ways different organisms adapt to changes. The example of agriculture 
used was related to the environmental conditions and examples of the farmer's activities 
were related to the changing seasons. 
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Data Source 19: Deductionsfrom Biographies and Slide Presentation 
Leopold provided students with summaries of the biographies and followed up 
with a slide program to clarify and demonstrate the details of each biography of the 
pheasant, great homed owl, and covey of quail. The concepts of mortality, niches, and 
carrying capacity were introduced, and the slide presentation visually substantiated the 
biographies so that there was no doubt students would be prepared to recognize the 
components of each biography when they went on field trips to an outdoor setting. 
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1. 
2. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
B. 
9. 
Wildlife Ecology 11g 
DEDUCTIOi.;S FROM BIOGRAPHI:iJS 
A winter niche is habitable to the extent that it offers altel~tive food 
and cover combinations, i.e. ~ food and ·cover. 
A winter quail· covey suffers only slight mortality from weather or predation 
when it has sufficient food and cover. Such a covey moves only within its 
usual triangles, and there is relatively secure. 
When a winter covey is short of food or covAr, and must "stretch" its triangles, 
or seek a new niche on unfamiliar ground, it bscomes vulnerable to both . 
. weather and predation. Which does the killing is unimportant; one or the 
other will kill. 
The worse the ~eather, the fewer alternatives, the poorer the food and cover, 
the ereater the mortality. In "emergency winters" even the good niches fall, 
and wholesale mortality occurs, even on fat birds (as in 1935-36). 
In a given habitat the quail or pheasant population ordinarily surviving 
normal winters is its carrying capacity, or "threshold of security". 
SurpluB quail above carr;ring capacity cannot survive because it is evict!ild 
(~ intolerance) into marginal niches, and there beco~es vulnorable. 
Populations below carrying .capacity normally survive with little 10sB because 
they have t~eir choice of niches • 
• 1; predator like horned owl is alcost ir.u:lU .. i'le to weather and presumeably 
always has food, but when eVicted Iror.! his home range he is vulnel"able, even 
in SUlIlI!lel'. 
Survival in a Ride variety of s~ec1es seems to be an interplay of social 
intolerance (internal) and environmental contingencies (external). 
comment: There is a widespread COincidence between mortality and movement 
into unfruniliar tsrrain. lUgrating birds are vu1!lerable to predation, 
weatl19r, and accidents. Pheasants roleased on new range suffer heavier 
loss than thos"e not moved. l'lby does a fox, rabbit; cougar, or bobcat, when 
run by hounds, always IIcircle" within },i9 home range? Presumeably because 
he 1s at a disadvantage elsewhere. 
We assv~e he~e that movement into unfamiliar terrain is the cause of mortality, 
but it may at times be an effect, or else Doth may be the ef~of some 
U1llrnowD. sociological condi tion. 
Figure 25a: Deductions from Biographies 
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,~ 
, .... \ .... ~t~r r, 
";','The lectures so' fa.r may be IIUlIIIJed up alii follOWllI 
1. Habita.bility depends on certain combinat1ons (alternative triangles) 
ot food and coyer~ 
2. ~ese combinations in turn depend on solI and plant succession. 
3. Plant suclIS88sion in turn depBllds on land-use. 
Thus the presencs or absence of any g1ven 8.n1mal, within 11s geographic range, 
dependa in the last analysts 00l land_ss. 
'!'he biogra.phies, 1m1ch you have now read, now enable us to addl 
4. Popalatton level depends on the Interp~ of land-use w1th sooial 
into1e=e, weather. and predation. 
Notice that three of these forees are external to the species; one b internal. 
(A) Alternative TriWl- for 9Ja1l 
720 ~graprcc)rn. Habitable, no mortalU7. 
1368 ~l when roosting are in "rosstt." formation. 
595 Droppings in 8. ma.raIl roost. 
1336 Grape loafIng coyer. Not Game as roost cover. lfee4n1t be clear overhead. 
724, 
516 
1075 
725 
Col'DShock combination broke down when corn moved. 
, . ~ 
Fencerow \1.8ed as "atreet". 
llam1re too far from cenr. lid; habitable bBOauGB (1) Kortalit7 b7 han, 
(2) covey harrassed by hawk. hence 
10Bt weight. beO&me vulnerable. WeIght, .101111 and vulnerability develop 
together. Qual! below 4 01'). (5th profUe) will free'll! in subzero w~ther, 
Figure 25b: Biography Slide Program 
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• 
• 
or 
2 
and Are readily caught by predli1(1l'11 (1IUCh as redtall) which cant, ee.teh 
fat ~U. 
723 ilarah-locust-marsh. )JQ~ haM table bea_su :too4 low---paU. 
1103 Locust 
1825 Ea.t1n& locust beans on snow. 
Conclusionu . will deter till thl"Oll&h wi th pictures. 
(:8) AUemaUve 1'r1angleB for Pheasant 
Mnoh the same AS for quaU, except that (1) roosting, feeding, and loafing 
spots IIIIQ' be t'urther apart (2) le~s dependent on cover tor s&fe travel. 
1878 Pheasant flrail froID III!I.rsh roost to soybMll stub'ble. 
1987 Pheasant. tesdil'lg 011 soybMll stubble. 
1067 JroUll creak: uBed &s a travel lane. (1lien snow too deep for foot travel. 
pheasanta fiT to cover thelrtrl.8llCle) ~ '!!- ~  ",.&. ~t ... ~" p,,,.a.t ... ~ru 
0'\,. ...... (U.",y(A 'lAf(t...f t-- t. ...... "'( ..... ? 
592 Do1m oorn is reacllly dehuake4. i£<.-I",' a.; ."''''', Jr. .• "'. ,." •.•.. ,"'" "",',. f;{,; . 
737 In very cold weather,. plnes are orten U8~"i::;~~~·'~f><" ""j " ,I" d. 
1947 Pheaeanta, like IfUBil. bec~ 'tUlnerable" Cooper ha1lk li;111. Arboretum.· 
A rinter noel!: does not defend ita hOme 1"Mge i1s a quail COT"'7. doeB, , 
. ,t..J .... t ... ", ....... ~ a&rk~',,~· <. ... r..,It,(,.',.:..!f'", «G(.., " •.• 1, "" .. ,,' ,-•. ;- "; 
hence 1·t iant , "- terrltol7,. (J..(,. 1u1~_ u ..... • 4· Jh:." ~,,~ 1\ I. .... r~ .G,I '~"J ... ·1. ~/'1t • 
362 Bu.t in late rinter oocks begin to orow. About to appropriate a terri tOry 
for hie (future) har_. These :rom by AprU. (e.. ~_:"I /.. .... J~;t..(. 2-" /i~.s!~ 
~,. ... t c.. .l...'~.Jc....::. ... ,. < ...... j,<~t-.f.,.1 .' 
(c) 'Horned Owl 
1496 3 horned C)Wl territories III&pped by lIaumgartner. (lfow' Droppingl, ldlls, 
and actually watching a~ night for hoot. and tights with. adjoining birds) • 
< ,';,~\ 
Figure 25c: Biography Slide Program 
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• 
• 
3 
1991 lha.t a.l'e the .~·T Boost for ~timeJ a. pine. grapsrtne. or leafy 
oa.)I:. 
_/A.._""_a~kAL_'f_f(_. "'-'4_~fJl-' ___ • 'IIll7 8 leafy oak! A.rq warmer than a 118ke4 one! 
13g6a. An old crow' e nest, or hawk nest. or ledge on II\; 011lf:. 
165g A thICket for rabbits. Gra.s17 ground for mice. 
1727 BiograpbT apeaks ~f a. nnsk:rat llwancierlng croall-cOIlD.try from a. distant pQlld" 
(fro~ which he was ~lkely evIcted ~ too maD7 rate or too lIttle water. 
Yore later of thIS). 
452 Young OW'h (short ean). (!l'hese are of different slzee. a.nd one egg lan't 
luttched. Why not al.1 hatch at o:llOe. like ohlekentll) 
1367 l'o04 1'8IIIZI8llte at 8 H. O. nest on 1e~e,. 
Young owl (urred) just after leaving nest. 
(D) LoBS' piD-:r.g:u:ll1briUII 
Xl93 'l'he threl biograpld:ell are ~tJ:iet1eal easls. bu.t baaed on much f8sea.rah • 
Here are the three population levels, plotted together on 1_ gmph. by 
months. : The spring survIV8.l (2 OIfls, 6 ph_l_te, g qtl&il). If repeated 
: £\of 
for a serIes of yean. 1&. the Ol' of that t,H'III) 
1665 How 010se17 does actual a.urv1va1 repeat! Here is an aotual. case, quail at 
Prairie clu Sao (4;00 acree) plotted as breeding gain (solid) and winter 
1088 (dallhad). })lriDg the early 1930'8 the spring B1U'Ylvals were about 
.v.,-{..-
300. lhring 1940's about 150. Here we had a~ in CP, of· which more 
. . 
later. lioUce t~t when gain e:weeded lOla. treM was u,pward. When 108s 
exceeded. gain, trend waa d01ln1ll!.rd. ~la laaneoth au.rt"1I 1 will be dia_ued 
).f,,.';",, 4 c....... I {JJ IV-'- [. .. ", .... 9-.-r,.rl/. e-<-~ t·' .... -I. •.. ~,d , ..... e, bJ,..a;·J 
repea tedl7. "1 '. • .' 
" ..... ,," '" <."c. I ... ,.,,1 d Cu r ( • .c ... .p ..... tv> ... ~{.....t... ? 
1668 Here 11 the 1088 bisto1'l" of 12 owey-s thrOU&h the winter of 1941-1J2. 
Stippled zone wall a bad storm. NQUQe that lome eovey-a lod only alightly 
(good niohe) othan heavi17 (lJUbmrginal niche). The sprlhg survival in 
Figure 25d: Biography Slide Program 
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end 
lI1il .. 
~'. IJY"',..,.C ... 
" .,;.~. y Cp.,..t 
all niche. ind1catea their "threshold of eBCI11'i V". 1 1 
... 
Hero the 8.Otual eprlIl8 popiUaUon level of iI. O. at Prairie du Sac siMa 1930' 
1 . 
lJ-6-~7-7-5-&-5-+8-7-&-7-5-5 (Aver. 5.1) 4500 f 5 = 900 acrel per owl. 
(110" '.1 ... 11 ......:.) 
density" Very uniform aumval. 5 _Ie 111 the OB1'l71ng capao1ty. 
-------- ._._--- ---- -
Figure 25e: Biography Slide Program 
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It was imperative that students understood ecological concepts and recognized 
these concepts in the field, whether it was on the university campus, at home, or in a 
park, farm, or research study area. The slide program gave further information for 
students to be able to look at their environment and evaluate the ecosystem. By using the 
stories from the biographies and reinforcing the stories with visualization, students would 
be prepared to take field trips and put the information together so that it could be applied 
in other case scenarios. The presentation of the biographies through stories, concept 
definitions, and slide programs encompassed most every category for the levels (QAI), 
(QA2), (QA3), (QA4), (KPSI), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4), (EPSI), (EPS2), (EPS3), 
(EPS4), (PCRI), (PCR2), (PCR4) for Rubrics of all Four Strands for Environmental 
Education with the exception of Accomplished category in Personal and Civic 
Responsibility. There was no match for this category because it is unclear from the 
lecture materials if there were opportunities discussed that incorporated acts of 
environmental stewardship. 
Data Source 20: Wildlife Techniques 
Leopold discussed the various techniques needed in the field. Leopold used this 
lecture so that students would be prepared for upcoming field trips (left hand comer 
indicates upcoming field trips on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday). 
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Figure 26. Wildlife Technique 
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The lecture meets the rubric for Developing (QA2) criteria under Question and 
Analysis. Students were introduced to procedures so they could gather information for 
environmental problems. 
Data Source 21: Animal Populations 
Leopold used deer and quail studies to introduce population variances and 
seasonal behaviors. These examples identified the local wildlife problems when 
variables changed, causing fluctuations in cycles that could lead animal populations to 
swell, shrink, or, in some instances, to become extinct. 
CbartiLCter 
2. :9atl0 of ,1lI!II8r to 
winter re.tI88 , 
I 
3. Be.ponte. to er""dl-og \ 
Intertl&l pl'Bsaure 
l'ood. Planto 
Predation 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
PIlyalcal deteriorotioni 
\ 
4. Eoopon ••• to b\lmrul 
e.ctint)' 
Figure 27a. Populations 
pOruIATlarl JIilCI!AlIISlIS OJ' 1lIIR./JIll q;JlAlL 
Deer 
\ ~. lQ'o int0l.!;a.w of deer \ 
fOr"Teo;r: 
W.al<8nod. by ovorbrow01og: ~ b)' \' 
IlQll-pal&tablo plant •• 
OrMtnal predator. prob"b:l;r U?oir.w 
Q2B;.C&Iltra,t1QA1. }'rOI8nt dA ora b.2.t 
o..!!:.k stm'¥ d,Br. Losa dopond. on 
kind. and ni.1Il1bOr 0 f prodatore. 
~ler. and ""ightB .tnntQd by 
malnntrition 
~ (do"" tepa) ~. O\it iB 
not d9pppd&ble.. ~l.ficil\l food1* 1. a~. I!r!r10ngB and. lntons1fle 
~o to Mt £ooa •• 
:a".to of ..al.n """"rontlY not o.!fookd b 
doni t~ of breod1og .toc>:. p0p11"Uon 
not ee f-11mitiog. , 
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WilUifo lIeology l.1g 
A.1do teo pold 
~ to ..... ginal locatiO"', ~ 
111t2l2TBllCD of e OV8,.. for eo .... :r. . 
::Jot affoatE_ Ropl.e.c'emont 0 c.curs on17 
bl plant au.ccEt911on. 
Predation'losa not e.ffoctod by kind or 
mmibor of predators.. Only mrg1l1Ql 
~"ro VIllno""lJl.!I.. SUI!> 0 r ,,01/2. ~....QK2.!.. thUD ClOllSt1t'a.tOB Il dtb.rO!hQJA 
9: ,o,ggr1tx8 , bolow w~1ch Duly nomiml 
l.J1U oggur8. 
Stuntl.og do~O not porai • t : ,~ 
or thr1'YO'. 
.l.rtU'toial reDd.ing not ."l"'n&1 .. o. 
1)0081).0£ affect naturOt roOdI 
:Bo.te ot gain 1ll.vorB8 to density of 
brogd.i!l" .to!ll!=. po:p.U&tion il 
•• ).f-l1m1t1og. 
i 
I 
1l 
:s 
aQlJ Blll"V'ive.l 18 influenoed by" spread ot breeding dat •• in a 
coloD;Y of gIl.lle. (3'rom Darling, ~ird. l'locka &Dd the 
llreedill& Cycle.' 1938. p- 70.) 
..,~ 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 
u Predation 
~ 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..~" 
Timo ~ 
Ext1;c.ct Bpoc1oa bl!)liov¢d to 
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Hoath Hen 
Figure 27b. Populations 
P.e.rc species p1'obably not 1'0"" 
cOTor1.ng from low population lovols: 
Grtnl1' Boar 
Bighorn 
Oondhr 
Ivoryb1l1 Woodpocker 
1Ihoopill& Crana 
Wildlife Ecology llg 
.i.ldo Leopold 
Species l!Iurvh"i~ at 
1011' popula.tion lnelsi 
r.'olf 
Otter 
111sh"" 
:Marten 
Desert Sheep 
Kirtland Warbl~ 
Trumpeter Swan 
Spru.C8 Hen 
Wild Turkq 
..............:-
, ... ........:.~ 
l>...d.~ 
~-~-.- •. 
Sp&eioe recovOl"ing f:rem 
low popula.tion lovols: 
BOllLvor 
Door (in 1tI8ll;Y 'tat~.) 
Black. Boar 
.tntolape 
Wood Duck 
11pland Plover 
Amort can !.grot 
""'~ 
These lessons meet the criteria for Knowledge of Processes and Systems for all 
four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), KPS3), (KPS4). Deer and quail were identified along with 
their patterns of behavior affected by the various environmental conditions_ Broader 
applications of population mechanisms were shown through examples of other species 
and the Darling theory on minimum populations. 
Data Source 22: Population Census 
Leopold assembled data from wildlife populations from various field studies in 
the Wisconsin area to share with students. These studies gave snapshots of population 
dynamics and shifts for individual species over a period of time. The data complemented 
the phenology studies when compared to the environmental factors that constantly 
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changed. 
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The lessons matched the criteria for Beginning (KPSl) and Developing (KPS2) 
under Knowledge of Processes and Systems. The data showed how life cycles varied 
among species over the years. This helped build assumptions for understanding the 
balance between predator and prey relationships. 
Data Source 23: Weight Ratios 
To demonstrate the relationships of yield and carrying capacity for an area, 
Leopold introduced pyramid concepts by giving data to students that showed a specific 
location where the number and type of species had been identified. Each species had 
been weighed and a combined total weight given. With this information, Leopold 
showed the potential wildlife population that a designated geographic area could support. 
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Figure 29b. Numbers and Weights 
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This lesson was an example of wildlife techniques for gathering information to 
solve environmental problems; it matched criteria for Developing (QA2) under Question 
and Analysis. This lesson matched criteria for Accomplished (KPS3) under Knowledge 
of Processes and Systems by comparing numbers of animal species and their weights to a 
particular geographic location. 
Data Source 24: Range 
Leopold wrapped up these series of lessons on wildlife populations by introducing 
the relationship of animals to their range or boundaries. Using examples of species such 
as deer, rabbits, ducks, wild turkey, etc., Leopold illustrated that range depends on 
various factors and cannot be generalized. Some of the tendencies that may shift range 
could include food, temperature, natural catastrophe, or human intervention. 
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sh~ on ei4A8P Anthony's for three re~sons: his map 1s of the whole 
US. and the convolutions were not known. the boundary has ohtinged. 
DYDB!ic! of R@A8$ 
(A) Shrinking &; Ex~ndlng :Soundaries 
:Soundaries are never statio. although most books imply they are. 
Snowshoe range it shrinking. How do we know' Historical record of 
Wwhlte rabbits" in Sank. Richland, Buffalo, and possibly Dane. The 
present outliers are relic colonies. Former relics, now extinguished. 
show here as "date last seen" when the date is known. 
'8Y/ ~ Deer and Snowshoe. Deer are expand.ing. How do we know? In 19?.4, when 
I came to Madison, there were no deer on Wisconsin River below Okee. 
,"'50 
(81/1/ 
Stray deer nQw show up almost yearly 1n mBny southern Wisconsin counties. 
In general. how does one distingut$h a relic from an outpost; a 
shrinking from an expanding boundary't If a speCies is graving scarcer, 
or hunting poorer, or seasons Shorter. or oocurring in fewer localities. 
there 1s a presumption of shrinkage. :Sut if a speciea ia appearing in 
new localities where it was not ~reviouely seen, there is a presumption 
of eX})&nsion. 
~ Jackrabbit. Here h an ex:pending s:pecies. There is a olear flastward 
~ 
progression of arrival dat9BI the boundary is expanding east and north. 
The main boundary is where former outposts have coalesced. When Carr 
wrote his book (1912) jackrabbit was not listed; he did not know it 
existed in Wisconsin. It was then very soarce, and occurred only'in 
a f~ western counties. Cause of expansion? Probably "olean farming", 
simulating short-gra88 prairie. 
x6 Hungarian Partrl.«&e. 1937. Another expanUng rangA. SprAan from 
original planting in Waukesha Coanty by decades. Show Where impinged 
Figure 30a. Range 
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on sandy soils, Columbia Co. and stopped. A 1940 map by McCabe shows 
the ~~nd was a real Obstacle. 
Pulsating Boqndartes (Alternate gnread & shrinkage) 
~ Wild Turkel, Looks like a simple line from Prairie' du Chien to Green 
1811:3. 
.tO~'!l 
Bay, but careful aating shows N. and S. pulsation. 
In 1840: N. line Prairie,du Ohien to Milwaukee. N.~. stations all 
French (1600s) or prehistory (see cross, Indian Midden on L. WiDn9-
$ 
oonne). CgUII8 of pulsation? 
Probably reoession in hard winters, followed by re-e~n8ion. 
1674-75, Marquette: "Turkeys (near ~Ulwaakee) alJllol!t dying of 
hunger. deer 80 lean as to be unfit for food." 
1842--4)', Xuml1en: Winter of 1842 had fatal snow 2' deep in March. 
9t.Ollt crtuit. turkeys ":Became 90 poor and weak they eou1d :lot fly 
-- exterminated almost entire raoe." 
Ins,tanee of a,dvaooll between hard winters I 
1852, nook 00. turkeys "in droves" eame in from Illinois. (See 
Schorger. Wi1s0D :Bull., ~(J)1180) 
What Sets Range Boundaries! 
A oase of bOu.ndary set by soil (Hntlg$l'ian Partridge in IUs,) hag already 
been mentloned; a1eo a quall boundary let by ~ood. and a deer boundary 
b;r cover • 
~ Duok •• MO.ts,!)80iee breel!. mainly on eedlmelltary rocks of w~etern 
:B.w.teal Canada. raot well known, reason little known. Greater fertll1-
Baldpate 
Mallard ty of solIs trom theRe roekg atfeet~ 8~uattc foode, perhap. el-
Wood D. 
peclal1r thOle needed by ducklln~A. Reason is ~ vater, for 
there i9 eve~ more water on the a1mo.t-ducklees pre-cambrian 
rooks to the eastward and northward • 
Figure 30b. Range 
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"flf> J$.I;2 I~l.ld. Turkel in Mo. 1% of 1943 population on lIClarkeevtlle stony 
loam". c1>Al'8.cterhed oy "bal.!.!!" (lllTlllJ,1 prairies). ClBl"ke9vtlll! 
gravelly loam. similar but without balds, e~pporte only 15% and these 
declining. !eaeonf Open plaoes for yaUng to dry out in wet spells? 
(See A, S. Leopold. and Dalke Jour. Foreetry. 41(6):428-435. June 1943. 
see p.432.) 
;[0/3 ~ Bobolink 
Meohanics of Spread 
§hriij[ag~ oecurs whe~e 108ses exceed gains for too long a period. 
~. Three pro~l$ive forces lie behind mOl!t instanoes of spread (diagrq) 
1. 5ea80nal innate restlessness ooourl regardless of food lupply. 
a) 5u~mer mOTe~ent8 of young animals onee they beoome independent 
of their parents. 
b) Post-bre.eding season movements of entire P0llI11atione 
1; 1Bll shutfle of bobwhite ~uail. 
2. Southern herons typically move N. Reasons not clear. 
2. Social intolerance (eXpuls16n of individuale or groupl by 80clal 
pressnre) mal of course be tied in with food supplies •. 
().~. "Rp.nner" MUllkrat,. Each spriN!: end fall, and sometimes in winter. wanderlD4i: 
rata Bet off eroas-count1'7. Thay often have wound., indicating f1ght •• but 
sometimes they are evicted by v~ry high or low water. Thia'~ spl'P.8d Is so 
reliable that it you build a nev pond you neec1n1 t st'ock it with ratl; runners 
will appear. Runners come up the cal!lpus storm sewers every year; last year 
I recorded them April 1 and April 7. Dead muskrats on hi4~. are runners. 
Figure 30c. Range 
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Many caees are repOrted where squirrel11 persil;lted in numbers without 
intolerance but ,with an abundance of' food. 
Ohio 1817 50-60 dashing out of fields of grain 
Fa. 1798 running by the hundreds i~11 dil'ectionij 
3. Eviction by'starvation or other catastrophe 
(a) Exnerimental Date 
Wold and Jackllon have 8hown that nutritional deprivation in 1abora-
tory rats stimulates activity in theraI'm of running (1944: Proe. 
Nat. Acad. Sci. 30(no.9)p.262) 
(b) Exuple. 
(1) Individual Stragglers 
..,.-""" ..-... &....>-'lr Il. 
,e.......""~~ 
,'/ '-ic,U. 
"Str&" OarnivorEi!!.. In 1946 a lynx was killed at Spring Green, 
. / 
1 county west. Must have travelled 300 miles. Last year a timber 
wolf waB killed 1n Grant Co.: 200 mile •• [Coyotea occ~ every year 
in &grie. counties v1 thout regular po~1at1onB. TheBe are pre-
Bumably expulsions by social pre8sure~ Most carnivorell are ver,r 
tolerant~ ,(l,r, ~ bo'f- 1WI.t...~. Un ICWI-s).. ~o. ~ 
-l>.u.t- r~ u.- w ..... b-'- h.~'?i'c..Q ~I 
(2) Maaa EmigrationQ. 
1". In Wi •• these have'been found to be often simultaneouB for 
bears, gray squirrels, and even turkeys. The mass exodus 
of squirrels has been frequently reported from many part. 
ot W.A., Europe and Asia, distanoes up to 200 miles being 
re~. [Read AWS re 1878 (aee next ~es) 1 
2
'
·
'
.In the hard. Winter of lQ35-36, Hangarian Partridges moved. 
~n masse into Sheboygan and Manitowoo Counties, where they 
"took". They moved. froJ!! the pO:!Xllated raDR8 to the south 
(diagram). Starvation was yrobably the propulsive foree 
(Leopold: Spread of the Hun. Part. in Wi •• Wi •• Aoad. 
.. ~ 
32(5-28, aee '11.15). 0.. ~ ~ tl)-I!A.A, 
VII ~ ~ ~ v.."tQ.g, t ~ %- II\~a -'1'1 
~ 
Figure 30d. Range 
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3". Pallas'g sand-grnuse invaded Britain and bred 
1859 
63 1904 
88":91 1906 
1908-9 
t\ '" J ii' 'K 
, \0.) ~.;.. c:L ...... Go 
Slow spread It) ~~.;.. ~~ *'fr~}~ 
Deer, cardinal, moose, etc. . 
Sex Invasi2n. Prof. Wm. Rowan of tbe Unt.v. of Albarta talls me (unpubL) 
that pheasants moved 'en maSRe into his province, probably in the early 1940s. 
Males preceded females. Cause entirely unknown. 
,General 
What limits a s~cies on DnR boundary of its range does not necessarily 
bold for another. Thus temperature might 11mJt your ability to colonize 
Saskatohewan, but in Dakota it might be watel', in Kaneae wiud. in Lo"isiana 
moaquttoes. and in Georgia hookworm. No one limitation ever 8urro~s an 
entire range (dia,gram). Every range ill 'bounded by seyeral 'barriers or 
limits. p~ ...... u. ~ Ii I:A.e ~""r ~~. ~ ~.e~  
Grinnell points out that' if antmals were free to spread. all species 
boundariee would be pertect circles. Ho such boundary in nature. 
Grinnell 9aye (Presence and Absence of Animals. "Univ. Oall!. Chronicle, 
Oct. 1928, p.4JJ): "Animal species do not wander about •••• rathel" they .... 
move •••• only as theT are forced to do so ••• 8S they are directed by changing 
oonditions •••• Animal populations are. , •• herded about.-
We must conceive of ,thea. changes ae operative not only on the peripherT 
of a range. 'but allover it. Indeed moat ranges consist o~ thousands o~ 
-ialands~ each of whtch iB expanding or shl'inklng. 
In the COUrse of geolo~ic time theBe gain. and 108ses displ~ trend. of 
4It large magnitude. Thus the ~8sengar ~igeon, in 18009 bounded on W. by the 
Figure 30e. Range 
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great plains. but once occurred in Calif •• for Its bones a.re found at Rancho, 
La Brea., Ca.l if. (Reference: McClanahan; Robert C. OrlgiIUll and 'Otesent 
. . J. 
breeding ranges of certain game bir~s in th~ U.S. USBS Wildlife Leaflet 
BS-l58 April 1940.) 
Is spread due to e~anding populatIon or instability? 
Figure 30f. Range 
Criteria for Developing (KPS2) and Accomplished (KPS3) are matched for 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems in this datum. First, living organisms are regulated 
by their life cycle and its response to environmental conditions. Second, Leopold 
discussed how animals extend their range and, in some cases, abandon their range, due to 
various connections of reciprocity and feedback with the environment. Large groups of 
species, such as "runner muskrats" or squirrels, have been known to move long distances. 
Stray species are sometimes observed, out of normal ranges for their species, such as a 
lynx or coyote. All cases are limited by various factors such as food, environmental 
fluctuations, human interventions, etc. 
Data Source 25: Food Chain Definitions 
Leopold used this sheet of definitions to describe the different relationships 
between organisms. As with most other examples, he always included the human 
relationship to the environment: In this case, Leopold demonstrated the symbiotic ties of 
people to economics. 
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AIda Leopold lJ. 
Derini tiona of Food Chain Tieiationships " )'>5 \ 
Exploitation 
The upper member consumes the-p!o~ of the lower, but wIt~out ordinarily 
killing it. ~s plant-eating animals consume tbe leaves, stems, fruits, or buds 
of the plant and the plant grows new ones. Over-exploitation, of course, may kill 
the individual plant or even wipe out the species locally. 
Predation 
The upper member kills and consumes the individual lower member, but ordinarily 
without wiping out the species. wUlting is a form of predation. 
Predation and exploitation occasionally operate jointly to form the link between 
two speCies: thus the farmer exploits the cow for milk, prey2 on ber product, the, 
calf, and ultimately prays on the cow berself. 
Interpredation: two species, which prey on each other, as the owl and the crow. 
Sucb cases are not uncommon, but they are usually highly conditioned; thus the 
crow is vulnerable only at night; the owi only as an egg, or whon attacked by a mob 
of crows with no cover to hide in. 
Services (~ ___ ,~ .0 ... • ....... t,..w.d) 
2biosls: An exchange of aorvicos for which oach member is dependent on the 
othC'l". Thus alfalfa "hOuses" the nitrogen-fixing MotOrium in a nOdule grown for 
tho purpose; tho bacterium fixes nitrogen from the air for the alfalfa, and thus 
evontually for the soil a.nd tho r'est of the biota. .*1 1 ku ' lU ' foh ... 
• 3" b 8 ,.,b y ,a,t ;N' 51 ~&rwuE .,·on.ca .... "' ... 111 ian" *""" .... 
UOaaa"r. 
Cr~pi~ Symbiosis: ~ oxchange betwecn a farmer and a race of plants or animals. 
The farmer preys on the individual but TAUOWS and protects tho race (vizl all annual 
crops and most livestock.) 
Human Symbiosis: The intnr-human OXChangoB of laboT. goods, and advice, usually 
oporating through tho common donolDinator of monAY, ar,', of couree, an elaboration of 
aymbiosis. /~ 
Buffor Sorvice: xr: anlma.l stands between prny a.nd predator. with the effoct of 
shiolding tho ~'···Thu,B the mouse buffers the quail frOID the fox bocause the 
mouse 1s easior to catch. At, timos buffer service may be reversed: in deep snow 
the mouse is housod in a mighty fortress, while the quail is vulnorable. 
l'arasi tiBm 
An exploitation in whioh tho upper mOlllber (parasito) residos in or on the lower 
member (or host) and oonaumos his products (or food. or tissues) without killIng, 
Example: tnp'~nf.' in rabbit or flea pn rabbit. 
Disease: A 'maladjusted parasitism in which th9 parasito becomes lethal to hiB 
host. and thus lethal to himself (as an ind,"vldual, but not nocessarily as a race.) 
Vector: An animal which transmits diseaso cetweon twa other animals without 
itsolf being affected. Example; tick transmits tularemia from one rabbit to another, 
or from rabbit to grouse, 
Gondi tioning .. ~ ..... ~ 
A limitation on tho effectiveness of a link in a food-obainft Thus: 
Fox prrys on quail •. ". ",.,. , .. ' ... in wint~r whon mica soarce, or as juvenilos 
Dog l'roys on rabbit •...•. , .•.. ,., ,.,as juvenilt's, or in deep snow, Vllth warm weathor. 
Alfalfa exploits soil ••••••...... , .. when alkaline and innoculated 
Ragweed explOits Boil, •........ , ..•.• when competing sad is broken 
Mouse buffers quail ••..... ,. "'.' , •• excopt in doep snow 
Tularemia paralyzos rabbit •••.....••• ~hen tiok (vActor) transmits it 
€.t (lQa4tat.:'.: "'I".OQ. ~ .... ~: .;,.. ~'c... <A.o--_ 
efr-a.~ ~. 
Figure 31: Definitions 
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The lesson plan matched the Developing (KPS2) and Accomplished (KPS3) 
criteria for Knowledge of Processes and Systems. The terms are used to identify the 
patterns of living organisms with each other and showed the connections of reciprocity 
and feedback through food chains. 
Data Source 26: Food Chain Diagrams 
Leopold introduced a series of food chain diagrams that depicted different ways 
living things are connected to the ecosystem. The first food chain illustrated some 
simple, direct ties of organisms to each other with the student included. Another was a 
phenology food chain that showed the life cycle of a deer and the food relationships 
based upon the seasonal changes. An agricultural food chain depicted the agricultural 
connections of people to their environment. This food chain was used to connect back to 
the Case History of the Prairie Coulee. The forest food chain was connected to the Case 
History of Northern Wisconsin and the marsh food chain was connected to the Case 
History of a Tussock Marsh. 
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~; __ esploUaUoll _ predation •••••• parae1tl .. --- len1e .. · 
(B~tic8 in h~aV7 c1rclea. natives in l1ght c1rc1ea) 
.... - -Figure 32c. Farm Food Ch~~"- ------ --~ 
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Figure 32e. Marsh Food Chain 
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These examples of food chains matched all four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), 
(KPS4) for Knowledge of Processes and Systems. Organisms are identified and 
examined through their relationships with each other. Connections are shown to 
demonstrate how feedback and reciprocity take place. The details of the relationships 
and levels and ties between organisms demonstrated how ecosystems operated. 
Environmental Problem Solving is depicted on all four levels (EPS1), (EPS2), 
(EPS3). (EPS4). Humans ties are illustrated and the cultural contexts in the Farm Food 
Chain and the Student Food Chain. These relationships showed the farmer ties with the 
land, the county agent ties with the farmer, the erosion engineer ties with the farmer, and 
the bureau chief's decisions that impact the county agent, farmer, and erosion engineer. 
241 
These decisions, in tum, affect the ecology of the area. In the Student Food Chain 
example, a student became a lawyer who bought food from the grocer who bought food 
from the farmer. The farmer was also connected to the mechanic who made the 
equipment that the farmer used and the mechanic was controlled by the type of 
equipment made by the union boss. Leopold illustrated the complicated cultural contexts 
to show how environmental conditions could be affected. 
Data Source 27: Deer Problems 
At the end of the course, Leopold spent the last series of lectures on cases of 
current environmental studies for that time period. In these data, Leopold used deer 
populations and the various examples of cases across the United States that faced deer 
overpopulation because predators had been eliminated. 
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January 21, 1943 
Wisoonsin Deer Committee 
Outline of the Deer ~oblem 
Many other states have faced the problem (Orego~, California. utah. Ariz., 
New ~ex., Colo., Texas, Pa •• N. Y •• Mass., Conn., N. H., N. C., Ga.) 
All follow same sequence: local damage spots, widesproad damage spots, 
starvation. deterioration of herd. In severo cases, the herd losos capacity 
to reCover its numbers oven after food recovers. (Kaibab) 
No state has so far taken decisivo remedial measuros before deer and range aro 
d.a.ma.god, despite 5 7ears\ warning in some casos. 
Problom arisos from those characters of door and door food plants: 
(a) Doer, unlike other game, starve :rather than move. lience 
starvatIon Is always spotty. 
(b) 
(0) On over used l"all8e, over usod yaluablo plants are lJVentU§lJ.y 
crowded out by "WIRed ·porthlcss plantg. either directly by 
browsing of the valuablo plants, or indirectly by broweill8 
of their reproduction. This gives worthless plants a 
competitivo advantage. 
(d) Artificial feeding of deor intensifies a, b, and c. Artificial 
feading of birds carrics no known penaltios. 
(0) Malnutrition roduces weight and antlers. put not :rato of 
roproduction. It is alloged to distort Bex ratio, bUt this 
is not proved, Malililtri tion incree.sos diseasos, paralli taB, and 
predation. It k111s young deer first. 
e these measures aro absGnt, 
The doer problem has been e:.:tromo in parts of Europe. where prodator-control 
is oxtreme, but buck laWB and refugos are absent (Germany, Scotland). 
- - -
Figure 33a. Deer Population 
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EFFECT OF PROMP'X VS. DELAYED llEJ.lOVALS ON CAllRYING CAi'1I.CI'l'Y FOR DEER 
(A) George Reserve, ~ich. 
1200 aores (fenced) 
(Hickie. Paul 
Utch. Conservation 
7:3:6-7. 11) 
Damage 
recognized 
I . ~ Probable trend without 
/ ~ , removals 
I , 
J\ Removals '\ Probable starvation without \ removals \$: , 
" " Capacity level-... 
-'~~ __________ .12~ 
;;,- ---
Probable lower capaoity level ~ ----
30 31 32 33 35 37 39 1940 
Herd 11. is enclosed, and has no prndatora. The aros wae stooked in 
March, 1928 with 2 bucJ{s and 4 does. B,ch·(.on 1923 and 1933 it 
inoreased at tho full potential rato. Tho 1933 C(lnSllS showr,d 49 bucks, ,~ 
49 doos. 69 fawns •. Sinco 1933 tho h-n-d haa bO"n hold at 75. ,S', ,..;-
,~ '" ,~ ...... '" -..u.- ...:!!:. 
4.Sb 
100 000 (B) Kaibab Plakau. Arizona. 1.000,000 acrns 
(nasmussnn, D. I. 
50 000 
Eool. Monographs 
3: 229-275) 
0 40 ,000 Probabl.o capacity if 
Damago 30 000 \. had start",d in 1918 
rooogni zod ....." - _ -. _ ""-..?O. 000 ? 
---- -0------ - - ---~ 10,000 ~6 yrs.~-------=o-
19 1915 1925 1935 1940 
Romova1~ 
"-- 600 --<oK-74 - 142 ~ Cougars 
< 30 ~ Wolvr.s 
(; 3,000 --)( 4388 ~ Coyotes 
<-17 ,1344 
---
9372 --~ D,..,rr 
Hnrd B is "0ncl08cd" by dosnrts and thc' Grand Can;,on. Thn 01'1l8US points 
aro ostir.lB.ks. Tho carrying capacity in 1939 "as half that of 1910 .,h""n 
tho hC'rd was of th" sam.~ sizo (about 10.000). 
Figure 33b. Deer Population 
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Figure 33c. Deer Population 
These data matched four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4), (EPSl), 
(EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) for both Knowledge of Processes and Systems and 
Environmental Problem Solving. For Knowledge of Processes and Systems, Leopold 
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identified the factors that influenced the life cycles and patterns of deer behavior and how 
deer reacted to the various feedbacks in the ecosystem as various elements, such as over-
hunting or removal of predators, affected the deer population. 
For Environmental Problem Solving, deer populations were compared between 
states over periods of decades. These comparisons showed how human interventions 
resulted in various factors that caused deer populations to decline and excel. The 
problem illustrated how cultural contexts, such as the change from wilderness to 
agricultural setting, caused immense devastations in local ecosystems. 
Data Source 28: Factors of Population Fluctuations 
To summarize factors that influenced all wildlife populations, census charts were 
used to compare the various ranges. The breeding potential of wildlife species depended 
upon the "decimating" factors-those which killed species directly-versus the habitat 
diversity. If habitat was supportive and abundant, decimating factors were less 
aggressive on a given population. 
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Figure 85 met Accomplished (KPS3) criteria for Knowledge of Processes and 
Systems, as it examined the connections of reciprocity and feedback among various 
species as conditions that affected behavior were changed. Leopold showed how 
different food and cover could benefit a particular species of bats when there were 
roosting areas such as caves available. This figure met Accomplished (EPS3) criteria for 
Environmental Problem Solving because examples are given of environmental 
conditions, often created by cultural contexts. are at the advantage and disadvantage for 
different species. The cultivation of brush piles helps quail populations but eliminates the 
necessary grasses and low bearing shrubs that support ruff grouse and moose populations. 
Figure 86 met criteria for Accomplished (KPS3) and Mastery (KPS4) for 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems. When breeding dates for gull populations were in 
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a narrow window of time, there was less predation and larger populations. When applied 
on a broader level, some species could survive at low population levels, whereas other 
species were diminished or became extinct when populations were low, as in the case of 
the passenger pigeon. 
Data Source 29: Ecosystems in Broader Applications 
Leopold used examples from Arizona, Canada, Germany, and Wisconsin to 
discuss how ecosystems function on a broader level. He provided a timeline of wildlife 
management and made a chart that listed the various species that represented different 
levels of succession according to the type of ecosystem from which it was found. In 
lecture notes, there was a discussion of German wildlife history, followed by a 
comparison of human impact on wildlife systems between Arizona and England. 
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The lecture matched the four levels (EPSl), (EPS2), (EPS3), (EPS4) for 
Environmental Problem Solving. Leopold developed a timeline of activities that 
compared various cultures in Asia, Britain, Germany, North America, and Wisconsin and 
the succession of wildlife management activities that occurred over time. He used 
specific examples from Germany that demonstrated past activities that decimated wildlife 
populations and the current attempts toward game management. Lastly, he compared 
human impacts on ecological areas of Arizona and England and then related these 
examples to similar cases around the world. 
Data Source 30: Motives for Conservation, Closing Lecture 
Leopold used examples of cultural taboos in human history to appeal for a human 
ideal that strives for a relationship with the ecological community. A new ethic is needed 
that places human behavior and actions within the realm of a cooperative relationship 
with the land. 
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M,.0TIVES FOR COlfflERV ATION 
WUcnlfe Ecology llg 
AIda Leopold 
'!'he whole content of the conservation ides. Cle-y be expressed thus: 
1. Build up the Boil 
2. Retain a diverse flora by keeping at l~ast a sp~ple of 
ep-ch stage of each plant association. 
3. TUs will autom.'\tically retain a diverlle fa,una. 
The valne of such 8. nrogram depends on widespree-d distri button, L e. , 
on nr1.vate as well as publiC j)ractice. Conservation cannot be relegated 
to public reservations any mOrB than virtue cp~ be relegated to Sundays or 
'beauty to art museums. 
Whnt is the pro'bability of such a program? 
(A) Economics 
The whole trend of economic land-use is toward monotypes, i.e., ~~ 
the !\-'ltithesis of di ver!i!~ty in IllndscRpe. ThuB: 
1. Machines operate best on lnrge uniform sweeps. !.hchines 
breed specialists in fs.rm as well as factory. 
2. The momentum of pioneering is toward monotypes. It was 
good to subjugate some of the land; therefore it must be 
better to subjugate all of it. "Clean farming", 
3. Pu'blic conservation brep.ds monotypes (publio forests, parks. 
etc.) . 
4. Pooling of faunas and floras breeds monotypes. Pheasant va. 
all ne.tive gmne a,nd all pred.o,tors. Pests reduce n",tural 
diversity of flora (chestnut blight, bur oak) and feuna 
(starling, carp). 
We can't reverse these trends, and some of them we \vouldn't want to. 
The .Job is to modify them, to synthesize the best in them with the best 
;::; th~ op~1!)sing ecological idea. All progresS is the synthesis of such 
oppoqing pullS. Goethe has pointed out that S'.lc:h synthesis is no !:lere 
! .... '"-1 ;"", ... "t ..... c..; {j ~ ... ~c." ,e~~ tl ~,.A a.J(:...,,,,, ~. J 
cor~:)ro;nise; it" is the actual essenOe of wisdom. 
But to start such a synthesis we must first put some force behind the 
Figure 36a: Closing Lecture 
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2 
eeolor,:lc,,,,J idea; we must create a pull, A, motive. "tIbet mtivel 
~~. Profit in the ordin.~ry 'l~nse ... ill move 3. few, but 
only a few, of the tld.ngs to be done. Thus: 
~.& 1. ~ buildi~ is profitable if the soll is still thAre. If 
alrepdy partly wrecked. it )Jays to _"bandon and buy elsewhere. 
~lt abandonod land often continues to deteriorate, so govArnment 
buys it or repairs it. So individual profit collides with nublie 
interest. 
2. Forestrz is profitable if there is still a forest; teldom if 
--~. e....t.-It 
the f~rest is spoiled; rarely if both the forest and the soil 
are spoiled. Again individual profit collldes with public 
"'-
""",,0:£..../.,"":, interest. 
3. ~. There 1s no profit for the individual in animal conser-
vatlon. There may be "pin-money" (fur marsh). Even such pin-
money is usually earned by conserving one class of animals at 
the expanse of another (balne farms a..'l.d fist. he.tcheries va. 
preda.tors). llut no one doubts that it is profl t,o.Ne ill1h.!1. 
community to keep its anin~~ life. In the CaSe of predators, 
the ind.ividual m"y eVer. hWG to take a loss (poul try. game) 
to help earn tpe profit for the cOJ':mlunity. 
4. }[on-coxr.mercial E.,lant2 (wUdfloTlE'rs. scenery). no possible profi t 
for the individual; much for the community. 
Viewing the fidd. as a whole. we Bee one common denominator: regard for 
.<Hv'tA ~vf""',w~ ~!Z. ~ 1s tl".e keystone to conservation. Private IfLT1d is only a 
stock certificate in a common biota. Privnte land-use must recognize all 
I..-v.~ T' t< 8,{'.J.· :..0.. tJU~d 
obligation to com",u!lity welfal'S. No ot~:er motive haS enough coverage to 
suffice. 
Figure 36b: Closing Lecture 
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Land economics then leads us into land ethics. How shall 'a land 
ethic evolve? ~-~ 
1"-"-""- ~ 
The history of ethics ia an ecological phenomenon. The relations of 
the food Chain (predation. exploitHtion, parasitism) prevented the full 
development of the individual. Hence we evolved: 
Ethic No.1. A symbiosis between man and man. This did not "repeal n 
our animal nature. it was superimposed on it . 
Ethic ITo. 2. A symbiosit! between one human co=i ty !l.Ild another. ."". 
te.~' 
Still very incomplete. as we can Judge from events abroad. ..... ... ~Lt.~~ 
~ __ --- .... ~ t .... J. J ~.,.,f..u' 
Ethic No.3. A symbiOSis between man a,~J..amj;';-1Je CeaSe a predatory i 
~' 
relation to soil. plants, and anlmal~ superimpose the idea of liVe and 
let live, a mutuality in welfare. ~ECOlogy is simply the factual basis for 
Ii land ethic~ it reveals why an ethical relationship would make better men 
and better land • 
All ethics begin with taboos. Thus the Mosaic law Was a system of 
"Thou shalt nots" for the man-man symbiosis. Our taboo laws (as game l~ws) 
represent the same stage' of the man-land symbiosis. 
All ethice next achieve a monast1c stage, 1.e., a stage when the rank ~ f 
i..; and file cannot. yet oe ethical. but they dimly wish somebody to be. so they 
.~ :[ set up protected places where ethics can live; they delegate specialists 
~ ~ to keep ethics alive. and support them at public expense. Our parks and 
! 9"' sanctuaries are the monastic stage of' the land-ethic. As in the monastery, 
~ '1 the pa.rk~~he keeper af the taboos. 
12 ~ 
'...._ and exploitations. the billboards and the defacements of the hnrly-burly warl( 
'-'" ,~ 
The park is an ~ to the pollutloli11 
ResourceS during the taboo stage and the monastic stage are nroperty. 
i.e., a man owns them but has nodbligat10ns to them. Thus human beings were 
onCe property. just as land now is. I quote from "The Conservat10n Ethic!! 
(Jour. Forestry, 31(6), 9p. 6;4-643: 
L! ___ ~ ___________ _ 
Figure 36c: Closing Lecture 
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"When god-like Odysseus returned from the warll in Troy. he hanged all 
on one rope some do~en slave-girls of his household whom he suspected of 
misbehE,vior during his "beencs. 
This hanging involved no question of 9ropriety. much l~ss of justice. 
The girls were property. The disposal of property was then, as now, a matter 
(f--.~) 
of expe,Uenoy, not of right tUld wrong. 
Criteria of right and wrong were not lacking fran Odysseus' Greece: 
~itness the fidelity of his wife through the long years before at last his 
black-prowed galleys clove the wine-dark: seas for home. The ethical structure 
of that day covered 'wives. but had not yet been extended to human chattelB(t-<1-
During the three thousand years which have stnce elapsed. ethical criteria 
have been extended to many fields of conduct, with corresponding shrinkages 
in those judged by expediency only. 
This extension of ethics, so far studied only by philosophers, is 
actually a procees in ecological evolution. Its sequences ~ be described 
in biological as well as philosophical terms. An ethic, biologically, 1s 
a limitation on freedom of action in the struggle for existence. An ethic. 
philosophically, is a differentiation of social from anti-social conduct. 
These are two definitions of one thing. The thing has its origin in the 
tendenc1 of interdependent individuals or societies to evolve modes of 
cooperation. The biologist calls these symbioses. ~ elaborated certain 
advanced symbioses called polities and economics. Like their simpler biolo-
gical antecedents, they enable individuals or groups to exploit each other 
in an orderly way. Their first yardstick was expediency. 
The complexity of cooperative mechanisms increased with population 
density. and with the efficiency of tools. It was simpler, for example, to 
define the anti-sccial uses of sticks and stones in the days of the mastodons 
Figure 36d: Closing Lecture 
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than of bullets" and billboarde in the age of motors. 
At a certain stage of complexity, the human community found expedienc~ 
yardsticks no longer sufficient. One by one it has evolved and superimposed 
upon them a BAt of ethical yardsticks. The first ethics dealt with the 
relationahip between individuals. The Mosaie Deealogue is an example. 
Later accretions dealt ~ith the relationship between the individual and . 
....... of...v,.,t...Jt ""~J lZ..- ...... "'1 ".;:....1; 
society. Christianity tries to integrate the integrate social 'organim.tion 
., 
to the individual. 
There is as yet no ethic dealing with man's re1ationsb~p to land and to 
the non-human animals and plante which grow upon it. Land. like Odysseus' 
~lave-girls. is still property. The land-relation is still strictly economic, 
entailing privileges out no obligations. 
The extension of ethics to this third element in human environment ie. 
if we read evolution correctly. an ecological possibility. It is the third 
(_p.....t). 
step in a sequenCe. The first two have already been taken. Civilized. 
man exhibits in his own mind evidence that the third is needed. ~~P $~~ 
./IJI,rder of ttl!! s].a"a..gl»l.a 4: .. onel aM G.li:U;8. Individual thinkers since the 
days of Ezekial and Isaiah have asserted that the despoliation of land is 
not only inexpedient but wrong. SOCiety. however. haa not yet affirmed this 
belief. I regard the present conservation movement as the embryo of such 
Some scienti;ts will dismiss this matter forthwith. on the ground that 
ecology has no relation to right and wrong. To such I reply that Bdance. 
if not philosophy. should by now have made us Cautious about dismissals. 
An ethic may be regarded all a mode of guidance for meeting ecological 
I 
I 
-~ 
Figure 36e: Closing Lecture 
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situations so ne~ or intricate, or involving such deferred.reactions, 
that the path of social expediency is not discernible to the average 
individual. Animal instincts are just this. Ethics are possibly a kind 
of advanced social instinct in-the-making. 
Whatever the merits of this analogy. no ecologist can deny that our 
land-relation involves penal ties and re~a.rd .. which the individual does 
not see. and needs modes of guidance which do not yet exist. Call these 
what you will, BCience cannot eSCape its part in forming them." 
I quote. in closing this course. Robinson's admonition to Tristram, 
who SaW a fair world. but could not Bee it was his job to keep it eOI 
"Whether you will or not, 
You are a king, Tristram, for you are one 
Of the time-tested few that leave the world. 
When they are gone. not the same place it was. 
Mark what you leave. n 
...---_._. __ . 
-;,;l 
Figure 36f: Closing Lecture 
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This lecture focused on civic duty and the responsibility of individuals toward the 
conservation ideal. It met the criteria for Mastery (EPS4) for Environmental Problem 
Solving (EPS4) by using historic models from Greek literature and the Bible to show how 
culture and environment are interrelated. It compared the uses of cultural artifacts such 
as sticks, stones, billboards, bombs, and bullets with changing societies. 
It met the criteria for Accomplished (PCR3) and Mastery (PCR4) for Personal and 
Civic Responsibility because it identified how ethics are cultural mores. By examining 
the complexity of cultural mores, students evaluated their actions and choices based upon 
their membership within the ecological community. 
Data Source 31 : Tests 
Leopold presented a multitude of ways to assess student performance. Students 
were assessed through projects they selected. They also met individually for a personal 
interview with Leopold. Essay exams were another assessment given at the end of the 
term, and Leopold gave several exams throughout the course term. 
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S~dnntl. Report on 
Loctures 1-5 
Wildlifo ,Ecology.. 118 
(A) Selact from 1au.r 0~1n oxperlooco a cuo in which changos in plants have 
affoctod animals. 
1. Whore is itT ~If,. fl._ #,ce. L_lrc w,;,; :swj ~~ I :il£ (. 7 -TJflllll!l 
2. Ihon? (Poriod of tilllG· involved) Ig~/-193a +1"D "Ic. ol;/~r ell/«' ~nc: '< 
,. How big is tho aroa of which you spOllkf --:.1:..!.!If~c;:..:,.:....e=-;:~-,-_-,--=----,_-=---: 
~e.s.£ lie.."X ~II/ 1~."1 -I- ;) • .>". _J' 
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Figure 37b. Tests 
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Wi~dlife Ecology lIS 
Student Assignment lTo. 2 
(A) Breeding index for c..h../'p mun,k 
species 
i8 as follows: 
£&8 first 70\1llg wbon ~ 'TMrlold. 
~ber of yaung per year i8 j7 ( ~ clutches or litters of 
4-$" each). -- --
(1) Startinc with an in! tial population of 10 breodlng .. .dults, and 
aSllUllling there i8 a 50:50 Belt ratio !Uld DO mortal1t'T, how II&DT years 
would it talce to Teach a population of 1,000 adults! 
An81fOr: __ 3_ years. (Computations att~bod.) 
(2) Starting with an init1o.l population of 1,000 breeding f).dnlt8, and 
a.-m.ng thAt tho populatioll is oxtingu.1shed at tho and of 10 years, 
what ~roX1iiULIDmortall ty rate. would produce such an outcome and 
be pro able for tho speoles in question? 
Msner: 5"~ per cant in adults ) 
--.- ) comput,..t!ona attached 
~ por cent in young ) 
<:~) Reference for 7C11J.r assumed breeding index J.:/_,f.,'~ -Li"e.s: e- 193 
(B) Solect two titles 70U havo rend (do not use Leopold's titles) and cive for 
oach: 
(l) Completo roference 
(2) A brief descriptive ravia. (not ovor 1/2 page) 
(3) Your inforencoB B8 to the Ilouthor'. viowpoint o.nd porsonal! t;r 
(not ovor ono par~ph) 
,<tl-) Your criticism of the subject matter (not OV(lr 1/2 page) 
Figure 37c. Tests 
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The assessments Leopold provided furnished the student with opportunities to be 
evaluated in various degrees. The assessments captured the four levels (QAl), (QA2), 
(QA3), and (QA4) of Question and Analysis in Figure 37b and 37c, as students had to 
derive from their experience a model of a food pyramid on a particular species of their 
choosing. In Figure 37a, students must be able to evaluate a scenario based on their 
knowledge of the flora and fauna and the relationship of patterns, reciprocity, and life 
cycles. The scenario described the broader application of how ecosystems operate. This 
encompasses the four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3) and (KPS4) of Knowledge of 
Processes and Systems. The phenology test question also matches criteria (EPSl), 
(EPS2), (EPS3), and (EPS4) for Environmental Problem Solving from the description of 
the farmer and the practice of agriculture with regards to its relationship to the 
environment. 
Data Source 32: Field Trips 
Field trips were an important part of Wildlife Ecology 118. Students visited 
Faville Grove, the University Arboretum, and The Shack, and took walks around the UW 
campus, where Leopold would point out various natural features. Much of the 
recollection of his field trips was captured by his students and staff in proceedings that 
were produced from the Aldo Leopold Centennial Symposium (McCabe, R.E., 1987). 
One of Leopold's secretaries, Alice Harper Stokes, noted: 
A standing rule was if the thermometer registered 15 degrees or more 
above zero, the field trip was on; if colder than that, the students were not 
to gather. On field trips, Professor Leopold would point out browse lines, 
animal tracks and scat. He pieced together little signs that told of the 
previous night's activities-which animals were out, what they were doing 
and the condition of the landscape. Spring and fall trips were equally 
exciting. He had a unique ability to kindle students' interest in wildlife by 
encouraging them to, on early morning trips, to watch the 'booming' 
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displays of prairie chicken, evening trips to witness the 'peenting and sky 
dance' of woodcock, and day trips to hear the 'drumming' of ruffed 
grouse. 
He stimulated interest in others in phenology, and would draw out their 
observations of when flowers began to bloom, migrating bird arrivals and 
departures, etc., and let them know that this information was important to 
him. By his example, his suggested readings, his interpretations of natural 
events, Professor Leopold instilled a sense of joy in Nature among his 
students and other associates (pp.88-89). 
Robert Ellarson, a graduate student, described a Wildlife Ecology 118 field trip 
that he went on with a friend. He later enrolled in the class. 
The highlight of the course was a trip to his Shack in Sauk County. 
It took place in the spring and the whole class attended. We began the 
outing by planting pines and tamaracks south of the Shack to expand The 
Professor's previous plantings. Later, we took a walk around the property 
and located some beaver cuttings, which I believe constituted the first 
beaver sign he had ever noted on the farm. 
The Professor showed us an area where he was cultivating a field on a 
rotational basis, to encourage weeds as cover and food for quail and 
pheasants. That area held quail, but pheasants were uncommon. I also 
recall that particular trip because The Professor called my attention to the 
songs of tufted titmice and bluegray gnatcatchers. It was the first time I 
heard (or at least listened to) the songs of these birds (pp. 13-14). 
James B. Hale was introduced to Leopold by participating on a Wildlife Ecology 
118 field trip by invitation. 
Saturday came and the small group-two cars full, as I remember-
departed for Faville Grove. Upon arrival, I was dutifully introduced to 
The Professor, who was cordial and said he didn't mind my being there. 
The remainder of the day was an eye-opener. There were many high 
points, including the first white lady'slippers I had ever seen, and a family 
of bam owls in the Faville's bam. I was expecially impressed with the 
depth of The Professor's knowledge and interpretations of the wild things 
in the Faville Grove area (p. 22). 
The field trip met criteria for Accomplished (PCR3) as students practiced 
environmental stewardship by planting trees at the Shack. Knowledge of Processes and 
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Systems was included on all four levels (KPSl), (KPS2), (KPS3), (KPS4) as Leopold 
guided field trips and helped students learn to observe organisms and their interactions 
with ecosystems on various levels. Question and Analysis was included on three levels 
(QA1), (QA2,) (QA3) when Leopold showed students various environmental problems at 
the different sites they visited. For example, field trips to the Arboretum were 
demonstrations of the re-introduction of native species to an area that had been 
environmentally diminished from poor conservation practices. Leopold led 
investigations by pointing out contextual factors and clues that showed how species were 
identified and related to a particular environmental situation. This matches the Mastery 
level (EPS4) for Environmental Problem Solving. 
RQ 2: What was the context for the lessons in Wildlife Ecology 118? 
The purpose of RQ2 was to contextualize historically the lessons of Wildlife 
Ecology 118. The context could then be identified into categories that would show how 
Leopold derived his lessons for Wildlife Ecology 118. There were four categories for 
context: recreational, research, professional development and public service. The 
research derived the contexts from the 32 data sources by examining archival records and 
Game Management (193311986), A Sand County Almanac (194911970), Meine (1988) 
and McCabe (1987; 1988). 
Recreational/leisure 
Leopold's leisure activities consisted of hunting and fishing and excursions to the 
Shack (Meine, 1988). In 1936 the Leopold family established a getaway at The Shack on 
the Wisconsin River. These recreational retreats tum into elaborations of Leopold's 
desire to return the worn-out property into a wilderness refuge. Diary entries, made by 
• 
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Leopold family members and guests when at the Shack became sources of phenological 
records. Leopold referred to phenology as a "personal sort of science" where one "may 
even fall in love with the plants and animals which so regularly fulfil [sic] his 
predictions" (Leopold & Jones, 1947, p. 83). This personal description put Leopold's use 
of phenology into a leisurely context, but was quickly converted to scientific records by 
Leopold that lead to restoration efforts as demonstrations for field trips in both game 
management and Wildlife Ecology 118 classes. Detailed bird charts and graphs from 
phenology became products from Shack visits as well, along with maps that indicate 
various study plots on grasses. Figure 93 shows the first entry for the Shack Journal and 
included phenology notes on blooms of violets, yellow lady slippers, Baptisia, spider 
wort, and anemones. A breeding was noted of a yellow-bellied sapsucker. Sorghum 
growth is measured. 
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Figure 38. First Shack Journal entry 
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The earliest use of phenology by Leopold occurred in his activities with A.W. 
Shorger in a recreational setting, the Kumlein Club. As mentioned in Chapter 3 of this 
study, Shorger and Leopold became good friends when Leopold moved to Madison and 
they helped to form the Kumlein Club. Shorger had used his phenology records to 
publish an article on birds in the Wisconsin Academy of Science several years before 
meeting Leopold (Shorger, 1923). 
Data Source 2: Suggestions for Projects and Data Source 5: Phenology Lecture 
focused on the topic of phenology. In Data Source 4: Putting the Sciences Together, the 
lecture referred to the cardinal singing on campus (Figure 10). Phenology notes in the 
following (Figure 39) shows Leopold's entries of cardinal song in January when the 
cardinal singing was heard at different places and, in some instances, was recorded by 
other Kumlein Club members. 
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Data Source 6: Reading the Landscape, described the depth of meaning that 
Leopold used to teach his students about the operation of ecosystems. Reading the 
Landscape was a culmination of activities that came from various contexts; it was placed 
with phenology but also found in a combination of other experiences that crossed 
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professional development, work and public service. 
Ernie Swift, a colleague of Leopold's who worked for the Wisconsin 
Conservation Department, was known for his historical perspectives that Leopold 
admired (McCabe, 1987). Meine (1988) refers to Swift's experience on a field trip with 
Leopold where Leopold pondered the placement of a solitary great oak tree on a high hill 
and its proximity to a younger forest close by. These ponderings were questions often 
placed by Leopold as he led student field trips asking students why certain plants were 
located where they were, what human activities had changed the area, etc. (McCabe, 
1987). 
Reading the landscape was a skill that Leopold had acquired over the years in his 
job as a district forester in Arizona, in his hunting trips, in his work with the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, with the game surveys that he conducted and in his various travels 
across the United States, Canada and Europe. Leopold's activities which took him into 
various ecological landscapes gave him the advantage of comparing ecosystems and their 
vitality. Phenology helped to bridge the ability to read the landscape by observing the 
details of individual components of living plants and animals and their associations with 
the environment wherein they lived. 
Data Source 7: Case 1: History of a Roadside and Data Source 12: Case 6: 
Evolution of a Fencerow served as additional examples of Leopold's ideas of reading the 
landscape. He placed the culture contexts of fences and roadside and plotted them 
against the biological landscape to identify the impacts of historical events that changed 
the scenery. These cases showed a progression of Leopold's ideas, which culminated in 
A Sand County Almanac, to place human activity within the boundaries of a biocentric 
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universe by providing historical perspectives. 
Data Source 30: Motives for Conservation, Closing Lecture: This lecture was 
written to empower students to act as responsible citizens of the ecological community. 
Major ideas and direct quotes from this lecture were later used for The Land Ethic section 
of A Sand County Almanac (1949/1970) It is this particular section of A Sand County 
Almanac (1949/1970) that has credited Leopold with defining the direction of the current 
environmental movement, placing humanity within the context of the eeo-centric 
universe. The researcher placed this Data Source under recreational/leisure, because it 
was published in A Sand County Almanac (1949/1970); however, Leopold went in great 
detail to give a historic perspective in Chapter One of Game Management (1933) which 
was written and published many years before A Sand County Almanac (1949/1970). A 
strong case could be made for both categories. 
ResearchIWork Related 
In 1928, prior to Leopold's tenure at the university, he worked for the Sporting 
Arms and Ammunitions Manufacturer's Institute to conduct game surveys in Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Ohio, Mississippi, Illinois, and Indiana. These surveys resulted in the 
Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States ( 1931) and became the basis of his 
book Game Management (1933). The surveys concentrated heavily on quail, pheasant 
and deer populations and are the basis for much of Leopold's work as it continues with 
his establishment of the University of Wisconsin's wildlife management program. He 
was the first to publish data that was so extensive on the habitat and behavior of game 
animals and received national recognition for his efforts. 
Data Source 24: Range, Data Source 20: Wildlife Technique and Data Source: 23 
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Weight Ratio are examples are material that are discussed in Game Management( 1933). 
Game populations of whitetail deer, grouse, quail, turkey, cottontail, waterfowl, 
partridge, woodcock and pheasant are extensively researched in the book. These 
compilations of research became extended research topics through the Leopold's wildlife 
management department at the university and he arranged for many of his graduate 
students to extend this work. 
Data Source 21: Animal Populations and Data Source 22: Population Census 
provided a snapshot of the research and field trip areas that were most often visited by 
Wildlife Ecology 118. The University Arborteum was a 500 acre area on the southern 
edge of Madison that was established for biological research. It contained a mix of 
pastures, woodlots, marshes, and prairies. It still exists today as a research area with 
emphasis on native plants, wildflowers and nature trails for the general public use. Lake 
Wingra borders the Arborteum and much of the Madison district. 
The Riley area referred to the Riley Game Cooperative organized by Leopold, 
comprised of 11 farmers working with local businesses, to provide a hunting area. The 
farmers received operating funds from the local businesses to help improve their lands, 
by stocking small game birds and providing winter feed, so that wildlife game numbers 
improved. 
Prairie du Sac is a township area that borders the Wisconsin River, about 15 miles 
north of Madison. Paul Errington, a biologist from University of Wisconsin, began quail 
studies in this area in 1929 that lasted throughout Leopold's tenure. Leopold and 
Errington worked together on quail research and shared graduate students on several 
quail projects. Errington demonstrated that quail populations are more sensitive to cover 
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and food needs than pressures from predators and hunting (McCabe, 1987). 
Several of the case histories in the data are examples of extended research from 
the work of Leopold's graduate students. Data source 10: Case 4: History of a Central 
Wisconsin Marsh and Data Source 13: Case 7: History of a Tussock Marsh referred to the 
area of the "sand" counties in south central Wisconsin. These counties were identified by 
their sandy, loam soils surrounding marshes in low lying areas where rivers snaked 
through valleys. The marshlands were part of a survey that Leopold conducted for the 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission and Biological Survey in hopes of establishing a 
proposal to form a Central Wisconsin Conservation District (Meine, 1988). 
Many of Leopold's graduate students did their research in the sand county areas. 
Franklin Schmidt was one of Leopold's first graduate students. He worked on the 
sharptailed grouse and prairie chickens in these counties. Frederick Hamerstrom and his 
wife, Frances, both became graduate students of Leopolds and took over studies of the 
prairie chicken in central Wisconsin after Schimdt's untimely death (McCabe, 1987). 
The Hamerstroms began their work on quail under Paul Errington in Prairie du Sac. One 
of Leopold's well-known literary pieces, Marshland Elegy was inspired by his first 
witness of sandhill cranes in this region (Meine, 1988). 
Data source 9: Case 3: History of a Ragweed Patch was taken from the research at 
Faville Grove. Faville Grove, as mentioned previously, was a demonstration of a 
cooperative game management area that Leopold organized, between farmers and 
hunters. Irven O. Buss, Art Hawkins and Bob McCabe were Leopold's graduate students 
who did research projects at Faville Grove on upland sandpipers, pheasants and partridge 
(McCabe, 1987). 
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Data source 8: Case 2: History of a Prairie Coulee came from the Coon Valley 
Project in 1938 that was initiated by the Soil Erosion Service funds as a national 
demonstration project. Coon Valley was in southwestern Wisconsin and selected as a 
national demonstration because of the massive erosion problems created by pioneers as 
they tried to till thin soils on steep slopes (Meine, 1988). These situations were typical 
across the United States (the Dust Bowl was the primary force that established a wave of 
national erosion control efforts by the federal government). 
Data Source 14: Case 8: History of Gilbert Creek, Dunn County was put together 
by Leopold's graduate student, Irven o. Buss. Buss was one of Leopold's first graduate 
students, arriving in 1936. He worked on the Faville Grove management area with 
another graduate student Art Hawkins, compiling data on gray partridges, pheasants and 
quail. Buss took quail surveys in Dunn County, WI., which was Buss's native home 
(McCabe, 1987). 
Data Source 27: Deer Problems is the result of one of the most important 
management issues during Leopold's career. As a forester, he was educated by the 
classic Kaibab Deer case, in the early 1920s that occurred in southwestern Arizona where 
the removal of mountain lions forced deer populations to explode, resulting in deer 
starvation and severe habitat damage. The charts from Michigan, Pennsylvania and 
North Carolina, come from personal encounters with colleagues who were involved in 
conservation efforts to control wildlife management issues. 
Data Source 16: Biography of a Flock and Data Source 18: Biography of a Covey 
are examples of work that Leopold had compiled over the years from his game 
management surveys in the 1930s, to his continuing quail studies with Paul Errington and 
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from the work of his graduate students. The biographies create the scenarios of the 
events that quail and pheasant encounter during the course of a year. Leopold's literary 
piece, A Sand County Almanac( 194911970), reflects this earlier style that Leopold 
developed to teach his students about the interdependence of animals on their 
environments. 
Data Source 17: Biography of a Great Homed Owl was pieced together by one of 
Leopold's graduate students, Francis Hamerstrom, in the same style as the other two 
biographies. Hamerstrom's graduate research, along with her husband, Frederic, began 
on quail studies with Paul Errington at the University of Wisconsin but then shifted to 
Leopold's program, as she became interested in his fieldwork. All three, Frances, 
Frederic and Paul, published a research bulletin together on the great homed owl for the 
Iowa Department of Agriculture. Frances Hamerstrom was the only female charter 
member of The Wildlife Society (McCabe, 1987). 
Professional Development 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, one of the most influential scientists in Leopold's 
career was when he met Charles Elton. Leopold had received an invitation to attend an 
international conference of biologists meeting at a retreat on the Metamuk River in 
Quebec in 1931. The Metamuk Conference was a meeting to discuss the new topics 
around cycles and patterns that affected wildlife. Charles Elton, who attended the 
conference, presented his paper on cyclic trends of fur-bearing animals based on fur trade 
records dating back several hundred years from the Hudson Bay Company (Meine, 
1988). 
Elton's Animal Ecology (1927) contained some of the first information on 
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predator/prey relationships and included diagrams of food chain associations between 
animals. Leopold quickly became friends with Elton, applying Elton's research to his 
fieldwork. Data Source 25: Food Chain Definitions and Data Source 26: Food Chain 
Diagrams are very similar to Elton's descriptions and presentations of food chains and 
ecological associations. 
Data Source 29: Ecosystem in Broader Applications relates to Leopold's 
Germany visit from a sponsored invitation of The Oberlaender Trust. For three months 
in the Fall of 1935, Leopold and four other foresters, studied the German forests in 
relationship to game management of species. From this trip Leopold saw the affects of 
long-term German forestry management to produce maximum forestry yields and 
maximum game species. The result was a loss of forest and wildlife that yielded a sterile, 
distorted landscape lacking wilderness diversity. 
Data Source 29 occurred as a result of a professional development experience and 
encapsulated a culmination of Leopold's experiences from across the contexts of his life. 
Just as in Reading the Landscape, the ability to compare ecosystems was a personal 
advantage that Leopold possessed as a teacher from his activities stemming from hunting 
trips, research, restoration program efforts, and travels in various capacities. He was 
connected with other great ecologists and biologists who were creating the field of 
wildlife management and could compare and contrast their research that reached from 
South America to Canada and across Europe. 
Public Service 
Data Source 11: Case 5: History of Northern Wisconsin outlines the scenario of a 
very real dilemma that confronted Leopold's work on the volunteer committees. 
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Leopold served on two volunteer committees during the early 1940s, the Wisconsin 
Academy of Sciences and the Citizen's Deer Committee, to address the growing problem 
of deer overpopulation in the northern Wisconsin forests. Leopold's experience with 
deer management was not limited to his tenure on these committees. Leopold had 
personally witnessed the decimation of habitat when predators where removed from an 
ecosystem. Over the years of his experience, he concluded that predators should be re-
introduced and game seasons exercised to reduce deer. His opinion was often unpopular 
among nature lovers, who liked to deer watch, and among farmers, who favored predator 
eradication. 
Data Source 28: Factors of Population Fluctuations include a chart taken from Jay 
"Ding" Darling. Darling was a colleague of Leopold's who, like Leopold, believed that 
large expanses of game reserves and improved habitat were the most important factors 
for supporting wildlife game populations. An avid cartoon artist and conservationist, 
Darling and Leopold served, along with Thomas Beck, on a volunteer committee 
appointed by President Franklin Roosevelt, to outline plans to purchase agricultural lands 
for wildlife refuges (New York Times, 1934). 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This chapter is organized into three sections: (a) Summary and Discussion of 
Findings, (b) Generalizations of Findings to Literature, and (c) Implications and 
Suggestions. The Summary and Discussion of Findings is organized into two subsections 
that address RQ 1 and RQ2. The second section, Generalizations of Findings to 
Literature, links the findings of the study to the previous literature. The last section, 
Implications and Suggestions, focuses on the suggestions and application for the study 
for educators, researchers, and policy makers interested in incorporating environmental 
education practices. 
Summary and Discussion of Findings 
This section is organized into two subsections: (a) comparative historical analysis 
of the lessons in Wildlife Ecology 118, and (b) environmental history analysis of the 
context for Wildlife Ecology 118. In subsection one, the Four Strands for Environmental 
Education are compared to the Wildlife Ecology 118 lessons and summarized on a 
matrix. In subsection two, the researcher used an inductive approach to group lessons 
together with similar contexts to organize them into four categories: recreational/leisure, 
research/work related, professional development, and public service. The themes were 
identified to their contextual origins and give perspective on Leopold's choices for 
developing the lessons in Wildlife Ecology 118. There were five themes: (a) case 
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histories, (b) animal biographies, (c) phenology applications and field techniques, (d) 
food chains and, (e) ecosystem examples. 
RQ 1: Comparative Analysis of the Lessons in Wildlife Ecology 118 
The researcher used the rubric developed in Chapter Two (Table 4), and created a 
matrix (Figure 40) for comparison of the lessons of Wildlife Ecology 118 to the Four 
Strands for Environmental Education. Thirty-two data sources were selected for analysis 
against the Four Strands. 
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Data Source Rubric fOl x 
QAl QA2 QA3 QA4 KPS1 KPS2 KPS3 KPS4 EPS1 EPS~ EPS~ EPS< PCRl peR PCR PCR' 
D.S. 1: Course Intro. x x x l( x x x x x x 
D.S. 2: Projects x x x l( x x 
0.5. 3: Outline x x x X X X X x 
D.S. 4: PutSci To. x x x l( x 
O.S. 5: Phenology Lec. x x x x x 
0.5.6: Rding Landscape x x x x x x x x x x 
O.S. 7: Case 1 Roadside x x x x x 
0.5. 8: Case 2: Pr..Cou. x x x x x x x 
0.5. 9: Case 3 Ra!J'lt'<! x x x x x x x x 
0.$.10: Case 4: Marsh x x x x x x x x 
D.S. 11: Case 5: N. WI x x x x x x 
0.5. 12: Case 6: Fence x x x x x 
0.5. 13: Case 7: Marsh x x x x X X X x 
D.S. 14: Case 8: GiI.Cr. x l( x x X X X x 
0.5. 15: Conclusion x x x x 
D.S. 16: Sio of a Flock x x x x x x x 
D.S. 17: Bio Gr.H.Owl x x x x x x x 
D.S. 18: Bio of a Covey x x x x X X X X x 
D.S. 19: Deduct.Bios. x x x x x x x x x x x x x X x 
0.5. 20: Wildlife Tech. x 
D.S. 21: Animal Pop. x x x x 
D.S. 22: Pop. Census x x 
D.S. 23: Weight Ratios x x 
D.S. 24: Range x x 
D.S. 25: Food Ch.Defin. x x 
D.S. 26: Food Diagram x x x x l( x x x 
D.S. 27: Deer Prob. x x l( x x x x x 
D.S. 28: Pop.Flucuat. x x x 
D.S. 29: Ecc.Sr. App. x x x x 
D.S. 30: Closing x x x 
0.5.31: Tests x x x x x x x x x x x x 
D.S. 32: Field Trips x x x x x x x x x 
Totals: 10 10 6 8 20 22 23 20 11 11 19 23 3 1 3 7 
Figure 40. Rubric matrix for comparison 
The 32 data sources (O.S.) analyzed in Chapter Four are listed in the left column. 
The columns to the right of the data represent the Four Strands of Environmental 
Education with the levels of criteria for each strand: QAl=Question & Analysis 
Beginning, QA2=Question & Analysis Developing, QA3=Question & Analysis 
Accomplished, QA4=Question & Analysis Mastery; KPS l=Knowledge of Processes & 
Systems Beginning, KPS2=Knowledge of Processes & Systems Developing, 
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._._._--_. -_._----------------
KPS3=Knowledge of Processes & Systems Accomplished, KPS4=Knowledge of 
Processes & Systems Mastery; EPS l=Environmental Broblem Solving Beginning, 
EPS2=Environmental Problem Solving Developing, EFS3=Environmental Problem 
Solving Accomplished, EPS4=Environmental Problem Solving Mastery; and, 
PCR1=Personal & Civic Responsibility Beginning, PCIR2=Personal & Civic 
Responsibility Developing, PCR3=Personal & Civic R~sponsibility Developing, 
PCR4=Personal & Civic Responsibility Mastery. 
There were 23 data sources from Wildlife Ecol~gy 118 that matched criteria 
levels for Mastery in Environmental Problem Solving qEPS4) and Accomplished in 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems (KPS3). For the: Case Histories, which comprised 
a large portion of the course content, Leopold used evWence and models to provide a 
continuum of examples to build efficacy and skills for environmental problem solving. 
Other matches that yielded high numbers (19-22) wereiin criteria Beginning (KPS1) 
Developing (KPS2) and Mastery (KPS4) of Knowledg~ of Processes and Systems and 
Accomplished (EPS3) of Environmental Problem Solving. 
Data that matched for Question and Analysis (~A) were from tests, field trips, 
projects, and wildlife technique. Assumptions could bf made that there would have been 
a higher number of matches in the criteria for QA, but ~t was not possible to fully 
evaluate these particular activities since they occurred outside of the archival records. 
The lowest criteria areas were in Personal and Civic R¢sponsibility. The researcher 
expected this Strand to score the lowest. It was difficuh to measure the criteria from this 
strand because it directly affected student behavior, a \lariable that was not measured or 
included as a part of the course. The 1987 Symposium (McCabe, 1988) that united 
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former students and staff of Leopold's contained many:testimonials to indicate that 
attendance in Wildlife Ecology 118 was pivotal in dire¢ting behavior to environmentally 
responsible choices. 
Leopold used the lessons from Case Histories and Animal Biographies to apply 
ecosystem conditions and problems that ranged from Wisconsin to the Southwest, Asia 
and Europe on a broad level. He interjected morality and ethics in the closing lecture to 
guide conservation efforts for environmentally respons~ble choices in the future. 
RQ 2: Environmental History Analysis of the Coh,text for Wildlife Ecology 118 
For this subsection the researcher used the 32 data sources from RQ1 and provided 
a summary of the contexts for the data. The researcheI1 concluded there were four main 
categories that could be used to group the contexts: recreational/leisure contexts, 
research/work related contexts, professional developm¢nt contexts, and public service 
contexts (Figure 41). From these contexts there were five themes that emerged for 
Wildlife Ecology 118: (a) case histories, (b) animal biographies, (c) phenology 
applications and field techniques, (d) food chains and, (e) ecosystem examples. 
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Contexts: 
Data Sources ReereatJLeisura Rese; rchlWk. Prof. Dev. Public Servo 
Data Source 1: Course Intro. , 
Data Source 2: Sugg.Projects x ! 
Data Source 3: Lecture Outline 
Data Source 4: PuUhe Sci To. x 
Data Source 5: Phenology Lec. x 
Data Source 6: Rding the Landsc. x , 
Data Source 7: Case 1: Roadside x i 
Data Source 8: Case 2:Pr.Coulee x 
Data Source 9: Case 3: R~ P. x 
Data Source 10:Case 4:Marsh x 
Data Source 11: Case 5: N. WI x 
Data Source 12:Case 6:Fencerow x 
Data Source 13:Case 7: T.Marsh x 
Data Source 14:Case 8:Gilbert Cr. x ! 
Data Source 15: Concl. Cases 
Data Source 16:Bio of a Flock x 
Data Source 17:Bio Gr.H.OwI x 
• 
Data Source 18:Bio of a Covey x 
Data Source 19:Deduct.Bios- i 
Data Source 20:Wildlife Tech. x 
Data Source 21 :Animal PQI!, x , , 
Data Source 22:PC>fJ.. Census x 
Data Source 23:Weight Ratios x 
Data Source 24:Range x 
Data Source 25:Food Ch.Defin. i x 
Data Source 26:Food Ch. Dia. x 
Data Source 27: Deer Problems x I 
Data Source 28:Pop.Flucuat. , x 
Data Source 29:ECO.Broader App. x 
Data Source 30: Closing Lecture x I 
Data Source 31: Tests I 
Data Source 32: Field Trips x x x 
Total: 8 L 15 3 3 
Figure 41. Context for Wildlife Ecology 118 
Fifteen of the lessons came from research in G~me Management (1933) and the 
work in the field carried out through Leopold and his gtaduate students. His graduate 
students added to the depth of information on select sp~cies studies at wildlife 
management areas that Leopold helped to establish. T~ese areas include the Arboretum, 
Faville Grove, Prairie du Sac, and the marsh studies at the Coon Valley project in 
southern Wisconsin (McCabe, 1987). 
Eight of the lessons centered on activities that c~me from phenology records that 
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were introduced as a recreational activity. Leopold's phenology started as a pastime that 
developed as a basis of research, literature, and teachin~. These notes turned into a 
succession of comparative observations on individual species over time so they could be 
manipulated to show how even the smallest changes in ithe environment can impact 
organisms in a very big way. Data Sources 2, 4, and 5 that focused on phenology were 
often applied as a technique for creating activities that ¢ould be used to read the 
landscape and compare specific species from ecosysteQIs that could be applied on a 
broader level. 
Three public service contexts were from volunt¢er service on committees that 
tackled the deer problems in Wisconsin. Leopold used his experiences in deer 
management problems to highlight complicated environmental issues. The deer problem 
example showed a wide range of public opinions that cteated a complicated dilemma 
with international applications. The three lessons from professional development came 
from Leopold's experiences from conferences that he a~tended and his trip to Germany. 
Leopold's trip to Germany had a profound impact on his view of wildlife management. 
Germany accentuated the problem of managed landscapes that resulted in loss of biotic 
potential or ecosystem health. 
Emerging Themes. The were five themes for Wildlife Ecology 118: (a) case 
histories, (b) animal biographies, (c) phenology appliqtions and field techniques, (d) 
food chains and, (e) ecosystem examples. A majority of the lessons used case histories 
featuring changes in landscape over specific time fram¢s. The landscapes were written 
into case histories to present a historic picture of the ecological happenings that changed 
a particular place. In a few instances, Leopold used the research from his graduate 
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students to add to the accuracy of a particular case hist@ry. 
The animal biographies illustrated associations of animals with their 
environments throughout the course of the year. Leopold created animal biographies to 
demonstrate how animals depended on their environments, how seasonal changes 
affected a particular species, and how these patterns fit into the ecological story of a 
particular place. The seasonal changes described in the biographies highlighted the 
dependency of animal to place and what particular aspect of the environment could 
support that animal's life. 
Phenology helped simplify the complex associ<¢ions of living organisms and their 
environmental responses. Through phenology, observations of species, both from field 
trips and classroom slides, identified species and their I1elationships within their own 
habitats. Field trips were used as immersion experienc~s to physically and mentally 
engage students with their environments. Field techniques included application of weight 
ratios and population counts that demonstrated the dynamics of energy and flow through 
the food chains. Field trips also included students planting trees and improving native 
habitats. Diagrams of food chains and webs helped students to visualize the associations 
of living things with each other. Food chains reinforced the concept of energy and the 
way it moves through ecosystems, showing the patterns of interrelationships between 
species. 
Leopold pulled from his broad knowledge of wildlife experiences, both 
professionally and personally, to provide a large snapshot of ecosystem models across the 
world. By doing so, he used historic perspectives for comparison in specific places to 
deepen the students' understanding of complex environmental problems. With this 
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knowledge as a base, students could read landscapes inl various situations and pull from 
past examples of specific cases for thoughtful deliberat~on on future problem solving. 
Generalizations of Findings to Literature 
The following connects the findings from the strdy on the first two subsections 
from Chapter Two: (a) Civic Engagement through Env~ronmental Strategies and (b) Key 
Environmental Issues during Leopold's Career. These itwo sections are directly tied to 
the research questions RQ1 and RQ2. 
RQl: Civic Engagement through Environmental Strategies 
Environmental Problem Solving and Knowled~ of Processes and Systems from 
the Four Strands for Environmental Education are the qominating themes that resonate 
throughout Wildlife Ecology 118. The following subs¢ctions will discuss in detail the 
application of these dominating themes as strategies fot Wildlife Ecology 118. 
Environmental Problem Solving. Environment,l problems are multi-level and 
complex (lCCE, 1997; NEETF, 1999). Environmental! problem solving requires that 
people understand natural processes and apply that knqwledge to local environmental 
issues (Cobern, 1988). The presentation of the Case Histories from Wildlife Ecology 118 
helped to increase environmental awareness by connecting the current environmental 
issues of the time, such as erosion, loss of biodiversity, etc., with information that was 
already known, such as historic cases. By connecting ¢.e past problems to the present 
situations, students could "make sense" of the more co~plex tasks solving environmental 
issues. 
This "making sense" feature shows how histori¢ examples become shared 
information that reinforces other similar features that ate stored in memory. Advanced 
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problem solvers appear to have at their disposal the memory record of a variety of 
strategies and problems that they can call on for solutidns (Lawson, 2003). Exposure to a 
variety of strategies and skills creates contradictions in the brain that in tum, arouse 
behaviors that can cause change (Lawson, 2003; Piage~, 1968; 1970). This is essential 
for building knowledge and changing behavior. 
Knowing the stories of people and understanding historical patterns of land use 
and cultural values through Leopold's case histories all~ws students to blend and 
integrate knowledge so that they can recall it effectively and apply it to other situations 
(Lawson, 2003). By viewing patterns of relationships OVer a period of time, students of 
Wildlife Ecology 118 could integrate these patterns fori future problem solving. 
The other factor that Leopold utilized for probl~m solving occurred with the 
immersion of his students into the relevant and local environmental issues within the 
local community. He selected projects (D.S.2) that WOUld give students direct 
involvement with the local natural resources. He led st~dents on field trips that were 
relevant and engaging. Students physically planted tre¢s, observed wildlife, kept 
phenology records, visited wildlife projects. These activities gave students a real world 
understanding about the overall natural processes that could be applied toward 
environmental knowledge (Cobern, 1988). The living plants and animals of an ecological 
world were not in a separate, distant place but were rel¢vant and relational to the lives of 
the students (Loughland, Reid, Walker, & Petocz, 2003). 
Wildlife Ecology 118 was designed to place stupents within the experience of the 
natural world. Leopold required students to participatel in field trips and included part of 
the course assessment to be based on student-selected field projects. These authentic 
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experiences are essential for environmental understanding of the physical world and 
provided a mental record of what was done and seen. 
Knowledge of Processes and Systems. Studies (ICCE, 1997; NRC, 1996) from 
the community of environmental educators indicate that more substantive content in the 
natural sciences is needed. To embody natural science, students must have the skills to 
identify the physical components of the environment. Leopold gave students the 
empirical skills and techniques to identify the environment around them and then connect 
them from plant to animal, animal to place, place to environment. These skills become 
the factual knowledge that underpins important concepts throughout the course, from the 
Case Histories, Animal Biographies, Field Trips, Studetnt Projects and Tests. 
Factual knowledge provided the foundation for building the framework that 
contained the information necessary to understand the ¢omplicated network of 
relationships in ecosystems such as reciprocity and fee<liback (Grotzer, Donis, & Shaw, 
2000). Understanding the facts and ideas in a context facilitates the retrieval and 
application of information in the brain so that it can be laccessed to understand these 
complex, ecological concepts (Donovan, 2002). 
Misconceptions from ecological principles often occur when there is no direct 
connection to an event or happening (Bell-Basca, Grotzer, Donis, & Shaw, 2000; Capra, 
1999; Grotzer & Bell-Basca, 2001; Resnick, 2002). Because passive flows of energy are 
not readily observable, students must be shown how these complex systems operate. 
Leopold used many diagrams (D.S. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28) on animal 
populations, weight ratios, range, and food chains to demonstrate the variety of ways that 
energy presents itself through an ecosystem. Furthermore, Leopold grounded these 
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models in local problem-solving events such as the deer issues in Wisconsin and the 
forest issues in Germany. Thus the effectiveness was enhanced for the educational 
experience by the students (Coyle, 2004). 
The phenology techniques that are found within the data (D.S. 2, 3,4,5,6,31, 
and 32) were tools that place living organisms within th.e context of their environments. 
By associating the needs of the organisms with the various aspects of the environment, 
students collected information about the plants and animals that surrounded the local 
community. As Leopold gave identity to the uniqueness of the species within their 
context, students learned to identify the special places and features of the landscape that 
gave it importance (Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1974). 
The landscape features become a pattern of rec(])gnition that give order and 
meaning (Piaget, 1970; 1971; Burton, 1993; Barkman, 2000; Decampo et aI, 2000; Volk, 
1995). Order and meaning give value to day-to-day living in which consciousness and 
environment become intertwined (Capra, 1996). This *ives context to the concept of a 
living earth that embraces the ecological network where life and death are intertwined to 
provide a living network of life support (Lovelock, 1979; Margulis & Sagan, 1997; Orr, 
1992). Leopold's strategies for Wildlife Ecology 118~to engage students to become 
better citizens of the ecological community-are notably through the field trips and field 
projects where students became immersed in the outdoor settings. The complex and 
varied settings of outdoor experiences enriched and chldlenged mental and physical 
activities that helped to capture significant events. These activities reinforced classroom 
lectures that provided analogous, realistic experiences to inspire environmentally 
responsible behavior. 
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RQ2: Key Environmental Issues for Wildlife Ecology 118 
Leopold's life was placed in the context of emerging environmental issues that 
have reached international proportions in today's global society. Loss of biodiversity, 
erosion, and resource misuse were key topics that have persisted and enlarged in scope to 
global proportions (Roosevelt, 1913/1985; Worster, 1988; 1993). These issues 
encompassed the use of technology and cultural mores that change perceptions about the 
way place is perceived and used (Bowers, 2001). Leopold's case histories and animal 
biographies are particular good models which give identity to the ecological landscape 
and illustrated the context of these emerging issues. 
The Case Histories from Wildlife Ecology 118 are fruitful for study by educators 
in the way they were interjected for illustrative examples. By drawing from personal 
experience and historic research, Leopold created stories that could help clarify long term 
misuse of resources that resulted in ecological damage. Leopold witnessed the large loss 
of biodiversity and poor land management practices that caused a multiplicity of 
problems such as erosion of soils, contamination of water, and the large scale depletion of 
resources (Flader, 1974; McCabe, 1988; 1988, Meine, 1988). Leopold showed how 
cultural practices in industry, such as forestry and logging, and agricultural practices, 
such as cattle ranching and crop cultivation, were used as ethical scenarios to question if 
the means of practices justified the end results (Bowers, 2001). 
Several examples of government interventions were given to provide solutions to 
conflicts on conservation issues of the time, such as the deer overpopulation problem in 
northern Wisconsin (D.S. 27). In some of these cases, Leopold interjected successful 
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scenarios (D.S. 8) while others questioned the wisdom of government regulation and 
practices (D.S. 10, D.S.ll). 
Leopold used his Germany trip (D.S. 29) and historical references (D.S. 30) from 
literature to frame ethical practices within the context of cultural mores. Ethics are based 
upon worldviews that are determined within a social structure (Campbell, 1993). This 
idea is central to the premise for a biocentric universe that Leopold developed, with an 
ethic that considers an organic relationship between humans as well as all life on Earth 
(Darwin, 1859/1998; Demasio, 1994; Eisler,1987; Gimbautus, 1999; Jung, 1993; 
Maynard-Smith, 1986; Stone, 1976). 
Central to ethical choices is the creation of technology and the implications of its 
aftermath (Bowers, 2001). Leopold witnessed the rise of the automobile that created 
massive highway construction projects in the United States. Large chunks of land were 
modified for logging operations and large scale agricultural practices. Leopold 
interjected cultural symbols, such as roadsides (D.S. 1) and fences (D.S. 6) in the Case 
Histories as examples of these technological changes. 
The profound meaning of places began to deteriorate from technological change 
and has aggressively advanced into the 21 st century. The deterioration of biodiversity and 
deterioration of places that had been rich in historic value offer little challenge for 
creative thinking (Ellen & Fukui, 1996; Kuo, 1967). Leopold recognized the cultural 
symbols of fences and widened roads as a break from historic landscapes that would 
create a new pattern of identity far different from an ecologically rich setting (Bowers, 
1995; Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1974). 
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Identity is central to the way Leopold incorporated the wildlife species issues of 
his time. Animal biographies (D.S. 16,17, and 18) and deer lessons (D.S. 27 and 28) are 
examples of dilemmas that are carried out on a daily basis between wildlife and human 
contact. Leopold used familiar contexts that could be experienced by others, in most 
ordinary circumstances, in order to develop important ecological concepts. The animal 
species used for examples in these lessons were native and plentiful-owls, quail, deer, 
and pheasant. Their dilemmas were conflicts between the encroachment of human 
occupancy and lack of human knowledge about the needs of wildlife 
Implications and Suggestions 
The findings for this study have implications in various fields. This section 
includes implications for three groups: (a) educators, (b) researchers, and (c) policy 
makers. 
Educators 
This study was initiated to strengthen environmental education practices by 
examining historic models. As a practitioner in the field of environmental education, the 
researcher is disappointed with the lack of initiatives and support that environmental 
education received, in both formal and informal settings, in recent years. In addition, 
many of the environmental education activities that have been utilized since the formal 
embodiment of the field of environmental education in the 1970s lacked theory behind 
the practice. Activities were based around ecological concepts, but there was little 
information for educators to grasp about the underlying themes. 
By the 1990s, environmental educators solidified the important concepts for 
ecological understanding by recommending the Four Strands for Environmental 
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Education (NAAEE, 1999). Unfortunately, education theory and practice turned its back 
on successful models that encouraged a systems approach to learning and returned to an 
archaic practice of "teaching to the test." This disregard for the physiological and unique 
potential of individual creativity has increased the neglect and potential for the skills 
necessary to solve the massive environmental problems that continue to mount. 
Leopold encapsulated environmental problems through creating models of 
significant events that contributed to the problems. He could "sift through the infinite 
debris of human experience to find answers to questions of 'why' and 'how' "(Kavanagh, 
1998, p. 5). The Case Histories and Animal Biographies were stories about authentic 
examples of environmental problems and events. The use of stories for classroom 
lessons are the most basic lessons for achieving human understanding and knowledge 
(Bowers, 1995; 1998; Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1989; Ellen & Fukui, 1996). 
Unfortunately, stories found within the scope of natural history have all but 
disappeared on college campuses (Krupa, 2000). Physical experiences with nature are 
the most elementary way to understand the complex ecological systems yet there lacks 
support for field trips and outdoor studies from the college to the pre-school level. The 
fundamental knowledge of basic nature identification is not valued and scientific interest 
has dwindled down to microscopic studies. Little emphasis is placed on the importance 
of local, native species, which, in reality, support ecological health for the community. 
As a result, the nature of science (Mestre, 2002) is poorly understood and students fail to 
understand or appreciate their personal association with the living, organic world outside 
their window. 
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The nature of science is ecological knowledge that is realistic, holistic, shared, 
and connected with other living organisms. An ecological world is patterned, not linear, 
where living systems are nested and organized through networks and relationships 
(Capra, 1999; Margaulis & Sagan, 1997). Educators must attend to vocabularies that 
support ecological ideals, and discard vocabularies that support sexism, racism, and 
intimidation because these vocabularies destroy ecological principles (Bowers, 2001; 
Fukui, Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1996). Unfortunately, institutions of education are slow to 
respond for implementation of ecological knowledge. 
University professor David Orr (1998) described the actions of universities to 
address today's environmental problems as "lethargic" (p. 15). It is imminent for 
universities to direct the education of students as citizens of a global, ecological 
community. Perhaps one of the first areas to help inject environmental standards for 
education is through the accreditation process. The accreditation process for universities 
is for the (a) enhancement of the educational quality throughout the region and, (b) to 
meet standards that address the needs of society and students (Commission on Colleges, 
2008). The accreditation process should include the environmental needs of society today 
as a standard of practice because universities are institutions of liberal education. 
As institutions of liberal education (Newman, 1999), universities are obligated to 
address the needs of society and their students by creating a free and autonomous 
individual for citizenship in a democracy (Fallis, 2007; Goldfarb, 1998; Gutman, 1999). 
The social contract between the university and a democratic society implies that 
universities have the responsibility to train professionals with the capacity to solve 
problems and pass on shared culture for the future (Fallis, 2007). 
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The enormous complexity of environmental problems has been ranked as high 
priority (Coyle, 2004), yet universities have done little to embrace environmental course 
requirements as a part of standard curricula (Kormondy & Corcoron, 1997). The historic 
model from this study can be used as an example for infusing ecological concepts for a 
multi-disciplinary approach in course curricula. 
Leopold used local ecological models that engaged students with local community 
issues. Community engagement has been identified by the Carnegie Foundation 
(University of Louisville Office of Community Engagement, 2008) as an important 
framework for building strategies to strengthen collegiate assessments and accreditations. 
Community engagement coupled with environmental problem solving prepares college 
graduates to face the challenges in their prospective career fields as citizens in a global 
society. 
Some states have in place recommendations for the integration of environmental 
education and community engagement on college campuses. The master plan for 
Kentucky (KEEC, 1999) states: "No student should leave a Kentucky college or 
university without a basic understanding of the interaction of natural and socioeconomic 
systems. Both our ecological and our economic future depend on this understanding, 
especially among our leaders" (p. 9). Murray State University makes environmental 
education a required class for its educational requirements for teachers. Unfortunately, 
Murray State University is the exception rather than the rule. 
Science methods courses in universities, designed to help teachers integrate 
science in the K-5 classroom, often overlook the application of environmental teaching 
methods for teachers. There are very few efforts directed in providing new teachers with 
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the skills to help them identify the local habitat, much less how to probe and investigate 
local environmental problems. The lack of teacher training in environmental education 
for K-12 classrooms, and the lack of cohesive college curriculums with an ecological 
emphasis, makes the possibilities of engaging young students as future environmentally 
responsible adults seem unlikely. 
There are a few universities in the United States that are beginning to require an 
ecological approach to their curriculum requirements for the general education of all their 
students. For example, the University of California Santa Cruz has restructured its 
College Eight core courses for new students. Beginning the fall 2009 semester, all 
freshmen will be enrolled in a new core course titled "The Environment and Us" 
featuring interdisciplinary subjects from electrical engineering, earth sciences, ecology, 
and evolutionary biology that are intertwined in a five-unit writing course (UC Santa 
Cruz, 2009). According to the provost, Ravi Rajan, "the core course will give students a 
solid scientific and policy foundation for environmental citizenship" to foster an 
"entrepreneurial spirit that will empower students to help tackle and solve environmental 
problems" (p. 2). 
Environmental Problem Solving scored high in Wildlife Ecology 118 and, 
according to current studies, there are a lack of good examples for teachers to implement 
in the classrooms. Leopold combined phenology with history, sociology, and biology to 
create Case Histories and Animal Biographies. Models today that engage students with 
their environments include those that encourage phenology activities, such as the United 
Kingdom Phenology Network (Woodland Trust, 2009), Monarch Watch (University of 
Kansas Entomology Program, 2002), and Journey North: A Global Study of Wildlife 
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Migration (Annenberg Media, 2009). The Leopold Educational Project (Pheasants are 
Forever, 2009) and the Aldo Leopold Foundation (n.d.) continue to offer programs that 
nurture Leopold's principles and encourage nature study. Ecological literacy programs at 
the Center for Ecoliteracy (Capra, 1999) interject creative energy into environmental 
activities. Other activities that empower environmentally responsible activities are those 
that get people immersed physically with the outdoors (Chawla, 1998; Sia, Hungerford, 
& Tomereck, 1985; Tanner, 1980). 
Outdoor classrooms that include garden activities, wildlife habitats, and field 
investigations such as water studies, archaeological investigations, and geology 
explorations, as examples, contain physical activities that challenge the senses. They 
draw attention to the detail of the natural and cultural settings that bring a significant 
understanding of place and belonging. These challenges help to make experiences more 
significant and memorable (Challa, 1998; Sia, Hungerford, & Tomereck, 1985; Tanner, 
1980). 
The natural environment is a classroom in constant motion that changes and 
responds. Environmental education begins with young children, whose senses are 
"naturally" attuned to the outdoors; children are physically closer to the Earth and capture 
minute details of the network of plants and animals. The plasticity of the natural 
environment (Kuo, 1967) provides the mental and physical challenges for developing 
growth in human potential. 
Ecological knowledge is embedded in the evidence of soils, rocks, and water. 
Leopold understood the importance of "seeing" the knowledge in the land and "reading" 
the chapters embedded in ecological evidence. Wildlife Ecology 118 contained lessons 
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of abuse but also demonstrated the dependence and interplay of species with each other. 
Models of nurture, support and cooperation are observable and prolific. Ethologists 
(Dugatkin, 1997, Goodall, 1971; Kuo, 1967) have demonstrated that cooperative 
behaviors prevail over time. 
Nature provides the models of nurture, support, and cooperation. Interaction with 
nature on a day-to-day basis gives competency of understanding for living. Nurturing 
and cooperative behaviors guide actions of joy and purpose, and, as Nel Noddings (1984) 
so appropriately espoused, the purpose of education should be to find joy in life. 
In summary I recommend the following: 
• Preschool and elementary level children be exposed as much as possible 
to outdoor settings. Natural materials, such as leaves, twigs, rocks, dirt, 
etc., can be incorporated for classification. Gardening activities and non-
vertebrates should be included as a part of the indoor setting. Children 
should begin phenology journals and record their seasonal observations 
by going on short walks around the schoolyard and neighborhoods. 
Outdoor classrooms should be a part of standard school curriculum and 
include gardens, weather stations, and study areas. 
• Middle and high school students should research their community history 
about the people and agricultural or industrial practices from the past. 
Graphs, charts, surveys are available through local government and 
agencies that list soils, water tables, flora and fauna. Local history 
societies can pinpoint important events and activities. Students should 
visit local sites of historic and natural interest to determine preservation 
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and importance for the present and future. Special identification should 
be made of neotropical species that depend on the local community to 
complete ecological cycles. Students should identify the present cultural 
artifacts that are changing today's landscapes. For example, do cell 
phone towers alter or effect landscapes or biological species? 
• College students should be engaged in environmental courses of authentic 
community environmental experiences that include stewardship practices. 
Students should be engaged in field trips that explore the local natural 
history with heavy emphasis on species identification and phenology. 
• As universities move toward practices that include national standards, 
every effort should be made to include required environmental education 
classes as a part of the standard requirement for college degrees for all 
students. It is the responsibility of universities to prepare future leaders 
with the strategies necessary for future problem solving. Research in this 
study indicates that global, environmental problems will continue to 
require efforts of individual, environmentally responsible behavior for the 
successful future health of the Earth's ecosystem. 
• Educators should be trained on various methods to integrate subjects for a 
cross disciplinary approach to environmental education. Educators need 
training in natural history methods, such as phenology, and local species 
identification to develop classroom lessons and curriculum that give the 
ecological knowledge necessary to protect local ecosystems. Professional 
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development activities are needed that encourage educators to experience 
environmental problem solving "out in the field." 
Researchers 
This study began as a historic case study to identify teaching models that would 
engage more people into responsible action for environmental initiatives. There were 
few models for the researcher to follow when developing the theory and framework to 
conceptualize the study. There was little research in the field of environmental education 
on historic figures and there seemed to be little encouragement for a study of this nature. 
It was "out of the realm" for most typical educational research. Fortunately, the 
researcher found a mentor who embraced history and education and encouraged the 
researcher to complete the study. 
The matrix and criteria for the Four Strands for Environmental Education was 
devised by the researcher and it is hoped that it will be challenged and tested in other 
venues. It became an interesting model to test against the Wildlife Ecology 118 concepts 
and lessons and in most cases, seemed practical and applicable. 
When the study began in 2002, there was little research in the literature regarding 
historic models for environmental education; however the field of environmental history 
has emerged as a new venue. This field seems to be rapidly expanding and the researcher 
hopes that other educators will pursue historic models of environmental educational 
practices that will support educators and legislation that encourages teachers and students 
to explore nature in pursuit of environmental problem solving. 
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Policy Makers 
Familiarity with community gives a perspective of understanding that derives for 
society a sense of identity. Thinking, knowing, and understanding the local community 
are social and historical experiences built upon daily routines that build specific 
relationships among tasks and objects, places, and events (Stonier, 1992). The rapid 
disappearance and destruction of landscapes undermines the principles of community 
knowledge that are fundamental to the genetic makeup of human potential. Current large 
scale destruction of diverse ecosystems results in a sterile, unchallenging environment 
that holds little complexity to provide for quality of life. Policy makers should strive to 
protect communities by preventing amoebic development that totally disregards the 
ecological principles that give sustenance for life support. 
Local policy makers need to support efforts that include green spaces to protect 
native wildlife species and to build networks from the local to global levels to build 
empathy for declining biodiversity. Educational policy makers should include support 
that provides outdoor investigations and field trips as a part of standard curriculums for 
public education. Policy makers of all types need to recognize that physical 
environmental experiences that allow contact with nature bring significant changes in 
environmentally responsible behavior. Efforts should be made that bring decision makers 
to the actual site of environmental studies and problems to provide that physical 
understanding of what is taking place. Support for educational institutions should be 
directed to environmental education activities that strive to give citizens the knowledge 
and capacity that can direct sound choices for sustainable ecological practices. 
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Leopold used Wildlife Ecology 118 as a cross-disciplinary approach to engage 
people with ecology. He led people to various settings; he encouraged nature 
observations, phenology, and note-taking and provided examples of successful and not so 
successful models of government interventions on environmental problems. Leopold 
demonstrated how cultural artifacts, such as fences and roads, can bring small changes to 
a landscape and then lead to larger problems that result in ecological damage. He tackled 
enormous political obstacles, was sometimes defeated, but more often successful. 
Wildlife Ecology 118 was an accumulation of experiences, stories, and activities 
that immersed students in efforts to protect quality of life. In A Sand County Almanac, 
Leopold recognized that even a mouse understands and respects the place that provides 
the essentials of sustainability. The metaphor of the "mouse" is an example for humans 
to emulate and accept with humility and membership in the ecological community. 
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